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KTHXOLOOY OF CANADA AND NKWFOUXDLAXl).

In the following papera we have brief, general accounts of Can
adian aboriginal people- something never before attempted in any
thing like a methodical and scientific way by writers who have made 
special studies of our Indians. For the suggestion of this idea, as well 
as for the carrying of it out, too much credit cannot be given Dr. 
Franz Boas, professor of ethnology in Columbia University, New 
York.

It is really remarkable to find so many otherwise quite intelligent 
people who regard all Indians just as Indians and nothing more. It 

sometimes even supposed that there is an Indian language, so that 
when a Mississauga meets an Iroquois, or a Bluekfout a Micmac, con
versation should be easy; and any differences that exist are thought 
to lie simply those arising from degrees of savagery, or of civilization, 
or because of climate and environment.

Ftlmologieully it is fortunate for us that our so-called “red** bro
thers have afforded so many opportunities to study primitive conditions 
of life, in various circumstances,and under different skies, for in many 
.aspects the American Indian stands head and shoulders above most 
it her aboriginal peoples, exeept perhaps the Maoris, ami some South 
Sea Islanders.

It is quite true that among all primitive races there are similar
ities, a ml, not seldom, very strong ones, as there are among those who 
regard themselves highly civilized, hut these coincidences exist be
cause of mtr common humanity. We are all subject to like desires, 
wishes, hopes, and fears. Food is necessary» and we must provide it 
in otic or more of numerous ways; yet. we arc not all the product of 
utu mould physically or.mentally, and in the latter respect we differ 
much more from one another than in the former, individually, trih- 
ally, and nationally. To account for the cause of these divergencies is 
not a lu s an easy task, even when the peoples concerned are geo- 
graph i iv far apart; it is sometimes difficult to do so when they are 
neigh! is; ami in numerous instances, no reason is forthcoming.

haps we shall never be able to explain all that is now so prnh- 
!< ical, or to understand much of xvhat remains in doubt, but year 
b war we seem to overcome what hitherto have seemed insuperable 
obstacles. The following essays are from the pens of living writers, 
and cannot fail to prove of great service to readers who desire to under
stand the relationship that exists among British American Indians 
from Vancouver to Newfoundland. It will be observed that the state
ments of the writers are sometimes at variance in matters of detail 
this is inevitable when any subject is treated independently by various 
hands, but as a whole, readers have reason to congratulate themselves 
oil the present opportunity to learn at first hand wliat are the opinions 
of so many acknowledged authorities on such an extremely interest
ing subject. I). B.

I. HISTORICAL ACCOUNT.

By Cyhvs Thomas.

At the time of the first post-Columbian contact of the Indians of 
Canada with Kuropeans, the country now embraced under this name 
was occupied by natives of several different linguistic stocks. These
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groups were following Major J. W. Powell’s classification and no
menclature—the Algonquian, Iro(|uoiun, Esquimauan, Athapascan, 
Beothukan ami ('hinimvsyan families, the Siouan in part, the Kitun- 
ahan, Skittvgutun, and the Salishan and Wakushan in part.

However, the dawn of Indian history in the Dominion of Canada 
dates hack of Cartier's entrance into the St. Lawrence (LVM> and even 
hack of tin* appearance of Cahot on the coast of Labrador ( 1407). For 
t 1m* date of the first contact of the natives of Canada with people of 
the white race we must go hack in the past to the appearance of the 
adventurous Northmen on the northeastern coast, which lias perhaps 
a more important hearing in the study of prehistoric North America 
than is generally conceded. The1 recent re-examiuutimi by Storm, 
Reeves, Fic her, and others of the data relating to the discovery by 
the Northmen, has resulted not only in limiting the range of these 
adventurers along the coast of the New World, hut also in determin
ing more satisfactorily the localities visited. For example, it is now 
generally conceded that Helluland is Labrador; Mnrklund, the Island 
of Newfoundland; and Vinland. or Wincland, tire eastern part of Nova 
Scotia. The opinion formerly held that the natives encountered hy 
Thorfinu Karlsefne in Vinland were Eskimo (Skrelings) is now con
sidered erroneous; the two or three words uttered hy them and the 
few eliaiai ter ist ies mit iced are not considered Esquiinauan, hut more 
likely Micmac or Heothukan -probably the former. If this conclu
sion he accepted, as now seems probable, then, to those who hold the 
theory that man's tirsf anoearanve in North America was on the 
northwest coast in the post-Ulaeial era, this, and the additional fact 
that the Eskimo were most certainly met by the Northmen in Green
land, are positive proofs that these tribes or their ancestors bail tra
versed the continent hy the tenth century. Already the Eskimo had 
become an arctic people, had already skirted the northern coasts, 
and already adopted the customs suited to their habitat» and mode of 
life. Already the great Algonquian stock had reached the Atlantic 
coast in its progress eastward. These facts must, therefore, form a 
li-dsi» of comparison and of time estimates in studying the traditions 
.mil corK movements of the noithern tribes.

The Eskimo, or Innuit, as they < all themselves, have in the past 
occupied, and do yet in part occupy, a fringe of land along the At
lantic coast north of the Gulf of St. Lawrence: around the east and 
west sides of Hudson Bav: the Arctic coast and neighboring islands 
westward to Bering Strait, and down the northwest coast to the Alas
kan Peninsula. Thev have seldom penetrated far into the interior, 
being essentially a littoral people, relying upon the produi ts of the 
sea for food, clothing, and implements. From Alaska along the 
whole immense stretell of several thousand miles to, and including, 
Greenland, they all speak the same language, with hut minor dia
lectic variations, and have the same general customs. They have 
always been a comparatively gentle and peaceable people, as is ap
parent not onlv from the reports of Arctic explorers, hut also from 
the fact that they have always rendered assistance to these explorers 
when needed, and have never been knmvri to attack isolated parties 
of whites who were not aggressors, however enfeebled by hunger, 
though these helpless visitors may have possessed many objects tempt
ing to them.

We agree with S. E. Dawson (Can. and N. Fr. Stanford’s Ootn- 
pend. N. Am T. (J7. 18!)7), in the belief that the general tenor of the
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mou* reliable origin myths and traditions of the Indians of the At
lantic section of North America point to the northwest as the direc
tion whence they vaine ; tin? few traditions indicating movements 
from the cast being comparatively modern and unreliable as indica
tions of pristine habitats. Hence it lias been in the past largely fiom 
ilie region north of the international boundary, as traditions testify, 
that the territory of the United States, especially east of the plains, 
has been peopled with a native population. 11 is our opinion that 
the Lenni Ueitape started from the cold region north of the lakes on 
their migration to the south of the. chain of great lakes and eastward 
to the coast ; from whom offshoots were to branch out into New Kng- 
biud and southward along the Atlantic const to Pamlico Sound; that 
from the same region came tin* Iroquois, who sent offshoots to Virginia 
and the mountains of Tennessee and North Carolina It was from 
the region north of Lake Superior the Chippewa» of Wisconsin and 
Michigan came; and from the same region came the Miamis and 
Polaw otomies ; also tin- XX innebagoes and then soul hern offshoots. 
It was from British Columbia that lhe Athapascan offshoots made their 
way into Arizona and Now Mexico, and it may he that from there also 
(he Shoshoni group drifted southward. It is to Canada, since the white 
man gained control, that many of the remnants of tribes from New 
England and other parts of the United States have made their way in 
search of a final resting place.

Turning now to a brief consideration of the groups separately, 
we begin with those at the eastern extremity and move westward, 
somewhat along the lines of progress by the whites, to the tribes of 
the interior.

A small group consisting of a single tribe known as the Ueothuks 
resided at the time of the Columbian discovery on the island ot New
foundland. These, probably first seen in post-Columbian times by 
Cabot, in 1497, and subsequently visited by Cartier in If)'14, con
stituted, according to Major Powell’s classification (Seventh Ann. 
Rep., Bur. Amer. Eth., 57) a distinct linguistic stock. It is pro
bable that at the time of Cabo Vs discovery they occupied or had con
trol of the whole island, but a century and a quarter later they had 
abandoned the southern portions, this change having been made on 
account of the frequent attacks upon them by the Micmacs and Euro
pean settlers. They retired to the northern and eastern sections of 
the island ; but their retreat was of no avail ; pursued by the Maniacs, 
who look possession of the section they had abandoned, and warred 
upon by the European invaders, they rapidly wasted away, and by 
1827 ltec-ante extinct as a tribe. Possibly a few fled to Labrador to 
join the Nascapes.

The stock most widely distributed in tin* Dominion of Canada 
i« the Algonqiiian, which extends (or did. before being gathered on 
reservations) from the Atlantic Ocean to the Rocky Mountains. In 
the eastern provinces were the Micmacs, Maleeites, and A blink i ; in 
Labrador and eastern Quebec, tin* Nascapes. M istassins, and Montag
na is: in western Quebec and Ontario, tin* Missisiiugas, Nipissings, 
and Ottawas. and the Chippewas in mut : in Manitoba and tin* regions 
thence westward, tin* Cliinnewas in part, tin* Créés, and tin* Black feet 
group though the Blaekfeet have in recent years mostly drifted 
south of the international boundary. This widely extended stock, 
which was as widely-spread south of the boundary, was interrupted
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about Lakes Erie and Ontario by the tlilies of the Iroquoian stock, 
whose liai Hit at» were on both sides of these lakes.

At the time the first attempts were made to plant settlements 
along the Atlantic coast south of the Uulf of St. Lawrence, the Mic
macs, called by the early explorers the Snuriquuis, were then inhabit- 
ating Nova Scotia and a part of the gulf coast of New Brunswick, 
also the neighboring islands. Their first contact with Europeans 
was probabh at u very early date, as the Basque fishermen were in 
that region before Cartier's visit in 15*14. However, continued inter
course with the whites did not begin until 1(104, when Sieur de Monts 
attempted to plant a colony at Port Royal

Tin* French immigrants were kindh received by the natives, and 
allowed fo settle on their lands without objection, and friendly re
lations were established between the two peoples which, notwith
standing the misfortunes of the colouv, were maintained throughout, 
with a few slight interruptions. This friendship was largely due 
tn tin1 numerous marriages of Frenchmen with Micmac women. The 
history <»f these Indians for the next eighty years consists chiefly 
of wars with other tribes and the assistance they rendered the French 
in their contests with the English. The extinction of the Bvothuks 
was largdv due to the attacks of the Micmacs. The latter were, 
however, brought under the influence of the Catholic missionaries at 
an early day The tribe seems to have been one tenacious of life, 
for, not withstanding the vicissitudes through which they were forced 
to pass because of their exposed position, it appears from the later 
reports of the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs that they still 
number over three thousand persons a thousand more than Biard's 
estimate in Hill. They are located in the Provinces of New Bruns
wick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island; nine-tenths of them 
being Roman Catholics. It is said that these Indians and some 
allied tribes had in use at the time they were first visited by Euro
peans a system of symbolic writing by means of which they were 
enabled to communicate with one another.

Other tribes of the Maritime Provinces are the Malecites, or 
Etcliimins of early writers, and the Passainaqnoddies, the two forming 
a sub-group of the Ahnaki; to which sub-group the name Ktchimin 
has been more correctly applied. These tribes formed an early attach
ment for tliv French, chiefly through the influence of their mission
aries, and, with the other Almaki, carried on an almost constant war 
with the English colonists until the fall of the French power in 
America. Although the other Ahnaki tribes, as the whites encroached 
upon them, gradually withdrew to Canada, the Penohscots, Passa ma- 
quoddics. and Malecites remained in their ancient homes. The 
Almaki, numbering some 400, are now at Nt. Francis and Beçancour 
in Quebec: the Malecites, numbering 800, in several villages in New 
Brunswick and Quebec; while the remnants of the Penobscot and 
l'ussanniqnoddy tribes have homes in Maine.

The vast extent of territory embraced in the Labrador Peninsula 
has been thinly peopled in the past hy semi-nomadic bands of Mon- 
tugnais, Nascapes, Mistassins, and Swamp Frees, in addition to the 
’.'ski mo along the coast. The Montagna is group with whom the 
French came in contact at an early day, having joined Champlain 
in hi> first expedition against the Iroquois, was a confederacy of 
cognate tribes lather than a single integral body. These were the
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.Bersiamites, Tudmisacs, Papinachois, Chisedees, Kcoumnius, iui<l 
Xekouhanistes, though they were usually designated by the rollee- 
tive term Montagnais, or Lower Algonkins. Their linguiatie rela
tion appears to he closer with the Crées than with any other branch 
of the Algon<iuian family. The X a scapes appear also to be closely 
related to them.

The Montagnais are doubtless the Agouionda of Cartier, a name 
which he says the Indians of Hochelaga applied to those of Saguenay. 
They are spoken of in the first Jesuit Relation (tiiard, ltill-l(ilti) as 
friends of the French. Missionary labors among them were begun 
in lfilô, anil continued, with occasional interruptions, until 177G. 
'They were at war at an early date, and probably in prehistoric times, 
with the Micmacs, and to some extent with the Eskimo; but their 
chief and inveterate foes were the Iroquois, who drove them for a 
time from the hanks of the St. Lawrence, pursuing them to their 
strongholds about the upper Saguenay, compelling them to seek safety 
at more interior points. Sagnrd descriltcs them as the lowest type 
of Indians in Canada, and Purkman says that they were the lowest 
amt most uegrailed people of the Algonquiun stock. They were to 
a large extent nomadic., unwilling, even under missionary influences, 
to settle down and cultivate the soil for suhsistenee. In 1812 they 
were estimated roundly at 1,500; in 18*17, at 1,100; in 1881, the num
ber officially reported was 1,895; in 1897, the Montagnais and Nas- 
eapes together numl>ered 1,741. At the last mentioned date they 
were gathered chiefly on the reserve at Lake St. John, Chicoutimi 
County, Quebec Province, the number at this point being 404. Al
though on a reserve and having a school with a competent teacher, 
they have made but little progress toward farming, still depending 
largely on hunting and fishing for subsistence, with such income as 
they receive as guides and for hark canoes, snow-shoes, moceasins, 
etc.

The Nasvapcs, the most northeastern Algonquiun tribe, ranged 
over the interior of Labrador north of the Montagnais to Ungava 
Bay, and from Lake Mistassini to the Atlantic coast. Their usual 
habitat has i>een the interior tableland of the peninsula, it l>eing 
only in recent years that they have visited the banks of the St. Law
rence. They have been, until very recently, semi-nomadic, their 
habits and customs being similar to those of the Montagnais. It 
is the general belief of the Nascapes that they were driven to their 
northern habitat by the Iroquois, who formerly waged war upon them 
They have a definite tradition that their original home was west of 
Hudson Bay, and that when they reached northern Labrador they 
found the region uninhabited save by some Eskimo, chiefly along 
Hudson's Strait. It is possible that the Indians seen by (jasper 
Cortereal in 1499, seven of whom he carried to Portugal, were of this 
tribe, as the description given will not apply to the Eskimo. There 
was but little intercourse between them and the French.

Although the Iroquois played such an important role in the 
history of Canada, holding for a time the balance of power between 
the French and English, and certainly had their pristine home north 
of the lakes,* and have in part found their final resting place in 
Canada yet, in the limited sense of the term Iroquoù, the six ('orig
inally five) confederated tribes do not belong in historic times to Can-

See page ami following.
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ada, but to the United States. The long and cruel war carried on 
by them against the French of Canada and their Indian allies has 
been so often written up and is so well known us not to require repe
tition here, did our space permit it.

It may be assumed as probable that, like other groups of the 
Atlantic section, they came originally from the northwest, as part, 
at least, of the iroquoian family was located at an early day chiefly 
in the pensinsula north of Lake Erie. If credence is to lie given to 
the tradition that they, or a part of the group—possibly some of the 
Iroquois- moved at an early date up the St. Lawrence from near its 
mouth, this may lie explained by the supposition that some division 
pressed on in advance of the group to the gulf const in search of a 
bountiful food supply. It is probable that, while the group was 
located chiefly in the region immediately north of Lake Erie, which 
section became the Huron country, the Cherokees, and possibly the 
Eries also, broke away from the parent stem and moved south of the 
lakes into the region now embraced in Ohio.

It is true that the people of Hochelaga, visited by Cartier in 
15d4, were of the Iroquian stock ; but Mr. Hewitt concludes from 
his close study of the languages and history of the group that the 
evidence does not sustain the general opinion that a part of the Iro
quois proper were living north of the St. Lawrence River at that 
time. The people of Hochelaga were most likely Hurons. or pos
sibly one of the smaller cognate tribes. Seventy years later, when 
Champlain appeared on the scene, the HoeKelaga and Stadicone of 
Cartier had disappeared, and Algonquian tribes were in possession 
of the St. Lawrenee valley.

Although the Iroquois had battled so long and so persistently 
against the French while they retained the power in Canada, yet it 
was chiefly in this section that they sought a final retreat when con
quered by the United States troops under Sullivan. Their numlier 
a* present in the Dominion - chiefly at the Bay of Quinte, the Thames 
and Grand River, Ontario, and Cuunawaga, St. Regis and Lake of the 
Two Mountains, Quebec—amounts to something like ten thousand 
persons (9,671 in 1897).)

The tribes of the Iroquoian family in this region, other than the 
Six Nations, were, at the time that Europeans appeared hn the scene, 
as follows The Hurons, occupying the section immediately north of 
Lake Erie and from Lake Huron eastward well toward Niagara river. 
Immediately east of them was the little tribe or sub-division named 
Tionontatis, known also as the Pat un or Tobacco nation; east of these 
and occupying both banks of Niagara river the Neuter tribe, so named 
from their effort in their intermediate position to remain neutral in 
the war waged between the tribes on the opposite sides of them.

The saddest episode in the history of the Indians of Canada is 
that of the relentless warring upon the Hurons and, incidentally, the 
other two small tribes, and their final ruin, by the Iroquois. Not sat
isfied with massacring many of their people, and driving them from 
their homes, these relentless victors followed them into their retreats, 
forcing the sc attered remnants to retire still further into the interior. 
During the strife I lie two smaller bodies the Tionontatis and the 
Nvuh is weie entirely destroyed, becoming extinct at an early day.

Not only had the Huron towns been destroyed, and the nation 
>< attci m f’i m ills It the msi. • ••d end south, hut the Indian
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country all along tin* waterway from Montreal to Georgian Bay had 
been literally depopulated and turned into a wilderness. Moreover, 
we may add with Justin Winsur, “the Huron country never again 
knew the traces of this people, and only the modern archaeologist, 
wandering between the latter-day villages of an alien race, finds in 
the forest the evidences of the former occupants” (Cartier to Fronten-

The remnants of the Murons, who are known, in part, as Wyan- 
dots or Wendats, are as follows : Huions at Lorette, Province of Que
bec, Canada, 456; Wyaudots in Indian Territory. ICS., 365.

The area north of Lake Frie, from which the Huions were driven 
by the Iroquois, was subsequently in part taken possession of by the 
Mississaugas. The people of the latter tribe, when they first became 
known to the French—about the middle of the seventeenth century— 
were located on Mississauga river north of Lake Huron, and in part 
on Manitoulin island. Not long subsequent to this date they moved 
east and south, taking possession of the region abandoned by the H lir
ons, and soon spread over the peninsula of southern Ontario from Lake 
St. Clair to the outlet of Lake Ontario. They also made raids to some 
extent on the Iroquois in New York. About the close of the revolu
tion they had one village on the south side of Lake Erie, near Con- 
neaut, Ashtabula county, Ohio. The land on which the Iroquois are 
now settled at Grand River, Ontario, was bought from the Mississau- 
gas. In 1746 they were received by the Iroquois into their league 
as the seventh tribe, though not, as it seems, with the full privileges 
and l ights of the other six tribes. However, this alliance lasted only 
until the French and Indian war, a few years later. The Missis
saugas are closely related to, and seem to have been originally a part 
of, the ( hippewas. In 1897 the population officially reported was 
1,109, residing at Mud Lake, Rice Lake, Scugog, Alnwick, and New 
Credit, Ontario.

The Nipissings, though forming a comparatively small and un
important tribe, are brought into early notice from the position which 
they occupied on the lake of the same name at the head of Ottawa 
river, the early travel-route to the upper lakes. Champlain met with 
them in 1615; Jean Nicolet was next among them for some time pre
vious to 1632 ; and in 1637 they were visited lty the missionaries, Gar
nier and Ohastelain. In 1650 the Iroquois penetrated to their habi
tat, and, having massacred a large number of them, forced the others 
to seek safety in a more northern region. They chose as their retreat 
the shores of Lake Nepigon, where they remained until 1667, when 
they returned to their former home about Lake Nipissing. Their 
reputation as praeticers of magic gave them the name of sorcerers 
which is frequently referred to by early writers. They have no his
tory separate from other related Algonquin tribes of the same north
ern region. The chief remnants of the tribe are living on the reser
vation at Lake Nipissing. These, numbering about two hundred, 
are all Roman Catholics, and have an excellent church. They also 
have a school, usually taught by a female teacher.

The region about the northern end of Lake Huron seems to have 
l»een an important locality to the natives in the prehistoric era. a 
meeting point of the tribes It was the chief crossing place from 
the north to the south side of the lakes in the early migrations. It 
was here that more than one of the original groups separated into tri-
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lia! division* which started hence on their individual life history. It 
was here, also, that a number of these divisions which had not wan
dered away to other sections still lingered at the coming of the whites. 
It was in this region, as we have seen, that the Mississauga first be
came known to the whites.

Another minor Algonquin tribe of this section was that known as 
the Amikwn, or “Heaver Nation,” found by the French on the north 
shore of Lake Huron opposite Manitoulin island. Haequeville de la 
Potherie says that they and the Nipissings once inhabited the shores 
of Lake Nipissing, and that they made themselves masters of all the 
other tribes of that section until reduced by disease, and the Iroquois 
compelled the remainder of the triln» to retreat, some to the French 
settlements, others to Lake Superior and Green Hay, Wisconsin. In 
1740 they settled on Manitoulin Island.

According to the traditions of the Ottawa, Chippewa, and Pota- 
wotomi tribes, the three groups arc descended front the same stem 
and were formerly united as one people at some point north of the 
lakes, apparently north of Lake Superior; whence the Ottawa and 
Potuwotomi tribes, and the Chippewa in part, migrated southward. 
They separated in the region of Mackinaw, the Potawotomis and 
southern Chippewus going west into the section now embraced in Wis
consin, while the Ottawa* turned to the southeast. The earliest men
tion of the latter places them on Manitoulin Island, Lake Huron, and 
along the northeast coast of this lake. They were among the first 
of the western tribes to navigate Ottawa river on trading expeditions 
to the French settlements, and it is probable the river received its 
name from them. They were allies and firm friends of the French 
and the Hurous.

The Iroquois, having destroyed the Huron* in 1646, and still 
thirsting for blood, turned their arms against the Ottawae, who fled, 
with a remnant of the Hurous, first to the island* at the entrance of 
Green Hay, Wisconsin, where they were kindly received by the 
Potawotomis. A few years later they moved westward, a 
portion going to Keweena Hay, where they were found by Father 
Menard in 1660. Another portion fled, with a hand of Hurous, to 
the Mississippi, and settled on an island, at the entrance of Lake Pep
in. Driven thence by the. Sioux, whom they had foolishly attacked, 
they moved to Chequumegon Hay. Hnrra**ed here by the Sioux and 
being assured of protection by the French, they returned in 1670-71 
to Manitoulin island, a former home. Their stay here was short, as 
by 1080 most of them had joined the Huron* at Mackiivw about the 
station established by Marquette in 1671. The two tribes lived to
gether until about 1700, when the Huron* removed to the vicinity of 
Detroit. About the same time a portion of the Ottawa* seem to have 
settled on the east coast of Michigan between Saginaw Hay and De
troit. The bund which had moved to Southeastern Michigan re
turned to Mackinaw in 170G. Soon after this the chief scat of the 
tribe was established at L’Arhre Croche, Michigan. From this point 
they spread southward to various places in this state.

The Ottawa* were strong adherents to the English interests, as 
against the United States; and a small part of the tribe which refused 
to submit to United States' authority removed to Canada and settled 
on Walpole island in Lake St. Clair. The other Ottawa* in Canada 
are on Manitoulin and Oockburn islands, and the adjacent shores of
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Luke Huron. Ah early as 18fi9 those in Canada had mostly liecome 
agriculturists, living in good comfortable log cabins ; and most of 
those in Michigan have become citizens.

Originally the Ottawa» were divided into four bands the Kein- 
ouehe, lviskakon, Nassauaketon, and Sable, though it does not appear 
that there were any differences in the language spoken by these divi
sions. The total number of Ottawas at present is about 5,000, of whom 
one-fifth reside in Ontario, Canada.

Of the other two tribes, the Potawotomi and the Chippewa, of the 
confederated group mentioned above, we have only to refer here to the 
latter, as the Potawotomi, although originally on the Canadian side, 
have in historic times made their home chiefly south of the lakes. The 
Chippewa», or Ojibwas, at the time of their greatest numerical 
strength, formed the largest single tribe of Indians north of Mexico 
Their former range was the region bordering Hudson and Jaine-- 
bays on the north and Lakes Superior and Huron on the south, and 
also the southern shore of Lake Superior. The region immediately 
about Sault Ste. Marie seems also to have been a favoriti 
resort and food-gathering point for them. The first knowledge of 
the tribe obtained by the French related to those residing ;v« these 
falls, from which fact the name “Saiilteurs” or “Falls Indians’ was 
often applied to them, and also occasionally to the entire tribe. Their 
tradition seems to point to the shore of Hudson or James’ Bay as then 
pristine home.

It is possible that Nicollet met with them in 1634 (or 1639); how 
ever, the earliest recorded notice of them t< that in the Jesuit Rela
tion for 1640, where they are mentioned under the name tiaouichti- 
gouin, as then residing at the Sa ult. In 1642 they were visited bv 
the missionaries Raymbout and Joques, who found them at the Sauli 
engaged in a war with a people to the west, apparently the Sioux.

Although the Chippewa» have, since they first became known to 
the whites, been strong in numbers, spreading over an extensive terri
tory, the}' have not occupied a prominent place in the pioneer history 
of the country, owing to their remoteness from the frontier during the 
colonial wars. The southern division those living south of Lake 
Superior—being more warlike in disposition than those of the north
ern group, have played a much more important role in the intertribal 
wars of the northwest than the latter. Step by step they drove I lie 
Sioux westward, until they forced them out upon the plains. By 
them the Foxes, diminished in numbers by the attacks made upon 
them, were forced to seek safety by uniting with the Saules. While 
the Cliippewas, who had received fire-arms in advance of the other 
tribes west of Lake Michigan, were thus pushing back the eastern 
Sioux, many of their people, chiefly the Mississauga, already men
tioned, had made their way eastward into the peninsula between 
Lakes Huron and Fjrio.

The Cliippewas dwelling north of Lake Superior were compara
tively unknown to the whites until long after intercourse with those 
south had been established. The location of this northern group be
ing off the usual lines of travel, they seldom came in contact with the 
whites. They were generally mild and harmless, little disposed to 
war upon their tribes. On account of this peaceful disposition the 
name “Rabbits” was bestowed upon them by their more warlike 
southern brethren. They consisted of two local divisions known as
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Men of the l’hirk Woods’ * and llie “Swamp People” names derived 
from the character of the country they inhabited. The Maramegs, a 
tribe closely related to the (’hip pew as, if not actually a division of 
them, was incorporated with the northern group previous to 1670. The 
northern Chippewas are so intimately connected with the Crées and 
Maskegons that the three cun be distinguished only by those acquaint
ed with their dialects and customs; while south of the lake 1 lie Chip- 
pewas, Uttawas, and Potaxvotomis have always formed a kind of loose 
confederacy, frequently designated “The Three Fires.”

The Maskegons, it is said, sprang from the three Chippewa 
gen tes, the lynx, the reindeer, and the pike—which went northward 
from Sault Ste. Marie when the southern group started thence west
ward into the regions now embraced in Wisconsin, driven there pos
sibly by some incoming tribe.

From the various estimates and enumerations ot the population 
of the entire Chippewa tribe from 1764 to the present time, it would 
seem that there has been hut little if any diminution in numbers. In 
1764 the estimate was 20,000; in 1848, about 80,000; while the num
ber at present is supposed to be between 80,1)00 and 82.000, of which 
10,000 are in Canada and between 15.000 and 17,000 in the United 
States.

One of the most important of the tribes formerly inhabiting the 
region around the southern end and southwest of Hudson bay was 
that known as the Créés, but variously termed by early writers Cris- 
teneaux, Knisteneaux, Klistenos, etc. The territorial limits of the 
tribe does not seem to have been definitely given by early explorers who 
visited the section before the relations of tribes were disturbed by the 
incoming of the whites. However, it is known that the Créés hunted 
over the region extending from Moose river, which enters James’ bay, 
northwest to Churchill river, and westward from the vicinity of Hud
son Hay to the head of Heaver liver, and thence south to the hunting 
grounds of the Dakotas.

When they first became known to the Jesuit missionaries a part 
of the tribe resided in the vicinity of James’ Bay, as it is stated as 
early as 1640 that “they dwell on the rivers of the north sea where the 
Nipissings go to trade with them.” However, the relations of 1661 
and 1667 indicate a region more to the northwest as the home of the 
larger part of the tribe. According to tradition, a portion of the 
tribe lived for a time about Bed river, associated with the Chippewas 
and Maskegons, but were attracted to the plains by the buffalo. Al
though the ( ices were essentially a woods people, many bands were 
virtually nomadic, their movements being governed largely by the 
food supply.

Ethnically and linguistically the Créés are closely related to the 
Chippewas Hayden, in fact, makes them an off-shoot of the latter, 
and the Maskegons another division of the same group. However, 
Hrinton and. perhaps, most ethnologists would be inclined to consider 
the Créés as representing the original stein of the sub-family to which 
these tribes belong. The tribe is, in fact, a typical member of the 
Algonquian stock, and, as was suggested more than half a century 
ago, may he the most direct representative of the original form 
of that stock, and, until gathered on reservations, hail remained 
nearest the pristine home of the family. However, Hayden (Ethno
graphy of the Indian Tribes of Missouri Valley) says the Créés assert
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that formerly they inhabited a district much farther north than at 
the dale at which he was writing (1855), their range at that former 
pvriod being along the borders of Slave and Athupascu lakes, and 
thenee to the northern end of Lake Winnipeg.

After obtaining arms the Crées made frequent war raids into the 
very heart of the Athapascan country, even to tin llucky mountains, 
but the Missiwipi river was accounted the northern limit of their ter
ritory, and their cessions of land to Canada claimed nothing beyond 
this line.

According to Hayden the Créés were divided, in 18G5, into nine 
regular hands, which he names, in addition to which there were sev
eral small, unnamed bands besides a number of the tribe around Cross 
lake. So far as now known, the true ethnic divisions are the frees 
proper, the Afnskegnnn or “Swampy frees,” and the Monsonis or 
“Moose Tribe.” The division into "Woods frees” ami “Plains 
frees” lias no reference to ethnic relations. The total population at 
tin1 present time is estimated at If),000.

Une of the tribes of the Dominion which presents points of con
siderable interest to ethnologists is that known as the Assiniboins (or 
“Stone Sioux”). The chief point of interest in this case is that the 
origin and history of the tribe can lie traced from the initiatory si age 
!<• il> full formation. This tribe, which belongs to the Dakota group 
of the Simian stock, forming one of the two primary divisions of that 
group, is an offshoot thereof. According to tradition the tribe was 
originally a part of the Wazikute gens of the Yanktunai, one of the 
Dakota tribes a tradition which is confirmed by linguistic evidence. 
The separation from the parent stem, judging In the slight dialectal 
diiïercrice in the language, could not have greatly preceded the ap
pearance of the whites. Nevertheless it must have taken place before 
Iti 10, as the Assiniboins are mentioned by the Jesuit llelntiou of that 
year as a distinct triln*. The indications, so far as apparent, point 
to the Lake of the Woods as the region where this separation took 
place, and the «late thereof as not long prior to hi 10. The relation 
of 1058 places them in the vn inity of Lake Alituibeg (Nipigon, Jeff
ery's map of 170*2) b<‘tween Lake Superior and Hudson Hay. From 
here they moved northwest to the vieinit.v of Lake Winnipeg, where 
they were living in 1070, having joined the Créés, who received them 
with open arms, and admitted them to friendly association. After 
separation from the parent stem they were henceforth at war with 
their Dakota brethren, their lot being cast with the Créés. During 
this association, which continued without interruption until compara
tively recent years, the Assiniboins rapidly increased in numbers. 
They appear to have gradually moved westward upon the plains, be
coming to a large extent nomadic; their range during the latter half 
of the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth century, and until 
gathered on reservations, extending along the Saskatchewan and As- 
sinilioin rivers, in the Dominion of Canada, from the forest limit west
ward well up toward the spurs of the llocky mountains.

A hand of this tribe accompanied La Verendiyo in his expedition 
<d 17*18 to the Mandan villages of the upper Missouri, by which the 
whiles obtained their first knowledge «if that region. As thex lived 
heyoml the white settlements and away from the principal lines of 
travel, their history so far as known relate* chiefly t«> theii conflict*

6 ARCH.
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with surrounding tn'vs. Besides their contests with their inveterate 
enemies, the Dakotas, they were frequently at war with the Gros Ven
tres and the Arikaras, forcing the latter from their earthen villages 
on the eastern hank of the upper Missouri and compelling them to seek 
a home further west.

At one period in their history they had pushed their way to the 
south side of Missouri river, along the Yellowstone, hut the continued 
attacks of the Crows, the Blaekfeet, and the Dakotas forced them, 
after suffering heavy losses, to return to their northern range. Pre
vious to the great smallpox epidemic of 183f>, the Assmihoin popula
tion was estimated at from eight to ten thousand, but this fearful 
nvourge swept away in a single season fully one-half their numbers, 
in 1902 there were in the United States 000 at the Fort Belknap re
servation, Montana, and 535 at the Fort Peek Agency a total of 
1,234: in Canada there were at various points 1,371, making the total 
population 2,005.

Farther to the west, in the region where the international boun
dary line approaches the eastern skirts of the Rocky mountains, is 
fourni an Algonquian group which seems, as it were, a tribe born out 
of due season —the Siksika, or, as bettor known, the Blaekfeet, includ
ing, in the broader use of the term, not only the Blaekfeet proper, but 
also the minor tribes known as the Kino, or Blood Indians, and the 
Piogans. These Indians, whom we shall include here under the term 
Blaekfeet, though now chiefly south of the boundary, are Canadian 
in origin. They are of special interest to the antiquary and ethnolo
gist in the study of the prehistoric northwest. Their country in mod
ern times, until they were placed on reservations, was northern Mon
tana and the adjacent portions of British possessions, extending from 
the Kooky mountains cm the west to the junction of Milk river with 
the Missouri on the east, and north and south from Musselshell river 
in Montana to Belly and South Saskatchewan rivers in British terri
tory. However, their history and traditions indicate a more northern 
origin.

When they were first encountered by employes of the Hudson 
Bay Company, they were living along Saskatchewan river and its tri
butaries. After this, driven apparently by the attacks of the Créés, 
they began to move south and west, and not long thereafter name into 
possession of horses taken in war from the Crows and Shoshoni. Bv 
lHlti. aided only by the Gros Ventres, they had conquered a large ter
ritory from the Assiniboins, Crows, Flatheads, Shoshoni and other 
tribes. Their hunting grounds then extended from the Saskatchewan 
to the Yellowstone. However, Dr. Hayden and G. B. Grinnell agree 
in locating the early home of the Blaekfeet far north in British Amer
ica; th<1 latter bringing forward a considerable array of evidence that 
their original home was in the country north of the Leaner Slave Lake 
and next south of the Beaver Indians. This tradition is fortified by 
their terms for the cardinal points, by the names applied to them by 
the Crées, bv the evidence that they formerly inhabited a timbered 
country, and by the recollection of their first arrival at the Rocky 
mountains from or through a timliered region. But more especially 
does their long and intimate, association with the Saroees, an Athapas
can tribe whu h certainly came from the north, indicate the region of 
their pristine home and the direction of their chief migratory move
ment .
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All the evidence, therefore, leads to the conclusion that the Blaek- 
teet were, within traditional times, the most northwestern represen
tative of the Algonquiau stock. Mackenzie tells of a people, whose 
name and further history he was unable to obtain, who were formerly 
wedged in between the Trees and the Athapascans, who were pressed 
back toward the mountains or else exterminated. It is now quite 
evident that these were the H lack feet, who, when driven out, were 
accompanied by the Sareees.

The questions which these facts bring forward, bearing on the pre
historic movements in the northwest, though belonging to the specu
lative field are nevertheless interesting. Were the Blackfeet, the 
last of th«' Algunquiau procession developing and moving toward the 
southeastŸ Or were they, according to the opposite theory, the 
pioneer Algonquians in a movement to the northwest ? Possibly 
the tribe was developed from an isolated or estranged element : never
theless, speculation as to their origin brings before us the more 
important inquiry, was this northwestern section, the place of the 

. evolopuiPilt of the Algonquian slock Y
In the more distant northwest, beyond Churchill river to Lake 

Athapasea, and thence to Great Hear lake, we meet with a number of 
tiihe< belonging to the Athapascan stock a group which touches in 
its northern extremity, the Eskimo fringe along the Arctic coast, 
and in its southern extension reaches into northern Mexico. From 
east to west they roam over nearly the entire breadth of land from 
the Pacific ocean to Hudson bay. But the Indians of this area consti
tute only one of the groups of this great family. It is represented 
by a number of small colonies scattered along or in the vicinity of 
the Pacific coast in Oregon and California; and by the varient - Navaho 
amt Apache tribes of Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and northern 
Mexico, and tin- Lipans along the lower Uio Grande. The triln s 
of this stock are of more than ordinary interest to the ethnologist and 
philologist, because the geographical positions of (tic various off
shoots show lieyond question evidences of extensive prehistoric migra
tions ; and also, notwithstanding the larger portion of the northern 
group is found east of the Rocky mountains, that the family belongs 
essentially to what we have termed the Pacific section, that is, the 
western ethnological section of North America, the Atlantic or east
ern section comprising only that portion east of the Rocky moun
tains and north of the Rio Grande.

The Indians of the northern group, the only division of the fam
ily found in Panada and Alaska, have very commonly in recent years 
been designated by the term Tin neb, or Déné, a name which they 
apply to themselves.

I ho Déné had until recently very little intercourse with the 
whites, this being limited to their fur-trading relations with the 
Hudson Hay Company, and occasional contact with an explorer. It 
u known, from the first knowledge of them obtained by the whites, 
that they carried on a desultory warfare with the frees and other 
tribes living south of them, and that those living on the lower Mac
kenzie river were almost constantly at war with the Eskimo.
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11. I'H VS IV AL T Y l'I S OF TUI! IX DI A N s OF < AN ADA.

Bi Fit an z Boas.

Although anthropometric material from ( an ad a U very incom
plete, it is possible in descrihe a few of the prominent types in lui bit
ing the country. Unfortunately, two large regions must be excepted 
from our consideration, because practically no material to speak of 
is available. These regions arc the Mackenzie basin, extend
ing from the Rocky Mountains to Hudson Buy, and the whole 
interior of Labrador A determination of the physical types of the 
legion between the St. Lawrence and Lake Superior is also difficult, 
because at the present time the natives are ho much mixed with 
x\)tii< blood that an accurate determination of the earlier types is 
almost impossible. Thorvfuie all we can du ut the present time is to 
describe from the material heretofore collected the distribution of 
type's found along the Arctic t oast, the Pacific coast, and along the 
western part of southern Canada In this area four distinct types 
may be distinguished: first, I he F.skimo type, which is found in its 
most marked form along the shores of Hudson Bay and in the Arctic 
ui< hiptdago: second, the north Pacific coast type, which occupies 
the coast extending from the Aleutian Islands, southward along the 
eoa-t of British (Columbia, showing, however, in this district con
siderable variation*; tb.rd. the western plateau type, which is found 
in the intern r of British Colombia ; fourtn. the Mississippi Basin type, 
which ii<-vu pi vs the w hob» of the southern prairies of Canada. While 
r* I 'kim< type, the plateau type and the Mississippi Valley type 
an en h quite uni ft rm in the territory in. which they occur, the Paci
fic coast type shows a remark able degree of variability in different 
part* of the coast

Before dvtn tilling the types of these various regions, it may be 
well to make u few remarks regarding the position of the Canadian 
Indiana in relut-ion to tin American race, and to the Asiatic race. 
Taking the anatomical traits *if the tribes of northwestern Canada as 
a whole, we are impressed by their resemblance to Siberian tribes.

I lie color of thv skin, tile, texture and color of the hair, the form of 
the head, and the conformation of the face of tile inhabitants of 
these ureas show undeniable similarities. At the same time, the 
Asiatic types differ from their nearest American neighbors in the 
more pronounced Mongoloid development of the eye and in smaller 
inc isures of the fane. In recent times opportunity is frequently given 
to see American Indians, Japanese, and Chinese, in the flame cos- 
tunv *•, on board of vessels plying on the Pacific coast, and notwith
standing their far-reaching similarity, it is on the whole, not difh- 
< ult to recognize the Asiatic by the two traits just mentioned, 
although a considerable number of cases occur in which it is not 
quite easy to judge whether the subject in an Asiatic or an Indian.

On the other hand, if we compare the northwestern Canadian 
Indian with types like that of the Indians of southern California, or 
with that of the Indians of the central parts of the United States, the 
differences of type are striking. The color, formation of the head, 
conformation of the face, and shape of the nose are so fundamentally 
different in these regions that the similarity between the northwestern
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f'unadinn and tin- Asiatic types seem lu l>e greater than that ltetweeu 
tliis type ami that of the California Indian or of the Indian of the 
middle Mississippi.

It appears, therefore, that we must consider the inhabitants of 
northeastern Asia and of America as a unit divided into a great 
many distinct types, but belonging to one and the same of the large 
divisions of mankind.

After these introductory remarks, we will briefly describe the 
various types enumerated above.

The Eskimo type, as stated before, is found in its must pro
nounced characteristics in the Hudson Bay region. Their stature is 
short, the men averaging, approximately, 158 centimeters, I he 
women 148 centimeters. Their heads are characterized by large size 
and great capacity of the cranium. The cephalic index is very low, 
averaging approximately 7^; the skulls, at the same time, arc very 
high, the index averaging nearly 77. At the same time the head is 
absolutely very long and very high. the average length of the head 
being about 195 mm., the width 144 mm., the height 150 mm. Ono 
peculiar trait of the Eskimo skull is tin- great width of the face as 
compared with the width of the skull. Eighty-five skill Is from Smith 
sound, measured by Bessels, give an average breadth of head of 180 
millimeters, while the width of the face is 188 millimeters. Similar 
conditions prevail among all the pure eastern Eskimo. Combined 
with the great width of the face, is a pronounced prominence of 
the cheek-bones, which gives to the whole fare a remarkable flatnes- 
and width,extending trom the malar points acioss the nose. In run 
trast with this great width is the narrowness of the nose, which almost 
seems incongruous. W hile, in most races we are accustomed to com
bine with a wide face a wide nose, the Eskimo has a very narrow 
nasal aperture, and, compart ivel\ speaking, high nasal bones, which 
give to the men, at least, a high-bridged nose. The color of the skin 
is. on the whole, light hut when exposed to the sun. it assumes a 
dark reddish tinge. The hands and feet are remarkably small.

West of the Mackenzie, these traits are not so marked. The aver
age stature in this region is much higher, the men averaging about 
188 centimeters, the women about 156 centimeters. The length of 
the head is still considerable, reaching in the men. approximately, 
190 millimeters, while the width of the head is about 154 millimeters, 
the cephalic index being approximately 80, but the trait that the 
width of the face is greater than the width of the head still persists, 
the width of the face in this region being approximately, 150 milli
meters. Although nasal measurements are few in number, it seems 
that the peculiar narrow nose is characteristic of these tribes also.

It was stated before that very little is known of the type of 
people of the Mackenzie basin. The few skulls and measurements 
that are available suggest a fairly close relation between this type 
and that of the northern part of the coast of British Columbia. The 
inhabitants of (he region west of the Mackenzie seem to have a sta
ture of about l(>b centimeters and their heads are moderately long, 
averaging about 195 millimeters, and the width of the head overag
ing about 158 mm The fare is wide, having about the same width as 
the face of the Indians of the Mississippi basin and of those of the 
northern parts of the Pacific coast, averaging 148 millimeters. The 
cephalic index about 79 It would seem that the cheek bones are
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uni hh prominent ns those of ihv Kskitno The nose seems tu In- much 
smaller than that of the Indians of the Mississippi basin.

The physical characteristics of the lntlinns of British (V*lttuihia 
art1 l>y no means homogeneous. As compared to the Indiana oast of 
the Itocky mountains and further south, they have in common a 
lighter complexion and lighter hair, hut the shapes of their heads 
and faces differ considerably, l wo sub-types may easily be distin
guished the northern type, represented by the Haida, the Indians 
of Nass River, and the Tsiiushian; and the Kwakiutl type In the 
Province of British Columbia is also found the type of the western 
plateaus.

These types may lie characterized by the following measure
ments :

I Ml-N

Northern Kwakiutl Type ■>{ the
Tyj,. Type. Weshrn Plateau •

Average. Mean Averag... Lr'a'. Average. Kmr.

mm
I

Stature
U-ngth «.I hea l 
l.'.a itlml head. 
I'.readtli «•(ia- e 
Height ut fare

1675
194 tj

121 i.

: -to
0 SO
0 07 

• I) SO 
1.0.87

1645
thS.7
15') 0
151 4
12* 0 • 0.67

1034
ISO 5 
15ft 9 
147 4 
120 3

- 7 90 
. 0.65 
• O 52 
iO 11 
t0.71

!I. WOMKN

Length of head 
JUeadthofhe id, 
!> read ill «»f faeel 
Height "i fare

1542
In.1) 0 | 
153.2 
143 V 1 
114 3 l

• 5.70
• 0.8b
• 0 ‘.Ml 

0.80
i o v3

1537
1st;. 9 
154. «
144 3

I 119 3

. 5 90 
l til

• 1 ;4

i-0 82

15-10
179 ft 
150 0 
13H 8 
112.5

-.ft 00 
• 0.53

0 40

They may be described ns follows: All these types are ».f medium 
stature, and their arms are relatively long, their bodies short. 
Among the northern typo we find a very large head. I ho transversal 
diameter is very great. The same may be said of the face, which has 
an enormous breadth. The height of the face is moderate, and there
fore its form appears decidedly low. I he nose is often concave or 
sti.iiglit, seldom convex. The noses of the women arc decidedly con
cave. The elevation of the nose over the face is slight. The point 
of the nose is short .

The dimensions of the head of the Kwakiutl arc similar to those 
of the northern types, but the head seems to 1m1 slightly smaller. 
The face shows a remarkably different type, which distinguishes it 
fundamentally from the faces of the other groups. The breadth of 
face is nearly the same as that of the northern type, but its height is 
enormous. The same may be said of the nose, which is very high 
and comparatively narrow. The point of the nose is short: its eleva
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lion i- also very groat. The nasal bones arc strongly dévolu pod, ami 
iorui a stoop arch, tlivir lower ends rising high above the face. For 
(his reason convex noses arc found very frequently among this type.
( ouvex noses also prevail among the women, and tor this reason the 
difference between the female form of the Kwukiutl and the female 
torni of the northern type is very great.

The western plateau type is oliuraeterized bv a very small head, 
both diameters being much shorter than those found on the coast, 
while the proportions are nearly the same. The transversal diameter 
ot the face is much .shorter than that of the coast Indians, being 
nearly the same as that found among the Indians ot the plains. 
The face is much lower than that of the Kwakiutl type, and also 
slightly lower than that of the northern type Tim nose is convex 

• id heavy. Its point is much longer and heavier than the point of 
the nose among the const types.

| here are good indications of the existence ot a distinct type 
Ull the most southern pari ol the coast, but tic* evidence is not quitt 

I t irl on . The Li lionet of the Harrison lake legion an remark- 
.A.Iv on account of their very short statun . which average-» less than 
I lit i centimeters, and for the great breadth of head, wliirli is indi
cated by A cephalic index of nearly 89. The northern brandi of the 
Lillooet ;iru slight 1> Hiller, averaging 102 centimeters in stature, and 
the heads are not quite so broad, having an index "f -bout 87. The 
vo.ist Salixh of till' Fraser Itivvr delta, sont la rn Vancouver Island, 
and of the Puget .Sound region seem to be closely allied to this type.
! he head form i* not quite certain, since il ran be determined only 
among young children who have rot been subjected to the custom of 
deformation, which prevailed until recent times all along the, coast. 
I hey all seem to lie characterized by great shortness of the head, the 
index ranging between 84 and ST. The average stature is, approxim
ately. l(>t centimeters ; tin face is charact» i ized by great breadth, 
flat, often concave, nose, thick lips and receding chin. It is worth 
remarking that further to the south a sudden change of type takes 
place on the Columbia River, where narrow and high ridged noses 
are found, and taller stature- In some respects the Columbia Hiver 
type resembles the type of the Kwakiutl

The Kootenay are in type similar to tin Indians of the plains 
They an min h taller than the Indians of II* 11i-h < -dumhia. aver
aging If,9 centimeters: their heads are moi. elongated, the average 
index 1 icing about 80. At the same time, their color b darker, the 
fin. slightly heavier than that of tin Indians -.t the interior of 
British Columbia and the nose is more like that of the plains Indian 
than that of the more western tribes. In general, it would seem that 
the type of the southern interior of British Columbia is more closely 
affiliated to this type than to those of the coast

Very little is know of the physical characteristics .if the Tlingit 
of the coats of Alaska, hut the few measurements and descriptions 
that have lu-vn obtained, suggest that they resemble the tribes of 
northern British Columbia.

It is also remarkable that the Aleutians ditïer entirely from the 
Eskimo of the neighboring mainland. The skulls that have been des
cribed are short, and. so far as we can judge, entirely different from 
the skulls of the Alaskan Eskimo, ami also from those of the native 
trilies uf northeastern Asia
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1 ii southern Canada, east ul the Rocky Mountains wv find the 
type whirl) vs characteristu ot ihc Mississippi basin. The cephalic 
index ranges a little ludmv 8U. while the stature ranges from ICS to 
172 r.en timet (is the- mere southern trills being, cm tin* whole, the 
taller ones. The repliaii< index, in the region of the great lakes, is 
a little higher than that found further to the west. The average is 
about 80 among the western Ojihwa, and ulntut 82 among the eastern 
Ojibwa. The distribution of the index suggests that among the east
ern Ojihwa a very short «headed type ina.y survive. Further to the east, 
we tiud the Iroquois, whose heads are mote elongated, hu\iug an index 
of approximately TIE The same index is found among the present in 
habitants of the Atlanta- 1‘rovinces The stature of the Iroquois and 
Indians of the Atlantic- Proviix»> at present vs approximately 172 cen
timeters. It must, however, be borne, in mind that the bulk of the 
present population are. mixed blood.-.

It m important to note that skulls rollerled from ancient come
li-ion of the region inhabited li.\ the ilurons, and extending troll) tliei 
to tlie mounds of Dakota are wry long. An average of 35 supposed 
Huron skulls gives un index of not quite. 75, and the same value is 
obtained from I'd skulls from Dakota mounds. One hundred and om 
skulls from Illinois mounds gave an average index of 77 We have 
then fore tin- pe< uliar condition that at the present time a somewha* 
short-headed population is found in this area, which was preceded 
t'.v a rmpulaiion characterized by very long heads. Detailed desvrip 
turns of tile cranial vend if ion.- an not available, so that no thorough 
comparison of the types in question can la* made;.

'I urning farther to the cast, it is north mentioning that 75 skulls 
from Indian burial places tn New England, ail of which 
precede the period of white contaet, give an average index of 75.
1 seems instructive to compare tin - absolute skull measurements of
*h< .->«■ areas.

Length of skull Width of skull. Height of skull.
Eastc i n 1 kiiiii» . IS 1.12 138
New England ... .......... 1KI llfi 1ST.
Nintix ... . . ISO 142 131

It appears that the New Knginnd type, so far n? evpressed 
by skull diameters, is intermediate between the type of the Eskimo 
and that of the Mississippi Valley Indians. Whether this may be* 
assumed as proof of an admixture of Eskimo blood i- a point that T 
do not venture- to decide at the present time. It would he interesting 
to know the relation of this type to the long-headed Huron type.

III. THE INDIAN LAN'UDAfil-.S Ol CANADA 

By 1'lianz Boas.

One of the most peculiar ethnographic- phenomena of the. Amori- 
- .‘ii mutinent is tin great diversify of native language* The number 
of distinc t linguistic families in North and South America is very 
large-, probably exceeding one hundred. On the whole, the number of

*Tho section on Kootenay has boon contributed by T>r A. F. Chamberlain.
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families on the Pacific coast is much larger than that on the Atlan
tic coast, the majority hviug fourni in the legion of the Kooky Moun
tain system ami of the Amies, including their eastern foothills. In 
North America, particularly, large areas are inhabited by tiilxs 
speaking cognate languages, on the plains and on the Atlanta const, 
while on the Pacific, slope, a surprising diversity of language is found 
Similar diversity prevails on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico.

It has frequently been claimed that ull the American languages 
have certain trails m «oiimmn. They have been called incorporating 
and polysynthetie languages ; incorporating, in so far as there is a 
strung tendency to embody the object of the sentence m the verbal 
forms ; polysynthetie, in so fur as a great number of material ideas 
are combined into a «ingle word by means ol grammatical processes.

< loser studies of the American languages which have Itéra carried 
on during the lust twenty-live years show very clearly that such ;< 
generalized view of the tvp«- of American languages is m-t mlmivi 
hie, and that a great variety of forms occurs.

The characteristic'* of distribution and the diversity *f form 
here referred to art' also found in Canada. Of the fifty-four linguis
tic stocks which are enumerated north of Mexico, ten ».i eleven arc 
spoken in Canada.

< 1 • The F ski mo, which is spoken all along the A rein '.oast of our 
continent. At the present time it extends as far south a- the south 
vrn coast of Lubiador. while we have evidence that in former times 
P was spoken for a < onsidertihle distance along the shores »,f the Gulf 
•f S' Lawrence, perhaps even on its southern side. The whole m ,-u ]:>n*

of Labrador, the shores of Hudson Bay, with the. ext vpti.011 of it>, 
extreme southern part, the inhabited islands of the \retie t )cean. 
a nd the coasts of Greenland, with I lie except ion of its tu. inhabited 
northeast portion, are the home < t the Eskimo. Ruins ot hem «es 
found all over the Arctic archipelago, and prat*' i!L all along 
the ''oust of Greenland, indicate that at times their h.d : ;.t e.:>.i< 1 led 
much further to the north than it does now. <htly in tlo regions 
vest of Hudson Bay are Eskimo 1ribes found living far ft -n tie 
sea—on the large lakes and rivers with which that country abounds.*

(Ü) Tin. Athapnnan or Tinneh (Délai). Nuni-ious dialects of 
the Athapascan languages are spoken in the northern part of Pan
ada. Athapascan tribes net upy the whole ititeiior of Alaska and 
extend from there over the Mackenzie basin eastward towards Hud
son Bay. and westward to the coast range.

Isolated Athapascan bands were also he ated in the Nicola and 
Simiikametm valleys in southern British Columbia, and an offshoot 
of this family ■« found east of the Ko« ky Mountains near Calgary, 
forming part of the Blivhfoot Confederacy. The western isolated 
Athapascan bauds lxilouged to the large group of Athapascan triliva 
which are found all along the Pacific coast, extending through the 
States of Washington, Oregon, and California, and cornier ting with 
the Apache, Nava ho and Lipan, the most southwestern tribes of this 
stock.

(ft) The Alflonquiu. The Algonquin occupy practically the whole 
southern part of Canada cast of the Kooky Mountains. By far the 
greatest number of Algonquin tribes belong to the central group. 
These include the Croc, who extend through the most northern part, 
of the region occupied by the Algonquin tribes, from the Rocky
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Mountains to the interior of Labrador, and tin* Ojibwa, who occupy 
ilie more southern part of the country. In thv Atlantic region a 
number of distinct dialects are found, the principal of which is that 
of the Micmac of .Nova Scotia.

At present a branch of ilie Siouan family, the Assiniboine. in
habit a small part of the plains of Vanada. Orinigally the habitat 
of this tribe was farther east and south.

(4) Tin Iroquois. In the eastern part of Canada, the Iroquois 
are found. Although their principal habitat was in the State of 
New York, a number of important tribes occupy the north side of 
the St Law re nee River ami the shores of Lake Ontario and Lake

(Ù) The Hcothuh of Newfoundland have become extinct, but it 
seems probable that tlu v represented a distinct linguistic famiK

(tl) Tin• A* oot e mi if. Proceeding westward from thv territory oc
cupied by the Algonquin stock, we find the Kootenay, wlm inhabit 
principally the valley between the Rocky Mountains and the Selkirk 
range, and speak an independent language.

(7) The Salish. West of them is found the important Salish 
family, occupying the whole southern interior of British Columbia 
and extending northward to the southern hound ary of the region oc
cupied by the Athapascans. In the southern part of the Pacifh 
coast of British Columbia they have crossed the mountains and occupy 
the coasts of the Gulf of Georgia. Their territory extends southward 
into the United States, where they border on the Schaptin. An iso 
lated Salish dialect is spoken on thv Pacific coast, south of Columbia 
River, while another isolated dialect is spoken on the northern part 
of the coast of British Columbia on Dean Inlet. Salish is divided 
into a great number of dialects.

(8) The Wakashan. On western and northern Vancouver Island 
and on the coast of British Columbia, northward from the Gulf of 
Georgia, reaching to Douglas Channel, are spoken the Wakashun 
languages, which embrace the two important dialects of the Nootka 
and Kwakiutl.

(9) The Tsimshiau. On the* Skeena and Naas Rivers are located 
the Tsimshiau, whose language differs fundamentally from those of 
all the neighboring tribes.

(till The Ifahla. On Queen Charlotte 1 «lands m the northern 
extremity of British Columbia the llaidn language is spoken, which 
at present also extends into southern Alaska.

(11) Although outside of the limits of Canada, Tlingit or Koloshan 
must he mentioned, the last of the great linguistic stocks of the north
ern coast of the Pacific Ocean.

In the following pages a brief characterization of these linguis
tic stocks will he given.

(10) Tht* llaiila. On Queen Charlotte Island, in the northern
characterized by a icity of consonantic clusters, by the avoid
ance of consonant ic «dusters at the beginning and at the end of words, 
by the occurrence of a considerable number of velars, stops as well as 
aspirates arid nasals; by the absence of labiodentals and the occur
rence of a number of palatalized Vs. Its vowel system is simple. 
The word in Eskimo forms a firm unit, held together by word-form-

4



ing suffixes, which are of verbal, nominal anil pronominal character. 
Derivations are formed exclusively by means of suffixes. Whenever 
a word appears provided with suffixes, it loses its word-forming ele
ments, and in more or less modified form enters into composition wi h 
these suffixes.

The number of etymological suffixes is very considerable, 14d 
suffixes being counted, which may be attached to any verb or noun, 
the limits of their variability l>eing determined only by the require
ments of the sense. On account of the great variety of ideas ex
pressed by these suffixes, the single Eskimo word often expresses 
ideas which in European languages are expressed by sentences. The 
etymological suffixes include not only the elements which transform 
verba into nouns, expressing the ideas of the actor, the abstract noun, 
the passive participle, the place or time where something is done, 
instrument, etc., and also elements which transform nouns into verbs, 
like “to lie,” “to have,” “ to do something to somebody,” “to use,” 
“to become',, etc., hut also a very large number of adjectival and 
adverbial ideas like, “small,” “nice,” “ugly,” “miserable,” “only,” 
“much,” “very,” “exactly,” “for a little while,” “badly,” “more," 
“really,” “entirely,” etc. Many adverbial suffixes are more readily 
translated in English by subordination of verbs, such as, “to begin 
to do,” “to cease to,” “to be able to,” “to desire to,” “to intend 
to.” To this group must he added also suffixes which have to be 
translated by our tenses, which, in Eskimo, are morphologically of 
the same order as the adverbial suffixes here described. -Many of the 
suffixes here enumerated have very special significance, such as, “to 
smell,” “to cull,” “to he tired of.” As an example of etymological 
composition the following may be given :

Takusariartommagaluarnerpa? Do you think he really intends 
to go to look after it?

Takusar(pâ), he looks after it; ---iartor(poq), he goes to;
— uma(voq). he intends to—*; (g)aluar(poq), he does so—but--; 
—nerpoq, do you think he .

It is evident, therefore, that much of the syntax of Indo-Euro
pean languages is expressed in Eskimo, by means of etymological 
suffixes.

While the tenses of the verb, as mentioned before, are expressed 
by means of etymological suffixes, the modal development of the 
verb is quite considerable. The indicative, interrogative, optative, 
and three subordinate moods occur, in all of which the pronoun shows 
separate forms. The pronoun has also developed separate forms for 
the single intransitive subject and for all the combinations of sub
ject-object. The compound forms expressing the relation of a pro
nominal subject and pronominal object have been so much modified 
that the component pronominal elements can no longer be clearly 
traced. The transitive forma of the verb expressing the subjects 
of the various persons combined with the object of the third person 
singular are closely related to the possessive form, so that the ex
pression “I see him,” is practically the same in form as the word, 
“my-seeing.” This analogy becomes still more upparent when we 
consider the methods of expressing the subject of a transitive sent
ence and the possessor of an object. The Eskimo language possesses 
two eases, one of which, generally called the objective, is used for 
expressing the object of transitive verbs and the subject of intransi
tive verbs, while the second case, generally called subjective, is used



fur expressing the subject of the transitive verb and the possessor. 
If this form be expressed by the English possessive case, we may 
translate the forms found in Eskimo as follows: ‘'the man’s, his 
house,” or, “the man’s, he sees him,” which, as stated before, is in 
form analogous to the possessive, and might therefore be expressed 
by “the man’s, his seeing him.” The possessive forms have also 
a separate development for the subjective and for the objective, so 
that forms occur like “his house’s, its door,” where “his house’s” 
would occur in the subjective form. It is important to note that 
these subjective forms of the possessive are analogous to one of the 
subordinate moods, ho that a sentence like “I met him when he 
came” might be considered as analogous to the form, “his coining s, 
my meeting/'

Eskimo has three numbers, singular, dual, and plural, which 
are expressed in the noun as well ns in the verb. The demonstrative 
pronoun is highly developed, there being twelve distinct pronouns, 
which express position in relation to the speaker, the person address
ed, and the person spoken of, also distance, directions to the right, 
left, in front, behind, above, and below the speaker, and probably 
also the direction south and the position at a distance from the speak 
vr in relation to the house, namely, outside, when he is inside, and 
inside, when lie is outside.

Since etymological suffixes do not embrace any local adverbs, 
local relations are expressed bv means of nominal suffixes, express
ing the ideas of “to,” “from,” “through,” “towards,” “by means 
of,” and “like.”*

(2) Athapascan. The Athapascan or Déné languages, notwith
standing their wide distribution and dialectic differentiation, have 
preserved the same fundamental grammatical traits. Their phonetics 
are rather harsh, the vowel system variable. They lack all traces of 
reduplication and use for expressing grammatical concepts principally 
composition and position, to a less extent phonetic changes of the 
stem. The restriction of the use of certain stems, particularly of 
verbs, to the singular, dual, or plural number, or to certain tenses, or 
even 'o certain persona, is developed to an unusual degree in this lin- 
gui<fi • family. Although this feature is primarily a lexicographic 
rimr»otor. it is used to such an extraordinary extent by all the Atha
pascan dialects, that it must he mentioned in a morphological sketch 
of tic language. The change of stem occurs particularly in verbs 
exprès ing kinds of motion, position, mental action, in verba expres
sing actions done by certain instrumenta and in some other verbs not 
readily classified. The same characteristic changes, although too a 
much more limited extent, occur in other Canadian languages, like 
Tsimshian, Salish, and Kwakiutl.

The number of etymological affixes which transform verbs into 
nouns is small; most nouns lxnng independent stems. Verbal phrases 
have, however, often a denominating function. Many compound

*8. KItiinsehmidt. (irammatik der gronliindigcheii spraoho. Berlin, 1851.
Theodor Bourquin. Grammutik dor Eskimo-Spraehe. Gnndau, 1891. (La

brador.)
E. Petitot. Vocabulaire Français-Esquimau, Paris. 187G (Mackenzie River).
Francis Barnum. Grammatical Fundamentals of the Innuit Language 

Boston. 1901. (Alaska.)
William Thalbitzer. A Phouetical Study of the Eskimo Language. Cop

enhagen, 1904.



liuuus are formed by juxtaposition. A true nominal plural and dual 
arc not found, but three ideas are expressed by suffixes expressing 
“many” and ' feet” “(itwo). Only a few terms designating 
animal beings have in their plural form a suffix that cannot he ex
plained in this manner. There is no formal classification of nouns 
according to sex, form, animation, hut classes are distinguished 
by the nse of distinct verbal stems relating to states or acts of objects 
.’f different form.

Verbal forms originate by composition of an extended series of 
elements which are quite varied in character and very numerous. In 
many compounds they arc also apparently so equal in weight, that the 
distinction of affixes and stems is somewhat arbitrary. Ordinarily the 
essential idea is expressed by the terminal element which is regularly 
preceded by pronominal elements and wlijeh, t lie re fore, may be con
sidered as the stem to which the others are prefixed. Suffixes seem 
to express only syntactic relations.

The first group of component elements express ideas like those 
of completion, negation, repetition, but also many local ideas, like: 
out of, through, hack towards the speaker, hack from the speaker, 
falling, rising. In compounds these may bo followed by another 
group expressing adverbial ideas like : up, down, into, hardly, badly, 
well. llesides these two classes there are many nominal elements 
which arc used as prefixes immediately preceding the verbal stem with 
the pronominal subject. These express locatives and instrument ale; 
for instance, in the air, on the ground, in water, in fire, with the 
hand, with the foot, with the back.

Possession is expressed by the pronominal elements which precede 
the noun Tn many cases their connection with the noun is so close 
that the initial sound of the latter is modified when preceded by pos
sessive elements.

The verb in syntactic construction with pronominal subject takes 
its pronominal element following the etymological prefixes before tie- 
scribed, and preceding the terminal verbal stern of the compound. 
Although the pronouns for different tenses and different verbs seem to 
be derived originally from the same forms, they are so much differen
tiated in the present state of the language, that they appear in quite 
different forms in aorist, present, past, future, and imperative. Each 
tense seems to contain certain characteristic phonetic elements which 
have become closely amalgamated with the pronouns. Furthermore, 
different classes of verbs have different characteristic elements—on 
the whole vocalic—which precede the pronoun. These vocalic ele
ments may have had a separate meaning at one time, but their signifi
cance is not apparent, and they give the impression of purely formal 
elements.

The subjective pronoun has a singular and a dual. The plural 
is formed from the dual by an additional element preceding the dual 
form and, in some eases, by slight modifications of the dual forms.

The objective pronouns differ from the subjective ones, and are 
identical with the possessive forms. In transitive verbs the pronom
inal object precedes the subject with which it forms contractions. In 
a groat many cases the verb has an indirect object which is expressed 
by means of postpositions. In sentences which have nominal sub
ject and object, the object always precedes the verb with which it



forms a firm unit. The subject either precedes the object, or it is 
placed at the end of the sentence, following the verb.*

(3) Algonquin, Of the numerous Algonquin dialects the western, 
central and eastern groups are represented in Canada. The Black- 
toot belongs to the western group, and differs very much from the 
other groups. The central group is represented by the Grec and Ojib- 
wa with their subdialeuts, while the Micmac of Nova Scotia is the 
characteristic typo of the eastern group. The following remarks are 
based primarily on the central dialects.

The grammatical processes employed in Algonquin are varied. 
Prefixing, suffixing, vowel change and reduplication are utilized for 
expressing grammatical categories. The etymological structure of 
the word is very complex. The method of composition is somewhat 
different in nouns and in verbs. In the latter generally two impor
tant component elements are found which are apparently nearly co-or
dinate in value. Since, however, the total number of initial stems 
is much greater than that of second place stems, the former appear on 
the whole as primary, the latter as subsidiary elements. The ideas 
expressed by either group are very general and qualify each other. 
Many initial stems express ideas of motion in a certain direction, 
while secondary stems express more often concepts of manner of mo
tion, such as “slowly,” “quickly.” Other ideas, however, all of a very 
general character, are expressed by these stems. Initial stems con
vey ideas like: to busy oneself with a fluid, to wipe, association, be
ginning, completion. Secondary sterns comprise not only modal ideas 
like those expressed by our adverbs, hut also those of form, like : re
lating to a hole, matter at rest; and in a more general way qualities, 
such as color, mental state, feeling; and limitations of space, like re
lut ions to parts of the body. Still anolher group of stems follow in 
position the secondary stems here described. Many of these designate 
manner of motion, as to dance, to swim, to move through air, to crawl, 
to move on land. These elements are often followed by classifying 
elements, to most of which no definite meaning nan be ascribed. In 
a similar position, following the initial or secondary stems, occurr in
strumentals which express ideas like : to do with the hand, the mouth, 
with a point or general causality.

These elements occur, also, in nouns in which sometimes a 
secondary stem may appear in initial position. The noun has also 
many generic suffixes denoting ideas like: fluid, string, fruit, instru
ment.

Reduplication is used to express intensity of action, customary 
action, continuity, repetition, distribution and duration.

All objects are classified as animate or inanimate, and this dis
tinction pervades the whole language, animate and inanimate gender 
being expressed in the noun, pronoun, and verb. Plurality is also 
alwavs expressed.

The pronominal elements used in syntactic construction of verb* 
are quite complex. They differ considerably in different tenses, ami 
particularly in moods. The forms expressing the combination of pro

*E, PeHtot. Dictionnaire do la langue Donè-Dindjié. Paris. 1876.
A (J. Morieo. Tho Déné languages. Canadian Institute Transactions 

1891 Vol. !.. vp. 170212
Pliny Karin (loddard. The Morphology of the Hupa Language. Berk

eley, 190S.
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nominal subject and object are so much specialized that their rela
tion to the simple pronominal forms is quite obscure. First and 
second persons, third person animate, third person inanimate, inclu
sive, exclusive, are distinguished, and in the plural occur second per
son and third person animate and inanimate. First and second per
sons indicative are prefixed while the third persons are suffixed. The 
inclusive has the second person prefix and a special suffix ; the exclu
sive has the first person prefix and the same suffix. In the future 
tense the prefixes amalgamate with a future element.

In dependent clauses an entirely different set of pronominal ele
ments is employed, which contains only suffixes. Various types of 
subordination are expressed by pronominal elements, most of which 
are related to this series. Various prefixes differentiate temporal, 
causal, and other forms of subordination. The exuberance of these 
forms is quite remarkable.

In transitive verbs in the indicative mood the prefixes of the first 
and second persons reappear. Whenever the second person appears 
in subject or object its prefix is used, while that of the first person is 
used only in relation to the third person. The multitude of forms 
of the dependent moods is here, of course, still greater than in the in
transitive verb. In most dialects identity and difference of several 
third persons occurring in a sentence and relating to preceding sen
tences are expressed with great nicety.

In the substantive three syntactic cases occur: subjective, objec
tive, and locative, to which may be added a vocative. Possession is 
expressed by prefixed personal elements and by suffixes which differ 
in singular and plural, animate and inanimate. In these forma, also, 
the cases above mentioned are distinguished, and, in the third person, 
the relation of the possessor to the other third persons contained in the 
sentences modify the possessive forms.

Owing to the high development of syntactic, particularly pro
nominal forms, and the close amalgamation of etymological elements 
the word of the Algonquin languages presents a firm unit.*

(4) The Iroquois. The Iroquois is spoken in a number of closely 
related dialects by tribes whose habitat was in the region of the Great 
Lakes. The stock embraces two important groups of languages, the 
Iroquois proper and the Cherokee, the latter originally spoken in the 
southern Alleghanies. The Iroquois proper differs in phonetic char
acter and in form considerably from other Canadian languages. The 
system of consonants is very meager. We find no labial stops, but

*F. A. Ouoq. Etudes phlilogiquoa sur quelques langues sauvages do l'Am
érique. Montreal. 1866.

F. Baraga. A Theoretical and Practical Grammar of the Otehipwe Lan
guage. Detroit, I860; Montreal, 1878.

F. Baraga. A Dictionary of tho Otehipwe Language. Cincinnati, 1863. 
Montreal. 1878, 1880

E. F. Wilson. The Ojebway Language. Toronto, 1874.
A. Laeombe. Dictionnaire et grammaire de la langue crise. Montreal, 

1872, 1874
F. W. Tima. Grammar and Dictionary of the Blnckfoot Language. Lon

don. 1887.
fi T. Band. Dictionary of the language of the Micmac Indians Hnli

fax, 1888
A. fi. Maillard. Grammar of the Mikmaque Language. New York, 1864
Wm, Jones. Principles of Algonquian Word Formation. American An

thropologist, N.S., Vol. Vi., 1904, pp. 369-411.
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only two doutait» and one palatal, both surds and sonants. The spir
ant series is more fully developed, including an /, various dentals and 
palatals. Among the nasals only n and n(ntf) occur. An r, which is 
common, shows close affinity to /. A very weak breath, and the 
glottal stop occur also. Nasalized vowels are common.

Grammatical processes are essentially prefixing and suffixing. 
Reduplication is absent, but intricate phonetic changes are very fre
quent. Denominating terms are classed as masculine, non-masculine, 
and indefinite ; but also as animate and inanimate. Singular, dual 
and plural are distinguished. In tin verb many adverbial ideas, such 
as tense and habit, are expressed by derivative affixes. The passive is 
expressed in the same manner. Temporal forms are quite numerous, 
while there are only three moods, the indicative, one subjunctive, and 
the imperative. On the whole, however, the verb is not rich in deriv
ational elements, and local adverbial affixes are not found, different 
verbal stems expressing the idea of motion in various directions, such 
as up, down, into, out of. etc.

Syntactic relations of inanimate nouns and verbs are ordinarily 
expressed by incorporation of the noun in the verb, the noun taing 
placed between the prefixed pronoun and the verbal stem, in the some 
manner as is done in Kootenay, Shoshone, and Xahua. In this case 
tin* rv»un loses its word-forming prefixes, the most common of which 
are o and f/a , while it is increased by certain new suffixes. The 
subject of the intransitive as well as the object of the transitive are 
thus incorporated. For this reason adjectival terms appear also gen
erally as intransitive verbs with incorporated nominal subject. Ani
mate nouns an* not thus incorporated. The animate subject precedes 
the verb, the animate object follows it.

In the noun, singular, dual, and plural an* distinguished. Both 
have the same suffix, but the dual lias besides a prefix derived from 
the numeral “two.” The independent pronoun shows no distinction 
in the first and second persons between singular, dual and plural, 
while the third persons differ in singular and plural. A similar lack 
of distinvtion appears in those combinations of subject and object in 
which the two differ in number. In this case the form remains the 
same, no matter whether subject or object are singular, viz., dual or 
plural. The possessive pronoun and the objective pronoun are closely 
related. Both possess eleven forms : first and second person singular, 
dual, and plural, third jierson masculine and non-masculine singular 
and plural, and indefinite. The subject of the verb, on the other 
hand, has fifteen forms : first, second, third person masculine and 
non-masculine, in singular, dual and plural, indefinite, and a sub
division of the first person dual and plural in inclusive and exclusive. 
It is very remarkable that the locative forms of the possessive, ex
pressing “at, like, in, under, near,” have the same set of fifteen forms, 
as though they were really verbs. The transitive forms include the 
object and the component elements are highly modified. All pro
nouns are prefixed to nouns as well as to verbs. Various classes of 
words present variations of the pronominal forms which affect prin
cipally their terminal sounds. Similar variations occur in plural 
forms as well as in the endings of incorporated words referred to 
before These modifications are apparently quite irregularly distrib
uted and have not, ho far, been brought into such order, that the type 
of a word would indicate the class of modification that has to ta used.
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(5) Ueotliuk. Practically nul Lmg is known of the grammar of the 
Ueothuk, the only available material lining a few brief vocabularies.*

(C) ihr Kootenay (by A. F. Chamberlain). The Kootenay is spo
ken in two dialects, the Upper and Lower Kootenay, which, however, 
differ only slightly in phonetics, grammar, and lexical material. In 
phonetics the velar stops abound, likewise, the broad lateral stop 
(similar to tl) which is so characteristic of many western languages. 
Surds and sonants are difficult to distinguish. The language docs 
not possess the consonants h, v, /, r. The v and i series and the o and 
u series are interchangeable.

The indefinite K is common, lieduplication has no rôle in Koot
enay, occurring only in a few words of onomatopieic origin (chiefly 
bird names), even the puspus (“cat”) of the Chinook Jargon has been 
reduced to pus. Words of onomatopo.de type seem, likewise, rare. 
Monosyllables are very few, the c haracteristic word lieirig evidently a 
compound.

The Kootenay language possesses a very large number of suffixes 
and prefixes, the terminal-#/ and initial in/ iuql-1 being very common 
the latter, indeed, occurs in several hundred words, and is a notable 
feature of this interesting tongue. Another marked characteristic of 
Kootenay is the incorporation (after the fashion in Nahuutl) of noun- 
objects and also pronominal objects in the verb. Besides composi
tion by juxta-position of independent words and by means of radicals 
with other suffixes and prefixes, Kootenay his a series of “radical 
suffixes,” used in composition to express actions done with the various 
members of the body (also in water, in fire, etc.). Thus, from the 
radical it- (“to do”) are formed ilunntf, he bites'* (-Oo- 'with the 
teeth;) it Une, "he does something with the hand” (-tin “with the 
Land”); itooinc, “he lies down” (-««-“with the hack "). The • radi
cal suffixes” are not at all related to the teims for the members whose 
actions they denote (the root of the word for “buck,” ■■«., is -Halt

1’here is no grammatical gender in Kootenay. The noun has an 
indefinite suffix in-nnro (til,mam, “father of some man," aqlitlnn im, 
“somebody’s house) ; un oblique case in -r.t or plural form in -niii- 
til, a dual ia-lisf.il and a distributive in-lanlil. The form of a noun 
used in composition is different from that of the same word used in
dependently (e.g. aqtinmfUil, “river." ntiimanmitulinr, “there arc 
two rivers;” aqlo'ltle, "horn,’- quvritll'tle, “big horn.” here the com - 
position-forms arc-mituk and -Itlr respectively). As a rather lengthy 
compound may be cited aqlinlanu’ltla'mnam, “crown of the head,” 
composed of aqhinl'nn, top," -ul, “point,” -tlam, “head,” the first 
part living further separable into «y-, -lin-, -l'an, the lost the radi- ul 
suffix, apparently for “top,” and -lin- another interpretative particle 
As an instance of verbal composition may he given ttOatlilOanawasini 
‘Tic is going to bite us," resolvable into nsqatl- (particle indicating the 
future), i"tonne (from it- to do,” On-, "with the teeth”), “bile,” -nmi, 
“he. . . us.-tne verbal auxiliary.

The adjective usually precedes the noun. Of the numerals four 
(vautta) and eight. (uooaRtsa) are related, the latter meaning “sec
ond four.” The third personal pronoun, ninlo'is (“he, she”), is de
rived from the second, ninlo (“thou”). The subject-pronouns used

„ *A 1 Oalschet Proceedings of the American Philosophical So. N 
XXII., 1885, pp. 408-424; XXIII., pp. 411-432.
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with the verb are different from the independent personal pronouns. 
The possessive is related to the personal.

The sign of the future tense in the verb is tsgatl-, of the past w<7 - 
There is an auxiliary verb (radical -t-), which often, corresponds to 
our “to be” e.g., sukine, ‘‘it is good,” ipine, “he is dead,” wagin' 
“it is thick,” etc. Several particles of negation and privation exist 
The radical of the verb can be obtained by removing the termination 
of the second singular imperative (e.g., ike, “eat thou” radical i/>. 
“tocat.” The letters employed here have their continental sounds •

While the Kootenay stands alone lexically, some of its peculiari
ties of morphology suggest comparison with the Shoshonean (Nahuatl) 
Athaspamm ojnl Simian stocks."

(7) Salish. The Sulish may lie divided into two large groups, 
the Salish of the interior and the coast Salish. The former group 
embraces the Calispelm, n’hich is spoken by the Pends d'Oreilles, 
Flat heads, Spokane, Cœurs d’Alene, Okanagan ; the Shuswap of 
eastern British Columbia ; the Thompson Indian language, which is 
spoken in the region of the confluence of the Thompson and Fraser 
Rivers and in the canyon of the Fraser River; and the Lillooet. The 
coast Salish dialects extend from the coast of northern Oregon a 
far north as Dean Inlet. They may lie divided into a number of 
groups ; the Tillamook, south of Columbia River, separated from 
other Salish dialects by the Chinook ; the Chehalis group, spoken ou 
the outer coast of Washington and probably closely related to tin* 
Upper Chchnlis and Cowlitz, which dialect is spoken in the vallev 
extending %rom Puget Sound southward toward the Columbia ltiver 
On Puget Sound is found a group of dialects, the representatives of 
which are the Puyallup and the Nisqualli. The isolated dialect of 
the Twana is found in the southwestern part of Puget Sound. North 
of this group are found the dialects represented by the Songish f 
Victoria. These include the Clallam of the south coast of Juan de 
Fuca Strait and the Lummi south of Mt. Baker. North of this group 
are located (lie dialects of Cowichan, including the Cowichnn proper 
and the Nanaimo of Vancouver Island, and including dialects spoken 
in the Fraser River delta. On the mainland north of the Fraser delta 
on Burrard Inlet and Howe Sound, an isolated dialect is found the 
Squainish. The dialects north of these groups, embracing the Seuh 
elt of Jervis inlet, the Claamen of Toba Inlet the Puntlateh of 
Comox and the Comox, formerly of Caoe Mudge, may be combined 
in a single group. Separated from these by a stretch of country 
inhabited bv Wakashan tribes are found the Bella Cool a of Bent inch 
Arm and Dean Inlet.

The. phonetics of all the Salish dialects are characterized by u 
very strong tendency towards clustering of consonants, a superabund
ance of s. 1, and k sounds, with a strongly developed velar scries; arul 
the inclination to weaken and eliminate vowels. The labiodentals 
are absent. In the coast dialects no r sound is found, which, how
ever. occurs in some of the dialects of the interior. The most south
ern coast dialect, the Tillamook, has lost all its labials, while the 
elimination of vow-cls has developed most extensively among tin- 
most northern tribe of the groun, the Bella Cool a. The process <<t 
disintegration has proceeded so far in this dialect that a considerable

*!•'. Bots, in Report of the 89th Meeting of the British Association f r 
the Advancement of Science. IRflP. pp. R80-892

A F. Chamberlain. Ibid. 62nd Meeting. 1892. pp. 589-615.



number of words are found which have lost all their vowels; as, for 
instance, smut (mountain), t«jt (stone), sts (salt).

The tendency to elimination of the vowels seems to he closely 
connected with the extended use of n , accompanied by a
weakening of the stem vowel.

The grammatical processes applied in all the Salish dialects arc 
prefixing, suffixing, reduplication, and vocalic changes of the 
stem. Grammatical forms are often influenced by laws of euphony. 
A very considerable number of stems, particularly of verbal stems, 
are restricted in their use either to singular or plural, in transi
tive verbs the use of singular or plural stems and forms is determined 
by the object, not bv the subject.

The number of etymological affixes is considerable. Most of 
those are suffixes. There seems to be a complete absence of instru
mental etymological affixes, while the number of local elements is 
very considerable. Prominent among these are a great number of 
suffixes indicating parts of the body, which, although practically 
local in character, are used to express the objects of tranGiive verb.- 
as, for instance, “l strike his hand" would be *'l band-strike him. 
Verbal nouns ami elements transforming the noun into verb' arc 
numerous I herc are. also many suffixe- or oilier derivative < l« im nt.- 
wlii' li express ideas that might be expressed by auxiliary verbs or 
adverbs. Among these may be mentioned causative dupliva! :ve, 
'formed by reduplication), iterative, often fernm-i by a prefix; r * 
(juentativn, formed by a suffix; diminutive, formed by a prefix; tv- lo
ro, al, reflexive, collective, and d< sidéral ivc. Many adverio.il local 
ideas are expressed by verbal prefixes. Such are into, from. etc. 
Similar ideas may also be expressed by affixes of nouns. Verbal 
nouns are t|uite numerous and are formed by the use of prolixes and 
of suffixes. The demonstrative lias in most, of the Salish dialects a 
double development, designating preserve and absence, as well as 
visibility and invisibility.

There are some remarkable differences in regard to the id- is ex
pressed bv grammatical processes in the coast Salish, as compared 
with the dialects of the interior. In the dialects of the interior no 
trace of grammatical gender is found. The tendency to torm corn- 

i- very strong, and in one at least of tin- dialects of the interior 
a distinction is made between the inclusive and the exclusive first 
person plural.

In the coast dialects there is a strong development of grammati- 
< al gender, which, however, is found only in the pronoun, in this 
the coast Salish dialects resemble the Chcmakum and the Chinook. 
Ï here is no indication of inclusive and exclusive plural forms, and 
it would seem that the complex verbal forms of the dialects of the 
interior have undergone some disintegration. There is a very vx- 
vmlcd use of auxiliary verbs in the coast dialects, more so than in 
the interior.

The numeral systems of the various groups of dialects show im
portant differences. It would seem that different groups of radicals 
ait- used in the various dialects. !n counting, (lie objects are classi
fied by means of suffixes according to form. The local suffixes re 
ferred to before are also used in classifying numerals. The numerals 
for ««muting animate objects are formed by reduplication, those 

-<d for counting persons, either by another kind of duplication or 
’ v triülication.
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The possessive pronoun is expressed partly by preiixes, parti; 
hx suffixes. its form depends often u])ou the initial sound of th 
noun. Tlie pronominal elements of the verb have apparently diflivi 
ent forms for different tenses. This, hovewer, is probably due to a 
vont ruction of the pronoun with temporal elements or prefixes. Sim 
lar change in pronominal forms occur in various moods. The tint: 
si live verb incorporates pronominal forms expressing both subjet 
and object, and these arc evidently derived from the simple pronouns 
but considerably modified and have different forms for differ» n 
tenses. In the coast dialects there is a strong tendency to séparai 
the subjective from the objective pronoun whenever the verb is accnn. 
panied by an adverb, the adverb being treated as an intransiti 
verb, while the transitive verb retains its object.*

(K) Wal’twhan. The Wakashnn is divided into two principa 
dialects, the Xootka and Kwakiull, which are distantly related 
Th lxxvaLiutl is spoken in ilm e principal dialects, and the dialect of 
northern Vancouver Island is Helen led lierc for tleserihing the prine 
pal eliarai teristies of tin's linguistic family. The phonetic character 
of the Kwakiull is similar to that of other North Pacifie language 
The language avoids, however, such flusters of consonants as ai 
frequent in Snlish. The words begin with a single consonant. The 
k series is very fully developed, the three series of anterior an 
medial palatals and of velars being present. The “l” series is alu 
very fully developed, ll.e sonant, surd, fort is, aspirate, and paltalizeil 
“1” being found. Every single stop occurs as sonant, surd, ami 
fortis. Nasals are rare, only n and m occurring. The r and dent» 
labials are absent. The vowels are quite variable; probably onl 
an e. a. and o series are found. All words occur with word-torn 
ing >affixes. There is a great abundantp of etymological suffixe- 
xx'hieh are joined to words in a way simibu to that found among tli 
Eskimo, namelv. after a loss of the word-forming suffix of the stet 
and with modification of the phonetic character of the stem. N- 
prefix»vs occur and all grammatical relations are expressed by me 
of suffix» or by reduplication and by umlnnt. Reduplication i- 
abundant and serves a variety of purposes, so that under eertal. 
conditions, even triplication may occur. The etymological suffix'- 
express a very great number of ideas. Some transform verbs ini 
nouns, others nouns into verbs. To the former class belong suffix-■

*G Mvngnrini Grammatica Lingiue Solicm. New York, 1681.
Giorda A Dictionary of the Kalispel Language. fit. Ignatius Pri».: 

Montana. 1877-79.
I Boas (Grammatical Sketches of liclln Coota. Nanaimo, film swap, i . 

Inoet. Okanagan, in Report of tlu; 60th Meeting of the British Associatif for 
the Advancement of ficionre. 1800. pp. 079-716.

l'\ Boas. Grammatical Sketch of the Thompson Language. Ibid. G8t! 
Meeting pp 054-663.

(' Hill Tout iTlic same dialect,.) Ibid. 00th Meeting, pp 22-38.
V . Bon*. Bella Coola Texts. Proceedings American Philosophical Soci-u 

Vol XXNÎV.. 1806. pp. 31-48.
C Hill-Tout. Grammatical N»it«-a on the Squamish. Report of the "'Oth 

Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of 8<*ienco. 1900, v:
496-618.

Grammatical Note* on the dialects of the Fraser River Delta. Ibid 
72nd Meeting. pp. 17-48, 63-80.

-------- Grammatical Notes on the ficchclt. Journ. Anthrop. Inst'
XXXIV. loot, pp 68-01

Grammatical Notes on the Lillooet Ibid. Vrol. XXXV., p 15»
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indicating the actor, the -Unet nuuu, the instrument, j-i n:, time 
jin ive participle, etc. rl’o the latter el a hv!< ; . suffixe- like tie-•*
e\j’ie . irg “to make,” “to desire,” “to obt. In,” “to have,” et- 
lh sides these, adverbial sul 'Lxt s are verv common. Most numerou> 
among these arc the local suffixes, expressing the place where an 
notion occurs, a», “in the house,” “on the ground,** “in the water,” 
“on the bench,” “on the rocks,” etc.; temporal ideas, as. past, pre
sent, and future, transition from existence to non-existence, inelmn- 
t vc, continuât ive, exhortative, dubitative, and others. Even a con
siderable number of our conjunctional ideas are expressed in the same 
”iaimer. A number of these, suffixes have May special meanings.
. djectival suffixes aiv not numerous. Am mg tlie local suffixes uu u 
tinned one class deserves special attention, namely, the group of 
suffixes indicating parts of the body. These arc used quite fre
quently with Irai' itiw verbs, and as in Salish, acquire an objectiva 
meaning signifying the part of the body to which an action is done, 
w < the instrument, such as we find in the Simian. Kootenay and Atha
pascan languages. Then are, however, a small number of instru
mental suffixes which indicate the organs with which an act is per 
homed, as “with the hand,” or “with the eyes,” or, “with the sense 
of smell.**

The idea of plurality is not strongly developed. Where the idea 
of distribution or the idea of collectivity is to be expressed redupli
cated forms are used

The development of the demonstrative pronoun is very remark
able. Three positions arc distinguished, that, near the speaker, near 
the person addressed, and near the person spoken of, or, first, second 
ui third person demonstrative. Each of these occurs in two forms, 
as visible and invisible . All these, demonstrative ideas are expressed 
by means of nominal and verbal affixes, which possess certain differ
ences in form, so that the total number of demonstrative forms is 
very great. In every interne the location of subject and object 
expressed by the proper demonstrative suffixes.

The syntatic relation of parts of the sentence is expressed ex' 
e.lusively by three forms of the pronoun, the subjective, the instru
mental (genitive) and objective. For instance, the sentence “I strike 
him with it,” would b expressed in the form, “strikv-I him-wilh-it. * * 
These pronominal elements are, on the whole, phonetically weak, 
consisting only of a single sound. When subject, object, or instru
ment are nouns, these nouns are placed immediately following the 
pronominal element designating their grammatical function, so that 
the sentence, “the man strikes him with it” would have the form. 
“strikes-he-the-nian-him-with-it.” On account of this peculiar posi
tion of the noun, the weak pronominal elements become apparently 
suffixes to the noun. This becomes still more apparent in the case 
where, for instance, the object is expressed by n noun, as. “he strikes 
the child with it.*’ “Strikes-he-it-thc-ehild-with-it.” This inser
tion of the noun in the verb with its pronominal suffixes makes the 
syntactic word-unit very indefinite. Obviously the whole sentence 
must be considered as a unit ; its breaking up into words is entirely 
arbitrary.

A very peculiar process which is closely related to the preced
ing is, that wherever possessive pronouns occur, they combine regularly 
with the pronominal elements, and in this way become detached from



the nouns to which they belong. While the word-complex “my 
child" i< expressed by the word “child" with the sufKx “my. the 
Rentemv “he strikes my child with it." takes the form “strikes-he- 
it-mine-child-with-ilOr, in the same way, “my friend «ornes," 
will have to l>e expressed in the form “eomes-he-mine-friend. Ite- 
lated to thi> phenomenon is also the ten dene y of Kwakiutl to break 
up its transitive verbs whenevet they are aeeoinpanied by a< I verbs, 
into an intransitive verb and a transitive verb. For instance, “I did 
not see him** would be expressed by “not-1 seeing-him," “not being 
treated as an intransitive verb, while “to see" takes only the object. 
The whole series of forms ol the pronoun which develops from 
this peculiar treatment in combination with the demonstrative pro
nouns is very numerous, and exhibits a considerable nttmlier of pecu
liar irregularities.

Since manx of our conjunctions ami modal ideas are expressed 
by ♦ lyinological suffixes, the modal development of the verb is very 
slight. There is pi atii-ally oul.x one mood: the indicative, although 
the imperative and exhortative have a number of peculiar forms.

Nuliordillation of sentemes is accomplished almost exclusively 
by means <>l nominal forms, in which an interesting transition of 
the demonstrative to the personal pronoun takes place, the demonstra
tive of the first, second, and third persons being always used to ex 
press subordination of sent cimes with first, second and third person 
subject. For instance, tin* sentence, “tin* wind began to blow when 
I came," might be translated literally “the wind began to blow at 
this ( my ; coming;*’ and “the wind liegan to blow when he came," 
by ‘ the wind began to blow at that (his) coming." In both of these 
< .ses, 1 hi demonstrative pronouns aie sufficient t<< express the per 
soiuil pronoun.

1 ! seems x\ nth while to mention the use to which reduplication : 
put. The most common form of reduplication is that used for express 
in: distribution of plurality. Ordinarily this reduplication is used 
with the vowel - Diminution is expressed by reduplication with th< 
vowel n combii «'<1 xvith a suffix. “To endeavor to do" is expressed by 
reduplication with the vowel a combined with a suffix. “To eat some 
thing i-- also expn*ssed by a peculiar rcdupli« ation of the stem of 
the noun.

Numerals are formed on the decimal system. They take classi 
lying suffixes, the most important of which are those for designating 
human beings, round, long, and flat objects.*

(91 Tsimsh inn. The dialects of Tsimshian show no considerable 
degree of differentiation and the description of one of them will be 
officient t«i illustrate the characteristic points of the morphology 1 ■ 

tin language. The phonetics of Tsimsh ian do not differ much from 
those of the other languages on the north Pacific coast, but the Tsim 
shorn proper seems to be most closely related in its phonetic ehurueb r

• I1 Boss, in Itvpnrt of the (itith Minting of tin* British Association tor 
the Advancement of Rcmnre. 1 WiO pp. fiAfi-G?1.); also 1896, pp. 585-58G.

Sketch of the Kwakiutl Language. American Anthropologi t 
N S \..l || pp. 70R-7‘J1.

A. V Hall A (irammar of tlm Kwagiutl Lnngiiag< Trans. Royal Sovi 
et y of t'auiada, 18R8. II.. pp. G? 10-V

F Bons ami Cîcorgn limit. Kwakiutl Texts. Publications of tin* .T«.*sup 
North Pneiti Expédition. Vol. ID Ta iden, 1905. Vol. X , Part I., Leiden
lone
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to the 'flingit ut Alaska. The use of the furtis is not common, if it 
occurs at all, ami there is a tendency to transform the velar sun.it g 
into a very weak velar r. Considerable clusters of consonants occur 
in the middle and at the end of the words, but consonantic clusters at 
the beginning of words are not common. The grammatical processes 
found in Tsimshian are prefixing, suffixing, and reduplication, with 
h very strong preponderance of prefixes which, however, generally 
remain phonetically separate, from the word stem. The structure of 
the language is such that the unit of the word is ill defined and it is 
arbitrary whether the prefixes here referred to are considered as por
tions of the word or as proclitic particles.

A very great variety of ideas are expressed by means of prefixes 
or proclitic particles. These ideas are both verbal and nominal. 
They embrace an extensive group of local adverbial ideas, such as, 
“into,*" “out of," “from land to sea," “from sea to land,’’ “up 
river.*" “down river," etc. All local adverbial prefixes have, either 
parallel independent nouns of locution or parallel nominal preîixcs, 
so that the expression “he goes down to the beach,“ would be trans
lated in Tsimshian, “down-to-the-bea< h-goes-ho to the beach." Or 
in case where there is a parallel prefix we find expressions like “Into* 
goes he to inside-house." There is also a large number of modal 
prefixes, for instance, “properly," “improperly," “well,” “miser
ably," “in the dark," etc.; and then an oilier* which correspond to 
ideas that we arc accustomed to express bj means of conjunctions. 
The principal one among these expresses the idea of cause and is u . .1 
often for expressing causal relation of sentences. Besides these*, a con 
«idcrable number "f particles are found which seem to have a some 
what greater freedom of position, and although they < arry no accent 
and are proclitics, they seem to be somewhat different >ti type iron 
tin etymological prefixes, although closely related to (lien To this 
group belong part ieularh the temporal and semi-temporal ideas, 
mi. h a-* past, present, future ami their combinations, also ideas like 
“on iiis part," “again."

The difference between the two groups of proclitics is that the 
termer always form a unit with the verb and cannot be separated 
from it by any other syntactic elements, while the latter are often 
separated from the verb by pronominal elements. It is obvious that 
with the great development of these pru< lilies or prefixes a very large 
portion of the ideas whieh in other languages are expressed by syntae- 
ti' processes become in Tsinshian part of etymological processes, and 
reduce the frequency of occurrence of subordinate clauses

The idea of plurality shows a very remarkable development in 
Tsimshian. The method of forming the plural is the same in both 
nouns and verbs. A considerable number of verbs which, however, 
cannot be classified, the names of animals, with few exceptions, anil 
miscellaneous groups of nouns have no separate forms for singular 
and plural. By far the greatest number of words form their plural 
h\ reduplication with weakened stem vowel, the reduplication 
extending to the first consonant following the first vowel of tin* stem. 
Still another class of words forms its plural by prefixes. There are 
two entirely different groups of prefixes of this kind: one group 
beginning with the velar k. the other beginning with an 1. The 
latter group has a strong tendency to irregularity. We also find cer
tain groups of words, the plural of w hich is formed by combined ure-
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fix and «utiix The numhei of stems, the use of which is restricted 
either to singular or to plural, is very great. Cases of this character 
occur even among the etymological prefixes.

The personal pronouns and the possessive pronoun have two dis
tinct forms : one. group is used to express the possessive pronoun, the 
subject of the intransitive verb and the object of the transitive verb; 
while the second group embraces the subject of the transitive verb. 
These two groups of pronouns are entirely distinct; while the former 
are suffixed and coalesce with the nominal and verbal stems, the tran
sitive subject is prefixed and remains phonetically as independent as 
the etymological prefixes. The difference in treatment of the two 
groups . haractci izvd before as etymological prefixes and as proclitic 
particles, < (insists in the position of the subject ol the transitive verb, 
which in tin second group is always placed following the proclitic 
particle; while in tin- first group it always preceds the verb with all 
its etymological prefixes. The modal development is slight. Passive 
and medial forms are found with great frequency. They are formed 
by means of suffixes which depend upon the character of tin- ter
minal consonant of the verb. The interrogative is formed h\ the 
suffis a. The imperative is generally expressed by the phrase ‘ It 
would he well if you did so and so” combined with the future.

Owing to the strong tendency to incorporate local ideas in the 
verb, the Tsimshian lias no nominal cases, syntactic relation between 
the parts of the sentence bring expressed by a consonant i<- suffix, 
with ii indicates tit at the word provided with the suttix has a syntactic 
relation to the following word. This consonantic connection differs 
according to various classes of words, it has u definite form used with 
proper names, terms of relationship and pronouns, and anothei one 
used with common nouns.

The demonstrative ideas of absence ami presence are expressed by 
means of suffixes In other dialects this idea is not so rigidly ex
pressed.

There is ait indefinite preposition which is used to express all 
local, temporal and modal relations, its sense being determined partly 
! , tin- verbal etymological prefixes, partly by the parallel nouns 
referred to before.

Subonlinalion of sentences is generally brought about by means 
of nominal constructions, which in the case of temporal subordin
ation arc introduced by the temporal proclitics, which, however, 
often assume tin sense of finality or causation. The subordination of 
negative sentences is brought about by transforming the verb into 
a noun and giving it an etymological prefix signifying “without.” 

I here are only two demonstrative pronouns expressing presence and 
absence, but, as indicated before, demonstrative position is expressed 
throughout by means of syntactic connectives.

The numeral system shows a very pe< uliar development. There 
are separate sets of numerals used for counting, and for enumera
tion of men, long objects, flat objects, measures. In some eases the 
numerals «if the various series are derived from distinct stems, while 
in other cases, classes arc indicated by suffixes.

Notwithstanding the great number of clearly defined etymolo
gical prefixes, and the much lesser number of etymological suffixes, 
the analysis of Tsimshian stems, verbs as well as nouns, is difficult. 
While among most of the neighboring languages it is easy to isolate 
brief stems, Tsimshian stems are apparently complex. This seems
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to lk» <lue partly to a tendency to contraction, the iule» of which have 
not been discovered so far. Since many of these stems are long, while 
ut the same time there is considerable similarity in certain endings, it 
seems plausible that the Tsimshian stems, as we know thorn «it the 
present time, have undergone considerable change, so that without a 
comparative study of the dialects and a morn thorough knowledge of 
the grammar their history cannot lie traced.*

(1(1) Haida. The Haida is spoken in two slightly different dia
lects on Queen Charlotte Islands and in the southern part of the 
Prince of Wales archipelago. Until about one hundred and fifty 
years ago, the language was entirely confined to the Queen Charlotte 
Islands.

The phonetic system is quite similar to that of the more southern 
languages of the north Pacific coast. The vowel system is simple, 
and there i* no clear distinction between the i >■ series, on the one 
hand, and the u o series on the other. The anterior palatals, which 
are prominent in other languages of the north Pacific roast an 
absent. Labials are very rare. All the stops on ui as sonant, surd, 
and fortis. The nasal fi (ng) is very common. In the northern di i- 
lect. the velars arc often very much weakened. The only processes 
by which grammatical ideas nro expressed, are prefixing and naffix
ing, the function of each part of the sentence being determined a is. 
by position. Reduplication and diarcsis are absent, with the ex<vp 
t ion of one or two doubtful cases. There is a strong tend, m y to build 
up complex words by means of composition of independent Moms.

The etymological analysis ol words shows them to be compi 
lions partly of stems, which also occur independently partly of sub
ordinate elements that have no independent existeiv e. Among th 
ideas that are expressed by etymological processes, those concerning 
instrumentality deserve particular mention. A » ( » « » i don. by mv;i> 
of the back, by shooting, pushing, pulling, by walking, by stamp 
itig, grinding, chopping, with tin* hand, with a Mick, by tiivt< , 
at v expressed by means of prefixes. While most of these occur only 
as subordinate prefixes, a considerable number of them are identical 
with tin nouns designating the instrument, as, for instance, to d« 
with the foot, or to do with the hand, or by canoe, which are 
expressed by the independent, words designating these objects.

Another prominent group is that of classifiers. These are used 
with verbs as well, as with numerals and nouns. The ideas thus 
expressed are. essentially those of form, like flat, cubic, ring-shaped, 
> vlindrieal, long. etc. The total number of these classifier* is remark 
able, there being about twenty-five in all.

While these two groups of ideas are expressed by prefixes, loca
tive ideas are expressed by suffixes. We find here suffixes expressing 
motion into, out of. across, downward, upward, under water, 
towards a shut place, towards an open place, etc. Of similar ebarae 
ter are temporal suffixes, which indicate the past, a quotative past, 
and future. There are also semi-temporal suffixes signifying eon

*1 Boas, in Report of thv 58th Meeting of tlv Brit i-.1; Association for 
tl\ Ad. nncoment of Science, 1889, pp. 878-890 ; also 1605, pp 521-521, 1805, 
pp 585-501.

F. Boas. Tsimshian Toxts. Bulletin 27, Bureau of American Ethnology 
Washington. 1902.

A. 0 Graf von der flehulnnhurg. Die Spravh- «1er Zim-hian Indianer 
Brunswick, 1894.
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t intuitives, fréquentatives, complétives. Related in form to these 
temporal and local suffixes arc a number or modal suffixes express
ing ideas like early in the morning, by sea, hero and there, poten
tiality. ft is somewhat difficult to draw the line het .vécu these suffixes 
and a few others which determine the syntactic function of the verb, as 
imperative, interrogative, negative, etc. While in form they seem to 
he the same as the adverbial suffixes, their sense implies that they 
serve a syntactic function. It may also ho mentioned that liai da has a 
few suffixes to indicate the social relation of the speaker and the per
son addressed. As, for instance, a suffix indicating that the speaker 
addresses a person of lower rank.

There are very few suffixes in Haida by means of whieh noun* 
can lx* formed from verba.

If is important to note that in many cases nouns may be used in 
the same position which is occupied by the two important groups i*l 
prefixes, namely, instrumentals and classifiers.

In the pronouns, two sets of forms must lie distinguished, th* 
fictive, and the neutral or objective. These forms differ in the. first 
and second persons singular and in the first person plural, in the 
third person singular a definite and indefinite singular may be dis 
tinguishnd. A similar distinction may be made in the plural 
These pronouns do not firmlv coalesce with the verb. In the transi
tive verb the object always precedes the subject, although in eases 
in which nouns accompany the verb, the subject precedes the object, 
probably Ix-cutise the object forms a firm unit with the verb. The 
possessive pronoun is closely related to the objective pronoun.

The idea of plurality is not strongly developed. In most cases 
nouns do no* change their form while those indicating relationship, 
and a few others take plural suffixes. Other words expressing human 
beings also lake a plural <ufilx In other cases, plurality is expressed 
by means of indefinite pronouns, in the verb, a double suffix may 1m 
used for expressing repetition. and the idea of collectivity is expressed 
by a class!Tying prefix. Adjeetives expressing shape and size also 
take a peculiar plural suffix.

lii tin- sentence the verb almost always stands at the end Adjee 
fives and possessives always follow the nouns they refer to.*

*!•' Hun m Report, ni' the ”Hth Meeting nf th. Riitish Association for th 
Advancement of Science. ISMS. pp. RHR-87S

John It. Swan ton. Notes on the 11 aid» Language. American Anthro 
o .1.».-1 NS. V..I, IV . two, p„ 3ii2-4o:t

John le S want on. Haida Texts and Myths. Hnllctin 29 Bureau of 
Anim i. m Ethnology Washington. 190a

\ Translation of the papers hv F Ron*, full of misprints, and reprints 
ft >m a few gospel translations with faulty interlinear translations, were puh 
li'hed hv Hamd de I» Gni'serii*. Cinq Langue.-, do la Colombie Britannique 
Haida T-hinvJiian. Kwagiutl. No'otka et Tlinkit Paris 190V The hook ■- 
from l'"i,inning to end an appropriation of material from English sources. M 
de la Cru- crie himself has not contributed anything to what was proviou-.lv 
known about these languages.
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IV ETHNOGRAPHIC.

1. The Eskimo.

By Franz Boas

TIm* Eskimo inhabit the whole coast of Arctic America, extending 
on the east to Greenland, and westward to the East (’ape of Asia. 
Their southern limits are near the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the extreme 
southern part of Hudson Bay and southeast of the Peninsula of 
Alaska. They are essentially a litoral people, living primarily on sen- 
mammais. In some regions fishing supplies an important part of 
their sustenance. Caribou and polar-bear and, where it occurs, 
musk-ox are hunted both for their meat and for their skins, which are 
used for clothing. The vegetable diet used by the Eskimo is insigni 
Hcant, consisting only of the few berries that ripen in the Arctic.

The villages of the Eskimo are located in those places where the 
pursuit of sea mammals is productive, and for thi. reason their vil
lages change somew hat with the seasons ; but, on the whole, tin* same 
community shifts from one definite location to another, according to 
fhe season. They are not migratory in the sense that their villages 
are located sometimes in one part of a large territory, sometimes in 
other regions In summer the animals hunted are primarily various 
kinds of seal, walrus, white whale, riarwal, and the whale. Late in 
summer is the season for the summer hunt of the reindeer and musk
ox. In the fall the pursuit of the sea-mammals is continued until 
the sea is covered with ice. In those regions where open water is 
found in winter not far from the villages, such sea-mammals as fre
quent the edge of the land-floe are hunted. In other regions, where 
the winter village is located on the coast, far away from open water, 
the Eskimos live on the common seal, which has breathing-holes ’.hat 
are kept open throughout the winter.

The material for clothing, for household utensils, and for build
ing, is obtained almost entirely from the animals hunted, and of a 
few kinds of rock easily worked. Wood is so scarce that very little of 
it is used, except in those regions where drift-wood is plentiful.

The economic conditions of life are practically the same all along 
the Arctic coast. The only regions where certain differences arc 
found are the extreme southern parts of Labrador and Alaska, where 
the forests approach the coast inhabited by the Eskimo, and the in
terior of the region northwest of Hudson Bay, where the Eskimo live 
on large lakes and rivers.

Partly owing to the uniformity of geographical surroundings, 
the occupations of the Eskimo are very uniform in the whole district 
inhabited by them. A considerable degree of differentiation of culture 
is found in the region west of the Mackenzie Hiver, where they seem 
to he influenced by tho neighboring Indian tribes, and in the extreme 
west, where they are also influenced by the Chukchee of Northeastern 
Siberia. Notwithstanding these differences, the Eskimo appear as 
exceedingly conservative in preserving their cultural possessions. This 
phenomenon may be observed as well in the remarkable uniformity of 
the Eskimo dialects from Greenland to Alaska, as in the similarity of 
the material possessions and in the uniformity of their folk-lore. It 
was stated More (p. 70) that there i.s evidence that the Eskimo west
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of the Mackenzie Hiver are not of pure Eskimo descent, but probably 
mixed with Indian elements.

The inventions of the Eskimo used in the pursuit, of sea-mam
mals are remarkably ingenious. The animals are killed by means of 
harpoons. In regions where wood is not available, the harpoon- 
shaft often consists of bone or of narwal tusk. To this is attached 
n moveable fore-shaft, connected with the shaft by means of thongs. 
The attachment of the foreshaft to the shaft is such that when there is 
no lateral pressure, the shaft and foreshaft form a straight line, hut 
as soon as there is a strong lateral pressure, the foreshaft turns over 
»nd disengages the harpoon point, which is placed at the extreme end 
of the foreshaft. The detailed arrangement of these harpoons differs 
with different regions. The harpoon used in winter in hunting on 
the ice has no moveable foreshaft, but the harpoon point alone is 
detachable Harpoons that, are used in limiting animals which swim 
about in open water are provided with bladders intended to keep the 
shaft afloat. These floats are either tied firmly to the shaft, or, in 
other eases, they are attached to the harpoon line, preventing in this 
way the sinking of the animal after it has been killed. While the 
harpoon is primarily used for securing the game, the lance is used 
for dispatching the harpooned animal. The lance generally consists of 
a shaft with movable foreshaft attached in the same manner as that of 
the harpoon, but provided with a cutting edge. Tn some oases, the 
shaft is provided with a socket, into which lance-points may be in
serted, which, after stabbing the animal, remain in the body. For 
hunting larger game in open water, drugs are attached to the harpoon 
line, which hinder the movements of the wounded animal.

For the pursuit of the game in open water a peculiar hunting- 
canoe is used, called the kayak. It consists of a light framework 
made of wood, whalebone, or bone, over which is stretched a skin 
cover. The details of the form show considerable variation ;u var
ious regions, lmt all kayaks are built on the same fundamental plan, 
the whole frame living enclosed w ith skin, leaving open only a central 
hole in which the hunter sits. Tn regions where very light kayaks 
are used the hunter wears a water-tight garment, which is fastened 
around the kayak hole, so that no water can enter the hold. Tn re
gions where larger kayaks are used, this is not the case. The kayak 
is propelled by a double-id ad ed paddle. The harpoon and lines are 
placed in front of the hunter on the deck of the kayak, while the drags 
ami floats attached to the harpoon-line are placed aft. The quarry is 
tied on tin deck «»( the kayak aft. Whale-hunters and travellers use 
the large so-called “woman’s boat,” a flat-bottomed structure having 
a framework made of wood and covered with the thick hide of large 
seals or walruses. The woman’s boat is propelled by oars, which are 
held in place by means of oar-locks. Sails made of intestines are 
also used, and allow' the boat to sail before the wind. Its course is 
directed by a large «tearing paddle.

Fish are caught with nets and hooks; salmon with three-pointed 
fish-spears. Birds are caught with nets and with the bird-spear, 
which is provided with lateral prongs, and is cast by means of a 
throwing-hoard ; waterfowl are caught with snares made of whale
bone. For hunting large gain© like caribou and musk-ox, the how and 
arrow' are used. The brittle driftwood cannot be utilized for making 
elastic bows; and elasticity is secured by an ingenious backing
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with twisted sinews, taken either from the caribou or from the white 
whale. The arrows have wooden shafts and foreshafts made of hone. 
Varibou are often driven into the water and then hunted from the 
kayak by means of lances.

The habitations of tin- Eskimo arc well adapted for protection 
against the inclemencies of the Arctic climate. Two types of winter- 
houses are found, a semi-subterranean structure, the sides of which 
are built of stone and supported by whalebone. The roof of the 
structure is formed of poles or bones, over whit !» is stretched a cover 
of skin. The skin-covering is protected by a layer of small shrubs 
01 similar material, which, in turn, are covered by a second skin-cover 
which is weighted down with stone. The entrance to this dwelling is 
generalh a subterranean passage covered with flat slabs of stone and 
soil, and sloping slightly upward so as to prevent the cold air from en
tering the living room. Large dwellings of this type are found in 
Greenland, while the dwellings in the central regions are generally 
small. The second type of w inter house is built of snow, in form of a 
vault. Blocks of snow arc cut out with ivory or bone snow-knives, and 
are built up into a vault b> means of a spiral construction, every new 
ly added block of snow renting on the lower course of the spiral and on 
the last preceding block. In a few regions, stone houses built i n a 
similar principle are used. The invention of these vaulted structurée 
may he considered one of the most remarkable achievements of the 
Eskimo. Generally, the rear part of the house is occupied by the 
bed, wh'ch is covered with shrubs and caribou skins, while to the 
right and left the lamps and kettles arc found, which arc usi d for heat
ing the houses and for cooking. Attached to the snow-house there 
a re generally a number of storerooms in which provisions are kept. In 
summer the people live in tents made of skins. In northern Green
land these tents consist simply of a few poles of wood or bone, each 
being often spliced together of short pieces, over which sealskins arc 
thrown. In other regions, the tent is more carefully constructed, 
being similar in plan to the winter-house. A semi-circular rear por
tion is set off from a longer entrance. The rear portion contains the 
bed, while the entrance, which is covered with the trunsparenl inner 
layer of sealskin, admits light and is used as a store-room.* In the 
southern parts of the west coast of Hudson Bay conical tents with a 
framework of converging poles are used. Farther north the tent is sup
ported by a single pole over which a stout thong is stretched. In sum
mer the cooking is done outside of the tent over an open fire.

The most important part of the household belongings of the win
ter-house is the lamp. This is made of soapstone, and is a flat cres
cent-shaped dish. A wick made of moss or from vegetable fibre is 
spread along the straight front edge, while the IhuvI of the lamp is 
filled with seal-blubber which sustains the light. When conking has 
to l>e done, the kettle, also made of soapstone, is hung over the wick. 
When not in use it is pushed back. Over the lamp is a frame used 
lor drying clothing. On account of the importance of soapstone for 
the manufacture of kettles and lamps, the Eskimo make long trading- 
trips from regions where no soapstone occurs to those where this ma
terial is found, the distance covered being sometimes as much as a 
thousand miles. Similar trading-trips are made for driftwood. On 
Southampton Island, a large island in Hudson Bay, where no soap
stone occurs, lamps and kettles of the same type as those used else-
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where arc made of thin slabs of limestone, which are sewed together 
and caulked by means of a mixture of blood and soot. Dishes are 
made of skin and whalebone. In those regions where wood is avail
able, they are bent of pieces of wood made pliable by stearnin';.

Among the tools of the Eskimo may be mentioned the drill, ori
ginally a piece of flint or other stone, inserted in a long bone handle.
I he drill is set in motion by means of a bow, generally made of the 
rib nf a seal. The string of this bow is a thong and is qui e loose. It 
is tw isted once around the drill. The butt-end of the drill is placed 
against a mouthpiece, and the drill is rotated by rapid motion of the 
how. Knives were generally made of flint and similar material. In 
Arctic Greenland, where meteoric iron is found, knives were also 
made of small bits of iron Flints and pieces of iron were inserted 
iu the cutting edge, and in this way a long saw - like edge was secured. 
It m remarkable that in cutting otV pieces of bone, the Eskimos did 
not ordinarily use a stone saw, but preferred to make drill-holes close 
together and then to wedge the bone apart. For arrowheads and lu nee- 
heads, points made of flint and of slate were used. Women’s knives, 
used in tin preparation of skins, and in sowing garments, were made 
of slate or similar material, and were similar in form to our butcher 
knives The typical knife of the men was double-edged

‘if greatest importance in the domestic economy of the Eskimo is 
the dog, which is used for hunting as well as for drawing sledges. The 
distances that must be covered by the hunter every day are consider- 
tlde, and the daily trip from the home to the hunting-ground is gen 

t rally made by dog-sleds. The long and frequent travels of the Eski
mo families from one winter village to another, for purposes of trade, 
or for visits, are also m do by dog-sleds. East of the Mackenzie River 
the sh d has two low solid runners of wood or hone, connected by cross 
bars, and generally a high back is used for steering. The dogs arc 
harnessed by means of long lines and are attached to a stout thong, 
so that. when running, they are arranged fan-like. One dog has 

. longer line and serves as leader of the team. The driver generally 
• it -, on ll." sled and directs the dogs by means of calls and of a long- 
lashed -hurt-handled whip. The denies)ieation of the dogs is very 
importer). They are badly fed and allowed to run wild in summer 
when they are generally -placed on an island where they have to find 
their own food. The dog resembles the Arctic gray wolf, with which 
it frequently' intercrosses.

The caribou is nowhere domesticated in America. (’lothing is 
made of furs. In most regions sealskin is worn in summer, caribou 
skin in winter; but there is considerable differentiation in the style of 
clothing. Roth sexes wear long stockings and lniots, trousers, and a 
short jacket provided with a hood. All these garments are double 
The inner one is worn with the fur wide to the skin, the outer one with 
the fur side out. The jacket of the married women has a very large 
hood which extends far down the back. A belt is attached around 
the jacket under this hood, which serves for carrying the infant, the 
infant being put into the hood on the back of the mother. The nr 
rangement of different colored skin in the garments follows a definite 
style and differs somewhat in the two sexes. In Greenland clothing 
is generally ornamented with dyed skins from which the hair has been 
removed Almost everywhere I he jacket is provided with a short tai’
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in front and another one behind. These tails are generally longei 
in women's garments than in men's. In Labrador and Ballin’- Lund 
the tails of the women's garments reach an extraordinary size, reach
ing down to the ground. On the west coast of Hudson Bay a most re
markable development of the stocking is found, which practically sup
plants the women's trousers. These stockings arc extraordinarily 
wide, forming enormous pouches above and below the knee Similar 
vouches are found in the sleeves of the jackets of this region. Tin 
ornamentation of the garments seems to emphasize, on the whole, tin 
form of the body. Wo find very often that the shoulder-blades and 
the breastbone are indicated by skin of lighter color.

The preparation of the skins is in most regions I lie work of the 
women, although in a few cases the men do this work. The si.ms an 
carefully cleaned and subjected to various kinds of treatment, accord 
ing to their use. Watertight hides are prepared for k tvak « nvern an I 
for boot-soles, while, skin that is to be used for clothing is careful lx 
treated so as to be as soft as possible and to hold the hair

On the whole, the decorative art. of the Kskimo is not remarkably 
developed. The fnirlx rich ornamental ion found in Alaska pro
bably partly due to foreign influences. The same ma> l«* true of the 
decorative art of Greenland. In the central regions, primi 1- allv ill 
utensils are of rude form, and there are very - ig'it indie..t imis of nx 
tendency to decorate the objects of daily use Where sin h demr.'ti f 
occurs il general)\ consists of a series of dots and lines in ivorx. with li 
are filled with black. These dote arc arranged in geometrical lines 
they sometimes represent human or mimai figure- Old >]>• iinet 
from this area show, that lie* elements uf dvot;v .«• geometri i 
designs in Alaska and in the Hudson Bax region were of t !» « same 
character On the of he» hand, the Kskimo hive a x\ ell-devi lop- i 
plastic art. They are fond of carving in ivory and make a gr< it manv 
good realistic carvings, which, however, on the whole. <i . no; -erv. 
any practical end. Most of such carvings are toys, or are mad< for 
the pleasure of the work. Handles of ipiivers, toggles ami similar 
objects, which lend themselves readily to realistic représentât ions, are 
caned in this manner. The lack of décoraii\e art i- therefore, v> >1 
due to a lack of artistic sense on flic part of the I .-kiam.

The social organization of the Kskimo is \er\ simple. The 
social unit is the family, which is reckoned in both paternal and 
material line. The household consisting of father and mother, 
children, and sometimes a brother and widowed relatives forms the 
social unit. In man\ eases, the children after marriage continue to 
form part of the household. There is no strict rule of residence, the 
husband sometimes residing with his xvifv's parents, and the xvife 
sometimes moving to her husband's house. The various households 
which live in the same locality do not form a strict political or social 
unit. Their union is temporary and may be dissolved at any moment 
It is clear that under these conditions no well-developed ehieftaiue v 
can exist. In some regions the experienced hunter who knows the 
movements of the game well, and who by his advice ran guide the 
men of his village, may attain a certain degree of authority. This 
is particularly true in eases where in pursuit of game the tribe makes 
habitually long trips everv year. Such i< the ease, for instance, in 
regions where the people hunt seals in winter on the sea-ice, while 
they spend the summer a long distance front their winter hunting-
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grounds in the interior of the country. Nowhere, however, do we 
find chiefs who exert strict authority over their tribes. Owing to 
intermarriages, distant relatives and friends are often scattered over 
a vast territory. This leads to frequent visits and the temporary 
residence of a family in various parts of the country. The distances 
covered in such migrations are remarkable, and cases are known of 
families that have resided at one time on the shores of Hudson Bay, 
while at other times they were found on the shores of Smith Sound.

Notwithstanding the looseness of the village unit, there is a cer
tain sense of unity of tribal organisation which manifests itself parti
cularly in the distrust of strangers. It seems that in olden times, 
among all Eskimo tribes, certain ceremonial forms of meeting 
strangers were in use. In the central regions these generally con
sisted in a formal contest, which sometimes ended in the death of 
one of the contestants, but it generally had a more harmless char
acter and merely preceded the hospitable reception of the stranger. 
These contests consisted in wrestling matches or in trials of endur
ance.

Although there is no definite form of government in the village 
community, the men, at certain times, act in the capacity of an in
formal council. Thus, if a man has made himself obnoxious, the men 
of the village may consult, and agree on the desirability of ridding 
the community of that particular person. After this, any man has the 
right to kill the disturber of the peace without fear of blood revenge.

Both polygamy and polyandry occur among the Eskimo. A man 
may marry several sisters, and where women are few in number, 
families are found consisting of several brothers and of unrelated 
men who are married to one woman. Scarcity of women is largely 
due to the custom of infanticide, female children being often con
sidered as a burden and being killed shortly after birth. Where this 
custom does not prevail, the dangers that beset the life of the hunter 
are liable to bring about a preponderance of women in the tribe, 
which leads to greater frequency of polygamy. It is interesting to 
note that among the Eskimo cases of men remaining bachelors are 
not bv any means infrequent. Old people are generally treated with 
respect, but in cases of famine they are often left to die, and when 
they feel themselves an incumbrance on the tribe they may even seek 
death bv suicide.

The religious views and practices of the Eskimo while, on the 
whole, alike in their fundamental traits, show a considerable amount 
of differentiation in the extreme east and in the extreme west. It 
would seem that the characteristic, traits of shamanism are common 
to all the Eskimo trills. The shaman is called by the Eskimo angakok. 
The art of the angakok is acquired by the acquisition of guardian 
spirits. In some regions the belief prevails that the ability to ac
quire a guardian spirit mnst he transmitted bv the teaching or by 
the direct influence of a shaman. Thus, the Greenland Eskimo be
lieve that a child that is kept on the knees of a shaman will itself 
in course of time become a powerful shaman. In the region of Hud
son Bay and Baffin’s Land, no such transmission of power seems to he 
believed in, hut it is stated that the shaman suddenly feels a super
natural light surrounding his body. His eyes acquire the power to 
see supernatural objects that are invisible to ordinary mortals, and 
by the help of his guardian spirits he acquires the power to cure dis
eases and to visit the world in which the supernatural beings reside.
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The statements made by various authorities in regard to this subject 
are not quite consistent, and it seems probable that the ideas held 
by the Eskimo show a considerable degree of variation. It might 
seem that in some eases the initiation of the shaman consists only in 
his subjective feeling of the acquisition of supernatural power with
out tin revelation of an individual guardian spirit ; while in other 
cases it would appear that supernatural power is acquired by an 
eneouuter with such a spirit. Many different kinds of beings may 
become the guardian spirits of men, but prominent among these are 
polar 1 tears and other animals.

Resides the spirits which may become guardian spirits of men, 
the Eskimo believe in a great many others which are hostile and 
whose visits bring disaster and death. These hostile spirits are not 
animals or human beings, but have fantastic forms, Itelieved to he 
endowed with life.

Powerful shamans are believed to be able to change, their sex, 
to take off the skin from their face in order to frighten to death their 
enemies. Their souls arc believed to be aide to leave the body. They 
can see the spirits that haunt the villages and can discover the trans
gressions of taboos, which are the cause of misfortune and starvation.

Before describing their practices it is necessary to describe briefly 
(lie beliefs of the Eskimo regarding taboos and transgressions of 
taboos. Restrictions in regard to food and in regard to work are 
very numerous, ft is forbidden to bring seu-animals, particularly 
seals, ground-seals, and whales, into eontavt with caribou. It is 
forbidden to do certain kinds of work after a seal has been killed and 
after a deatli has occurred. A person who has touched a dead bod\ 
must not touch any kind of game. No work on deer-skin is allowed 
until sea-ice has formed, etc. Restrictions like these are found among 
all primitive tribes, but the interpretation of these customs among 
the Eskimo is peculiar, ft is believed, for instance, that a person 
who has touched a dead l>ody or anything that has been in contact 
with a dead body, is surrounded by a black halo, which is distaste
ful to the game-animals, and that if a person thus affected goes mint
ing the animals will keep away. Furthermore, if an animal should 
he killed by a person who has transgressed one of the taboos, the 
transgression of the taboo, which is considered a material object, 
is believed to become attached to the soul of the animal, which takes 
the transgression of the taboo along to the deity that has control over 
the animals. It is believed that the transgression of the taboo hurts 
the deity, and for that reason she visits flic tribe» with misfortune.

Since it is thus necessary to avoid all contact with the trans
gressor of a taboo, for the reason that bv contact with him the ma
terial transgression of the taboo may be transmitted to another per
son, the Eskimo requires that every transgression of a taboo bv pub
licly confessed, in order to enable others to keep away from the 
transgressor, and for this reason the transgression of the taboo is 
not so much considered a sin as the concealment of such a transgres
sion. From this point of view the idea has developed that confession 
is sufficient to atone for the transgression of the taboo, and this con- 
fesssion, although it may often he compelled through relatives of the 
offender, is generally secured through the shaman.*

•Compare, pp. 200 and 201.
8 AUCH.
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It is thru-fori* one uf tliv important fun* tions of the shaman to 
discover the offences which give rise to misfortune and starvation. 
Two principal methods are used for this purpose: the lifting of stones, 
or of the head of a patient by means of attached thongs, the theory 
being that when a question is asked and the shaman is able to lift 
the stone or the head, the reply is negative, while when he is unable 
to lift them the replv is positive. The second method is the visit of 
the shaman to the deity that has control over the destinies of man
kind. and which controls the supply of game. It is supposed that 
on those visits the shaman .sees the transgressions that have caused 
the misfortune. The shaman may also discover the material trans
gressions whi«h are attached to the lx>dy of a sick person, and he max 
cure him by cutting off these transgressions.

Different from the art of shamanism is witchcraft, which con
sists in tlie use of parts of corpses or of other objects tor purposes of 
sympathetic magic.

These peculiar forms of Itelief are most fully developed among 
the central Eskimo. hut an analysis of the traditions and customs 
of (i teen land suggests that similar ideas were originally held among 
all tin- Eskimo tribes.

The ritualistic development of Eskimo religion is very slight 
There are only a very few instances where mem lie rs of the village 
join in religious rituals. In former times each village had an assem
bly house, which was devoted to the celebration ot festivals, most 
of which had a semi-religious character without, however, being 
sufficiently formal to deserve the term of religious performance- 
In these issemldy houses, singing contests were held and many of 
the sin man Ht ic practices were performed there, t tic central Eskimo 
tribes, however, have at least one important annual festival, which 
has a direct relation to their belief in a deity protecting the sea- 
mamnmls. It is isdieved that every fall, when tin: ice forms, this 
deity visit-» the villages. Then a ritual is performed, the essential 
object uf which seems to lie the home sending of the deity and the 
attempt of the shaman to rid her of all the transgressions that are 
attached to her hodv and that give her pain. The forms in which 
his celebration is performed are not tin* same everywhere, but in many 
cases the ritual is characterized by a definite series of rites and by 
the appearance of certain, masked figures, who represent assistants of 
the deity or other spirits. One of the features of this rite is the tem
porary exchange of wives, xvliii h is believed to Ik* one of the means of 
appeasing the wrath of the deity.

Went of the Mackenzie River the series of the rituals is ver> 
much more complex, and in the inure southern regions the numbi , 
of masks used is quite considerable. Judging from the types of tie 
masks and the description of the festivals it seems, however, likely 
that these are to a great extent influenced by Indian customs.

Rome older accounts of the central Eskimo suggest that other 
rituals were |H*rformed after the capture of whales. The people 
assembled in open stone enclosures, built for this purpose and per
formed a ceremonial of thanksgiving.

The mythological concepts of tin- Eskimo are remarkably meagre 
and unsystematic. They seem to he most fully developed in tin 
central regions, where the most important myths centre a round the 
dcitx x\ho is the mistress of sen-mammals. According to tradition 
she is n girl who was given in marriage to a hint When the hint



maltreated her she tried to escape with her father, who had come to 
visit her. The birds raised a storm, which threatened to swamp the 
boat in which she was fleeing. Then her father cast her overboard, 
and when she clung to the gunwale, he cut off the joints of her 
fingers one after the other. The first joints were transformed into 
w hales, the second joints into seals, the third into ground seals. She 
became the mistress of the under-world and controls the animals 
which originated from her fingers. It is believed that the souls of 
those who die a natural death go to her abode.

There is a considerable variety of beliefs in relation to the fate of 
the soul after death. The soul of those who die a violent death go to 
heaven, where they play ball with a walrus head, thus causing the 
northern lights, tint other places are believed in, and in some 
regions a number of upper worlds and a number of lower worlds are 
believed to exist, each of which is the home of a particular group 
of souls.

Sun and moon are believed to he sister and brother, the brother 
Wing constantly in pursuit of his sister; although in other traditions, 
sun and moon are described as residing in one house in heaven.

Setting aside these traditions and a few’ animal tales, the Eskimo 
have practically no creation legends. According to their ideas the 
world has always been what it is now. Bain, thunder and light
ning are Wlieved to be produced by a few women, who escaped from 
human society and to live by themselves. It is believed that in the be
ginning of the world, children were found in the snow, but that 
through the action of two girls, the present state of affairs was intro
duced. The narwal is believed to be a transformed Eskimo woman, 
whose braid became the narwal’s tusk. The walrus and the caribou 
were created from parts of a woman’s clothing, which she had cast 
away. A woman running along the beach and bewailing the loss of 
her grandson was transformed into a bird. The transformations 
enumerated here and a few others are told in trifling stories, or are 
merely incidents in elaborate tales. They do not stand out primarily 
and prominently as myths accounting for the creation of these ani
mals. In fact, it might seem that these animals are Wlieved to have 
existed even before the event told in the tradition and that the crea
tion is that of a particular individual of the species rather than that 
of the w hole species.

The rest of the very rich folklore of the Eskimo is essentially 
human, and deals with the exploits of heroes, with the deeds of sha
mans, and with incidents that might happen at the present time in 
any Eskimo village. The Wlief in the supernatural, which is char
acteristic of the present Eskimo, enters, of course, almost into every
one of these traditions; hut, nevertheless, they reflect essentially the 
Eskimo life of the present day and do not Wlong to a mythological 
period, a feature which is characteristic of almost all Indian mytho
logies. ^

A comparison of the traditions of various Eskimo triWs is of 
great interest, because it proves the great conservatism of the people.
Tales which are apparently so trifling that wo might W inclined to 
consider them as having happened a short time ago and by chance 
retained in the memory of the people, are told in the same way in Lab
rador, in Baffin’s Land, and in Greenland— regions, the inhabitants of 
which have not Wen in contact for hundreds of years. This proves that 
many traditions must have retained the same form for a considerable
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period, and the phenomenon is quite in accord with the permanence 
of customs and of language referred to before.

In view of this fact, it is interesting to note that the few animal 
tales referred to above are not the exclusive property of the Eskimo, 
but belong to both Eskimo and Indian. Thus, the story of the origin 
of the narwal begins with an incident of a blind boy who is maltreated 
by his mother. In the course of events, he shoots a bear, his mother 
directing the aim of his arrow. Later on, his eyesight is restored 
by a goose, who dives with him in a pond. This portion of tl>e tale 
is found among the British Columbia Indians, in the Mackenzie 
Basin, and among many eastern Eskimo tribes. The tale of a mon
ster which steals bodies from graves and which finally is induced 
to carry away a person who pretends to be dead, is found spread over 
the same area. This distribution of the animal tales suggests that 
they are probably not part of the original Eskimo folklore, but were 
borrowed from the Indians, and later on became the common pro
perty of many of the Eskimo tribes. The area of distribution of 
these animal tales may be defined as extending from the mouth of 
the Columbia River on the Pacific coast, across the continent to the 
southern part of Hudson Bay; thus occupying the whole of Artie 
America and the northwestern part of our continent.

The folklore of the Eskimo, west of the Mackenzie River, differs 
in many essential traits from that of the esatern Eskimo. It is much 
more complex, many of the elements of the folklore of the North 
Pacific coast being emtiodied in it. In this respect the folklore of 
the western Eskimo bears evidence of the mixture with Indian ele
ments, which is suggested as well by the physical type of the people 
as by the peculiar foreign traits of their culture, all of w'hich point 
to an extended influence of the Indian tribes located south of the 
Alaskan Eskimo.

While the traditions mentioned indicate a certain amount of 
borrowing from Indian sources, other traits suggest a diffusion of 
cultural elements across Behring Strait to northeastern Asia. Com
mon to the Eskimo and to the Chuckchee is the human character of 
mythology. Among the Chuckchee hero tales are even more strongly 
developed than among the Eskimo. Many of the shamanistic prac
tices of the Chuckchee and other tribes of Eastern Asia are remark
ably similar to those of the Eskimo; thus, the custom of divination 
by means of head lifting and stone lifting is the common property 
of the Eskimo and of the Chuckchee and other tribes as far south as 
the Amur River region. Most of the traits in the material culture 
of the maritime Chuckchee are so much like the corresponding traits 
of Eskimo culture that both must evidently he considered as origin
ating from the same sources. On the whole, it seems more likely 
that the Chuckchee have adopted Eskimo customs than that the reverso 
has taken place.*

*H. Uink. Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo. London, 1875.
F. Boas. The Central Eskimo. Sixth Annual Report, Bureau of Eth

nology, pp. 898-869. Washington, 1888.
-------- The Eskimo of Baffin Land and Hudson Bay. Bull. American

tftweum of Natural History. Vol. XV., 1901, 1906.
W. J. Hoffman. The Graphic Art of the Eskimo. Report U. 8. National 

Museum for 1895, pp. 739-968. Washington, 1897.
A. L. Kroebor. The "Eskimo of 8mith Land. Bull. American Museum of 

Natural History, Vol. XII.
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2. THE BEOTHÜKS OF NEWFOUNDLAND.

13y Alexander F. Chamberlain.

Habitat, name, etc. The Beothuks, or “Red Indiana,” of New
foundland, are now extinct, their last representative, Shanandithit, 
one of three women taken by the whites in 1823, having died at St. 
John’s in 1829. The suggestion has been made that a few individ
uals may, at various times, have escaped to the Labrador coast, where 
they mingled with the Algonquian Indians of that region (Nascap- 
ies, Montagna is, etc.,) but no evidence of this is forthcoming. 
Whether they ever inhabited the whole island is doubtful ; their char
acteristic area, after the intrusion of the whites, was the country 
inland from the Bay of Exploits along the river of the same name, 
and about Red Indian Lake, which received its appellation from 
them. In summer they moved around among the islands and on the 
coast from Cape F reels to Cape John (formerly much further). 
Among the localities where remains of the Boothuks, or traces of 
their former presence, have been discovered are Red Indian Lake, 
Pilley's Island (in an arm of Notre Dame Bay), Rencontre Island of 
the lower Burgeo group, Bon a vista Bay, Birchy Lake, Long Island in 
Placentia Bay, Fox Island, Trinity Bay, Funk Island, Twill in
gate Island, White Bay, Hare Bay, Bonne Bay, Flat Bay, St. 
George’s Bay, Codroy River. This embraces the greater part of the 
coast-line of the island and leads to the belief, that these Indians 
were acquainted with, or dwelt upon, most of the sea-coast, while a 
considerable portion of the interior was at one time or another 
occupied by them.

Of the name Beothuk, Beothik, or Bteothiek, no satisfactory 
explanation has been given,—it is probably a word for “Indian, 
man,” or some tribal designation. The appellation “Red Indians” 
is said to have been given to them by the Europeans on account of 
their custom of “painting” their faces and other parts of their bod
ies with red ochre, which they dso applied to some of their utensils. 
According to Patterson, however, this name antedates the coming of 
the whites, and is simply a translation of the Micmac Ufaquajik, 
“red people.” Rand, in his Micmac dictionary gives Megwajijik as 
the name of “the Red Indians of Newfoundland.”

Relations with other peoples. Whether the Micmacs (whom the 
lteothuks called Skawnak) had relations with the Beothuks m “pre
historic” times is uncertain, but by the beginning of the eighteenth 
century they had their colonies in the western part of Newfoundland 
and began a war of extermination against the Beothuks, in which 
they were aided and abetted by the French, who, from 1660 onwards, 
had established themselves at Placentia and elsewhere on the 
southern coast, and afterwards by the English fishermen and colon
ists. The possession of firearms by the Micmacs gave them a decided 
advantage over the Beothuks, who were soon driven away from the 
Micmac portion of the country with severe losses. They continued

L. M. Turner. Ethnology of 11m Ungava District. Eleventh Annual 
Report, Bureau of Ethnology, pp 159-350. Washington, 1894

John Murdoch. Ethnological Results of the Point Barrow Expedition. 
Ninth Annual Report. Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 1441 Washington, 1892.

E. W. Nelson. The JCakimo about Bering Strait. Eighteenth Annual 
Report Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 1-518. Washington, 1899.
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mortal enemies to the last. With the Eskimo, who visited New
foundland by way of the straits of Bello Isle, the Beothuks are said 
to have been on hostile terms. They called them "dirty.1 * The 
Beothuks seem not to have been the equals of the Eskimo in conflicts 
on the water. The Indians (Algonquian) of the coast of Labrador, 
known to the Beothuks as Shanwoviunk were friendly, and carried on 
trade and barter with them, and vice versa, such visits being attended 
with quite friendly relations.

The extermination of the Beothuks by the Micmacs and the 
whites is a dark chapter in the history of Newfoundland, and a blot 
upon European civilization. They were shot like deer or partridges, 
the hunters boasting how many “head of Indian’' they had killed. 
Men, women and children all suffered. Of those captured many were, 
according to Cartwright, “exposed as curiosities to the rabble at the 
fairs of the western towns of Christian England at two pence a piece.” 
Several Beothuks were brought to England by Cabot in 1497, and 
quite a number were sent ns slaves to Lisbon, as a result of the expe
dition of Cortereal in 1501. During the sixteenth century brief 
notices of (he Beothuks (though not by this name) are given by 
Cartier (1534), Horn (1536), Frobisher (1574), and Hayes (1583), the 
last reporting that there were no natives on the south coast, “but in 
the north are savages, altogether harmless.” The attempts at colon
ization by the English under Guy in 1610, at Mosquito Harbor (Con
ception Bay), seem not to have led to disturbances with the Beothuks, 
whose intercourse with the whites was quite friendly. Whithourne, in 
1615, represents them as “living altogether in the north and west 
part of the country, which is seldom frequented by the English,” 
and having a good reputation with the French and Biscayan whale
men. Baron dv Labontan (at one time governor of Placentia, when 
held by (lie French) knew so little about the Beothuks, (bat he could
say in 1690, “there are no settled savages on the island,”... so far into
the interior had they retreated even at this time (probably into the 
country about the Hiver of Exploits). Cartwright, in 1768, says that 
the conduct of the English fishers towards the Beothuks is “an 
inhumanity that sinks them far below the level of savages.” fn 
1760 the Government, under ('apt Palliser, issued the iirst official 
document in favor of the natives, and during the next few years 
several expeditions (iminding that of Cartwright iit 1768) were 
sent out to discover and treat with the Indians, which were more suc
cessful in obtaining ethnological information than in inducing the 
Boot links to trust the English settlers. A few individuals were cap
tured, hut that was about all. The efforts of Govs. Gamhier in 1802, 
Holloway in 1807-1809, Duckworth »n 1810-1811 (the Buchan Expedi
tion) were hardly more successful. After this the relations between 
the settlers and fishermen of the north of the island and the Beothuks 
continued to lx* hostile. A few natives wore occasionally carried off 
to the white Hetllements, as was the case with Demasdnit, or “Mary 
March,” in 1819. Shanandithit in 1823, etc. In 1827 there was 
organized in St. John’s the “Bmothic Institute,” which sent out, 
under Mr. Cormack, an expedition into the Beothuk country, but 
neither they nor any subsequent explorers ever found a living 
representative of the tribe.

Physical characterDr. Brinton, in his American Race (p. 67) 
describes the Beothuks as of “medium stature,” but the tradition of
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(lu* English in Newfoundland ig that they were tall. Dc Laet, indeed, 
does speak of them aa "of medium stature,”; but Ilowley says that 
“they were of middle stature, say five feet, ten inches,” a height 
which would bring them into Deniker'a “high statures.” The hus
band of "Mary March” is said to have been G ft., 7* in. tall, and the 
woman Shanandithit is described by ttev. Mr. Wilson as “a tall, 
fine figure, nearly six feet high.” The Micmacs and whites, doubt
less, exaggerated the stature of thy Beothuks, but the latter may be 
considered to have been a “rather tall people.” The individual 
brought to England by Cabot, when properly apparreled, “looked 
like Englishmen,” according to the chronicler of the time; and all 
narrators agree that they were not ill-formed physically,— Howley, 
indeed, says: “The Heothuks were a much finer and handsomer race 
than the Micmacs, having more regular features and aquiline noses, 
nor were they so dark in the skin.” Reference is frequently made 
to their black and piercing eyes, very black hair, fine teeth, etc. All 
observers distinguish them in physical features from the Eskimo more 
wen than from the Micmacs. The few skulls of Beothuks that have 
been examined show a good development of the frontal region with 
prominent, nasal spine and absence of depression at the root of the 
nose. The cheek-bones of “Mary March” were rather high. Her 
hands and feet were “very small” and limbs “small and very deli
cate,” particularly her arms, and she was very proud of this. Tier 
complexion became lighter after washing, and freedom from the 
smoke of the wigwam. The Beothuks are said to have been “active 
and athletic.”

Temperament, etc. The earlier account* speak of the Beothuks as 
harmless savages,” “ingenious and tractable people,” of a certain 
mild and gentle disposition, except, of course, when imposed upon, 
deceived or attacked. Such acts of reprisal as are attributed to them 
after experience with the whites were but natural under the circum
stances, and do not indicate particular savagery or cruelty of a not
able sort. Those who had (o do with “Mary March” were impressed 
by “her modesty and propriety of behavior, her gentleness and kind
ness. her gratitude for favors and her affection for her kindred.” A 
woman captured in 1803 “showed a passionate fondness for chil
dren.” Shanandithit was “bland, affable and affectionate.” Several 
instances of the e.liild-like character of these aborigines are on record.

Intellect, senses, etc. Father Pasqualigo, who saw in Lisbon 
the Beothuks brought over by the Cortereal expedition of 1301, wrote 
of them as “admirably cab ulated for labor, and the best slaves I 
have ever seen.” Wliitbourne (1615) reports them as ready to assist 
the French and Biscayan whalers, “with great labor and patience.” 
Their quickness of intelligence is noted by many observers, both as 
to particular individuals resident among the whites, and as a gen
eral fact for the tribe. Of a Beothuk bov, living with the whites in 
the time of Cartwright, we are tobl that “lie became expert in all the 
branches of the Newfoundland business.” Deinasdnit, or “Mary 
March,” possessed “quickness of observation, reading of character 
and power of imitation.” Shanandithit had considerable talent in 
drawing with paper and pencil,—of her it is related that, “in one 
flourish she drew a deer perfectly, and, what is more surprising, she 
began at the tip of the tail.” She also made some sketches indicat
ing the events of the Buchan expedition (1810), which are said to be 
“quite accurate” in many particulars.
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Occupât ions, industries, arts, etc. The» Beothuks were notably 
hunters and fishers. Their country in Newfoundland abounded in 
deer, and they hunted also the bear, the fox, the otter, the hare, 
the seal, etc., besides land and sea fowl. They also took many sal
mon for food. Their bows had arrows sometimes three feet long, 
and they are said to have been excellent archers. Spears eight feet 
in length have been found in the Beothuk settlements. Flint and 
bone arrow and spear heads, and other stone implements were com
mon, some of the arrow-heads arc very !>euutifully formed. In 
the kitchen-middens on the coast (e.g., at Long Island. Placentia 
Bay) arrows and spears heads and a considerable variety of stone 
implements (axes, chisels, gouges, scrapers, sinkers, rubbing and 
sharpening stones, etc.) have been found. Some also in graves an to
il ir the coining of the whites. The Beothuks had a long-shafted 
retrieving spear or harpoon for killing seals, etc. But their most 
remarkable hunting invention was the “deer-fence.” The extent of 
these “fences” and “pounds” indicates a considerable degree of co
operation among these Indians, ami accounts for the large amount of 
meat found in their deserted storehouses by the whites. They appear 
also to have made a sort of pcnimicun.

The houses of the Beothuks were generally lodges of poles, of 
peculiar construction. They had v-shaped hulls, high prows, and a 
marked central rise. They are said to have been skilful boatmen, 
exceeding the Micmacs in running rapids, etc. The Beothuk snow- 
shoe was also peculiar, being rather like a tennis-racket in shape, 
longer and narrowing behind more than those of other tribes.

The houses of the Beothuks were generally lodges of poles, cov
ered with skins or birch-bark, large enough to accommodate from six 
to twenty persons, each of whom had a hole (lined with moss or tir- 
boughs) around a central fire. They seem to have had both summer 
and winter “wigwams.” They also had square houses, which may 
have been imitated from the English ; also large store-houses, “said 
to have been from 80 to 50 feet long, and nearly as wide.”

The art of pottery seems to have been unknown to the Beothuks, 
although suitable material was not absent ; they mode, however, pots 
and lamps of steatite worked in situ. Birch-hark vessels and utensils 
of various shapes and sizes were much used.

Among the ornaments known from the wearers or found in 
graves, etc., are bone, hair and dress ornaments figured in varied 
fashion, strings of small pieces of hone and ivory, pendants of ivory, 
shells strung together, small forked and pronged hone amulets intri
cately and ingeniously figured, etc. Many objects and implements 
were stained with red ochre,—this seems to have been a custom with 
some special significance. The skin dresses of the Beothuks were 
often well ornamented and there were special “dancing dresses” for 
the shamans.

Health, disease. It is recorded that all the Beothuk women who 
lived among the whites died of consumption, hut how far this 
extended to their fellow tribesmen is not known. The Beothuks had 
the “sweat-hat h” of the well-known Indian type, the sweat-ho use 
being constructed in the usual manner, and steam produced by 
pouring water on heated stones.

Social and political organization. Of the structure of Beothuk 
society very little is known. Something may lie inferred from the
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number of persons occupying a single lodge, but they were in all 
probability not communistic, nor polygamists, as a rule. Certain 
actions of “Mary March” suggested to some that she may have been 
the daughter of a chief,—the chief among the Boot links was probably 
a man of considerable authority,—or perhaps herself a chief. Family 
affection and love for children ia -«worded them by all authorities, 
and it was marked in the ease of captured women. The absence of 
such a domesticated animal as the dog (some observers say that they 
had half-tamed wolves) among the Beotlinks may he of social import
ance. Likewise the fact that no agricultural processes were found 
among them (the climate was against this). They were probably 
quite a sociable people and had dances and like amusements. Culiu, 
from consideration of some of the bone disks, thinks that the Beothuks 
“may have used gambling disks resembling those of the Micmac.”

Mythology, religion, etc. Few of the religious and mythological 
ideas of the Beothuks have been recorded, although the vocabularies 
extant contain some words belonging in this category. Their term 
for “God” is given as manAee, which seem* identical with Micmac 
mundoo, now signifying “devil.” One of their names for “devil” 
was ashmudyim, which Slianandithit described as “an ugly black 
man,” who was “short and stout, having long whiskers, dressed in 
beaver-skins, and sometimes seen at the east end of the lake.” Some 
of these ideas are probably post-European, but the Beothuks pro
bably had a manitou-idea similar to that of the Algoukians from 
whom the mandee may have been borrowed. One authority reports 
that these Indians believed that “they sprang from arrows stuck in 
the ground by the Good Spirit.” Certain objects hud perhaps some 
religious or symbolic meaning attached to them, e.g., some of the 
boue and ivory ornaments, or “amulets,” the sticks with semi-cir
cular head-pieces, the wooden images and dolls placed in the graves, 
etc.

The Beothuks had several modes of burial (“but,” scaffold, box, 
cairn), and deposited with the dead, food, utensils and implements, 
ornaments, etc. In one burial-place, e.g., were found small wooden 
images of a man and a woman, a doll (for a child), toy canoes, wea
pons, culinary utensils, etc. The grave of a boy contained, among 
other things, some smoked salmon in a bark-basket and several pack
ages of dried trout. The burial-place of what was supposed to have 
been a “medicine man,” yielded a medicine-bag and contents, sev
eral bird skulls, etc. The bodies of the dead were encased in the birch- 
bark, and, for some reason or other, became largely mummified, some
what after the Alaskan fashion. The careful treatment of their dead 
may have had some religious import. Broken arrows were sometimes 
found in the graves.

Language. The linguistic material of the Beothuk consists of 
brief vocabularies obtained at various periods from captured women 
of the tribe, Owbeg, Demasduit, Shunandathit, the last recorded by 
Mr. Cormaek in 1828, being thought the most reliable, although the 
woman had then been living some five years among the whites. The 
total number of words known is about 600. Dr. A. S. Gatscbet, an 
expert linguist, who studied this material very carefully, concludes 
that the language of the Beothuks is “a separate linguistic family,” 
altogether distinct from Eskimo and Algnnkian in particular. 
There are phonetic, grammatical, and lexical reasons for this posi
tion. The Beothukan stock is included in the Powellian classification of
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independent linguistic families of North America. Jlrinton thinks that 
in Beothuk may he detected “some words horrowed from the Algonkin, 
and slight coincidences with the Eskimo.” lie also ventures the opin
ion that “derivation was principally, if not exclusively by suffixes, 
and the general morphology seems somewhat more akin to Eskimo 
than Algonkian examples.” The numerals, especially are un-Al- 
gonkian, also the names for parts of the laxly, etc., two test-series 
of words of great significance. It has been remarked that the words 
of these Heothuk vocabularies often seem to present a “disordered 
look,” which is not unnatural considering the time and circumstances 
of their origin. It deserves notice also that they were all obtained 
from female members of the tribe, and it may just be possible that 
the language of the women differed in some way from that of the 
men (raptured or foreign wives, e.g.), and we may have here some
thing else than the real language of the Beothuks, or Shawantharot, 
as they are said to have called themselves.*

3. INDIANS OF THE EASTERN PROVINCES OF CANADA 

By Alexander F. Chamberlain.

Unfitttil, namex, etc. With the exception of the “Iroquois” ^Mo
hawks) of the Lake of the Two Mountains, those (Mohawks) at 
Caughnawaga and St. Régis, and the “Hurons” of Lorctte, near the 
city of (jucher, tlie Indians of the Eastern Provinces all belong to the 
Algonkian stork. These include, at present, the Abenaki* of St 
Francis and Bécancour, Que., numbering some 390; the A male cite*, 
Mila, tes, or Mali seel*, of Témtseouata and Vigor, Que., and Mada 
waska, etc.. N.B., some 800; the Micmac* of Resligmiche, Maria, and 
Gaspé, Quo., some 700; Micmacs of New Brunswick, some 850; Mic
macs of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, some 2,000 (also a few in New 
foundland); Micmacs of Prince Edward Island, 290; Montagnais oi 
the north shore of the upper St. Lawrence (Seven Islands), Bctsiamits. 
etc.) and the region about the Saguenay and Lake St. John, in all 
about 1,800; Nascapies, or Naskajd, beyond the Montagnais and in 
the interior of Labrador, some 2,000, of which a considerable number 
are within the limits of the province of Queliee. Besides these there 
are the few Nipissings, or “Algonquins” of the Lake of the Two 
Mountains.

The Montagnais (i.e., “Mountaineers”), so called from the fart 
that when first coming into contact with the whites, they occupied the 
rocky shores of the upper St. Lawrence and the region of the Lauren- 
tides, between the Gulf and Luke Mistassini, have roved over this 
country, contracting tlieir range with the pressure of the whites, for 
centuries. Champlain met them on the St. Lawrence, between Que
bec and the Saguenay, in 1C07. With them belong the Sko/fies, She- 
shataponsh (etymology?), “Shore Indians,” etc. Behind them, rov
ing between Lake Mistassini and the Atlantic and over a considerable

•Geo. Patterson. Transactions of the Rçyal Society of Canada, 1891. !l 
Sect II. pp 123-171.

Geo. Patterson. Ibid., 1802, Sect. II., pp. 19-32.
A. R. Gntschet. Roe before, p. 91.



portion of the interior of Labrador, have been the Naskapi, or Nenen- 
ot (i.<\, “true, real men”), as they call themselves. According to Tur
ner (1881$) the term Naskapi is one of reproach conferred on them by 
their neighlmrs, the Montagnais. In part of the north region of the 
Lower St. Lawrence lived also the Skoffies, now extinct, who were very 
closely related in speech to the Montagnais. About the region of the 
St. Lawrence there formerly existed in large numbers (nowr reduced 
to very few) the so-called Tete-ilc-Iioule, apparently closely affiliated 
with the Montagnais. The chief divisions of the Montagnais-Nas- 
kapi group at present are: Naskapi, Montagnais of Mistassini (the 
R.C. Mission is at Oka, on the shores of this lake), Montagnais of Lako 
St. John (the mission and Indian rendez-vous is at Pointe-Bleue the 
Montagnais begin to go there at the end of June), Montagnais of the 
Saguenay (their earliest great rendez-vous was at Tudousuc). Mon 
tagnais of Betsiumite (region about the river of this name, which en
ters the St. Lawrence below the Saguenay), Montagnais of the Seven 
Islands, etc. (near the mouth of the Moisie). The country over which 
the Montagnais and Naskapi still roam is a vast one, although the 
hunters and the seekers after game lish among the while men are mon 
and more intruding upon it and narrowing the Indian limits. The 
Abennkis of St. Francis, etc., are, according to Professor Prinee 
(1002) “the direct descendants (of course with some admixture of 
French and other blood) of the majority of the savages who escaped 
from the great battle of the Kennebec in Maine, where the English 
commander, Bradford, overthrew their tribe l)ee. 2, 1(170.” Many 
of the survivors fled to Canada, settling at St. Francis, near Pierre- 
ville. Que., in 1680, whither others subsequently migrated. The 
Penobscot Indians of to-day “ore the descendants of those of the early 
Ahonukis, who, instead of fleeing to French dominions, eventually 
submitted themselves to (lie victorious English.” The name A hi na
in is a French corruption of the eastern Algonkian Wonliban ili, 
It nhavali, Wajninnl-hi, “Easterner,” in referenee. some hold, to the 
legendary origin of these tril>es in the oast. The Micmacs seem to 
have occupied at the period of their greatest extension the eastern half 
of New Brunswick (and part of north eastern Quebec, south of the St. 
Laurence), all of Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and Cape Bre
ton, and, more recently, part of Newfoundland. The Maliseet terri
tory embraced (according to Qanong) all of the St. John’s valley (ex
cept, perhaps, the mouth) and the valley of the St. Croix. There 
were two divisions, the “St. John’s River Indians” (or Woolahstuk- 
wik), and the Passa maq nod dies of the St. Croix basin to the west lay 
the Penobscots about the river of that name. According to Band 
(1876), the country of the. Micmacs (Megumange) was “divided into 
seven districts, each having its own chief, hut the. chief of Cape Bre
ton was looked upon as head of the whole.” These districts were 
Tape Breton, “at the head” of the wampum belt ; Pietou, Memram* 
•cok. Hestigouche, Eskegawaage (Canno to Halifax); Shuhenacadie, 
Annapolis (to Yarmouth). Beyond these areas the Micmacs roved, 
of course, in their canoes, reaching the roast of Newfoundland, and 
proceeding at. times for long distances up the river St. Lawrence, 
where they came into contact, with the Montagnais, etc. The origin of 
the name Micmac is not known . The word Maliseet is said to mean 
“broken language,ii--Etchemins% according to Oatschet (1897) is 
their Micmac name.
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Relations with other peoples. As the* vocabulary obtained by 
.!arques Cartier in 1684, ami bis further discoveries of 1536-1636 in- 
dicated, the banks of the St. Lawrence from Hochelaga (Montreal) to 
Stadaeona (Quvliec) were, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, 
occupied by peoples belonging to the iroquoian stock, while the coun
try about the Saguenay was held by Algonkian Indians, who also 
possessed the most of what is now the Maritime Provinces of Canada, 
and probably, likewise, some of the region to the south of the St. Law
rence in the eastern portion of the modern Province of Quebec. Be
tween the advent of Cartier in 1634-6 and that of Champlain in 1608 
(the specimen given by Massé in Champlain's Voyages (1632), is Mont
agu a is), the “towns" of Stadaeona and Hochelaga, together with all 
evidence of Iroquoian power in this region, had entirely disappeared. 
The country was roved over by a few Algonkian tribes, who made no 
very great impression on the European explorers. The Iroquoian 
peoples were found massed about the country to the south of the upper 
St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario, while a state of constant warfare 
existed between them and tin neighboring Algonkian peoples in alli
ance with whom were the Huron», a trilie of Iroquoian lineage, us 
evidenced by their language. The conflicts of the Micmacs and other 
allied tribes of Acadia with the Iroquois (Mohawks in particular) 
were very sanguinary, and the former often advanced far into the 
territory of the latter, as several place-names, besides traditions, de
monstrate. In the harbor of Hie, on the south shore of the St. Law
rence, beyond the mouth of the Saguenay, lies an island called "L’ls- 
lct hi Massacre," in memory, it is said, of the slaughter by the pursu
ing Iroquois of 30(1 Micmacs (men. women and children) in the time of 
the French-English wars, in which the Micmacs fought against the 
English (until 1760). This tale is, however, equalled by the tradition 
of tin1 treacherous destruction of a party of Mohawks by the Abcnakis 
on one of the islands below the mouth of the Keswick river, not far 
from Fredericton, N.H. The Mohawks, who are called in Micmac 
Kwcierh, figure considerably under that name in Band’s legends of 
the Mir mars, and other like works. The Mohawks made many raids 
in the St John country, where the sites of battles are still pointed out 
by the Indians. In 1808 a council of whites and Indians (including 
Mohawks) was bold at St. Andrew’s, N.K. Not infrequently the Mic
macs and allied trities made incursions into the country of the Iro
quois. The Micmacs from Cape Breton and Nova Scotia, in alliance 
first with the French ami then with the English, helped exterminate 
the Boot links of Newfoundland, if, indeed, they had not begun the 
work before the arrival of the whites. The Micmacs had also some 
contact with the Algonkian Indians of the north shore of the St. 
Lawrence, and with the Eskimo in the Gulf. They have had feuds 
with the related tribes of Acadia in earlier days. Hand reports sev
eral traditions of wars with the Mali sects (M il i cites), called Kvhhu- 
soouk ("muskrats") by the Micmac; they had also many disputes with 
the Passamaquoddies, including a “great war." which was finally 
ended by a permanent treaty of peace. Feuds W’ore formerly numer 
ous between the Mali sects and the Penobscot s.

The Algonkian trilies of the north shore of the upper St. Law
rence and the adjacent inferior Montagnais, Nascapics, etc., have 
had, as those nearest them have to-day, encounters with the Eskimo. 
Those of the past wrere very sanguinary. But the relations lietween



the Indians of the interior of Labrador and the Eskimo are (according 
to Turner in 1882-4) quite friendly, and some of the former are e.ven 
parasitic on the latter, chiefly old men and women left behind in the 
hunting season. These impose on the good nature of the Eskimo. 
Considerable intermixture has taken place between the white settlers 
anti the Indian tribes of the Eastern Provinces, some authorities going 
so far as to sav that “among the Atlantic coast Algonkians no lull 
bloods survive.” The Montagnais, etc., have intermingled to some 
extent with the French Canadians, and Du Boscq de Beaumont (1902) 
noticed at Pointe-Bleue a number of halfbreeds, children of Montag
nais mothers and Irish employees of the Hudson’s Bay Company.

The intermixture of the Micmac and related tribes with the 
French, English and Scotch inhabitants of the Eastern Provinces has 
been of long continuance. In certain French parishes in New Bruns
wick, e.g., there is said to he hardly a pure-blooded white man or a 
pure-blooded Indian. The Indians of the Eastern Provinces found 
the French easier to get. along with. According to Gabo Aoquin, 
“Sachem of the Ahcnakis,” who died in 1901 : ‘‘The French lived 
among us, learned our language, and gave us religion; they were just 
like ourselves; that is why wo thought so much of them.” That 
there is justification for this belief is «dear from the statement of 
Band, who says that in 184G “the power of caste and prejudice against 
the Indians was so strong in Nova Scotia that even such a good man 
as Isaac Chipman did not dare to allow me the use of an unfinished 
and unoccupied room in Acadia College, in which 1 could obtain les
sons from one solitary Indian, for fear of affecting the prosperity of 
the college."’ Hand adds, with some exaggeration, that “of the pre
sent condition of the Indiarts of this province 80 per cent, of the 
improvement has taken place within the past 25 years.”

The Ahcnakis of St. Francis have, of course, during their resi
dence of more than two and a quarter centuries in Panada, absorbed 
a considerable amount of French blood, as have also the Ilurons and 
Mohawks of the Province of Quebec.

Physical characters. The Naskapi, according to Turner (1880) 
are, both men and women, not quite so tall as the Indians of the 
southwest of I'ngava. The Montagnais, according to Boas (1895) are 
considerably shorter than the Micmacs. -They are also more hrachy- 
cephulie (the average cephalic index of 79 individuals was 81.5; of 
these lfi.6 per cent, were below 79 and 21.7 per cent, over 81). Of 
229 Micmacs and Ahcnakis the average cephalic index was 79.8; be
low 79 there were 44.8 per cent., and over 84 only 7 per cent. The 
Micmacs and related tribes (the Eastern Algonkiuns generally) arc 
rather tall. The average stature of 79 Micmacs and Ahcnakis (Boas) 
was 1717 mm. (5 ft. 7 in.), with 7.6 per cent, below 1660 mm. (5 ft. 
4,:in in.), and 45.7 per cent, above 1780 mm. (5 ft. 71 in.). The 
average stature of the Micmac and Abenaki women was 1579 mm. for 
full-bloods, ami 1577 mm. (5 ft. r'A in.) for fnlf-bloods. The 
male half-bloods averaged 1727 mm. (5 ft. 7$ in., somewhat taller 
than the full-bloods. The half-bloods seem more variable than the 
full-bloods. In (heir earlier years the Indians are taller than the 
metis, but near puberty the latter catch up.

The tall stature and lower indices of the Micmacs and related 
tribes (taken in connection with the same phenomenon in the more 
ancient skulls from this area of North America), seem to justify, ac
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cording to Dr. Boas, belief in an admixture in times past pf Eskimo 
(dolichocephalic.) blood in the Indian tribes of New England and the 
Maritime Provinces, parts of Quebec, and even Ontario, a view sup
ported by archaeological evidence.

Temperament, character, etc. The general reputation of the 
Montagnais is stated by Turner (1888) to Ik* “quiet and peaceable.” 
The Naskapi seem to be “more demonstrative.” They are said to 
ridicule men who allow their women to rule them, etc. “Either sex 
can endure l>eing beaten, but. not being laughed at; they rarely for
give a white man who laughs at their discomfiture.” Of these In
dians in general Chambers (1896) says: “So far as morality and re
spect for law and order arc concerned, those Montagnais and Nasca- 
pees of Labrador will now, as a rule, compare favorably with those 
boasting a loftier Christianity and a higher plane of civilization.” 
Although they fondly cling to many of their old beliefs and supersti
tions “Christianity and the northerly advance of civilization have 
done much for these poor people.” In 1808 Mackenzie declared that 
in the Montagnais he found “concentrated all the vices of the whites 
and Naseapees, without one of their virtues.’* They were “neither 
Nasvapees nor whites, but a spurious breed between both.”

The songs and dances known to have existed among the Micmacs 
indicate that, although tlieir environment was not always one of 
plenty and abundance, they could at times be merry of heart and soul. 
The sense of humor in their myths and folk-lore is also notable. Mac- 
lean (1896) describes the Micmacs of Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince 
Edward Island and Nova Scotia as to a large extent “honest and in
dustrious,” but often much given to drunkenness and parasitism upon 
the whites of the. towns. Those of Nova Scotia seem to have the best 
reputation, being “generally self-supporting, and reputed an honest, 
industrious and law-abiding people.” Poverty and drunkenness ap
pear to be the chief troubles of the Micmacs. The Abenakis are 
credited by the older chronicles with being of a gentler and more do
cile disposition than the Algonkians further west. The “Abenakis’' 
of the river St. John were described in 1881 by Mr. Edward Jack as 
“a civil, harmless people, not nearly so much addicted to strong drink 
as they once were.” Before being affected by contact with the whites 
the condition of these “Abenakis” is stated thus by Mr. Montague 
Chamberlain (1895): “They were honest, truthful and just; hospi
table to a fault and unswerving in their fidelity to their friends They 
are still hospitable, and the best of them are honest and faithful." 
While possessing marked reserve, bash fulness in the presence of stran
gers and keen sensitivity to ridicule, “when among intimates they con
verse with ease and volubility; repartee is much enjoyed, and their 
conversation is spirited, and not infrequently very mirthful.”

Intellecty senses, etc. Before the arrival of the missionaries and 
the commencement of their work among them, the Montagnais, etc., 
are described, but with some exaggeration, as Algonkians of the low 
est type, suffering from malnutrition and all its effects. Their ability 
as canoe-men, their skill in hunting to-day are, however, praised bv th* 
whites. Chambers (1902) says: “In the waters that are the high
ways through their northern hunting grounds they are the most skil
ful canoe-men and best of guides. Ashore, in the practically track
less forest, they are the most polite and obliging of servante. No 
domestic was ever more particular about the comfort of her mistress



than those Montagnais are in promoting that of tluir patrons in ramp 
or canoe.M According to Turner ^1883) ihe Naskapi Indian ia “not 
the physical superior of the Eskimo,” and he ha*, less ability to en
dure fatigue, hut is, perhaps, as able to hear the effects of cold. En
mity and hatred among them chiefly arise through the sexual pas
sion. Men exhibit jealousy less than women. According to Tur
ner, among the Naskapi, women are less demonstrative than men, 
who, “after a protracted absence from each other, often embrace and 
shed tears of joy.” The Naskapi, although not such good marksmen 
as the Eskimo, excel the latter in rapid firing. The feeling for 
cruelty now vents itself on the wolverine, which the Naskapi is said 
to take delight in torturing. In wrestling, of which they are fond, 
they fail to defeat the Eskimo, who are physically stronger. They do 
not readily swim ; and have invented a kind of “swimming board” 
for use in the hand. That the intellect of the Micmacs and allied 
tribes is of a higher order than has generally been attributed to them 
is showui by the contents and motifs of many of their myths and le
gends, songs, etc., some of the last exhibiting a remarkable purity of 
thought and diction. Of the Passnmaqnoddy song telling of the at
tack of the squirrels on the Lappilatwan-bird, Professor Prince says 
that he ran find “no parallel in any other literature.” The summer- 
song, and the song of the loves of the leaf and the fire-bird are, like- 
wise, noteworthy. Professor Prince (1002) says of the Micmacs that 
‘‘their grade of intelligence is much lower than that of the other mem
bers of the same (Ahenaki-Wahanaki) family, hut they still have a 
vast store of folk-lore, legends, and poems.” Band gives a higher 
position, apparently, to the Micmacs than does Prince, and ascribes 
in them great knowledge of plants and animals, topographical lore 
and memory, etc. Many Micmacs and individuals from closely re
lated triltes have been expert guides, canoeznen, etc.. for the whites. 
They are also exceedingly skilful with tlm spear as fishers, and with 
tile gun and rifle as hunters. The moose-calls of the Micmacs and 
the wild-goose call of the Naskapi and several other hunting devices 
of these Indians are worth recording.

Health and disease. The Montagiiais and related tribes, even in 
the early days, when the missionaries first met them, were subject to 
such diseases as resulted from lack of nutritious food. They Bad 
been driven from more satisfactory habitats by the Iroquois, and often 
felt the effects of famine. They had also to compete with the Eski
mo, to whom Turner (1883) aserilies “greater endurance and persever
ance.” The prevailing diseases among the Naskapi are those of the 
lungs and the bowels, due to exposure to extremes of wet and cold, 
and the inhaling of the smoke and foul air of the wigwam. Half the 
illnesses that afflict them “are due to gluttony.” Turner also reports 
that “indolent ulcers and scrofulous complications are frequent.” For 
remedies they resort to the shaman, with his drum and incantations, 
and to “potions compounded by the white trader, in which they have 
unlimited faith. They are fond of the steam hath and possess the 
characteristic Indian “sweat-house.” Some of the Montagu a is (e.g.. 
the Attikamegs, of the St. Maurice basin, in 1670) have Wn practi
cally «xterminated by the smallpox.

In the legends of the Passamaqnoddies and related trilies, K’.irr- 
nolca, “Disease,” is represented as being the poohegan, or “guardian 
spirit” of a witch, named Kwagsis (“Fox”), who was sent by it trrent



chie/ to afflict the "Giant Witch” with sores ami boils, and aches 
and pains. The “Giant Witch,** however, was cured of all his dis
eases, by Kwiliphoit, the god of medicine who sent him, by the hum- 
ming-bird, the healing plant keehuyween bisoon. The extra-indivi
dual and “magic” origin of disease is typified in other incidents in 
the tales of these Indians. ltesort. to cure by the devices of the sha
man was widespread among the Indians of the Eastern Provinces. 
Drunkenness and diseases, due to immoral relations with the whites, 
together with the troubles from malnutrition, are their chief afflic
tions in modern times. Where they are at all in favorable circum
stances, these Indians are not dying out rapidly, but rather holding 
their own. Turner (1883) reports of the Naskapi that during trie two 
years he was with them the mortality appeared to Ik* low, and births 
exceeded deaths. The Dominion statistics for 1 DO4 indicate that in 
each of the Provinces of Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and 
Prince Edward island the number of births among the Indian popu
lation exceeded the deaths. There appears also to have lieen an 
actual increase in the total number of Indians in Quelx-e and Nova 
Scotia, and a small decrease in those in New Brunswick and Prince 
Edward Island.

On upations, imhistrirs, nits. The Naskapi arc and have been
< hiefly liuliters and fishers, the former more characteristically. The
deer, the boar, the wolf, the beaver, the wolverine, and other small 
game arc killed for their skins or for food purposes (the caribou "pro
vide* them with the greater part of their food and the skins afford 
them clothing”). The bow and arrow, formerly mm h in use anion - 
the Naskapi and Montagnais, has been “ driven out (except
tho blunt arrow for killing ptarmigan, rabbits, and those used by Imys 
in shooting at hoard images of animals, etc.) by the white man’s gun. 
Small cross-laws ( imitated from the whites) are also used by children, 
along with their own bows and arrows, to shoot birds. Among the

< hnraeteristi* weapons and implements of the Naskapi, as deserilied 
by Turner (188.3) are the lance or spear (used particularly for deer) 
the caiiliou-miare, the lwaver-net, etc. Snaring methods of takih" 
game were formerly much more in vogue. Other implements ant] 
tools in iis«- among the Naskapi are the ‘crooked knife,” skin-scrapers, 
awls, ice-picks, ice scoops and shovels, etc. For purposes of travel 
and transportation these Indians have the snow-shoe (in four styles! 
the toboggan and the birch-bark canoe (two sorts). The Naskapi 
seem to be much less interested in or expert at fishing than hunting 
\■ ■ urding to ( bombers, “the Nascapees cared little for fish or fishing, 

so long at game was plentiful.” Nevertheless, the Montagnais have 
furnished to the world in onnnnnirhr, the name of an important game 
fish.

The Micmac and related tribes were also essentially hunters and 
fishers, their situation enabling them to pursue 1>ofh occupations 
which are, consequently referred to in tales and legends. As spear 
cru of salmon, takers of cod and pollock, killers of moose, etc., they 
have long been famous. In their hunting and fishing they have been 
more influenced by long contact with the whites than the Naskapi and 
Montagnais. but have also given more to the whites, particularly the 
Canadian French, as is proved by the entrance into the European 
languages of America of such words as ronbou, kill hay, ni pop. pokt 
token, pu tip and loboppan, nagamore, togur, touladi, etc. It was
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from the old Micmins that tin* whites borrowed tin- toboggan. Some 
,,f these Indians, like t*he Naskapi ami Montugitui* (here, however, the 
envi roil ment was loss favorable) showed no marked tendency towards 
agriculture, although in parts of the Mi» mao area corn, lieans and 
squashes were cultivated. What Uatschet (1807) says of the Passa- 
m ‘ * :'s applies, or did apply, to some other tribes. “Fishing is 
one of their chief industries, hut in this they now follow entirely the 
example set by tlie white man; they care nothing for agriculture, and 
their village at Pleasant Point is built upon the rockiest and most un
productive ground that could Ik* selected.” The agriculturally-dis
posed section of 1 lie Montagna is at present consists of those of mixed 
blood. Hoot-grubbing, peeling of the inner bark of trees, gathering 
and drying berries, etc., were the » niniiioiiest provender-occupations, 
outside of hunting and fishing. The Indians of the V'astern Pro
vinces manufactured considerable bark and woodenwaie (the Firiuh- 
t'anadian word for a huge wooden spoon, muoin'nnc is ot Micmac 
origin).

The artistic sense of the Naskapi expresses itself in the ornamen
tation of their skin clothing, el» (paint, headwork), the buckskin 
garments are decora let! h\ means of paints (native anil obtained from 
the trader) applied with hits of hone or horn of a peculiar shape, quite 
complicated patterns being sometimes laid on.

The highest limit of art among the Micmacs and closely related 
tribes is reached in the pictography on birch-bark, in quill and liead- 
xvork, basketry, etc Some of the tribe-, had also a sort of mnemonic 
wampum record (strings of shells). These tilings made easier the 
acquisition of the Micmac .hieroglyphs of Hander (18IU») in which 
quite an amount of religious literature lias been published. ltndy- 
paitif.ing and person al adornment with shells and feathers were in 
vogue in earlier days. Though these Indians have been much in- 
tiiiciiceil by the introduction of ideas and materials from the whites, 
tin it manufacture* of to-dux (canoes, vessels ot hark of all sorts, bas
ket», various souvenirs and knicknacks for the tourist and summer- 
visitor) show that they have not altogether forgotten their ancient arts 
and industries.

(iawry ami amuxrmrnts The Naskapi, according to Turner 
< 188*1), arc very fond of a sort of game of draughts oi checkers which 
they play day and night, “some of the men are so expert that thex 
would rank as skilful players in any part of the world.” They have 
also a “cup-and ball” game. Tin \ had a number of dances and 
festivals. Their onl.x musical instrument is the drum. The child
ren have rattles, dolls and other toys.

The M i' tnaesotnl closely related tribes had a sort of dice-game (pro 
(•olmubian) known as iroltrshnnktron or tnaltrstahin, the invention of 
xxlii' h is attributed to (ilooskap, nlso another called iruhunamnnk, 
>:»i»l to have been invented hv the turtle. Hone disks and counting- 
sticks xvere in use with these games, which were played with a wooden 
hexx 1 (or, later, the “dice” were thrown on a blanket), etc. These 
Indians had also a sort of football game called foomlij/k, and one 
la» russe known as matliiik. It is said during the four days after 
weddings games were played, among them the dice-game, football 

ml lacrosse. The Micmacs, etc... hail also numerous dunces and 
festivals of a more or less social or entertaining nature. References 
tu vaincs and iramhliuir occur often in the mvths and IcccioIn Like
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many other Indians, some of tho eastern A Igonkians have taken read
ily to the nlayini* cards of the whites.

Social and political organization. The Montagna is and Naskapi 
seem to have been polygamous in the early days, with very luo.n 
sexual morality, ability to maintain them lieing the limit of the nuni- 
bor of wives taken. Turner ( 188d) sa- s of the Naskapi that “their 
sexual relation are very loose among themselves, but their immoral 
it y is vouiined to themselves.” Polygamy is still common (marriage 
takes place early), tlivoree is easy, and, as with the Montagnais, wo
men are decidedly social inferiors. Among the Micmacs and chisel \ 
related tribes the position of woman seems not to have been very 
high (although female chiefs are occasionally mentioned). The mar 
riogc ceremony among the eastern AIgonkians was simple, tin* teas' 
or festival in connection therewith being the principal thing (the\ 
lasted sometimes for a whole week). With some of the Abenaki tribes 
more detailed marriage ceremonies (influenced by white customs pos
sibly ) catnc into use. The children of the Kasteni A Igonkians wot 
well-behaved and chastisement was very rare or absent, -so also dis 
pates between children and among youths.

The Naskapi and Montagnais seem to have had special family 
rigliIs in hunting-grounds (inviolable hv others). These rights wen 
vested in the woman, the men acquiring them only by marriage 
Descent in the so-called ”Aimaki tribes’* appears to have been reck
oned in the female line. Their animal totems seem to have beci, 
numerous (bear, 1 leaver, otter, partridge, etc.).

Among the Naskapi and the Montagnais, and probably a 1st 
among some of the more southern Kasteni A Igonkians the custom rtf 
killing tin* old people prevailed anil they are said also to have hi ■ - 
sometimes eaten bv their friends (the hearts of warriors were ab > 
devoured to inspire courage).

To-day the chiefs of the Kasteni A Igonkians are elective (under 
the influence of the missionaries and the government to some extent i 
According to Hand, the Micmac council now has in it représentâtii - 
of ten different tribes. The characteristic council of the old nu-n 
(among some of the New Brunswick Indians appointed by the chief 
was presided over by the sake in (our sachem and sagamore are both 
loan words from Miconic, etc.), or chiefs, elected by the people at large, 
and limited in power by actions of the council. The death of a chief 
was marked by appropriate ceremonies and likewise the installation 
of the new one. According to Prince, “tho members of one trike 
alone could not elect its chief • according to the common laws of tin1 
allied nations, hv had to be chosen by a ‘general wigwam’ tIn 
Micmacs. Penobseots, and M.Bisects thus helped choose a chief for the 
Passama<|noddies, and so on. This was in the days of the “eonfoder 
acy.” The largest developed social center of the individual trike.' 
appears to have been the stockaded village of tho Micmacs. Gather
ings of several of the tribes at fixed places for various purposes werr 
quite common, islands often served for such meetings. Their sum 
mer camps were really often stockaded “villages” with a dam « 
ground in the center.

Religion, superstition, etc. According to recent authorities, the 
Montagnais Indians, especially those toward the interior, still cci:- 
tinue many of their old heathen practices. They originally had the 
common Algonkinn belief in manitous, spirits or mysterious ticings.



both good and evil, hut now, somewhat influenced by the teachings 
of the whites, they have a “had spirit” and a "good spirit," the lat
ter being so good that ho is neither feared nor worshiped, although 
to him is often attributed the creation of the earth and the malting 
of man, the other a busy being, spending time and labor in seeking to 
frustrate and undo the good works of the other Mackenzie < 181)8) 
reported the Montagnais and Nuskapi as believing in a deity who 
created the animals and allotted them to the Indians, who invoke 
him in time of need,- -this god was “no longer than their little linger, 
dressed in white, and called Kauahapislul for the White Spirit).’ 
They held in special regard the bear and the moose, the former being 
the object of peculiar rites both among the Montagnais and the Nas- 
kapi. When the first bear of the season had been killed a great fes
tival was held in honor of Kawabnpishit, in the centre was placed 
the skin of the animal, "stuffed with hay, and the head and paws 
decorated with beads, quills and vermillion.” The 1 Mines were sub
sequently ceremonious!'• suspended from a pole. The skulls of bears 
were placed one above another on poles with pieces of tobacco in the 
jaws. The heads of some other animals (also of the pike) were some
times suspended in similar fashion. With the Nuskapi, according 
to (’handlers, “the painted skin of a bear forms an essential part « f 
the outfit of their conjurers or medicine men." The animals all 
have their own spirits, which live on after death, clothed in other 
material forms, so that the number of the species is not diminished 

. by the Indian slaughter of beasts of the chase. Although the Indians 
revere the bear so much, he is, nevertheless, the one they most desire 
to kill ( hand-to-hand contests are even reported). f rom a wish not 
to offend the spirit of any animal they may kill, the Indians never 
throw its bones to the dogs, but bury them in the ground, sink them 
in deep water, or reduce them to ashes in the fire.

I'he Montagna is and Nuskapi have always been noted for their 
"jugglery, ’ or shamanism, still flourishing among the pagan Indians 

* and not unknown among the Christian at the present day. The medi
al l ine-man practices his thntzc, or "‘sorcery," in a special “lodge" of 

small dimension, in which he invokes the spirits of all sorts, who 
m it him there, even Kawabapishit is seen and conversed with 

I The processes and implements employed include bodily contortions 
Î <1 ill exhaustion is induced t, drum and rattle, groaning and chanting 

"magie formulae," etc. Some of these shamans have impressed the 
whites by their “spiritualistic” performances, prophecies and the 
like. ’I'he prayer of the shaman for a good hunting-season is stated 
h.v Mackenzie (in Chambers) thus: “Great master of animals among 
the clouds, bless us, and let us continue to make as good a hunt as 
usual.”

I’he Montagnais and Naskapi, since the arrival of the whites and 
the missionaries, have adopted interment for the disposal of their 
•lead to a large extent,—in earlier days scaffold burial and suspen- 

! ‘'h'li from trees were in vogue. According to Turner (188.1) the 
Naskapi have no such dread of a corpse as have the Eskimo, but w ill 
"flen rifle the graves of the latter, or even strip the clothing from an 
individual recently deceased.

Upon the Abenakis, Micmacs and eloselv related tribes the teach
ings of the, whites with whom they have been so long in contact have 
exerted considerable influence, particularly in the matter of religious
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ideas, even where the Indian* have not been converted to Christian
ity. Of the “Atienakis” (properly Mnliseets) of the River St. John, 
near Fredericton, Mr. Edward Jack ( 1892) nays that they called the 
“Great Spirit” KeUi *Viouuskoo, and the “Evil Spirit” Mat*i Niou- 
ashoo, adding that “one of my Indian friends said to me he had 
read about the latter in his catechism, and thut he is the devil.” In 
Micmac tnundou (the Algonquian general term for “spirit,” mysteri
ous being) now signifies “devil,” and several words for “God” have 
arisen,—Nixkam, “Our Father;” Acsulk, “Our Maker;” (Jkchesa- 
kamou, “Great Chief. ” The older Et chemin and Sheslmtapoosh 
vocabularies give for “God” mis os and shayshoursh, respectively, 
which are evidently corruptions of the Jr sus of the French mission
aries. The so-called “evil spirit” is said to have been the one chiefly 
“worshiped” by the Indians of Acadia. The Mjcmacs and related 
trills were profound believers in the powers of the “wizard” or 
“sorcerer,” of whom the earlier chroniclers had so much to say. 
Tales of his power of transformation, ability to “curse” and cast 
spells, sink into the earth, eominunieate at a distance, fly through 
the air, remain under water, etc., abound These “medicine men” 
were formidable opponents of the Christian priests, as the tale re
corded by Prime and Leland, of “the wizard and the Christian 
priest“ indicates. Rand, in I80O, said “the present generation ap
pears to be as firmly rooted in the belief of supernatural powers ex
ercise! 1 In men as ever their fathers were,” and Prince, iu 1902, notes 
that this belief still survives among these Indians to a large extent, 
“though subordinate of course to the Catholic doctrine, which nearly 
all of them l Pass,imoq noddies! profess.” The Ahenukis of Si. 
Francis, Que., are very closely related to the Penobscot Indians of 
Maine, and the older religious beliefs and superstitions, now aban
doned, correspond t<» those of that people.

In their adoption of Christianity, the Indians of the Eastern 
Provinces have practically all accepted Catholicism, very few Pro
testants being found among them.

M ij/linlofjH itihl foil Inn. The mythology and folklore of the 
Montagna is and Naskapi Indians, like their language, are closely re
lated to that of the (Tee and cognate tribes of the Hudson's Bay 
region. Turner ( 1 ss;{) reports that the Naskapi “older men have a 
great stork of stories, and many of the women are noted for their 
ability in entertaining the children, who sit, with staring eyes and 
open mouth, in the arms of their parents or elders.” Among the 
vient tires figuring in their animal-stories are the wolverine (the em
bodiment of cunning and mischief), the reindeer, the squirrel, the 
otter, tin wolf, the War, the rabbit, the frog, the muskrat, the l>eaver, 
the martin, etc. In one legend the heaver and the muskrat are repre
sented as t reating the white man, the Indian, the Fskinio, the Iro
quois and the negro, the muskrat was the mother, the wolverine 
the father of all. After these children grew up they separated and 
scattered over the country as they are found now. The prominence 
of “starvation” in the stories of the Montagnais and Naskapi is 
an ompanied by the persistence among them of untilropohagous prac
tices, in most cases “hunger-cannibalism.” Belief in the untiku 
(the nr ml t no of western Algonkians), or man-eating demon is strong 
with the heathen, and in many eases also, with the Christian Indians 
Many instances are cited where Indians are said to have gone mad
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suddenly, and turned into witikuf, with an insatiable desire for human 
flesh. Une ran see in these beliefs a reflection of the environment 
of these Indians, who time and again must have been subject to 
famine and liable to extinction for lack of food, particularly when 
the game animals migrated tu ion g distances from their usual habitat, 
or were themselves stricken by some disease or other. Lunatics and 
epileptics, people who suddenly lose their reason for a time, are 
still regarded by some of the Indians of the interior as wendigos, and 
are killed by stealth. Chambers informs us that these man-eating 
monsters, railed by the Nasknpi atshem, are believed to appear in 
the forms of sorcerers, man-eating moose, or as ereattires rivaling 
the classic Cyclops and the Homeric Polyphemus. Whuiigo river 
has received its name from the fact that the Indians avoid it, believ
ing that it is the ’’hunting ground” of a monster of this sort The 
most notable figure in the mythology and folklore of the Micmacs, 
and related tribes is Glonskap (in Passumaqoddy Kulôskap, Penob
scot Klusk'tbe), corresponding to the Ojibwa Manahush, or Naniboju, 
the free Wisakrtehak, etc., and like these, appearing sometimes in 
the light of a trickster, deceiver, or even buffoon 11 is name really 
signifies "the liar,” some say because he promised to return, and 
has never done ; but others, with Prince, hold that he is so termed, 
“not because he deceives or injures man, but because he is clever 
enough to lead his enemies astray, the highest possible virtue to the 
early American mind.” The “epic of Ulooskap,” as it has been 
styled, tells how he created man and became his friend, did many 
great things for him, made and named the animals (afterwards con
quering and transforming some of them) victoriously fought and de
stroyed giants, sorcerers, monsters of all kinds (“cleaned up the 
world”), found the summer, etc., and afterward, angered at the ways 
of men and animals, left the world, sailing over sea in his canoe, 
promising to return some day. The departure of the vulture-hero 
caused the inhabitants of the world to lose much that was common to 
them in habite, languages, ideas, and resulted in the separation of 
man from the animals and the differences now existing in the habits 
of the beasts, birds, fishes, etc. Another prominent figure, in Mir 
mac mythology is Lot (Abenaki Alaskan), the wolverine, a great mis- 
f hivf-maker, and deceiver. Others of importance are the rabbit (who 
is often very cunning), the serpent (who cohabits with women), the 
partridge (a “great hero”), the martin (servant of Ulooskap), the 
liear, the badger, the woodchuck, the whale, the heaver, the tortoise, 
the loon (magician and friend and messenger of Ulooskapb the owl 
(counsellor and friend of Ulooskap). the flying-squirrel, the fish-hawk, 
etc. figures of a somewhat different sort are the thunder-bird; 
Wuchoirscti, the “wind-bird;” the giant-bird, Kulloo; Keirok, form
less and icy-hearted ; the Chcnoo, or northern giant ; Kulpujot, a 
phaurless being, whose turning over (bis name signifies “rolled over 
with handspikes”) twice a year produces flowers. Many of the char
acters in the legends of the Mictnae and related tribes are of a very 
curious nature. There are many stories of dwarfs and giants. In 
some eases a close approach is made to the European folk-tale. As 
may lie seen front the examples in Leland and Prince, as well as in 
the collection of Rand, witchcraft lore is abundant. The story of 
liow the babv conquered Gluskap deserves a place in the world’s host 
literature of childhood. “Fairies,” tree-spirits, water-spirits and 
monsters, etc., arc the subject of many stories
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In some of the tales cannibalism (especially by wizards) is refer
red to, and even raimibnlislie feasts are mentioned, but there is no 
particular reason to believe that anthropophagy was ever common 
among them,— hunger and ritual account probably for most cases 
occurring.

Language. The speech of the Montagna is and Naskapi (and of 
the practically extinct Skoffiv) is closely related to that of the Créés, 
with which branch of the Algonquian stoek it belongs. Turner ( 18Sd> 
atti Unites the ditferences between these trilivs, in the matter of lan
guage, “wholly to environment.” The oldest specimen we possess 
of an Algunkian text is one of the “Montagnards,” as they were 
known to Champlain, who met them at their great trading-place 
(Tadnusae) at tin- mouth of the Saguenay. The changes in the lan
guage since his day are not nearly ho great as some writers have 
imagined (this is shown by reference to the vocabularies dating from 
1808, published by the .Massachusetts Historical Society). Cham
bers (1806) describes the Montagnuis as “an exceedingly expressive 
language, and very rich in varieties of inflection.” The verbal 
forms, like those of some other Algunkian languages are exhaustive. 
The dialect of these Montagnuis Indians once extended, apparently, 
high up the St. Lawrence (perhaps as far as Montreal), and Father 
Le Jeune, in 16-16, states that “whoever should know perfectly the 
language of the Quebec Indians would, l think, be understood by all 
the nations from ’Newfoundland to 1 h< U lirons," this is probably 
somewhat exaggerated. Father Le Jeune reported likewise that be
tween tin language of the Montagnards .nul that of the Nipissiriniens 
(the so-called “true Algonquins") “there is no greater difference 
than tat ween dialects spoken in different provinces of France.” The 
Montagna is is. with certain varieties of (Tee, the only A Igonkian 
language in which the letter r is in normal and extensive use.

The language of the Canadian Abenakis of St. Fram is has been 
recently investigated by Professor J. Dyneley Prince, who iinds it 
\erx closely akin to that of the Penobscots of Maine, indeed, “we 
have to deal with a dialectical differentiation which must have taken 
place within a period of 222 years, from 167!) to 1001, during
which time practically no communication has taken place between 
the Maine Indians and their Canadian cousins, except the visits of 
a few wandering hunters.n The main differences are of a phoneti. 
nature, the Penboscot being more archaic. Penobscot has also pre
served the obviaiive I. and kept intact to a greater extent the “original 
pure polysynthesis.” The vocabularies have not deviated widely 
The Akenaki, however, has retained the. ancient nasal sound, which 
seems to have practically disappeared in Penobscot. The Abenaki 
has also changed the system of intonation, which the Penobscot, ami 
the Pa sea maq noddy, have retained with greater purity. The voie, 
timbre of the Abenakis is also lower. Alienaki contact with tin 
French may account for some of these changes. Abenaki, like Pen 
obseot (and Paseamaquoddy) lacks “the so-called sur-obviative or 
third person of (Tee and Ojihwa.” The following sentences from 
Prince w ill indicate how close is the relationship between Abenaki. 
Penobscot and Pnssamaqnoddy :

1. English : My brother told me long ago there quarreled certain
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2. Altcuaki : Nijia ndonhdokaokw maiwat kizgat nozigud’u awodo- 
wak m’deaulinwak.

3. /‘ennft. rot : Nijia iidonlidonhkeukw uauwat kizgong’sigad'n 
uwodohid'wnk indcuuliii’wak.

4. PassanitHjuoddy : Nziwes ntulaguod'mak piehe kiskakesigd’n 
madndoltitit uitcaulinwuk.

The Micmac language, as compared with such a standard Algnn- 
Uiati tongue as # .//., the (.Tee of Ojifown, shows marked divî-rgenee 
in vocalitilary and certain grammatie and phonetic peculiarities, 
which suggest (tin same mav 1h- said of the Black foot at the other 
extreme of the* Algonkian urea» u disturbance due to the former pre
sence. perhaps, of some non-Algonkian form of speech m the M ic 
mac country. Concerning the relation of the Miemae to those of the 
cognate tribes Professor Prim e says ( PM12) ; Their language differs 
- great lx from the dialects of the Penobscot s, Alsmakis, and Pus n 
mm j noddies that I lie members of these elans always use English or 
l reiu h when communicating with their Mu-mac neighbors, while 
.ii intelligent Passamaquoddy < an without difficulty understand a 
Penohseot or Abenaki, if the dialect is pronounced slowly.” The 
Abenaki (and Penobscot) the Maliseei (Ktchcmin, Passama(|Uoddy), 
and tin Miemav with closely related dialects now ot 
formerly existing in what was called Acadia and part of the region 
to the west and north constitute a branch of the Algonkian stock ; 
old also a confederacy, in former times, said to have included also 
the Delawares or Lennpe. To this confederacy the name II ultannki 
Mxixih), now retained as a tribal appellation h\ the Canadian 

Abemikis, was applied as a generic term, though there is some dis
pute as to its exact significance. Catsehet in 1.SU7, applies the name 
Ahnoki to t he Penobscot# of ( Mdtown, Me. the Si. Francis Tndians 
"f (jucher, the Passa matjuoddies of Maine, the Miliritcs (or l1’. t che
mins) of the St. .lohn’s River, N.B., and the M lemur# of Nova Scotia 
lit eastern New Brunswick, etc. These are “the surviving Abnaki 

(■copies.”
As a specimen of the Mivmue language the following translation 

ot the first venus of the Gospel of John may serve .
1. Tan umskwes poktumkvaak Kulooswnkun nlikup, ak Kuloosk- 

wokun tegwaooohunul Nikskamul, ak Kulooswookun N i<kamuwip
2. Na Negun tan umskwes poktumkeaak, tegwaooobunul Niska-

in ul.
3. ’Msit cogooaal wvjr-l;e-eda*iksulumigiil Negun uotenink, ak 

in rogooa Negum moo kesedonksup, na moo kesedasenooksup.
I Mcmajoookun ootenink alikup, ak na momâjooeiiook oowusvg- 

wegumooowna.
û Ak wosogwek wosade’x boguuitpaak iktook ak hvgwnitpauk 

Ui-iir weswadoogoop.
Within the Miemac area there appear to have some slight dia

lectic variations at least; but, according to Band, the diversity in~
« hides only the use and pronunciation of a few words. The Minimes 
"f ( ape Breton pride themselves on the purity of their language at 
the expense of the Minnaes of Nova Scotia, and vice-versa ; so too 
those of Prince Edward’s Island and Mirimiehi.

For further information concerning the Indians of the eastern 
Province of Canada reference may be had to the works cited undvi
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the various tribal names in Filling's “Bibliography of the Algon- 
quian Languages” (1891) and to the following others. Montagnais, 
Chambers, “The Ouuaniche (189b), and the list of authorities 
therein. Naskapi : Turner, ltep. Bur, Kthuol., 1889-90. Micmac, etc. : 
“Lcland, Algomjuian Legends of New England” (1885); Leland and 
Prince, “Kulôskap, the Master” (1902); Prince, various articles in the 
proceedings of the American Philosophical Society (1897, 1900), Am
erican Journal of Philology (1888, 1901), Amercian Anthropologist 
(1902), jetc. ; Hugar, various articles in American Anthropologist 
(1895), and Journal of American Folklore (1890); Montague Cham
berlain, “The Abenaki Indians'* (1896); and Jack, “The Abenaquis 
of the St. John’s River,” in Transactions of the Canadian Institute, 
Toronto (1891-92), and other writings of the last two authorities.

4. CENTRAL ALUOXKIN.

By William Jones.

Introduction.

This paper is nothing more than a general sketch. It deals 
in brief outline with some of the larger aspects that made up the 
social, material, and religious life of the Ojihwas. The basis of the 
paper throughout rests on the results obtained during a period of 
about ten months of work in the field. Some of the statements are 
based on observation, some on the verbal information given by the 
Ujibwas themselves, and some on the references told of in myth and 
tradition. The references of myth and tradition are valuable In 
that they deal with event* and conditions of an ancient life; with 
former customs whic h may survive only in a small remote group of 
silent hunters; and with the explanation of the work of nature and 
the origin of things, thus Wlraying the character of the old philo
sophy of the Ojihwas. It seems best in so short a description to 
avoid as far as possible the use of Ojihwa terms.

Society.

The social life of the Ojihwas was in many ways the same as 
that which prevailed among other Algonkin tribes who lived in the 
territory southward. There was a large number of clans, and some 
of them seemed to have been grouped under a feeble form of phretry.

Marriage was between a man and woman of different clans, and 
was usually attended with an exchange of presents between the families 
of the bride and groom. It was usual for a man to marry the willow 
of bis brother, and a widower might mnrrv the sister of his dead 
wife. Children followed the clan of the father. There is reason to 
believe that the giving of a name once bad an intimate relation w ith 
the clan. But at present there is little nr no connection between 
the name and the elan. Now-u-davs a child obtains its name from an 
old man or an aged woman who lias been chosen by the parents to 
act the role of a sponsor. And the name given the child generally 
though not always bears some reference to the manitou especially 
revered by the sponsor. For imVoXce, had the man in his youth and 
during a fast dreamed of the t and had thereby experienced an
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emotional thrill which conveyed a deep sense of mystery, and if 
afterwards he had had occasion to believe that the sky was the source 
of his life and the cause of bountiful gifts, then was it likely that the 
name he gave would have some particular connection with the sky; 
for it would be his aim to place the child under the same power which 
he had found so benevolent to him. Such, for example, is the origin of 
a name like Mica’kigijik (Mishn’kigijik), which means t'lood-of- 
Ligh t-po u ri n g-fro m-the-S ly.”

Government.

The political organization of the Ojibwae was loose, even at the 
time of the first corning of the French. There was a general council 
with vague and limited powers, and it was possible for every man, 
if he liked, to become a member of the council. In this body, which 
was controlled by social customs and religious practices, was vested 
the government such as it was. It was by the council supported by 
public assent that a chief was selected. Ilis power was even vaguer 
than that of the council, and he was less able to work his will against 
an existing custom. Some chiefs were able men politically and had 
also been successful leaders of war parties. It was common, on the 
death of the chief, to hand the office over to his son, particularly if 
the son had displayed courage, was of pleasing personality, and had 
given evidence of political capacity. Some chiefs have had much 
homage paid them bv their people.

Such a council and such a chie f were limited to a group. By a 
group is meant a laxly of Ojibwa that held sway over a given dis
trict and who went under a common name ; as for example, Bawi’ti- 

1 gov iniwug, men or people of the rapith was the name of the Ojibwas 
at Sault Ste. Marie; they were called Saultears by the French. 
There was neither a general council nor a head chief for the whole 
people. Some elans like the Crane and Bullhead have seinetinies 
been regarded by their members as the leading clans of the trilx-, 
and chiefs of the Crane elan, more especially those at the Sault, have 
considered themselves the head chiefs of all the Ojibwas. But it is 

* doubtful if either assumption was ever recognized by the other groups 
t of the tribe.

The question of justice was bound up with the social customs 
\ that regulated the clan. The individual was lost in the clan, and a 
i man could not avenge a personal injury without running counter to 
I fh<* bund that linked individuals together in a elan. An injury to an 
J individual was an injury to the elan, and a satisfaction given for the 
j injury was a satisfaction rather to the elan than to the individual

Property.
l*roperty rights were vaguely defined. There were some thing's 

3 which could come under one’s sole possession. Such were : personal 
1 belongings, like wearing apparel and objects of decoration ; w eapons, 
1 and the various contrivances used in the quest of food; snow shoes, 
I nanoes, tolioggan and dogs, all of which were both a means of travel 
| and of getting food ; meat of every kind of game killed by the hunter, 
I and maple sugar, cereals, and nil foods obtained and prepared by 
| women; a cache where any of these things were stored, and the park 
I containing them which had been left on a portage ; and finally the

<
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lodge when* one lived. Every one had a common right to use any 
part of the land not already in use by another; the ultimate title to 
the land rested in the tribal group. An exclusive right to the use of 
the land xvas recognized ; for example, one could hold without inter
fere nee, and for an indefinite period the spot on which the lodge stood, 
and the plot of ground under cultivation. An exclusive right to the 
use of a portion of a riec bed was allowed, hut it was temporary. A 
woman might select a patch of rive lie fore it was time to harvest, and 
hind the tops of the stalks standing near together. The patch might 
Ik* hers until she had harvested the rice, and then her exclusive right 
to its use caiBO to an end. For the time being, the patch of rice stood 
in much the same relation as the place of a trap or a net rather than 
in that nt a plot of ground under cultivation.

Possess ion had an intimate connection with occupation. For 
install , the implements used in the chase, the canoe, the toboggan, 
and dogs were generally the peculiar property of the man; and on 
the other band, the lodge with its house-hold effects, maple sugar, 
cereals, and skins belonged to the woman, in the event of separ- 
ation of man from his w ife, the child went with the mother.

Dwellings.

There wen* two characteristic forms of the Ojihwa dwelling, the 
bark house and oval lodge. The inside structure of the bark house 
w in a frame of upright posts set in the ground ; a post generally forked 
at the top, stood at each corner, and a higher post stood at the centre 
of each end; in lad ween tlm posts stood poles; a large pole connected 
I lie two end post s and formed the ridge while smaller pedes joined one 
corner post with another; smaller polos served for the rafters. All 
the poles, big and small, were held in place by cords made from the 
fibre of the buss find linn, ami from the root of the spruce; some
times use was made of pegs. The bark covering the frame was from 
elm or cedar; it was stripped in sheets, and was laid on horizontally, 
and overlapped from the bottom up; the bark was held in place 1>\ 
cord and by another frame on the outside. There were two forms of 
tic roof, oval and gabled; the gabled roof was more common.

I here w is usually but a single door, and it opened at one of the ends, 
and mil in the direction away from the prevailing storms; a «kin or a 
blanket hung like a flap oxer the entrance; the door was boarded up 
' itli bark when the occupants went aw ay to be gone for a long time. 
Near the centre and towards the floor was the fire; the smoke lifted 
through an opening at the top. The space between the fire and the 
wall was Ihe living plane; sometimes it was covered with mats spread 
on a bed of balsam boughs; and again a raised platform ran around 
the txxo sides and the end. The size of the houses varied with the 
number of people dwelling in them; they were probably never so 
large as the communal houses found among other Algonkin tribes 
who dwelt southward.

The oval lodge was built on a frame of two sets of poles. The 
poles of one set were placed upright in the ground; they generally 
went in pairs and stood nt opposite sides of the frame; their tops were 
bent over to meet and when bound together formed an arch; the 
arches forward and rear wi re lower than those in the centre; addi
tional poles arched toward the rentre from the front and rear. The



other si*t of poloii was laid horizontal to the arches and helped to 
hrare the frame; the fastening of pole to pole was done with native 
cord. The covering of the oval lodge varied. The Ojibwas of the 
south made use of flag-reed mats, ami those of lhe north used shoots 
of birch bark stitched end on end. Both kinds of covering were used 
itt the distric ts where the materials of both could be had. The cover of 
reed or bark overlapped and was held down by cord and leaning poles. 
Strips of elm and cedar bark often formed the covering of the wall; 
they generally stood on end and overlapped at the sides; and they 
usually required an external set of arches to hold them in place. 
The fire-place, the arrangement of the space between the fire ami the 
wall, and the appearance of the interior were much the same as in the 
hark house.

The bark house was characteristic of the village and of a settled 
abode; it was the home in the milder seasons of the year. The oval 
lodge might be seen at all times in the village, but its special use 
was as a home in cold weather.

Other forms of the Ujihwa dwelling were the conical lodge and 
o long lean-to with gable roof. The conical lodge was like that 
<1 the plains, and was built on a frame of upright poles meeting at 
the top. The architecture of the lean-to resembled that of the bark 
house; hut the lean-to was low, long, and generally with a door at 
each end. The covering of both kinds of dwelling was usually of 
hirchhnrk, but where tlag-reed was obtained, mats were used with 
the sheets of birch hoik. Such dwellings were more common with 
the Ojibwas of thi1 north shore of Lake Superior.

Food.

The Ojibwas have always been a typical jieople of the woods. 
Those of the north shore of Luke Superior had few settlements, for 
they led a hunting life. One or more families disappeared in the 
lmsh, anil did not emerge except to dispose of furs or to attend a gen
eral gathering. Many of these wandering fragments penetrated the 
district of Hudson's Bay and came into lively contact with the Créés. 
Some got round to the farther shores of the Lake and strayed off 
towards the Lake-of-the-Woods, and the country west and north. The 
voyageurs followed in their wake, and the trading posts they estab
lished often formed the nucleus of a community of these wandering 
hunters. The Fort William Band was one of the largest of the off
shoots from the Ojibwas ol the hauit.

The Ojibaws south of the Straits of Mackinaw, round about the 
Siiult, and off the south shore of Lake Superior led part of the time a 
<'«rt of sedentary life. They had villages, and cultivated the ground 
for maize, pumpkins, and beans. Most of them were probably 
acquainted with wild rice.

At the same time much of the food and the greater part of the 
clothing of all were obtained by hunting and fishing. Among the 
animals that made up the source of most of their clothing and a good 
deal of their food were the moose, elk, deer, bear, beaver, muskrat and 
rabbit. Some of the Ojibwas hunted the buffalo and caribou. The 
principal fish for food were whitefish, trout, pike, pickerel, and stur
geon ; and of birds preference was given the goose, raven-duck, 
mallard, wood-duck, and fall-duck. The fall-duck was especially 
desired because late in the fall a great deal of grease was obtained
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from it. Ureal quantities of sugar were obtained from maple ami 
birrh in the season when the sap was running and stored away in birch 
bark boxes. Straw berries, raspberries, and hiu<-klterries were u food 
only so long as the season lasted, hut huckleberries and blue ber rie* 
could l>e dried in the sun and preserved for future use.

Modes of Killing Game.

Game was obtained in a variety of ways. Bear, beaver, otter, 
mink, muskrat, and the like were caught by a wooden trap sprung by 
trigger and catch in combination with a weight. Moose, caribou, 
elk, and deer were slain with the bow and arrow ; they could l>e over 
taken by canoe when swimming, and killed by cutting the throat; 
a woman could kill a moose or a deer by punching an opening between 
the ribs with a paddle; the hole let in the water which caused the 
animal to weaken and drown. Itufïaloes were driven into enclosures 
and «*hol to death with the bow and arrow. Rabbits and partridges 
were caught with the snare Fish were caught part of the time in 
weirs and all the year with hook, spear, and net ; fish were also shot 
with the arrow. Dm ks were often taken in the same nets set for fish; 
in the rice fields late in the fall they were easily approached by canoe 

• nd slain in great numbers with the bow and arrow or simply with 
the paddle used as a club; they were then heavy with fat and were slow 
to rise Magics were clubbed; bait was set for them in a thicket where 
it was made hard for the bird to escape before the arrival of the hun
ter.

Cooking.

Most of the food was cooked. Meat was boiled, or roasted. Birds 
were boiled, or masted, or baked in a lied of ashes and live coals : a 
< ommou way of baking was to enclose the bird in a ball of clay, and 
then lay the ball in the bed of hot ashes. Gull eggs were boiled, or 
baked m ashes. Cereals were boiled, or roasted, or parched; the 
pan king was done in a vessel, or near or in a bed of hot coals; corn 
might be roasted on the ear.

Tradition tel 1 * that boiling was done in earthen, wooden, and 
bark vessels : that the water was heated by the fire beneath or by hot 
stones put into tin* vessel ; and that the hark vessel was generally of 
bin li and would not flame if put over t.lie fin with the water already 
in and if the tin* was a bed of live coals.

It was considered best not to let the food become well or over
done, for it was believed that food lost strength in the cooking, and 
that the longer it cooked the less nourishing it liecamo.

A favorite kind of food for a long journey was made from meat 
that had been roasted on a frame over a slow fire, and finished drying 
in the sun or in the smoke of the fire of the lodge. Tt was more to he 
relished if mixed with tallow, especially with that of a bear; it was 
even more choice if maple sugar and pounded rice or pounded corn 
were added to the mixture.

Fuie.

I he Ojibwae knew of two methods of making fire. One way was 
to spin the end of a dry stick, usually of cedar, in the socket of a dry 
block of the same wood ; the stick was twirled by means of a l>ow, the 
rord of which went once round the stick; the top of the stick fitted into



1
the socket of another block; the top hloek was gripped with one hand 
and against the back of the hand was braced the chest, while with 
the other hand the bow was sawed parallel to the blocks, causing the 
stick to twirl ; the live embers dropped into a lower trough where they 
ignited with the punk. The other method of making fire, and the one 
more common, was to strike one piece of Hint against another; the 
tinder was preferably the punk of birch.

(’l.OTHING.

Men and women wore much the same style of moccasin. The 
sole and upper of the ancient moccasin was of one piece. The seam 
at the back and down in front was gathered, and from this fact 
an attempt has liven made to deiive the meaning of the term 
Ojihwa. If the definition lie true, the modern Ojihwn arc not con
scious of it ; and it is only the older heads who can see a connection, 
but usually not till it is pointed out to them. The old moccasin hud 
a top which fell down at the side and parted at the heel and instep ; 
each flap was appropriately called an ear, and was usually decorated 
with porcupine quills, and later with bends ; the “ear” was longer 
pointed in front. A thong through the top of the instep passed under 
the “ears” and went round the ankle.

In the instep of the modern moccasin is a tongue which runs half 
May down the foot, the lower part of which is generally decorated 
with beads The top of the moccasin is usually double. One part 
of the top is like the “cars’' of the old moccasin, and almost always is 
decorated with 1 wads ; and the other part is a gaiter which may extend 
half way up the knee, and is wrapped by a thong that passes through 
at the instep.

bvggins were worn by men and women. Those of men reached 
nearly up to the hip. They hung by a thong which passed from the 
top of the outside and went over the hip to the bolt. The leggms of 
women readied barely up to the knee. They were held up by a gar
ter at the top.

Men wore loose shirts. The sleeves of sonic extended as far 
as the wrist. There were three styles of hreeehclout : a cover be
tween the legs with Hap overhanging before and behind : a cover with 
in- flap overhanging eith' i in front or back : and a flap hanging down 
in front, but with no cover between the legs.

W omen wore two general styles of dress. One was a loose single 
garment that opened at the neck and arms, and reached below the 
kneei; it was worn with a belt. The other was a skirt with a short 
l> use jacket. Often belli styles were combined and multiplied accord 

! ing In the severity of the weather.
The women did their hair up at the back into a stiff slender knot. 

I hey covered it with a wrap which in turn was coiled tight w ith rib
bon. The knot was round and often a foot long. From near the bot- 
tom hung loose ends of the ribbon which nearly touched the heels 
I Ik- ribbon was of various materials; the most beautiful was of woven 
bead work.

Hobos for both men and women were of skins with the hair left
By far the greater part of the clothing was made from the dressed 

'bias of moose, deer, elk and caribou. To dress a skin it was first 
' “liked in w ater alone, or in a preparation of brain boiled in water ; it
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was then stretched on a rertangular frame of four poles fastened at 
the earnits with thongs. The frame was leaned against a solid sup
port, and the hair was then scraped off by means of a short, round, 
thhk-handlcd tool with a short blade lashed to the bent neck of the 
handle; it was worked like a hoe. The skins of small animals were 
frequently stretched over the smoothed surface near the end of a log 
To give color the skin was smoked in a smudge, that of sutnache wa- 
aeeounted among the beat.

Weaving.

The heddle loom was used in the making of holts and garters. The 
loom was carved from a solid piece of wood, or made from birch hark; 
the edge of the hark was braced between splints, usually of pine, to 
keep it from coiling. The shuttle was the linger or hand. In beaded 
work the needle liecame the shuttle.

A hug was woven with cord made from the inner Imrk of ham 
and cedar, and from the fibre of wild hemp. The work was done on 
a frame of two sticks set upright in the ground; the warp hung down 
and the woof moved from left to right around the sticks. Excellent 
bags with beautiful designs in geometric figures were made.

Then* were two general types of mat. one made of flag reed and 
another of the inner bark of cedar. Moth kinds were made in the same 
waj ; they were woven from an uptight frame of two poles with an 
horizontal pole connecting them at the top. The warp hung down 
from the pole, and the woof was worked from the top. moving from 
left to right. The mats were often colored with vegetable dye.

Basket work of a simple character was «lone by the Ujibwas of th 
smith. The weave was generally of the plain checker work with the 
warp and woof of the same dimension. Common materials were the 
splints ol ash and the osiers of willow and dogwood. The making 

f baskets was prohablv never very extensive among the Ujibwas ! 
was much easier and more convenient to fashion pails, boxes, and the 
larger veseN from the barlt of the birch. And for the reason that it 
was possible to make a durable vossid from birch bark, the curving 
of wooden bowls was perhaps not on so huge a scale as among the 
more southern Algonkins. But it was necessary to curve spoons, anil 
this was done from various kinds of wood.

Transportation.

Transportation on land was mainly by pack carried on the back 
The tumpline of the skin of a moose or caribou passed over the arms 
and across the chest when the burden was light, but when it xvas licnvv 
the line went over the forehead. The contenta of a pack were in i 
bag, bundle, or in a wooden carrying frame, and the pack rested on 
the small of the back. The carrier rose with the pack on hands and 
knees.

The toboggan made transportation easier when the snow was on 
the ground and the lakes and rivers were frozen over. There was a 
saving of labor and time when dogs were used with the toboggan.

The snowshoe made travelling easier in winter. There were two 
general styles of snowshoe one was long with the end transverse, or 
sometimes pointed and often raised: another was short and rounded.



and was called bearfoot bevause of the track it left in the enow. Hoth 
kinds were usually netted with sinew and buckskin. Sometimes the 
“bearfoot” snow shoe w as netted with bark.

Transportation by water was done with birch bark canoe and 
paddle. A canoe sixteen feet long was regariled a big canoe. It 
was built on a cedar frame of long horizontal slats between the ribs 
and birch hark. Tlu* ribs were of a single piece, and went up under 
the gunwale. The bark was stitched wiIh spruce root and gummed 
with pitch. It was usual for a canoe to have live thwarts : one near 
each end, two towards the middle, and one at the centre. The gun
wale was wrapped tight with spruce root.

The Ojibwus south of the Straits of Mackinaw used a dugout 
runoff made from the single trunk of a tree.

Uamks.

The t Ijibwas found amusement in a great variety of games. The 
men played a rough, strenuous game of ball which has since been bor
rowed by the white man and developed into the sport now called la- 
,1 osse. The hall w as a wrapping of cord, and was covered with buck
skin gathered at one point. Frequently the ball was wooden and had a 
hole at opposite sides to make it whistle when going through the air. 
Tim bull was picked up from the ground, caught on the fly, carried on 
tin* run, and thrown by the use of a stick with a small net pocket at 
tlu* end. The handle and the pear-shaped frame of the pocket were 
of the same piece. The pocket was of buckskin netting. The game 
was played between two opposing sides, and a score was made when 
tin- hall passed through a w icker goal from the field. There were two 
goals, one at each opposite end of the field. A lews frequent kind of 
goal was a pule standing in the centre of the field. To score it was 
n* « essiiry tv hit the pole with the bull.

A noisy variation of the game was played by women. In place 
of the stick with a net pocket was a plain, straight stick: and instead 
• if the hall was a small, double suml-bag of buckskin.

There were several forms of the throwing stick, and the object 
sought for in them all was distance. Hots were won and lost on a 
throw, not only among the players, hut among the people who fol
lowed looking on.

And thon there were many games where the element of chance 
prevailed, such as in the various forms of the moccasin game, and in 
'he different ways of playing w ith dice.

•lust as everywhere children played they were big. The girls 
fondled dolls and copied the activities of their mothers and big sis
ters ; and the hoys acted in play the parts of men and early fell into 
the ways they were to pursue in later life.

WEAPONS.

The Ojibwas were hard fighters. They beat back the raids of 
the Iroquois on the cast and the Foxes on the south, and drove the 
Sioux before them. The plain lstw and feathered arrow was one of 
their most effective weapons. Hickory and ash were common mater
ials for the how, and a wrist guard of buckskin kept the rawhide cord 
from cutting. Arrows were generally of dogwood, but they were also



maile from other kinds of wood. For the right-handed, the arrow 
rested on lop of the left hand and on the left side of the bow; for the 
left-handed the arrow was on the other side of the bow. The release 
was generally from the thumb and forefinger, and the cord was jiullvd 
bark by the next two fingers.

The smashing weapon at close quarters was a war club with a 
knob drooping over at the end. Frequently a blade with two edges 
projected from the knob, turning the weapon into a kind of pickax. 
The flat “rabbit hind leg” club was mainly a ceremonial object.

Picture Writing.

The Ojihwas made use uf rude pictures drawn on birch bark to 
express thought The pictures in most instances were realistic repre
sentations, and they were sometimes symbols of an object, an idea or 
a group of ideas. Their essential function was to help the memory, 
for by a single sign one was able to recall the words and the air of one 
or more songs. And by arranging the signs in a consecutive order 
one could recall the incidents of a hunt, or remember the episodes of 

i myth. They also served as a means of intercommunication, but 
this was a less frequent function. It was only when the
>igns conveyed the same meaning for more than one individual, and 
this was not always the rase. The pictures were regarded with a sin
cere feeling of reverence, and it was believed that they were endued 
with magic power. Hence it was common to use them as charms to 
ward off danger and disease.

Rki.iuion.

There was a firm belief in a rosin it mystery present throughout all 
nature ; it was culled manitou, it was natural to identify the manitou 
with both animate and inanimate objects, and the impulse was strong 
t > enter into personal relation with the m>stiv power. It was easy 
hr in Ojibwa to associate the mu niton with all forms of transcendent 
agencies, -nine of which assumed definite characters and played the 
rôb* of deities.

There was one personification of tin cosmic mystery, it was into 
an animate being called the Great Manitou. There was no tangible 
«Ic.-i i ipt ion of the divinity, but it was gathered from implied statement 
that the living was human and had the mental and physical attributes 
of a masculine character It \> possible that the influence of Christian 
missionaries max have had a good deal to do with the creation of flu* 
personification; for in the Ojibwa mind there is no difference between 
the Great Manitou and the tied of the Christian missionaries ; further
more, it is common to associate ethical ideas with the personification, 
fn the records of the old Ojibwa life ethical ideas wore not necessarily 
connected with the cosmic mystery. For instance, a man married a 
woman from another clan not because he felt a conscious desire to act 
in accord with the manitou, but because it was the custom ; the test 
of his morality was the rare he took to conform with the custom.

The mythology of the Ojilnvus is rich in characters, and a list of 
the deities is by no means short ; a few of them may Ik* mentioned :

The great character of Ojibwa mythology was Nunahneo (Nuria- 
busliiio), who wits of miraculous birth. While vet a youth he became

9303



the creator of the world and everything it contained, lie bcrame the 
author of all the great institutions in Ujibwa society and was the 
founder of the leading ceremonies. Another divinity was the lord of 
the spirit world. Among some Ujibwa he was an elder brother of 
Niinabnno; among others he was a nephew that had been a wolf U fore 
his death at the hands of the water manitous. The giant Mar os 
(Mashos) was lord of the Great Lakes, lie had only to tap his canoe 
md in an instant he was half way across the water of Lake Superior, 
which the Ujibwas of the north shore are fond of railing the Ujibwa 
sea. Another giant, Windigo by name, was a malicious monster who 
found delight in roaming about in search of men to devour them. Four 
great deities dwelt at the four ends of the earth, and each had his own 
peculiar power and office.

There were other transcendent agencies ranging all the way from 
definite person i Heat ion s to forces that shade oft" into inarticulate 
spirits. In the less definable group are classed the forces of the ma*

! « rial and spiritual worlds, whether animate or inanimate, whether
human or non-human. Dut whether or not tin* forces expressed, or 
luck articulate description, they are all alike in that they were endowed 
with tin- common mystic property: they are unlike in so far as tin *

cased the property in varying degrees, and it is this difference of 
possession that make t he in manitous of a high or low degree.

Uf.MOIOOS PllACTiCF.S.

There were four kinds of practices which wrought a deep influ
ence upon Ujibwa life by reason of their intimate association with the 
religious beliefs of the people. The practices were that of healing the 
'■< k, the V’âbaHÔtcitrin, the toimi kiwi it, and the in tut U'iwtn.

In the first office one sought to heal the sick by means of medicine 
.oid by the exercise of magic. The medicine consisted mainly of roots 
;md herbs and was often administered after the chanting of sacred 
•digs. In another way the healer sought to accomplish his purpose 

v the use of a rattle and with some short, round, slender bone- He 
put the bones one by one into his mouth, and, so it is said, swallowed 
•lient to find the cause of the disease. He worked the rattle about 
• vt r the patient, and aftei a time spat out the bones into the palm of 
hi* hand. A great, deal of faith was placed in the successful healer 
It was believed that the disease was due to the malignant effect of 

am mysterious force, and that it was possible to get rid of the effect 
■ t the force by the use of magic. The herbs, roots, bones, rattle and 
songs were held to be endued with the mystery, and so were the means 

f driving out the cause of the disease.
Tn the wabtinnu twin u person showed how deft he was in sleight 

i t hand performances, how good lie was at handling tire without being 
hurried, and how skilful he was in all sorts of tricks. It is said that 
this same person dealt in witchcraft and was therefore to l>e feared. 
Songs went with the wâhanôtriwin, and they were sung to the beat of 
the hand-drum. The singing was done at night, the time when the 
strange performances took place. Anyone could go into the lodge to 
hear and to see after paying a small fee like a handful of tobacco.

A person who practiced the texsa* khriri claimed to have the power 
of prophecy. He foretold if the sick would recover; if a journey 
would lie prosperous : if « raid would end with successful issue; where
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game euuld lie fourni iu abundance. Ile told whether distant friends or 
relatives were yet living; what was going on among a far-uft people; 
if a witch was in the community or far away. This oracular speech 
was given from a cylindrical lodge open at the top. The sway of the 
lodge to and fro as if beaten liy violent wind was token as a propitious 
sign by tin* faithful who stood outside. The mingling of strange 
voices heard above the lodge was regarded us the utterances of mani
tous. If is said that the great turtle was the leading manitou of this 
office. Nobody had so much influence as one who did the lri>nkimn

There were two general forms of the mii/ru iwin. Une form was 
individual and without public ceremony and was concerned with 
divination and with the use of magic applied particularly to the get
ting of food. The other form was social, with a society of men and 
women who were hound together b\ vows of secrecy. It hud formal 
ceremonies that were conducted with uu elultorate ritual, hntramc 
into the society was by initiation after a period of instruction in the 
knowledge of mysteries. The payment of a fee. went with the initia
tion ; il v. «s in the form of tobacco, food, and clothing; and the size 
of I lie fee depended much upon the wealth and social standing of the 
individual and upon his personal relationship with the tutor. Tim 
social hide of the miilcwiiciu was by no means free from the praetiu 
of magic, but its special function was concerned with life after death 
It was believed that the soul followed a path to go to the spirit world 
and that the path was beset with dangers to oppose the passage of the 
soul; hut that it was possible to overcome the obstacles by the use of 
formulas which could learned onlt> in tin iniJfiinuin.

It was believed that man went through life with more than one 
personal soul, and that one of them remained with him after death. 
It was thought that every living creature possessed a soul, and that to 
?ct control of the soul made it possible f * » get control of the possessor 
f tin soul. Tt was on such a theory that tho Ujihwas hunted fur game

f>. THK IKOQrulS

Bv David Boyli

Although much has been irritttn regarding the origin of the 
Iroquois as a people, we know absolutely nothing. It has been 
claimed that they came from west of the Mississippi; from the south
west perhaps Kentucky or Tennessee is meant ; and it is asserted 
that their ancient seat was on the north side of the St. Lawrence, 
somewhere below or noith of the city of Quebec. It will lie observed 
that in each case, the crossing of a large river in involved, but it is 
tolerably safe to say that, we shall never lie absolutely certain what 
river that was When there is no literature, trml il ion is utterly unre
liable concerning matters of this kind, and often in others.* Tradi-

Our Indians of tho Northern Department have no chronicles, no annal 
ho vv rift, n mon limants, nor record of any kind whatever They do not know 
«•van their own or tlvii children's ages, or did not, until our arrival amongst 
them.” Sketch of tho Northwest of America l> Mgr Tache, p. 119, 1808.

The Indians refericd to here ns being of tho "Northern Department," were 
this,, of what we now rail our North West, ami it is quite safe to regard the 
statement as of general application.
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lion may, and often does, contain statement» based on fact, but the 
fact is generally uuaseertainuble, unless we have similur information 
from other quarters with which to make comparisons. In process 
of tilin' the statements become distorted, and there is seldom any 
method, or any means by which it is possible to straighten them The 
Indians themselves, in such a case as the special one under discus
sion, can do nothing to assist. Philology has failed to afford any 
satisfactory due, notwithstanding a recent claim that some kinship 
has hern discovered between the language of the Iroquois and that of 
that Dakota.* This, it substantiated, would lend color to the west
• m origin theory, unless it could lie shown that tin Dakotas had left 
tin* main stock in the cast. but the weight of opinion is in favor of 
the theory that 1 he Iroquois carne south-west from the north shore

Hie Lawrence.t The pi neipal uitiiority : t t
1 f tin Lawrt nroaii origin is David t’usick, a Turn atom. of whom 
Horatio ITale said "His confused and imperfect style, the Knglish of

I)i. Ill inton refers to thu now vxtiuct tribes of Virginia as "a fragment 
oi tin- Sioux or Dakotas.

\\h.«" m Washington four years ag" I was introduced to » mil educated
i

mi - rpreter I mentioned the matter to him jmt us I hnd na-l » limit it. hut 
li«> ridiculed tlie idea. riii<^ however, does not prove anything, except that 
tl i ie would not seem to b< men a tradition among his pofiple that they had
• mi come fnm, the Irmpn.i.s and I know of no tt .ditior .unoiig t< ■ Iroquoi-

■ oi «opai it. d from thorn K on (ridit 
pr of in matters of detail, hut might mean something in a general wav.

tMi lames Mooney, an unusually careful and authoritative ethnologist 
1 ' r> concisely Mints up th< « use a* it has hitherto presented itself, and nut
I i’h general acceptance.

‘ Tradition and history nlilo- point to the St. Lawrence region a« the earh 
home of this stock. Vpon this point all authorities concur Savh Hale. m 

i paper on Indian Migrations The constant tradition of tin li ..,Uois i. pir
s. 'its their ancestors n* en,'grants from the region north of the Or. at I,Hkes 
wIuto th y dwelt in early times with their Huron brethren. This ttndition is 
r, uded with much partimlaritv hy Cndwallader ('olden. Surveyor G, n« ral of 
'< w Nork, who in the early part of the lust century, composed hit. well known

History of the Vive Nations." It is told in a somewhat different form by 
i‘ cid Cusiek, tho Tuseiirora historian, in his Sketches of Ancient History « t 

" '*'*•' Nations, and it is repeated hy Mr. I». If. Morgan in his now classical 
" \rk The League of tho Iroquois, for which he procured hi< information 
chiefly among the Senecas Finally, as we learn from the narrative of the 
Wyandot Indian. Peter Clarke, in his hook entitled ‘Ongin and Traditional
II lory of the Wyandots," the belief of the Huron» aeeord- in this inspect with 
• hat of the Iroquois Both point aliko to the country immediately north of 
tie St Lawrence, and especially to that portion of it lying east of Lake On
t. irio, as the early home of the llurnn-lro<vtois nations ’ Nothin,' is K»>.. « > 
of the traditions of the Conestoga or the Nottoway, but the tradition of the 
Tiiscarnra. as given hy Ciisick and other authorities, makes them a direct of!

• •• *t from the northern Iroquois, with whom they afterward* reunited Tin- 
•nditions of the Cherokee also, as wo have seen bring them from the north. 
thus completing the eyrie. ‘The striking fact has become evident that the 
< mii-m of migration of the Huron-Cherokee family has been from • lie northeast 
to the southwest that is, from eastern Canada, on the Lower St. Lawrence, 
to the mountains of northern Alabama Hale, Indian Migration-

"The retirement of the northern Iroqimian tribes from the St Lawrence 
n was due to the hostility of their Algonkian neighbors, hy whom the 

Huron» and their allies Were forced to take refuge about Georgian Bay and the 
head of Lake Simvoe. while the Iroipiois proper retreated to Cent ral New 
York. In 1536 Cartier found the shores of the river from Quebec to Montreal 
occupied bv an Iroquuian people, hut. on tho settlement of the country *cv,•»>♦*.• 
Marx later the same region was found in possession of Algonkiin 1 vibes Th•■ 
confederation of the live Iroquois nations, probably about tin year 1.140, en 

1 ’«*d them to check the Algonkian invasion an dto assume the offensive Lin-



a hulfoducalid hirciguer, Inn simple faith m tin* wihleht legemls. 
ami iiis absurd oliruimlogy, have cnuso»l the real worth of the Ixiuk, 
a» a » hrouivl.' of native traditiuuit, tu be overlooked."* Noiwuhstuiid 
ing thix opinion. Dr. Hale raw fit to « redit Ciiaick with general truth- 
fulness respecting the movements of the Iroquois until they reached 
what is now northern New York State, at the beginning of the 17th 
century. It was not long after this that they rame into contact with 
th** French, since which time the doings, of not only of the “Five 
Nations,’* but of then < tingenei the llumns, the Attiwamluvons oj 
Neutrals, the Fries or Cats, the Tusrarorae, and the Andantes or Con
estogas, have become historic, so that little nerd be said here regard
ing them, after this occurred.

Hut it may lx* worth while to revert to the traditional origin of 
the people, according to Ciisi« k (1826). There is absolutely not a 
word of proof, nor can there be, in the very nature of things, con
firmatory of his statements/

It is almost certain that a people removed from its ancestral seat 
will he many centuries. In*!rax exidenn*» hi language, us well as in 
customs, of it> former long-continurd existence under different con 
«litions, yd nothing of the kind has over been noted among the Huron- 
Iroquois to show a former, long emit in tied residence away down near 
tin Iiulf of St. Lawrence, or even between the river and Hudson 
Hay Not a single superstition or example of their folklore shows 
that my .i*s« iation ever existed between them and the Eskimo, who 
must have been th» ir neighbors, either oenwionnlly or permanently, 
.i Midi a time. Their tale., « ontuin no reference* to the moose, or to 

faun.i of the «•;» such as tin- whalef and porpoise which frequent tin
gulf : vet one would suppose that all these animais, on account of
their '*!/•■, if for no other, reason, would have found place in the
mythology «if people who originated on the north shore of the river
lieh'W ()w< her On the contrary, w«* do find among the Huron*InMpioH 
almost affectionate mention of the “three supporter»," or the Hire» 
sister* maize, beans ami squashes, none of which grows successfully. 
if at all, so far to the north-east, ami reference, to which, points rather 
either to the present place* of abode, or to some more western or 
southern region In confirmation of this, wo have the addition:»! 
fin ts that the pagan Iroquois yet maintain the “(Jr**en Corn Da live. 
f he “ 1111 1, Mask Dance” and a mm ret society known as the Husk 
Mask Society."!!

gu.sti<* and other evidence *Howf that th** separation of the rh»*rok«*e from th> 
pari ! i « t»> k ni a et have far antedated this period.”

A** u vumnrv of the liar** assertion» math* by various “authorities.'* t 
propagate and «•stahli.-.h tho I.awretivean fabrication, th«* foregoing **x< ■ 
lout Mr Moon* y do* i not e\pr**ss his own belief in it otherwise than as any 
• i us o ode »l in u general way. without peraonul investigation, ami simply 
depending on thv accuracy of tho*.*- who professed to have given some attention 
to th* matter

‘l -i an analysis «>t hi< story. see p. l.V).
•Although it - extremely absurd to mention th.* naines ..f (oorge Buchan, 

ami 1 «a. nl ( 'n i' k in any conn* < I imi »*m* . annul Imt ho ri'inindi'd her** ot what 
a eritii* has said respecting the introductory portion of Ruchannn's Historv 
of ‘Scotland “It i< nothing hut a Iismio of fnt>I«*. without dates or anth. ri 
to , as, indo»*»l, fhero w»*n* none to produce.’’ Ciisirk made his own date.*

+ Fnqu« »it referciuvs to whales, moose, caribou ami even smaller animais 
ar<* found in th. myths of our Atlantic ('oast Indians ; »*.{/., “He put his 1>. * 
against the whale” Legend* of the Micmaea, by Dr. Rand. p. 2iV>.

•Ontario Arehieologiral Report for pp. 1‘24-fl.
I't'be Mine Report, pp. It>3-4.



It may Ik* aborted that there is nothing at all improbable in the 
belief that such ceremonial association* have originated since the 
removal of the people to a corn (maize) growing part of the coun
try, but associations of this kind, couueetvd us they always are with 
n ligious usages—being, in fact, the chief outward manifestations 
of primitive forms of religion—why, it may l>o asked, is there not 
even a hint remaining among the Troquoinn people, of the dances 
indulged in by them when they lived in a higher latitude and under 
altogether different conditionsY Ceremonies of this kind occur at

of them is 
atiou, but

according to Cu.sick and those who accept his statements, whether 
wholly or in part, we have a circumstantial and highly improbable 
stow of one of a series of move ment» without a vestige of corro
borative evidence. It may be added that even if surh a movement 
ever took place, it was not by any means a Might, but must have 
in i-upied many years, and was therefore less likely to impress itself 
u!i the aboriginal mind as an event.

illut where tradition has to be reckoned with, it is sometimes pos
sible. .mil nearly always profitable to compare stories that have orig
inated in different quarters; and experience lias taught us that when 

the origin, or even the early history of a people hi concerned, that 
people is not, itself, necessarily, the liest authority, and u similar 
affirmation may be made regarding even the most intelligent repre
sentative of any people. This is notorious.

Ih -ddi * the doubt that must ever attach to the lower, imrth-side- 
at the-Sl. Lawrence theory, we must consider what is of quite as good 
authority, namely, the stories of those who were the neighbors of the 
Hui'ui-lroquois; stories compelling us to conclude that, wherever tin 
latter ram» from, they had been on the south side of the St. Law
rence for many years before the date usually assigned to their appear
ance there, if we may trust the frequent mention of the “Mohawks' 
oi Meg’weks or Kwedeeks in a merely incidental way, and not at all 
for the purpose of proving any statement to this effort.

M«. Charles Godfrey Lei and, and Prof. John Dyntdey Prime 
g w the weight of their authority to the statement of a correspond
ant * that “In former days the Wabanaki (Abenaki) nation, the 
Indians called Meg’wek, or Mohawks, and other members of the Iro- 
quoiun six nations were wont to wage bloody and unceasing war
fare with one another. The bitterest foes of the Wabanaki were 
undoubtedly the Meg’wek or Mohawks, who on the slightest provo
cation would send bands to harry them and destroy their crops.”

Elsewhere the same scholarly writers say the Mohawks also made 
ra'nls on the Pussainuquoddics and on the Penobscot*.+ and this must 
hax, been when as we are told elsewhere. “The Mohawks and Micmacs 
both once inhabited these lower Province*,” and “When they quar
reled and fought” until “ultimately the latter drove out the form- 
i-r.t the first statement being seemingly confirmed in another legend,

*Kulnskiip Ttir Muster, by Vlmrlos Godfrey bnlnnd. and John Dynelvx 
Vi met-, introduction hv Professor Prince (p. 2D. quoting from manuscript 

1 f.imis Mitchell relating to conditions previous to tin- comino <>f the I'.nro- 
t-P 27 and p. 2# respectively, in the Introduction of Mienne- Indian

j I .wend*.
! Andrew Paul, in Dr. Itnud’s Micmac Indian I.cgends, p. 13P

least annually, sometimes oftener, so that the performance 
less likely to have become forgotten than that of a inig
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whfre it is stated that, “On the two opposite banks of the llcsti- 
gouvhe, near its mouth, were two towns, one inhabited by M if macs, 
ami the other by Kwedcches. They were at peace with each other, 
and frequently attended each other’s festivals.”*

It was not in the nature of things that these two peoples could 
live very long on neighborly terms, and the legend in all probability 
is an enlargement of some ancient statement respecting a time dur
ing which the ‘‘Nations” were on good terms for a short period; pos
sibly, indeed, when each was feigning friendship, for future venge
ful purposes, a belief we are warranted in bolding in connection with 
such an opening as the following sentence to Hand’s Legend XV 

I his is a tale of tin* wars between the Micmacs and u tribe of Can
adian Indians, called by the former K.vedevhk/’t

So far there is not a word said as to the time when the Mohawk* 
made themselves “at home.” in the Maritime Provinces, either per
manently. or temporarily. If in the former way, they probably occu
pied the interior of tlm country, because, us far aa we know them, the 
Huron-Iroquois wer«' rather a land-loving than a wnter-frequenting 
hodv of people. We have no such records of their canoeing skill as we 
have respecting that of the Ojibwas and of other branches of the 
Algonkin stock. Hut they were expert archers, and, as such, are 
often mentioned in the legends. The bow and arrow, however, they 
gave up very soon after the arrival of white men in the country. A 
few references to these weapons, therefore, would lead us to suppose 
that, at the very latest, the traditional events must have happened 
shortly after the date of European settlement, but the general tenor 
of the tales indicates a time long antecedent to any knowledge of the 
white man, even by hearsay.

It would lie easy to quote numerous incidental references in these 
legends to the Iroquois, under the names of Mohawks, Meg’weks, 
Kwedeehes and Kwedecliks, but this seems unnecessary, until we 
eome to the stories of the great war, which led to the expulsion of 
those people from Acadia. The account of this event is given in Le
gend LI. thus: “In ancient times and during these wars, a celebrated 
• hief arose among the Minimes, whose name was Flgimoo, of whom 
many strange tales are related. He drove the Kwedeehes out of ♦lv 
region on the south side of the Hay of Fundy, they having been com
pelled to cross the bay in their flight from the enemy, and he urged 
them on farther and farther towards the north, finally driving them up 
lfl Montreal. + Here, “Montreal means where Montreal now i* 
Similarly, another legend says the Mohawks found shelter at th« 
lake of Two Mountains. The use of both names must be based on 
recently acquired knowledge. We are not obliged to assent to the 
cxpulsory part of the story, Imt what do demand attention are the 
frequent incidental, or circumstantial references to the presence of 
the Iroquois in the Abenaki country, among not only the Micmacs 
but among the Maliscefs, the Penobscot* and the Passamaqnoddies, 
tor the common enemy is mentioned in their traditions also. Hnt w.

elini<V< Legends of the Micmacs 
fSaiii# volume, p. 12h
*When the members of any Indian tribe or ''nation1' recount the deed* 
u;v;u;-i d in Hit- old-time wars, the renters almost invariably accord tlv 

victory to their own people. We are not without similur examples amorg 
historical writer- everywhere.
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i* something which, comparatively, at least, may l»e of a little

In Professor J. Dyncley Prince'» translation of “The 1’assaiua- 
i|noddy Wampum Records, we read “Many bloody fights had been 
f.,ught, many men, women and children had 1>een tortured by con
duit and cruel wars, until some of the wise men among the Iroquois 
Indians liegan to think that something must be done, and that what
ever was to be done must he done quickly. They accordingly sent 
lie is.ngers to all parts of the country, some going to the south, others 
to the east, and others to the west and northwest. Some even went 
is far as the Wabanaki. It was many months More the messengers 
n .. lied the farthest trilies When they arrived at etvh nation, they 
in titled the people that the great Indian nations of the Iroquois, 
Mohawk and others) had sent them to announce the tidings of a great 

T/igootwagon or general council for a treaty of peace, Every Indian 
who heard the news rejoiced, because they were all tired of the never- 
ending wars. Every tribe, therefore, sent two or more of their dev
ins! men as representatives to the great council.”

Now, this either refers to the Hiawnthan invitation, or it dues 
not. If it does, it is remarkable (subject to correction) that in no 
tradition of Iroqiioinn origin, is there anv inference to other than 
*h. five nations being concerned ; as far as I know, it is not even 
hinted that others were invited,t and it is somewhat curious that 

I thr great chief who had made such a hitherto unheard-of proposal, 
was not mentioned, but this may not count for much.

If this peace proposition was other than that usually credited 
Hiawatha, and if it preceded his, then he does not deserve so much 

•i ai si* as is lavished upon him by most writers
Although, as Hale says,* that ‘ In the mere plan ot , < uiifedci

iition there was nothing new,” and that “there are probably few, if 
Indian tribes which have not, at one time or another, been 

members of a league or confederacy,” it would seem as if the event 
v It ii» 1 I., was that of the formation of the Great League, the KYhi 
s -' ii. i Rig ( hivf t of which lived at Kanawuk M'aughnawaga, a*- 

■fl ng to Cusick.ji
Now, the remarkable thing about all this is the total want of 

'ii1 i-doti in IT uron-Iron unis myth, or folk-lore, or historic tradition, 
the Wabanaki peoples cm the one hand, and the frv |iimt n*t. ;
•to the Iroquois as Kwededics, Mog’wi k. and Mohawks by the

V !.. .. « 1.. . i I . . T1 r . . .. *W .. i milk is on the other The foimer suggests a "conspiracy f

Wluit proof can be- offc«red that before tin- publication of the 
1 'lkivk story, a single person of the Huron-Iroquois stock c \er 

’< rted. or even hinted that the “priscan homo” of his ancestors was

Appendix to Kulnsknp t!. Mast, r New York mid IjoiiUoii, Rio'J 
1 - "'O'-, of time, tto* Twnmrns, who were of the same km did come

ts of ‘•«.mo other t rihes. n- for < xamplo, 
kota linvngo, nml tit. M. i^sngas, D.-la 
Algonkin stock, but ♦ !.. r. i< n.,( w,,r<1
hy the Ponohsccts, Ma'iseeM, Passant.. 
Hy mentioned wore the MuL.-gan* ah ... 
ho Hudson River.

f tlu> Paasamaquoddy Wampum !..
mention of Cauglmatvaga is probably a

•H
 • *
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Momi‘1 liPie on lin* St. Lawrence below Quebec or IwUcon it and liud- 
son llu.v ?* This asciihei! scat of origin lias always appeared to some 
of us as an ;»b*unlity, Eased wholly on the historic statement, that the 
Trench under Cartier met one hand of Iroquois ut Stadaconé (Quebec), 
nml another at Hoehelaga (Montreal). What even honest and intel
ligent members of the Six Nations, or of their congeners, may have 
affirmed at any time since Cueick’s “tale” was published, is utterly 
valueless. The Jesuit missionaries, if they ever heard about the 
uneestral home of the llurons and Iroquois having lievn so fur north 
nml east, or anywhere else, do not say very much about it. and such 
a situation is one of tin- last on the continent that scarcely anyone, 
even a wild and unreasoning theorist, would suggest, however it may 
have answered the purposes of a temporary home.

It has already Leon noticed that we do not find among tin' myths 
of the Huron-Iroquois even incidental or circumstantial references 
to the flora or fauna of a latitude so high as that of “between Que
bec nml Hudson Hay,” while, on tin- contrary, we meet with just 
such allusions regarding other places far away to the south.

There are perhaps few white men living who are better able to 
enter into tin- spirit of the ancient Wyaudots than Mr. Win. Elsey 
Connelley of Topeka, Kansas, fie has saturated himself with the 
folk-lore of those people, as it has percolated through their living 
representative “refugees” in his state, and he tins such u thorough 
knowledge of tin old tongue as now spoken, that he is not likely to 
he had asir.iy in his interpretations. In his volume. Wyandot Folk- 
loret containing :m Historical Review, ami twenty-live folk-tales, 
there is much of interest, and not a little to confirm the belief that 
this, one of the ver\ oldest (it is said» of Ifuron-Troquoia tribes had 
tt-, “prix an home” not on, nr near the St. Lawrence, although the 
uitlmr of the book holds a different opinion.

Hut Mr Connelley*s belief in the generally accepted theories is 
not held In him unreservedly, for he says: “It has been the opinion 
of writers upon the subject, that the Wyandot* migrated from the St. 
Lawrence directly to the point (north of Toronto) where they were 
found hv the Tn m li Whatever the fact may he, their traditions tel/ 

a different tor>/. ' ft is the purpose of what, follows to re-enforce 
wh it lias already been gathered from Micmac folk-lore by a few glean 
ings from Wyandot myth A lielief common to the Iroquois was that 
there were “Little People'* whose Indian name, Yagodinenyoyak.

"Since tlii was written, |)r W M Ream hump's very excellent History 
of the Ne a York Iroquois has appeared, and on page 133 he refers to the state 
mmit et Ni. holas iViT'il. an old tino Frem h interpreter, that “The country 
•f the Iroquois wit-, formerly Montreal and Three River* Their removal wa* 

in consequence of a quarrel hetwoen them and the Algonkin*.
Tlii* explains why those [the Algonkins"] also rlaim the island of Montreal 
c tlu> land nf their ancestors.''

Il (Xplains more, lor il indicates that which is most likely, considering 
ali the « ircum-danccs, viz . that the Iroquois were aftenomer* In any event, 
it docs not set up a claim that the locality was wlutt Dr ltrinton called the 

priscan homo" of the Iroquois It was the last homo they remembered.
Much more to the point is the tradition mentioned hy l.afitau, and quoted 

In Dr. Bean, li.-mp, llmt ' The Mohawks assort that thoy tvandcicd a long time 
ndcr the conduct of a woman named (laihonariosk this woman led them about 

through the north of America, ami made them pass to n place whore the town 
of Quebec is now situated."

Omitting the woman, a story of this kind might indicate some hazy 
reminiscences of the wanderings referred to in this paper, and of the expulsion 
of the Iroquois from Acadia hy t.he Micmacs

trVano * Co . Publishers. Topeka. 1 HOD
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mean* Stonc-TUrowers,• who delighted in playing prank*, main of 
which were played with a good object in view. Two of the e pyg
mies (they were always burn a* twins) killed the Witch Buffaloes in 
charge of the salt springs at what is now ltig Bone Licks, Boone 
County, Kentucky, when the Wyandot» lived there.t

In a ease of this sort the reference to a particular locality ditiers 
from those of a similar kind that have already been criticised, because 
the point of the story lies in the fact that taking all the other circum
stances into account, the exeat could not have happened anywhere 
♦ Iso; for example, in a preceding tale* we have, '‘The Wyandot» de
stroyed the caves of the giants. They then crossed the river and con
tinued their journey. They came to the point where Mont real now 
stands." Montreal, according to my view, being mentioned simply 
because it fitted in with the uuvx prevalent belief acquired, perhaps, 
even by an old but comparatively recent Wyandot, and bused on the 
t'usick fabrication, perhaps, tin», because Montreal may possess some 
charm as a large city in a foreign country, and we know that “Far 
away fowls have fine feathers," even to an Indian’s eye That this 
is an interpolation scents plain from the fact that near the beginning 
et I he story, p. 84, we are told that “Ages and ages ago the Wyandot* 
were migrating from a distant country. They were moving all the 
villages. In the course of their migration they came to a large river 
with exceedingly steep anti rocky shores. This river belonged to 
some giants, anti these opposed the crossing of the Wyandot*.*' This 
ileaeription of the river corresponds rather with that of the Niugaru 
than of the St Lawrence. When the author says the Wyandote were 
making their way by Niagara Falls and Toronto to the Blue Moun
tains on the shores of the Nottuwnsaga Bay, they would not neccs- 
saiily • onus near the Falls, and would not see any “steep and rocky 
shores" nearer than (jiieenstou and Lewiston, nine miles from the 
lake shore trail, while by the southern trail tin \ might very naturally 
be alarmed by the appearance of the river banks precipitous walls 
from IDO to lot) ft. in height. The proof here is plain that the Wynn 
dots, when passing the fulls, were travelling northwards.

As another evidence of how the nature of a narrative may l>e 
modified quite unconsciously by lapse of time and consequent change 
of circumstances, the introductory story informs us that when the first 
people, who were Wyandots, as a matter of < ourse. lived in heaven, 
the daughter of the Big Chief became ill, and the advice of the modi 
nne man was, “Dig up the wild apple tree; [win wildP] wlinf will 
cure her she can pluck from among ils root*»." The tree may have 
been of the kind mentioned, but it is just ns likely that tin reference 
to it arose from the narrator’s own experience, or from that of son ip 
former story teller, gained in a more southerly dime. We may dis
miss anachronistic and other slips of this kind, by merely referring 
to a remark made one morning very early to Mr. Cnunelloy, by a Wv 
undot named Matthias Splitlog, who, on seeing a comet, said, “There 
i« the chariot ( !| of our Grandmother, The Little Turtle."

Story Will. “The Lazy Hunter," referring to one who wished 
to get married, has every appearance of unadulterated aboriginality, 
and in it are several references to the opossum which point dearly to 
a residence not between Quehci and Hudson Bay, ye I in Story XXII 
the statement is made that the first knowledge of medic'ne was rom-

'Onturio Ar< haeological Koport for 1898, pp. 164-5.
*WvetiUn*- VnUr-f nro n HO TTho 1*1 vine Heads, p. 8â
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muniealed tu the Wyandot s by some bears that carried a man and bis 
wife oft to the Red Mountains in the north, wherever they may be. 
Still, it is not asserted that the Red Mountains were north of the St. 
Lawrvnee.

Wo have the authority of Dr. S. P. Rand for the statement that 
' the tradition among I ho Micmacs is that their fathers came from the 
southwvst,” and that “the old people up to a very late date spoke of 
their home in the southwest,”* and this appears lo me as a much 
more likely event than their coming from any section north of the St. 
Lawrence, where it is said they and the Iroquois had become hitter 
enemies, because of the common cause usually assigned in such rases, 
namely, a quarrel between two hoys, one of whom was shot, hence, 
and so mi The southwest origin was claimed hy all the Abenaki 
tribes, and a similar origin is here asserted for the Iroquois, partly 
been *. -<• of I he anomalous renditions associated with the ('usickan lit- 
t-rarv monstrosity, and parth because what 1 regard as evidence 
points altogether this wav.

If w. had never heard of the apocryphal origin, it would appear 
as if front what we now know, our theory might have taken some such 
form us this:

“The prisc.-tn home” of the ffuron-Iroquois, as well as that of 
some other peoples who subsequently found their way northwards, 
w as probably in Kentucky and Southern ()hio.+

For some reason it is quite dear that oric great dispersal, or vari* 
mis minor dispersals of these people have taken place. The Huron 
form of the language being recognized by philologists as the oldest 
and consequently, the purest, the Hu runs may reason al)l y he sup
pose*! to have migrated iirst, or among the first, and to have isolated 
themselves in I he Blue Mountain country, north of Toronto, where 
they found, or were afterwards joined hy, the Ouendufs tWyandot»), 
Petuns, Tionnontutes, or Tobacco Nation, some of whose names natur
ally suggest a southern origin of the agricultural industry they ear
ned with them, and established in their new abode.

Other migrations brought the Attiwandarnns and Fries, respec
tive! y, t-i the north and south shores of Lake Erie, while what was 
then, perhaps, or afterwards became the main body, set out to the 
northeast, following, in all probability, the course of the Ohio as far 
as possible (either leaving behind them, or dropping by the way, 
b inds subsequently known as the Cherokee»,* Tus< aroras, Andantes, 
uni, perhaps, some others now extinct), then striking more easterly 
until they reached Acadia, now New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, 
ending their way eventually to the north shore of the St. Lawrence 
river, or gulf the latter, most likelv, whence they eventually spread 
westwards to Stadaeoné <(juelwc) and Hoehelagu (Montreal). From 
fin* latter point it would he hut a short step to northern New York.

•Mil mat' Indian Legends. Foot-note p. 110.
+T!ih word Ohio itself londs color to our supposition. Horatio Hale in 

’l l Book of Rites, p. 170. discussing its meaning says, “It is derived from the 
word vivo (or wiio) which signifies in the Rénova dialect good, hut in the Tns- 
carora, gmit It is certain that, the Tuscan*™* have preserved the primitive 
meaning of the word, whivh the Huron» and the proper Iroquois have lost.” 
Otherwise, it would seem difficult to account for this name being given to tin 
river -a mum from the language of a people on the (lulf of .St. Lawrvnee, or 
even in northern Me« York.

,it is contended by some that the words Iroquois and Cherokee are men- 
\ a riants



Among other reasons for the conclusion that the Iroquois are 
most probably of southern origin, it should be mentioned flint the 
Attiwimdaron country, on the north of Lake Brie is, pur excellence, 
the mound and other earthwork district of this province, and that 
next to it, but a long way behind it, in this respect, ranks the old 
abiding place of the Huron» near the Georgian Bay.* In the whole 
double, range of counties in southern Ontario, from the St. (’lair and 
Detroit rivers on the west to Lake Ontario and the Niagara on the 
east, examples of such works are found. If this fact has any signi- 
tivance it is surely in the line of connecting those who made the 
earthworks with the people who formed similar structures farther 
south. Had the Iroquois come to this part of the country from the 
northeast directly, or indirectly, they would scarcely have brought 
villi them this custom. ft is surely, therefore, much more reason
able to suppose that they reached the district in question by entering 
it. either from the eastern or western extremity of the lake after a 
northerly course, than to claim that subsequent to their wanderings 
with th«i main body of the “nation” or “nations” from the lower St. 
Lawrence, or from between Quebec and Hudson Bay, they took to the 
performance of what must have been to them a totally new kind of 
work: and on the assumption that the Attiwandarons formed part of 
tie great migration by way of Acadia, this would he still more ah 
surd. The conditions rather point to an independent movement be
fore or after the» northeast march took place up the Ohio Valley, 
unless, indeed, the separation happened on the way. In any event, 
tin peoples were long enough apart to account for the north Brie 
lu tu- h being known to the IIlirons as “those who speak not quite the 
way we do.”

Due might even he tempted to theorise a little in detail respecting 
Hie comparative periods when these migrations occurred, e g , that 
tie Huions seceded first, taking shelter on the southern end of the
Georgian Bay, Lake Huron; followed, perhaps, after a considerable 
interval, by the Wyandols; that those who settled on both Brian 
>!wrcs also set out before the main body, and that thvv wlm took pos- 
session of the northern shore preceded their congeners on the other 
side. Neither would it seem very wild to suppose that the enmity 
existing between the Micmacs and the Iroquois (if they were ever 
neighbors in their southern or southwestern homes) was the main 
muse of tin* northern migrations on the part of both one party pur
suing the other: indeed, it wn> probably for some such reason that all 
th.- secessions took place. But speculations of this kind are merely 
amusements. In the whole history of the FIuron-Iroquois there are 
only a few a very few explainable statements worthy of recogni- 
n*'i, as facts, and it was an attempt to enlarge on these that led to the 
clumsy, stupid, and almost wholly incredible story from the pen of 
th< Tusearora, David Cusiek, in 1826.

To record the movements and the doings of these people after 
fhe period when they came successively into contact with the French, 
;le Dutch and the British, would he to write a very large portion of 
the history of Canada and the United States.

hortuiiately for the British, the Iroquois os they wore represented 
h.v those in the province of New York became our allies, not because

*THe hilly nature «if what is now in the county of Simvoo. di«i not, perhaps 
encourage t.hn construction of mounds, or render embankments necessary.
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they loved us more, hut that they loved the French and the Dutch 
Iuhh. They dearly loved a scrimmage, and lor scouting purposes they 
wen* unsurpassed. Lithe, sinewy and enduring, habituated to hard
ship, and at home in the forest, they were able to perform tasks for 
the accomplishment of which white men, especially European white 
men, were quite unfitted, and it is somewhat doubtful whether they 
have ever received all the credit they deserved for the part they took 
in (mi militan engagements.

Most ot the present-day Iroquois reside on three reserves, viz. : 
in Tusrnroiw township, liront county; at Descronto, T\vmlemofii 
township, Hustings county; at Vauglinawaga, Laprairie county, oppo
site Montreal ; and there is a large hand of Oueidas at Delaware, near 
Loudon. <Ontario.*

Many of these people farm in a simple way, a few somewhat ex- 
teusiveiy, hut some iff them act as guides to tourists and travellers 
“doing ' the lake country.

Schools on all the reservations afford means of education, and a 
considerable numlier of the |»eople cun read and write. Some 01 the 
more intelligent natives are themselves teachers, and others act in 
various official capacities either pri\atel\ or m the civil service.

Ut the three thousand or so on the Tuscurora reserve, alsiut two 
thousand profess vhristianity—Kpiseopulinn, Methodist, Baptist and 
Se\cn?h-da\ Adventist ( !). The rest arc pagans. At Descronto they 
are Methodists; at Caughnawaga all arc Roman (at holies ; and tin 
Ken' county Mneidus arc Protestants.

Those who desire to learn particulars respecting the history of the 
( anadian Iroquois cannot do better than consult the recently issued 
and '.«‘iy « xcellent volume hy the Rev Dr VV. M. lleauvhnmn and 
published as Bulletin 7H, hy the Cniversit v of the State of New 
York.

A • a matter of course tin doctor's I sink relates e*pe( dally to the 
New York Iroquois, hut the history of our own Iroquois who, indeed, 
foi in the main body, is so indissolubly connected w ith that of the for
mer, that ‘lie story of the one, until near the close of the eighteenth 
century, is the history of both.

froquoinn Tribes: The Iroqtioian stock, taking the name from 
the celebrated Iroquois confederacy, consisted formerly of from fifteen 
to twenty tribes, speaking nearly as many different dialects, and in
cluding, among others, the following :

Ontario. Canada : Wyandot, or Huron (see footnote, p. —; Tion- 
noutali -u Tobacco nation ; Attiwandaron, or Neutral nation: 'lob.- 
taenrat, Wenrorono. Iro(|uois, or Five Nations, New York : Mo
hawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca. Northern Ohio, etc. : 
Erie. Southern Pennsylvania and Maryland : Conestoga. or Sus
quehanna. Nottoway, Meherrin P. Eastern North Carolina : Tus- 
carora Western Carolina, Cherokee.

Thf. Cvsick Story.

The following synopsis by C. S. Rafinesque, of Cu sick's so-called 
“Chronology of the Onguys or Iroquois Indians’* will give readers

•The Oueidas here «Vi not reside on a “reserve,” as they have paid for th«' 
land and <x«‘rvii« the full rights of citisenship
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sonie idea respecting the way in whieh the Tuseurora historian (!) 
handled his subject.

“Anterior to any date, the Ragwehoewe (pronounced Yaguy- 
liohuv) meaning real people, dwelt north of the lakes, and formed 
only one nation. After many years, a body of them settled on th * 
Hiver Kanawa g, now the St. Lawrence,* and after a long time a 
foreign people came bv sen, and settled south of the lake.

“1st date. Towards 2500 winters before Columbus' discovery 
of America, or 1008 years before our era, total overthrow of the 
Tow miens,+ nations of giants come from the north, by the king of 
the Unguyst Donhtonha, and 1 lie hero Yatatan.

“2nd. Three hundred winters after, or 708 before our era, the 
jo.’thern nations form a confederacy, appoint a king, who goes to 
visit the great emperor of the Golden City, south of the lakes, but 
afterwards quarrels arise, long civil wars in the north, etc. A body 
of people escaped into the mountains of Oswego, etc.

3rd. 1600 years before Columbus, or in the year eight of our era, 
Tarenyawagon, the first legislator, leads his people out of the moun
tains to the River Yenonatateh, (now Mohawk) where six tribes form 
an alliance called I lie Long-house, Agoneaseah- afterwards reduced 
to five, the six!h spreading west and south. The Kaiitanoh, since 
Tuscarora, came from this. Some went ns far as the Onauweyoka, 
now Mississippi.

“4th. In 108, the Konearawyench, or Flying Heads, invade the 
Five Nations.

“0th. In 242, the Shakanahih, or Stone Giants, a branch of 
the w estern tribe, become cannibals, return and desolate the country ; 
but they are overthrown and driven north by Tamnyuwagon II.

“0th. Towards 300, Tare ny a wagon III defeats other foes, 
called Snakes.

“7th. In 482, Atotarho 1, king of the Onoridagas, quells civil 
vrais, lwgins a dynasty ruling over all the Five Nations, till Atotarho 
IX. who rules yet in 1142. Events are since referred to their reigns.

“8th. Under Atotarho II, a Tare n y a wagon IV appears to help 
him to destroy Oyalk-gnhoer, or the Big Bear.

“9th. Under Atotarho III, a tyrant, Soli an mwah, arises on 
‘lie Kaunaseh, now Susqueliannah River, which makes war on 
Sahwanug.

“10th. in 002, under Atotarho IV, the Towancas, now Missi- 
saugeis, cede to the Senecas the lands east of the River Niagara, who 
settle on it.

“11th. Under Atotarho V, war between the Senecas and Ota- 
wahâ of Sandusky.

“12th. Towards 802, under Atotarho VI, the Senecas reach 
the Ohio River,1! compel the Otawnhs to sue for peace.

*If they came from the south, according to what. I regard as evidence, this 
river was more probably the Kenawha or Kanawha, which empties into the 
Ohio from West Virginia, opposite the city of Gallipolis.

tCusick, elsewhere, says these wore the Misaissagers,—Missisangas?
\ Iroquois. Onguys means people.
HAIgonkin tribes lying on or near the Ohio called it the Mississippi, as 

they regarded it the chief river in connection with the portion south of its 
eonflnence with the main stream.

fIThis, and the mention of Kontakeh (Kentucky) in the following sentence, 
show a glimmering of traditional knowledge respecting the south country.



“14th. A tnt a rho VII sent embassies to 1 lie west; tbc Kentakch 
nation dwelt south of the Ohio, the Chipixvas on the Mississippi.

“Llth. Towards 1042, uuder Atotarho VIII, war with the 
Nantieokes and Totalis (Tutcloa).

“15th. In 1144, under Atotarho IX, first civil war 1*0ween 
the Allans of Lake Erie, sprung from the Seneca a, and the Five 
Nations. Here end these traditions.”*

This curious book, printed only about nine or ten years after 
the issue of Cusick’s “Ancient History of the Six Nations," was no 
doubt a welcome addition to Mr. Priest'a melange attributing all 
sorts of remarkable connections with the American Indians, involv
ing Chinese, Japanese, Scandinavians, Welsh, Irish, Scottish, Ital
ians. Romans, Egyptians, Libyans, Tartars, and, ns a limiter of 
«ourse. The Lost T« n Tribes of Israel.

It::finest]up, who condensed the Cusickisms, was a man of some 
note in bis day, although he did not stand in high repute among men 
of science.

INDIAN MUSIC.
By A. T. Cim.no w. Mi s.B.

During recent years a commendable interest lias been manifested 
in flu- collection and preservation in tangible form of folk songs of 
many different nationalities of widely varied degrees of civilized 
development. In England the “Folk Song Society” is actively en
gage» 1 in searching out aged country people who can sing the songs 
peculiar to their district. Many of these have been transcribed from 
llu* ! ip- of the ‘‘oldest inhabitants” to the printed page, which it would 
have been impossible to secure had the attempt been longer delayed. 
The Government of the United States has recently taken practical 
steps towards the collection of Indian music by appointing a special
ist whose time shall be devoted to this important object. The Vienna 
Academy of Sciences is engaged in a comprehensive search for phono- 
grant-; of languages ami dialects to ho employed in the study of com 
punitive philology. “Already its collection includes popular songs of 
Gypsies ami Arabians, favorite airs of Red Indian tribes, the idioms 
of Negroes and Malays, and so on. It is sending out voice-hunting 
expeditions every year, ami its agents are now scouring Australasia, 
Rouminia, I stria ami other localities.” In Canada a satisfactory 
start has been m .«■» along similar lines. Eight years go Mr. David 
Boyle represented In the lion. (I. W. Ross, then Minister of Educa
tion for Ontario, the desirability of securing a number of the songs 
peculiar to the Iroquois, and of publishing thorn in the annual “Areh- 
ivnlogwal Report.” As it result thirteen melodies of a most interest
ing nature were secured as the nucleus of a collection which now 
includes about one hundred typical Indian songs available in printed 
form. On I he first experiment being made, the songs were sung by 
Ka-nis-han-don, who had been selected for Ibis purpose, by the Indians 
of Hip Grand River Reserve, as the most competent ex lament of their 
tribal songs. Tin* attempt was made to note the melodies while being 
sung, hut this was fourni to he a most laborious method alike for 
singer and writer. During subsequent meetings the songs were rc-

"Troiii 'American Antiquities mid Discoveries in tin* West.” Ity .fo-mth 
Piiist, Albany, 183f>.
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corded automatically by means of the gvaphophone and examined at 
leisure by the transcriber. By this means it was made possible to 
secure an absolutely correct transcription of u much larger number of 
songs than could have been secured by the method first employed. 
Had the collection been undertaken at a later date many of I he most, 
ii, icreating melodies would have been forever lost, as Kali-nis-han-don, 
who alone was considered able to give them correctly, has since joined 
ihe great majority in the “Happy Hunting Grounds/*

1 h a study of Indian songs it must he constantly kept in mind 
that their transmission through successive generations has been en
tirely oral. The Indian of the past has never even thought of musical 
notation in connection with his tribal melodies. With other peoples, 
whose music possesses many features in common with the Indians.
« he case is entirely different. The Chinese, for example, possess a 
musical literature dating from 1,100 B.('. In addition, “from tim< 
immemorial Chinese music has been under the direct supervision of 
the State in order that, tin* introduction of any tones contrary to law 
might be prevented.” The Indian has likewise jealously guarded his 
mnigs against the introduction of foreign innovations, but, it cannot 
reasonably be supposed that the form in which they are now used L 
that in which they first were heard. Even civilized peoples, aided by 
In’ printer’s art, have been unable to retain their songs in their 

original purity. Take such well-known examples as “Old Hundred,” 
(led Save the King,” or “Home, Sweet. Home.” Of these many vari

ations from the original are to be found in editions published during 
the life of the present generation. A striking example of the modifi- 

dion effected by time is afforded in the case of our Canadian national 
Muig, “The Maple Leaf.” At the reception to the Duke and Duchess 
of York, in 1901, two widely different versions were sung by the adult 

ml children’s choruses respectively, on the same afternoon. Tin- 
method of transmission of the melodies of the Indians from one to 
mother is simple, but effective. Each tribe possesses its own charac
teristic songs, sometimes numbering several hundreds. Among their 
I-raves there arc usual I,\ a few singers who prid" 'he in solves 
n the excellence of their singing and the correctness of their melodies. 

These are the music, teachers who are entrusted with the important 
duty of imparting their musical treasures to the younger members of 
'he tribe, who may be fired with the ambition to excel in song as in 
die more arduous activities of their national life. Many of these 
Indian musicians display a phenomenal capacity for memorization of 
M»eerh and song. In company with Mr. Boyle l hud, several years 
ig'». an exceptional opportunity of witnessing a most remarkable illus
tration of the extent to which this power has been developed. At the 
srernony of “Burning the White Dog,” which we were permitted to 

• Mend, the headman (Kah-nis-han-don) had to recite a large number 
nf set speeches and songs, peculiar to the ritual, occupying over two 
hauls in delivery. During this time he was almost constantly engaged 
1 ■' singing or speaking, yet no noticeable halt for a word was ever 
inado. Throughout the entire ceremony lie was closely observed b> 

dl"- onlookers, many of whom were equally familiar with the ritual.

I
 still, we were informed that every note and word had been rendered 
with absolute correctness.

With (he Indian, music is sum thing more than •• move amusc- 
monf. It is associated with every phase of It is life and plays an im-
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portant part in the ritual of each of his many ceremonie» and feasts. 
He has songs associated with the conferring of a name upon his infant 
son, songs adapted to the various games in which he delights from 
infancy to old age, songs to aid him in wooing the dusky maiden of 
his choice, to cheer him on his long and arduous excursions when on 
the hunt, or to inspire him with courage when engaged in deadly con
flict. Should he desire to intercede with the Great Spirit for bounti
ful corn harvests, or to return thanks for such blessings already 
received or for sum ess in battle, he finds in song his most potent means 
of expression.

A c areful analysis of the Iroquois songs already secured reveals 
many striking peculiarities of rhythm and tonality. As the trained 
musician - an readily recognize the distinguishing characteristics of the 
reptoentalive masters of the German, French, Italian, Knglish. Sen' 
tisli, or Slavonic schools of com pus it ion, so, also, may he recognize the 
music ut the Indians through certain rhythmic and tonal peculiarities 
-I a death defined character. The music of the Indian, like him

self, is decided!\ unconventional. On listening to the songs which 
accompany any important ceremonial, one is apt to imagine that the 
inusic ((insists of a jumble of unconnected soumis, more harsh than 
musical, hut this feeling is gradually dispelled as the ear becomes 
la m i a i'j zed with the musi< al idioms, and the mind begins to realize 
:heir unde rlying sentiment. The manner in which the melodies are 
rendered has tnudi to do with the confusion of mind inseparable from 
,i first hearing. The Indian vocalist, makes no pretension whatever 
t<. skill in the art of voice production as we understand it. His ideal 
of the quality most desirable in vocal excellence may he expresse.! 
m a single word, loudness. The environments associated with th* 
performance -if his melodies are such as to make this quality absolutely 
indispensable. Many of the ceremonials, of which the songs fort 
an essential feature, are conducted in the open air, to the accompani
ment of the howling of the wind combined with the vigorous heating 
of rattles and drums. To be heard the singer is compelled to shout 
with the utmost lung-power, and he who liest succeeds in this res pec 
i> a-- I limed the premier vocalist of his tribe. No human voice could 
withstand the strain consequent on this extreme exertion, sometimes 
-mfinued through several hours, and retain its musical qualities un 

impaired. The extreme upper notes of the melodies are frequent lx 
sung out of time as a result which sometimes leads the uninitiated to 
(•-include that tiie Indian uses a scale comparing intervals not fourni 
in the music of civilization. That this is not the ease is proven by a 
close examination of the melodies already secured and published. So 
tar, no melody has been discovered containing any tones foreign tu 
ihe major and minor scales common to the music of all civilized na
tions. The peculiar tonal effect produced by Indian music consists, 
mit in the addition of tones to recognized scales, but in the omission 
of some of the tones of which these consist On listening to a number 
of characteristic Indian melodies, one may be pardoned should ho 
conclude that they are bused on the Pentatonic, or five note scale 
•ornmon to the music of the Hindoos, Chinese, Negroes and Celts 
Many of them are really so, but others are proved on closer observa
tion to lie even more primitive in construction. Tn discussing the ton- 
al h y of the Indian melodies, comprising the first group, secured in 
1M08, with Dr. Hugh Clarke, Professor of Music in the University of 
Pennsylvania, lie expressed the opinion that “The Indians, in common
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with other primitive races, had r * * the Pentatonic scale for the
-impie reason that it avoided the use of the interval of the semitone 
which they probably found rather difficult to sing.” In a number of 
the songs already investigated it is found that in addition to the tones 
which necessitate the use of the semitone, or minor second, those which 
entail the interval of the major second ore also absent. If Dr. Clarke s 
contention regarding the minor second, to which the writer agrees, be 
correct, the same primitive reasoning may have applied to the use of 
the major second. This is only slightly less difficult of intonation than 
the former, hut neither is quite so easily produced as arc the intervals 
of the major and minor third, which, with the perfect fifth, constitute 
the common chord. That this simple combination of tin- fir-t, third, 
and fifth tones of the scale formed the germ from which the earlier 
Indian melodics were developed is a conviction that becomes more con
clusive as investigation proceeds. In a number of the melodics, • ■on- 
'iilered by tin* Indians themselves to he the most ancient, no other 
tones than three comprising the Tonic Chord are to he found Ibis 
is sometimes major, sometimes minor, both being freely employed 
The interval of the major second was probably tlrst employed on tin* 
introduction of the sixth degree of the sc ale, which occurs in many of 
the more ancient songs as flu1 single addition to the tones of the Tonic 
Chord. The addition of the second degree would haw* served the pur
pose equally well, but this is not found in any melodies unless in com
bination with the sixth The addition of the sixth and second degrees 
completed the Pentatonic scale in both major and minor forms and 
would tend to familiarize the ear with the closer interval of the major 
sei-und. In common with many other nations the Indian may have 
found this simple five-toned scale a ffieient means of musical expres
sion for centuries before venturing on (be introduction of the interval 
of lh< minor second consequent on the employment of the fourth and 
.seventh degrees which complete tin-major seule. These must have been 
introduced with caution and tin- fourth undoubtedly preceded the 
seventh as it is frequently met with in songs which do not contain the 

< vouth, while the latter is found only in combination with the former 
The seventh, or leading note, is used very sparingly in the major mode, 
and in the minor mode its use is confined to a very limited number of 
melodies, chiefly those used exclusively by the women.

The rhythm of Indian music is in many instances exceedingly 
implicated. The conventional rhythms and four-bar plin-es of 

ordinary music are ignored. Phrases of five and seven bars in length 
are employed freely, and of regular music cadences then* are few 
The Indian has no consciousness of their need, therefore, why should 
he use them? His melodies are not set to words arranged in stanzas 
of nicely adjusted metrical proportions which entail a musical cadence 
at the conclusion of each line. On the contrary, lie ends his song at 
any convenient point, whether at the end of a musical phrase, or the 
middle is of no consequence provided it is concurrent with the finale 
of the dance or ceremony which it accompanies. His method of em
phasizing the conclusion is much more emphatic, to him at least, than 
any conventional musical cadence could possibly be. I bis consists of 
a loud whoop usually commencing high in pitch and gliding through
out the compass of a complete octave. Syncopated rhythms arc much 
in evidence in (lie majority of Indian melodies, and grace notes are 
emph'vod with the greatest freedom.

6605
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(i. THE BLACKFOOT INDIANS.

By Clark Wisslf.k.
The plains area of North Ameriea was inhabited by people 

dependent upon the buffalo. The flesh and by-products of this animal 
lurni hod them food, shelter and the common implements of life, thus 
ehar.i''vrizing a special culture known as that of the Plains Indians 
In the Dominion of Canada the host representatives of this type are the 
Rlnekfoot, who formerly ranged from the Missouri to the Saskatchewan 
Hivers. In language they are Algonquin, and, presumably, came out 
of the wooded lake area to the east into the open country of the west, 
as did their kindred the Arnpaho and Cheyenne, where they gradually 
adopted the culture of the Sioux trilies. At present they are eon fined 
to reservations in Montana and Alberta. One of the interesting prob
lems in the ethnography of the Plains is the tracing out of the dissem
ination of culture among the various linguistic stocks that found their 
way into that region from time to time, and in this connection the 
Blai kfoot are of special interest as one of the latest arrivals. My 
present purpose is, however, to give a brief description of this tribe 
that may serve as a characterization of Plains culture

Food.

fn former times the flesh of I he buffalo and the deer were the chief 
food of the Blnekfoot. Birds, fish, and other small game were eaten 
in limes of necessity only. Frogs, reptiles and insects seem never to 
haw been part of their diet. The habit of eating great quantities of 
meat seems to have surv ived, for though they can now obtain from tin 
traders* stores flour, potatoes and other kinds of food, they prefer fresh 
beef, of which they consume a great deal. When one is travelling with 
these people ht finds them always in discontent when there is no meat 
even though there may he an abundance of other kinds of food at 
hand. The large game animals in this region beside the buffalo were 
the antelope which was found on the open plains, the elk and moun
tain sheep in the mountains and foot bills and occasionally in winter 
moose that wandered down from the north.

We have no information at hand as to the methods used in hunt 
ing these animals before the introduction of the horse. As they wcr. 
obliged before this to hunt with spears and bows and pursue the 
buffalo on foot, it may be that the Bluckfoot became a plains people 
after the introduction of the horse. We are not able to determine the 
time of the introduction of the horse, but know that they were well 
supplied with these animals lie fore 1800, because Mackenzie, in speak 
ing of the Blackfoot, says, "They are the people who deal in horses 
and take them upon the war parties towards Mexico, from which they 
enter into the country to the south-east, which consists of plains.’’* 
There are other facts, however, which seem to indicate the presence 
of the Blackfoot in the buffalo country lief ore the introduction of the 
horse. According to their own traditions the buffalo and the antelope 
were usually killed by driving them over a cliff or ledge. The buffalo 
drive was practiced by all of the tribes of the plains and lias been 
described by various writers, among whom is Father De Smot +

•Voyages from Montreal, etc.. 1801. p Ixxi.
fVVvbt Missions and Missionaries N.Y.. J850.
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From all accounts it seems that the Indians of the plains usually 
erected an enclosure of brush and trunks of trees, into which the 
buffalo were driven and afterwards killed with arrows or spears, but 
the country in Montana and Canada between the Missouri and Red 
Deer Hivers is crossed by a number of streams running eastward from 
the mountains, along the courses of which are to he found steep, rocky 
ledges. Instead of making an enclosure in which to drive the buffalo 
the IUackfoot rushed the animals from the edge of one of these ledges, 
trusting to the rocks to kill a large part of the herd. However, they 
knew of the other method, and sometimes placed such an enclosure 
around the. space below the ledge, but in every case they rushed the 
herd into the enclosure from the top of a cut-bank, or lodge. Several 
ledges on the I Hack foot reservation in Canada were pointed out to the 
writer as the locations of former buffalo drives. One of these is a 
bulge about 50 feet in height with rocks Inflow. From the top, the 
prairie stretches a wax with an even surface so that one may approach 
the ledge without noticing it. until within 100 yards. Even then it 
looks like a small depression because the hills of the other side ol the 
valley seem to be a continuation of the ground upon which one stands. 
From the edge of the cliff' across the prairie extends a V-shaped row 
of stones. The Black foot claim that t he leaders of t he buff alo herd, 
when running, were always disposed to follow some line, mark or trail 
and that these rows of stones guided the herd toward the edge of the 
cliff. When buffalo were grazing within several miles of the drive, 
some young men would he sent out on foot to work quietly around 
tin* herd, causing them to move toward the drive. When they came 
near the lines of stones all the men of the camp came out and sur- 
rounded the herd, approaching them from the rear and side, rushed 
in whooping and shouting, causing the frightened animals to rush 
toward the cliff and to destruction. The writer made a superficial 
examination of the ground at the base of one of these drives and found 
tin soil, to the depth of several inches, full of arrow points and other 
lone implements, from which it appears that these drives were used 

for a long time. Judging from the accounts of the old men, buffalo 
drives were seldom used after the introduction of horses and firearms.

The drive furnished the camp with a great deal more meat than 
was needed, consequently the hulk of it was dried and made into 
pemmican. The large muscles of the. buffalo were cut up and hung 
upon poles to dry, after which they were taken doxvn and pounded 
Ik ! ween stones until reduced to small particles. These were mixed 
with smashed choke-cherries, flavored by leaves and stems of the wild 
peppermint, and the whole packed in parfleehes. Some buffalo tallow 
was melted in a spoon of sheep horn and poured over the pemmican 
in the parfleche, and as this cooled and hardened it sealed up the con
tents, protecting it from insects and moisture. During tile butchering 
lime after the buffalo drive the people ate the livers, the hearts and 
small intestines. The latter were cleaned, blown full of air. the ends 
tied, held over the fire until they burst, and then eaten. Pemmican 
was eaten from the parfleche without further preparation nr used for 
making soup by boiling in water. The Blnckfoot wore also very fond 
<•1* marrow and extracted it by breaking the bones with stone hammers.

Flesh of oilier animals, such as the antelope and elk, was usually 
1 iten fresh and seldom made into pemmican. From statements of 
people now living, we infer that the antelope and the elk were hunted
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for iLoir skins rather than for their flesh. The mountain sheep was 
sougîTt for its lieras, which were used for spoons and dishes.

While the chief food of the people was the flesh of the buffalo, 
they ate at all times of the year, cither alone or in combination with 
meat, various vegetable foods. 1 he so-called survis 1 terry (Amelau- 
chier alnifolia) was the most plentiful in that region and was eaten 
fresh or dried and stored for winter use. There are several other 
varieties of berries that were used in the same manner, such as the 
buffalo berry tShephordia argeutea), and the berry of a willow 
The Iwuries were usualy gathered by the women in small 
bags of raw hide and poured on a shin of the buffalo or spread 
upon tin* ground in the camp and smashed by beating with sticks or 
stones. The pulp thus produced was dried in the sun and stored in 
raw hide hags. 1 terries with large pits such as the choke-cherry 
(Prunus Vii </iniana) were smashed with stones and treated in the 

a a me way. This method of treatment reduces the hulk of the fruit so 
that a great quantity can lie stored in a small bug, which is an adap
tation to the necessity of rapid transportation.

It seems that edible roots formed a considerable part of the food 
of the J'lai’v Indians, hut the most important of the food plants did 
not grow in the Blaekfoot area. The kamus root used by the tribes 
west of the Rocky Mountains was accessible to the Black foot on the 
eastern slope, consequently during the kamus season the Blaekfoot 
moved to the foot hills of the mountains, where I he women wen 
engaged in root digging. For this purpose a digging stick was used, 
which was nothing more than a straight, sharpened stick. The method 
of preparing kamas i< the same as employed elsewhere, namely, roast
ing in a pit for twenty-four hours or more, after which the roots are 
spread in the sun and dried for storage and transportation. The 
prairie turnip (Pwralra exculcnta), cording to the statements of the 
Piegans, is rarely found north of S > River, but in former times the 
people made journeys to the south r the purposes of gathering then. 
roots. They were dug with dig- g sticks, carried away in hags ami 
stored without further prepar A number of other roots seem
to have In i ii used oceasionu’ ml in times of famine. It should hr 
borne in mind, however, that practically all of the vegetable food 
named above was never eaten alone, but as part of a stew or soup 
made of buffalo or deer meat.

There a;c no evidences that the Blaekfoot ever practised agricul
ture as the means of increasing their food supply. While tlm climate 
of the region in which they lived was not favorable to agriculture, the 
presence of the buffalo and the ease of their capture made the practice 
undesirable. That the Blaekfoot knew of agriculture and the methods 
of raising corn is certain, because their myths contain accounts of 
tribes who raised and stored this cereal and the narratives of the war
path mention the conquest of people who knew how to raise corn.

However, one plant was cultivated, a kind of tobacco used entirely 
for ceremonial purposes. This plant, according to Grinnell,* is, wheu 
mature, about ten inches high, with a long seed stalk growing from 
the centre. This writer gives a brief account of the ceremonies accom
panying the annual sowing of the seed. His account agrees fairly 
well with the information secured by the writer. It is interesting to 
note that there was no tending or care of I he crop after it was gown,

"Blaekfoot Lodge Tales, 1903. p. 2G8.
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for the whole tribe went on their annual migration and did nut return 
until time for the harvest, when another ceremony took place. These 
ceremonies have been described by Maximilian,* Prince of Wied, and 
by Sims, as observed among the Crow Indians.t

The gathering of vegetable food determined to a considerable 
extent*the annual migrations of the llluekfoot, for while they followed 
the buffalo from plate to place they arranged their journeys so as to 
bring them around to the localities in which the various vegetable 
foods were abundant arid in season.

There is no evidence that the Black foot were ever acquainted with 
the art of pottery. They may have known how to make cooking ves
sels since the memories of persons now living fall short of the time 
when pots of brass and iron were introduced by the Europeans. How
ever, there are traditions among the people that meats were sometimes 
boiled in a fresh skin, supported by four sticks, in which meat, water 
and hot stones were placed. This was a common method among the 
Indians of the Plains before the introduction of kettles. The most 
common method of cooking the meat of the buffalo was by boiling and 
the custom was then, as now, to keep the kettle over the fire continu
ously, so that any member of the family might eat when he so desired 
and so that a guest could be provided for immediately upon his 
entrance into the lodge. As previously stated, dried vegetable food 
w e boiled with (lie meat, forming a part <>f the stow or soup. Meat 
seems never to have been roasted, except by hunters or war parties, 
and then only when there was no time for boiling. Grinncll gives an 
account of a method of cooking the eggs of water fowl in a pit by 
means of water and Lot stones,* which is somewhat similar to methods 
employed by tribes west of the mountains.1

Clothing.

While at the present time all of the divisions of the Blackfoot 
wear the clothing of the whites they formerly dressed in skins of 
antelope, elk and buffalo. The ordinary man’s costume when in-doors 
consisted of a belt, gee-string and breech cloth.

When out of doors a pair of long leggings, moccasins and a loose 
shirt were added and over these wrapped about the person was a rob© 
of buffalo or elk skin. It was not uncommon, however, for a man to 
gi> about the camp with no other addition to bis in-door costume 
than a robe. In athletic contests, in battle and in chasing buffalo, 
the costume usually consisted of moccasin* and lncech cloth. The 
women wore loose «liesses of elk or buffalo-cow skin reaching about 
half wayoverthe knees to the ankles. They wore inocoasins similar to 
those of the men and leggings reaching to the thigh where they were 
held in place by strings, or garters, and sometimes supported by cords 
attached to the belt, or waist cord. Robes were also worn by the 
women, and both men and women wore broad strong belts outside of 
their garments to which were attached knives and other useful or 
ornamental objects. The dresses of the women were usually made of 
two elk skins, from which all the liair except that upon the tail had 
been removed. In making a garment, the two skins were brought

•Travels in North America, London. 1813 
tAmerican Anthropologist, N.S., Vol. VI.. pp. 331 et atq.
ÎBlackfoot Lodge Tales, 1003. p. 207.
H James G. Swan : Three Years at Shoal Water Bay.
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together so thiii the extensions for the hind limbs overlapped each 
other, the tails coinciding. Leaving an opening between the tails 
long enough for the head to slip through, the two skins were sewed 
together along the upper edges of the lug pieces. At the bottom the 
two skins wore sowed up at the sides to the point where the skin begins 
to come outward to the extensions of the hind limbs. Through these 
openings the arms were passed. When tho completed garment is seen 
on a woman, the skin from the front limbs of the elks hang- 
down on each side almost to the ground while in front and behind tin 
skirt scarcely reaches the ankles. Out from the shoulders and down 
from the arms to the elbows bangs a cape like extension, made by sew 
ing togcihei tho skins of the hind limbs. The skirt, or that part of the 
garment below the belt is usually covered with strings of doer skin 
from four to ten inches in length, giving the whole a fringed appear 
a nee. The shirts of the men were made in the same way except that 
the tails of tho animals were removed. The edges of the skin at the 
bottom and around the arm hides were often notched and fringed 
While the dresses of the women did not have true sleeves, the shirts <•' 
the men were so arranged that, the extension from the arm and ii 
front of the shoulder could be held in place by bringing together at 
regular interval* the looi-e edges of the skin and tying them with 
strings, provided for that purpose, thus producing a kind of sleeve 
open underneath. The loggings of the men were usually made of ;* 
single piece of skin with the. seam at the outside of the leg. Tin 
were long and cut so as to tit the thigh and the hip, reaching alums' 
to the licit at the sides of the body. The moccasins for both men and 
women were of the saint; general pattern. According to the inform 
at ion of the old people now living, moccasins wpre formerly made 
without soles and of a single piece of skin with the seam at the heel, 
the type of moccasins worn by the eastern Algonquin Trilies and the 
Athapascans. For a long time, however, they have used soles of raw 
hide with soft tanned skin for the uppers. Summer moccasins wer. 
made of skin from which the hair had been removed, while the win
ter moccasins were generally made of butlnlo skin with the hait 
inside. The moccasins and clothing of children were modeled after 
those of adults; though as a rule children did not wear clothing until 
eight or ten years of ago, at which time they were provided with small 
robes and moccasins, leggings, etc. Thread was made by drawing 
shreds from a piece of dried sinew, moistening it in the mouth, and 
twisting by rolling between tin; palms of the hands while, one end of 
the thread was held bv the tooth. The moistening of the sinew 
causes it to expand, and as the thread dries in the stitches it, shrinks 
drawing them in tight.

The methods of putting together garments and sewing, described 
above, did not differ from those employed by other Indians of the 
plains hut path tribe practiced a few special forms of ornamentation 
so that it was possible to distinguish the work of one tribe from that 
of another. While at the present time the decorative art. of tie 
lilac! foot is decidedly inferior to that of the Dakota and the Crows 
tic writing:- of the first explorers of the. North West give them the 
tiist rank. Call in says that there was no tribe on tho continent, that 
dres-vd more gorgeously than the lllaekfoot, unless it was the Crown 
However, he saw no great difference between the costumes of the 
tv u. Maximil"i a also states that the cost nines of the Black foot w<>i< 

Ynrtti American Indians. 7th Kdition n. 80.
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highly pleasing in decoration.* The shirts of the men were decor
ated with a hand of quill work extending from the shoulder down the 
top of the sleeve, and another extending some distance down the 
breast and back. A similar band extended along the seam of the leg
ging. The quills for these bands were usually worked upon a separ
ate piece, of skin and when c ompleted, sewed to the garment in the 
desired place aud it was not uncommon for the quill work to be 
removed from one garment and placed upon another. The distin
guished men wore large circular designs upon the breasts of their 
shirts and similar ones upon the back. At present they maintain that 
this was a very ancient and original ornamentation devised by them, 
and while Tallin has drawn a number of portraits of the Blaekfoot on 
the Upper Missouri, in which he represents these ornamentations ns 
now made, Maximilian slates specifically that the Blaekfoot hor
n-wed them from the Assiniboine. He says further that the Assiui- 
boine wore leather shirts with a large round rosette on the breast, 
which i< made from porcupine quills of the most gorgeous colors, and 
they often wear another piece of similar ornamentation on their 
hacks.t Later l)e Nrnet testifies to this as a characteristic of the 
Blaekfoot.*

Distinguished men also wore fringes of white weasel skin along 
lho seams of their leggings, sleeves and over the breast and back 
The) also wore head dresses of raw hide covered with strips of the 
same material, and often provided with a pair of buffalo horns placed 
in the position (hey bear to each other on the bead of the Imftalu. 
The man's rul>c Mas sometimes decorated with bands of quill work 
extending lengthwise.

The dresses of the women were formerly worked in quills across 
the breast, back and arm pieces in broad bands following the outline 
ot the garment. After the introduction of glass and porcelain beads 
these garments were beaded in the same manner. The moccasins of 
hoth sexes were ornamented on the toes and the instep, by two kinds 
uf designs, a rosette, and a curved design. According to the old 
people the latter is the more ancient. At the present time ornamen
tation in porcupine quills is exceedingly rare, heads having almost 
displaced this original material.

Skin Dressing.

As the Blaekfoot depended almost entirely upon the skin of the 
buffalo and deer for clothing, and made no attempts at weaving, the 
dressing of skins was a very important industry. When the skins 
tv ere first removed from the animal they were stretched on the ground, 
hair side down and held in place by wooden pins. The surface was 
then moistened with water, and the tlesli and connecting tissue 
scraped away by means of a fleshing tool, an instrument shaped like 
a chisel with a loop at the top to engage the wrist. The scrapings 
obtained al this time were rich in fat, and were usually saved for 
making soup. It is a common incident in the mythology of these 
people for u poor person to beg for these scrapings. The skin, now

"Travels in North America, p. 248.
(Travels in North America, p. 194.
I betters of Father Do Smot, 1905, Vol. 11., p. 523.
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cleaned, is worked down to the desired thickness with an adz shaped 
tool made of elk horn, formerly tipped with stone but now with metal. 
By this process the hide is reduced to a uniform thickness through 
out. When using this scraper the women stand upon the skin and 
stooping over hold it in both bauds with the handle almost parallel 
to the surface of the skin. Shavings from an inch to two inches long 
are removed at each stroke. Tf the Lair side of the skin is to he dressed 
also, it is turned over and the hair is scraped away with the same 
instrument. The next step in the process is to rub into the pores of 
the skin an oily substance made from the brains of animals, after 
which it is left 10 dry and the heat of the sun causes the oily matter 
to soak into the skin. Alter a time the skin is made wet with warm 
water and rolled up into a tight roll, after a while it is taken oui 
and stretched to its original form by pulling with the hands and 
font. If the skin is large, two or more women are required to perform 
this operation. The next and the last step is the drying process.

A rope of twisted thong is made into a loop and tied to a lodge 
pole Then the skin is pushed through the loop and vigorously saw d 
hack amt forth in all directions The friction causes sufficient hc.it 
to evaporate all the moisture and to evenly distribute the oil in tin 
skin until it becomes soft and of a clean white color. It is then rend* 
for use.

Shei.teb.
The lodges, or tipis, of the Blackfoot wore precisely like those of 

the Si.mix and other Plains Indians . «m-i-ting of pules and covers o' 
buffalo skin. The number of poles varied according to the size of 
the lodge, usually ranging from thirteen to thirty-two.* As these 
people travelled a great deal in regions where suitable wood for 
lodge poles could not lie found they had need of poles that could he 
easily I lunsported, and cut them slender and straight, of pine or 
spruce varying in length from twelve to fourteen feet.. In travel
ing the smaller ends were fastened to the pack saddle, and the huts 
allowed to drag in the rear of the horse. The lodges were owned by 
the women, who always put them up, took them down and attended 
to their transportation. The erection of the lodge was begun hv tying 
three noies together, standing them up in the form of a tripod, one 
leg of which formed the poet of the door, then laying the other poles 
on in order, passing around in the direction of the sun, and tying 
them at the top by a turn or two of the long free end of the cord with 
which the first three were tied; the cover was then spread out on tin 
ground, and one pole fastened to its middle, by which it was raised 
put in place and pinned together over the door by seven or more slen
der stic ks. The lodge was made symmetrical by drawing out or push 
ing in the bases of the poles until the whole assumed a true conical 
shape, when the edges of the lodge were staked down with pins about 
eighteen inches long. The lodges varied a great deal in size rang
ing from eight feet to twelve in diameter and from nine to twelve 
height While there was always an opening at the top whore the 
poles cross, through which the smoke of the fire eould escape, the 
true smoke-hole was between the crossing of the poles and the door 
and was protected by two ear-like flaps, each held in place by a poh 
standing on the outside of the lodge. By moving these poles about 

Mlovtor and Vaux, Trans, of Kth. Society, London. Vol. I.
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the smoke-hole could In* opened and closed at pleasure, and the 
flaps so adjusted us to prevent the wind from blowing the 
smoke down into the lodges. While all these were characteristics 
common to the Indians of the plains, the lilackfuot had a few special 
ways of arranging and decorating their lodges.

The stakes were usually made of birch or choke-cherry wood and 
ornamented by cutting away the bark so as to leave four rows, or 
hands, near the top. The spaces between the bands were usually 
painted red. Inside of the lodge, opposite the door, extending half 
way around was a lining of buffalo or other skins, reaching upward 
to the height of four or five feet. This lining was usually decorated 
with long narrow designs running parallel to the poles of the lodge. 
The fiiu was usually a little forward of the centre of the lodge so as 
to bring it under the smoko-hole, and just hack of the fire-place was 
a small altar made by scraping away the surface-soil to the depth of 
one or two inches, usually in the form of a rectangle, in the centre 
of which was a little mound upon the lop of which incense was burned 
tor religious purposes. Buck of (his, next to the wall and direct 1\ 
opposite the door was a space of two or three feet reserved entirely 
for ceremonial and religious objects and no one was permitted to stand 
on this spot or puss between it and the fire. The beds were arranged 
on the ground aroiyid the sides of the lodge, separated from the re
served space at the rear by back rests made of willows tied together 
with sinew and supported by tripods. While these back rests were 
used by other Plains Indians the ornamentation of the Blackfoot tri
pods was peculiar in that it was produced b.v cutting away the bark 
so us to leave designs in black and white. The intervening surfaces 
uf the wtxid were sometimes painted.

The door of the lodge always faced the east, and the man of the 
family sat on the left, or the south side, nearest the back rest, next 
to him his wife and next to her the children or the younger members 
of the family. The other side of the lodge was reserved for guests 
or the unmarried adult sons of the family. The religious and cere
monial objects of the family, hung from the back wall or lay upon 
robes placed upon the ground in the space between the hack rests, 
while personal property was tucked under the sloping sides of the 
lodge between the hod and the south side of the door. Among the 
Black foot it was regarded as very impolite to pass in front of a man 
when in the lodge and for anyone to pass between a distinguished 
man and the fire when he was smoking was a grave religious offence 
For this reason male guests were given places near the back rest so 
that there need have been no occasion for anyone when leaving the 
lodge to step between the guests and the fire. Should there have 
been several guests thev were usually given seats corresponding to 
their rank or the esteem in which they were held by the host. Should 
one of the guests have desired to leave the lodge he must either have 
passed behind those between himself and the door or else have taken 
the pipe from their hands and passed lndween it and the fire. If the 
guests were women unaccompanied by men they were given seats 
next to the wife of the famih. As soon as a male guest entered the 
lodge, the host filled a pipe which lie lighted and passed to him and 
he in turn after a few puffs passed it hack to the host and so on.

Older people and especially widows lived in small lodges. Thi* 
was apparently not from necessity but from choice, since it was ro- 
iraided as a proper way of expressing their sorrow or condition in 1 if"
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Transportation.

Before the introduction of horses the Black foot travelled on foot, 
carrying burdens on their backs and making use of the dog-travois. 
The principal parts of the tra vois are two poles tied together near 
the small ends and held in position by a cross frame so that the whole 
resembles a letter A. The cross frame is made in two ways, as two 
parallel bars with a number of short cross pieces tied to them by 
thongs somewhat in the form of a ladder, or as an oval-shaped frame 
made by bonding a flexible twig into a loop and netting across with 
thongs of skin, giving the whole the appearance of a netted wheel. 
Sometimes the two cross bars in the former type are joined by similar 
net work. The top of the frame rests on the dog’s shoulders and is 
held iii place by straps passing around his body in front of and be
hind his four legs, while the ends of the poles drag behind on the 
ground separated by the frame between them. When horses were 
intinduced the travois were enlarged without change. At the present 
time the horsv-travois is much used for hauling wood and supplies 
from the trader's stores. In former times the aged, the sick and 
young children were placed upon skins on the travois and protected 
from the sun or rain by a canopy of the same material. All the 
adults and the able-bodied members of the band rode horses on sad
dles of theii own const ruct ion, made by stretching fresh skin over 
frames of elk horn or wood. According to Hector and Vaux the 
saddles and other liding gear of the. Blackfool were elaborately orna
mented with quill work and beads.* Formerly the only bridle used 
for horses was a long rope consisting of a single strand of buffalo 
skin, ot several strands of the same material plaited, one end of w hich 
was looped and passed around the lower jaw of the horse, the loose 
end being held in the hands of the rider. Quirts were used by both 
the men and women, those of the women usually having handles of 
elk horn with lashes of raw hide, while those of the men had heavy 
wooden handles often elaborately carved and decorated. These had 
loops at the ends of the handles to go over the wrists of the riders. 
The travois was the property of the woman and all transportation of 
baggage was under her care. She usually made all transportation 
appliances, including the saddles of the men.

The people have no traditions of transportation by water, though 
they knew of people who did use canoes, and they seem never to 
have used the bull-boat, a kind of tub made of skins used by the 
Sioux and other Plains Indians. When crossing rivers the skin 
« overs of lodges were folded into large dish-shape bundles, supported 
by cross pieces of wood, forming a kind of raft., upon which children, 
old people and baggage were placed and ferried across by women 
swimming at the side. It it not certain that the Blackfoot ever wore 
snow shoes for winter travel. Some individuals claim to have heard 
their ancestors speak of their use, hut their information is too vague 
to he given much credit.

From the time of earliest contact with the whites the Blackfoot 
were noted for their wealth in horses. MucKenzie says:

“They are the people who deal in horses and take them upon the 
war-parties towards Mexico; from which, it is evident that the coun
try to the southeast of them, consists of plains, as these animals could

*Trnns'. of Klh. Society. London, I8<i1. Vol. Î
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not well he conducted through an hilly and woody country, inter
sected by waters.”*

1 mfrcvillc observes: “In their inroads into the enemies' country 
they frequently bring oft' a number of horses which is their principal 
inducement for going.”t

That they were good travellers is evident from all accounts. 
Wc are told :

"They are real Bedouins of the prairies, having always parties 
on the move in every direction ; making rapid journeys sometimes to 
the British, and sometimes to the American parts for the sake of 
gathering news convenuug other Indians, or of the buffalo.”*

As a rule the horses were the property of the men. The woman 
•wiled her steed, pack horses, etc., which were usually females, but 
the herd belonged to the man. The best horses were brought in at 
night and picketed near the lodges of their owners. During the day 
the herd pastured at will near the camp. The bringing in of the 
herd seems to have been left to the women. No system of branding 
was used, but each person knew the individualities of bis animals so 
that he could recognize them at sight. Sumo owners bad a preference 
for horses of one color and prided them solves upon being the owners 
of manv white horses, etc. We have no evidence that conscious sclec- 
tve breeding was practiced or that castration was known.

Warfare.

It is difficult to secure accurate information concerning the types 
d' weapons used by these people before the introduction of fire-arms. 
ITom the examination of specimens of ancient and recent manufac
ture and information from the people themselves, the writer infers 
iluit there were two types of bow in use. One was cut out of a single 
piece of wood, straight in the middle for about two-thirds of its 
length, with ends curved. The other was a ai new backed bow, made 
of a single piece of wood backed with sinew and bent in a double 

live. The arrows were made with a single shaft of willow, three- 
f« athered and pointed with bone or stone. Some of the old men state 
I liai boue was more often used than stone. In the Black foot country 
two types of arrow points arc found, one very small usually not more 
than ;i half-inch long, and the other long and slender, varying from 
<me and -i half to three inches in length. The Blaekfoot claim that 
!hoy never used these small arrow points, but that they were carried 
in by the Snakes and other tribes living beyond the mountains. Al
though the writer has no accurate data as to the relative number of 
the two types of arrow points that are now found in (his region, his 
ivvn observation indicates a great number of the smaller type and a 

great scarcity of the larger. A systematic examination of the ground 
» round the old buffalo drives might settle this point satisfactorily.

War clubs with stone heads were used, hut usually the stone 
was spherical instead of pointed like those of other tribes. The head 
v. as sewed up in a skin cover, an extension of which formed the 
sheath for a wooden handle two feet or more in length. The stone 
was not held rigid I v to the handle, but hung loose, making it more 
effective when striking a blow. AVhile the people made use of the

* Voyages from Montreal, etc., p. Ixxi.
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metal tomahawk and tomahawk-pipv introduced by the traders it is 
not certain that this type of weapon was known to the Bluckioot in 
earlier times. The more common form of war-club was a riding whip 
with a strong heavy handle, w'hich served both as whip and weapon 
us necessity demanded.

Lances were used at one time, but seem long ago to have become 
ceremonial and conventional objects rather than weapons. However, 
the knife was a special object of veneration. The traditions make 
constant mention of a white stone knife which seems to have been a 
largo leaf-shaped fluked tool of white Hint-like material hafted in 
wood, bone or wrapped with skin. For the last sixty years or more, 
large double edged, pointed knives of metal have been carried by 
both sexes. In many cases these have come to have ceremonial attri
butes with more or less elaborate rituals pertaining thereto.

Since the introduction of horses into tlic great plains the wars 
of the Blackfoot seem to have been occasioned by raids for the capture 
of horses. According in traditions, such expeditions were made 
against the Snakes, Flatheads, Crow's and Assimboincs. These raids 
were common iri the seventies, the last one of which we have certain 
information was made by several members of the Blood tribe who 
went to Ft. Belknap Reservation in Montana in 1887. They were 
discovered and killed by the Assiniboines and Gros Ventre.

In horse stealing it was customary for a few individuals to go 
out alone. They frequently set out on foot and travelled by night 
until they located a camp, then watching their opportunity they 
crept around the horses grazing near the camp or inside of the camp 
i'tself, cut loose the tied horses and drove or led away as many as 
possible. This usually led to pursuit and running tights with vari
ous results. It was not uncommon for a whole barn! to go in pursuit 
of the thieves and trail them to their own vamp, which naturally led 
to a contest between the two bands. Of course, it is to be understood 
that wars for revenge were sometimes undertaken, hut these were 
less frequent than is often assumed and such revenge was usually in 
retaliation for hiss inflated upon the members of a horse-stealing 
expedition. In this wav the practice of horse-stealing kept the 
Indians of the Plains in constant petty warfare. .So far as known 
the BlarkfiNit never carried on a systematic military campaign against 
other tribes.

The Biackfoot practiced scalping, counted coup on the enemy, 
held the victory dance, kepi tally of the exploits by symbolic de
sign?. etc., like the. other Plains Indians. However, they seem to 
have given more attention to the capture of horses and more honor 
to tin successful horse thief than any other tribe. Going on I he w ar
path for the mere sake of securing scalps, or the man hunt, was not 
». common practice among the Blackford.

Social and (V.hkmonial Organization

The social organization has changed greatly in the last forty 
years, and lias, no doubt, undergone a gradual change from a rigid 
clan system to a loose hand organization since these people left the 
woods to roam on the t. As it now' stands they are coinnosed of 
three tribal divisions, viz.: Northern Blackfeet, Bloods and Piegans. 
There is n feeling among the Piegans, at least, that the first is the 
original main body from which the others separated a long time ago

7
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In conversation they usually designate to which of these three a per
son belongs. The general independence of the three tribes is evi
dent from the practice of holding separate sun dances, etc., but they 
have no traditions of actual intertribal warfare. Each tribe is com
posed of bands each with a headman, or chief. The members of the 
hand look upon themselves as blood relatives, but discriminate between 
adopted members and blood relatives. Marriage is forbidden between 
members of the band as blood relatives, but not between the members 
as such. The husband marries into a band, and so lives with his 
wife's people to whose band the children normally belong. Mon and 
women each have their individual property, according to convention, 
and, as a rule, the daughter inherits the mother’s property, and the 
sou the father’s. When there are no children the property of each 
goes back to the nearest relations. The father usually exercises the 
right of naming the child.

Each of the three tribes was directed by a council composed of 
ilie heads of the bands, and this body elected one of their own mem- 
iwrs to serve us tribal chief. When camping together a circle was 
formed, each band of the tribe having a fixed place in the circle.

VY hile it was common for a man to have more than one wife, he 
looked upon one of them as the true wife, and spoke of her as the one 
who sits next to him, because her place in the lodge was next to the 
head of the family. As a rule, every man of distinction had at least 
two wives. Adultery was not common, and women were punished for 
this offence by cutting off their noses, so that they might hear the mark 
nf their shame all their lives. Divorce was not common.

The social, political and religious activities of these people were 
so interwoven that one of these subjects can not l>e discussed without 
treating of the others. In the first place, there were a number of 
societies possessing rituals and regalia appropriate to their functions. 
The most important societies are the so-called Age Societies, or Mili
tary Societies, the membership of which comprises practically all 
males over eight years of age. These societies were known collective
ly as the All-Coin rads, and from one point of view might, he consid
ered as separate ranks, or degrees, of the same organization. At the 
present time these societies are well preserved among the Bloods, and 
are as follows : Mosquito, All Brave Dogs, The Braves, Black Sol
diers. Raven Bearers, The Dogs, The Horns and The Catchers. The 
members of the first named society are boys about eight years of age. 
who pass from one society to the other in the order named above, un
til the highest is reached. There seems to he no fixed time for a 
member to pass from one society to the other, but, as a rule, this 
Nansferring occurs every four years after the rank of the All Brave 
Dog* has l>een passed. In former times there seems to have been a 
gieater number of societies for young men, and a higher rank for very 
‘ Id men, known as the Bulls. This highest society seems to have 
; as-ed out of existence a long time ago, and among the Bloods its 
functions are performed by the Horns.

While the women can not become members of these societies there 
h an adjunct of the Horns among the Bloods known as the Matoki, 
'hut is strictly a woman's society. In most cases the m milliers of the 
Matoki are the wives of the members of the Horns and the character 
of the ceremony is such that they both seem to have had a common 
origin.



Thv various societies of the All-Coinruds have religious functions, 
and especially the Horns, hut there exists among the Viegans a strict
ly religious society known as the Crovv-has-Waters. The significance 
vf the term is that the members of the society have rights and formu
las couforred by powers residing in the water upon Crow Indians who 
in turn transferred these riles to a few Piegans living among them. 
Some thirty years ago one of these Viegans returned tn his people and 
introduced this society among them. Both men and women may he 
members, but tin* men seem to he the active members. Each member 
has a small bundle containing a few skins of birds or mammals to 
which belong short rituals containing a few songs.

About forty years ago n society for young and middle aged men, 
known us the Hair-Farters was introduced from the Gros \ entres 
among whom the same society is generally known as the Grass Dan
cers. This seems to lie a social organization without religious signi
ficance.

The Black Tail Deer Dame is a religious organization homing 
traces of the Ghost Dance Religion, and was introduced fiom the 
Kootenay about 1890. Its rituals arc supposed to give its members 
power in hunting, but the ceremonies are characterized by trance and 
hypnotic phenomena.

Therd seems to have been a number of societies in former times 
that have passed out of existence or have Wen displaced by those in
troduced from other tribes. Among these were two peculiar organi
zations known as the Ghost Dancers ami the Brave Dogs. The former 
was in no way connected with the Ghost Dunce religion recently 
practiced by the Plains Indians. The latter seems to have been lim
ited to a membership of two, and was characterized by the fact that 
these individuals wore never permitted tn turn back from a danger of 
any sort.

Une i,f the most striking characteristics of the Blnekfoot Indians 
is the possession of a great number and variety of rituals and bundles. 
These bundles seem to lie entirely secondary, while thv rituals, and 
especially the so rigs which they contain, are looked upon as the real 
point of contact with religious power. It is their belief that all ritu
als and songs were given to individuals in dreams or states of trance 
by the power of the universe appearing in the form of animals, and 
sometimes in the form of heavenly bodies. It is important to note 
that practically in every case the ritual was transferred to a single 
human being who in turn had the power to transfer it to others Sac
red bundles were often duplicated, while their rituals remained about 
the same. The most important are the Beaver Bundles, Medn-inc 
Pipes, Painted Lodges, Buffalo Rock Bundles, Snored Turnips, and 
the Sa'*red Spear.

In some respects the Beaver Bundles are the most elaborate, while 
they liear the least resemblance of any to Plains culture. They « on- 
tain the skins of animals, chiefly the heaver, and are accompanied by 
a ritual containing seventy to one hundred and forty songs, the num
ber of which is usually a secret because of a taboo against counting 
them. Eaeli bundle is owned by a single individual, who is supposed 
to know the ritual ami to be able to perform it at any time.

There arc a great number of special lodges with bundles and ritu
als, generally known as the painted lodges. There are, at least, for
ty-three of these, all of which have characteristic differences in tlie



nu in tier and character of their songs. Some of them confer power to 
attain success in war, others success in healing the sick, and still 
others success in promoting the welfare of the people. The decora
tions on the outside of these lodges are usually symbolic, and repre
sent some phases of the ritual.

In addition to this large number of special medicine bundles, al
most every man possesses one or more individual bundles, most of 
which have rituals composed of at least four songs. These individual 
bundles may be considered as war-charms, because they were used for 
that purpose in the past. When a young n. m became old enough to 
engage in military expeditions, he went to some noted medicine than 
and made application for such a bundle. The medicine man then 
transferred to him a small bundle containing skins or feathers of ani
mals from which he claimed to have received a ritual and songs which 
he in turn taught the applicant. Then if the young man should prove 
scry successful his bundle would be a special prize, and would be 
handed down from one. generation to the other, often with additions 
to it*» ritual until it became a very important medicine object.

One of the most interesting points in the elaborate development 
of tie1 ritual among the Dlnokfoot is the idea that the chief power of 
the ritual is contained in songs. The objects in the medicine bundle 
no of minor importance. Hearing in mind the fact that there were 
several hundred different bundles, all of which had a great many 
songs, and that all of these songs were different, we have a condition 
requiring a great amount of study on the part of the medicine men 
since they were supposed to know all the songs belonging to the modi 
rines and to be able to perform their rituals. Thus the important 
part of a man’s education was the learning of songs and rituals.

All the Indians of the Plains maintained a religious festival 
known as the Sun Dance, and while there were various minor tribal 
differences the ceremony Lad everywhere the same general character
istics. Sun worship, or the worship of the power in the sun, may be 
regarded as the chief element of their religion. The Sun Dance 
among the Blackfoot was peculiar in that the chief personage in the 
ceremony was a woman especially noted for piety and marital virtue. 
The Sun Dance was also the only ceremony in which the whole tribe 
participated. They came together in the summer, usually during the 
berry month, camped in a circle and proceeded to erect in the centre 
of the camp a peculiar circular structure of poles, which they speak 
of as the lodge of the Sun. During the interval of preparation the 
medicine woman feasts in her tent, and on the evening of the fourth 
day proceeds to the place where the Sun lodge is to be erected, and 
just at sunset all the poles are raised into place and the structure com
pleted with all the dispatch possible. For several days following the 
chief medicine men of the tribe are stationed within this structure, 
where they receive and bless all the people who come to them. During 
this time the various All-Comrad Societies perform their rituals, and 
individuals who have been successful in war recount their deeds. 
When the Sun lodge is erected, offerings of clothing and other ob
jects are made to the Sun. There seems to be an idea among these 
people that gifts of old worn-out clothing are often more acceptable 
to the Sun than anything else, because the Sun usually appears to 
mankind as a poor, poverty-stricken, helpless old man begging for a 
little cast-off clothing.
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The future land to which the spirits of the dead go is believed by 
the Blackfoot to exist somewhere in the vicinity of the Rand Hills. 
The idea of the condition of the dead differs somewhat from the ideas 
held by other tribes, since among the Blackfoot the future life is not 
one of happiness, but of indifference. The people of the spirit land 
are supposed to lead the life of ghosts, and to be always surrounded by 
illusions. For example, they are said to be always hunting buffalo 
which, pursued for a while, suddenly vanish and leave behind the 
skeletons of mice. This may be the reason why the constant prayer of 
the Blackfoot is that they may live long, but, on the other hand, tiles 
bave some anxiety to reach the future land in order that they m.t> 
meet their relatives who have gone Iwfore. Tt is not uncommon for t 
dying person to lie given messages from the living to friends and rela 
lives long since dead. Formerly the dead were placed in trees or up 
on high points of land, where, in many eases, a lodge was erected and 
fitted up with all the common utensils of daily life, and the body de
posited in its bed as if in sleep.

Rkmkious Idfas.

At present it is generally agreed that the American Indians did 
not have the conception of a single personal God, but abstracted <lie 
phenomenon of nature and expressed it by terms analgous to our 
word power. The Blackfoot seems to look upon this power as pei 
vading the whole world of human experience, and as the cause of all 
that there is. Every object in the world, especially every living ob
ject. is regarded as possessing the means of manifesting this power in 
some way. As he looks about him he sees animals and men posses
sing kinds of power that, would be very useful to him, and, in conse
quence . sets about making sacrifices and prayers that he may receive 
some of this power. For example, he has observed that the owl has 
great power over darkness, and he sometimes makes sacrifices and 
prayers directly to the spirit of the owl for some of this power to bp 
transferred to himself ff an owl should appear to him in a dream 
and teach him some songs and rituals he would accept this as a real 
manifestation of power. It is sometimes said that the Indians of tlie 
Plains worship the sun. hut this is not. strictly true, for the Blackfoot 
at least look upon the Sun as simply one manifestation of the power 
nf the universe. Another peculiarity of this belief is that the indi
vidual is given no credit for intelligence and ability, because anything 
that lie may do is the result of the direct transference of power to him 
For example, T was told that the white man who invented the phono- 
graph was nothing more, than a fortunate individual who prayed to 
the power of the universe for the ability, and that this power took pity 
on him and told him in a dream to take certain pieces of wood and 
metal, and put them together in a certain way. According to this 
view the individual counts for nothing and deserves no credit, except 
in so far as he is the fortunate individual to be favored. Conse
quently, the religious activity of a Blackfoot consists in putting him
self into a position where the power will take pity upon him and give 
him something in return. At the time of the Run Dance men some- 
times practiced self torture to this end, because their great suffering 
was supposed to excite the compassion of the power.
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Art.

The décorative art of the Blaekfoot cousin!s chiefly of quill worked 
;,n<l headed designs, and of pointed designs upon raw hide hags repre
senting geometric forms peculiar to the Plains Indians. While sev
eral of the Plains Tribes have introduced into this ait a special form 
uf >y hi holism, the Blaekfoot either never practiced such symbolism 
or else lost it before the subject was investigated by cntlinologista. 
They look upon geometric designs as objects copied from other tribes. 
P.veil in the time of Maximilian* it was asserted that the circular 
designs upon a man's shirt wore borrowed from the Assiiiiboinu. A 
considerable number of designs are recognized by the Blaekfoot as 
tiros Ventre in type. It seems probable that the Black loot copied 
the objective aspect of the decorative art of the Plains Indians, with
out appreciating its symbolism. However, the Black foot have sym
bolic designs expressing religious ideas, but the character of this 
'art is realistic in contrast to the geometric character of decorative 
art. The best examples of these designs arc the decorations on the 
“painted lodges,” representing stars, trails, animals and men. In 
gcu. i;il, it appeal» tliat the Black foot represent plains decorative art 
in its objective aspect only.

Mythology.

Am mav he expected. tin* myths of these people show evidences 
of mixture of cultures. In the story of the Uld Man wo have 
ihe characteristics of the trickster of the Columbia ltiver llegion, 
and the Coyote of the Plains, hut the Uld Man is regarded by the 
Black foot as a trivial < hnruct.vr. Some observers have confused this 
Uhl Man with a ‘eriu used in praying to the sun, where the latter is 
addressed as old man in a different sense. The raven is a character 
often met with in their mythology, hut seems to he confused with 
the 111 under Bird, a kind of an eagle being of the Plains Indians 
However, the raven is not regarded as the creator of the world as is 
the ease in other parts of Western Canada. The greater part of the 
mythology of the Blaekfoot consists of mythical accounts of the liegin- 
iugs of medicine bundles and societies and these accounts are import
ant parts of the rituals tor the same. They are usually recounted in 
tin ceremonies and the ceremony in turn is usually a kind of dramatic 
rendering of the incidents recounted in the myth. While these myths 
possess certain minor characteristics that may lie recognized as Black- 
mot. their plots are practically identical with myths found among the 
Ajapalio and the various divisions of the Sioux. A comparative 
study of the mythology of the Arapalm, and the Black foot leads 
to the conclusion that the latter acquired the greater part of 
their ritualisic mythology from the Gros Ventre, with whum they 
lived in peace for man) years. On the other hand the Blaekfoot have 
liven in contact with the (Tee from whom they seem to have borrowed 
rituals and myths relating to the treatment of disease. However, it 
i- impossible to come to any satisfactory conclusion as to the sources 
from which the Blaekfoot mythology has been derived, because the 
Urns Ventre and the (Tec are also of Algonquin stock from which it 
follows that the three tribes had a common origin, but there is rva-

*Trnvots in North Amorim, p. 24R
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non for believing that the Gros Ventre, as a part of the A ru pah u 
acquired the culture of the Plains first and then passed it oil to the 
11 lack foot. It is interesting to note that in like manner the Sarcec, an 
Athapascan tribe, lived with the lilaokfoot so long that they acquired 
the PlaiuR culture.

7. THE KOOTENAY INDIANS.

By Alexander F. Chammkrlain.

Habitat, tribal names, etc. The Kootenay or Kitonaua Indian» 
inhabit a pear-shaped mg ion, having its a|*ox at about 1)2° d. lat. in 
British Columbia, and extending at the base into northern Idaho 
and Montana, including the country about the Kootenay Lake and 
the head-waters of the rivers Kootenay and Columbia, lying between 
the Rockies and the Selkirk range. Their tradition» suggest that 
they are comparatively modern intruders into this area from some 
quarter to the east of the Rockie», possibly around the head-waters 
of the Saskatchewan. The origin of the name Kootenay,—the 
Indians themselves use the form Kitonitaa or Kutonaqa,—is unknown 
It appears first as Cattanahowes on the map accompanying Macken
zie’s Voyafjcs (1S01), and has been spelled since in a great variety of 
ways. Other former names of the Kootenay are Flatbows, Skalzi, 
Lake Indians, etc.

The Kootenay number about 550 in British Columbia and nearly 
as many in United States territory, the largest group being con
nected with the Mission of St. Eugène in the Upper Kootenay countr\ 
The tribal or local divisions of the Kootenay are as follows :

1. Upper Kootenay trilx-s including : L AqkùkF.nvkinik, 
“people of the two lakes," settled about the upper Columbia lakes, 
chivih at Windermere; ‘2, Aqk'amnik, “people of Aqk’nm (Ft. 
Steele),” the Indians about Ft. Steele and the Mission of St. Eugene;

Yak’et aqkinuktleet aqkts’makimk, “people of the Tobacco 
Plains,” called also Aqk’aneqonik. “Creek Indians,” who live in 
Tobacco Plains to fhe south. II. Aqkotlatlqo, Indians of the Lower 
Kootenay, partly in British Columbia and partly in Idaho. Ill 
Aqkiyvnik, “people of the leggings,” the Indians of Lake Pend 
d'Oreillv.

elution* xrith other peoples. Of the Sali slum tribes to the west, 
north and south, the Kootenay have had more or less dose 
relations with the Shuswàp, whom they call Tlitkatuwumtlai;i, 
“No shirts,” because, when first mot, they had no buckskin shirt® 
like those of the Kootenay ; the Okinagan, or Okinaken, also called 
KoIvKnuk’ke; the Colville Indians, called Kcjoptlenik, “those dwell 
ing at the Falls;” Kalispelm, called Kanuktlatlam, “those who 
mm press the side of the head,”—in allusion to their head-flatten
ing custom. Of the Shahaptian stock, the Kootenay know in par
ticular the Nez Percé, whom they call Saptet, said to mean “grass 
basket makers,” and the Yakima, called Yaakimn, for which a folk- 
etymology, “foot bent towards the instep” is offered. Of the 
Simian stock they are more or less acquainted with the Assiniboins, 
or Stonies, called by them TlutlamaF.ka, or “Cut-throats.” and also 
Gutliipuk, and the Sioux, known as Katskogftlsale, “Charcoal logs.” .
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Of Algonkian peoples they know especially the Blackfcet or 
Sahuntla, “Bad People,” and (he frees, called Uülskiàwe, ‘Liars.” 
The Athaphaskan Sarcees, to them known us Tsuuo, or Touko, and 
also Saksfkwau, come likewise within the range of (heir acquaint
ance. At the Columbia Lakes a small colony of Shuswaps (Kin- 
ba.'kets) has existed for a long time within Kootenay territory .

With the Blackfcet anti some others of the plains tribes, the 
Kootenay used to hunt the buffalo and at various periods alliances of 
some importance must have existed between these Indians and the 
Kootenay. The Kootenay name of the Blackfcet hails from the 
time when these two peoples indulged in the fierce wars still remem
bered by some of the survivors of the days when these hereditary 
enemies so often took the war-path. Some intermarriages, however, 
have occurred between the Kootenay and the Blackfcet, besides alli
ances due to slavery, adoption, etc. Intermarriages have also taken 
place between the Kootenay and the Colville, Shuswap, Yakima, and 
even Cree. The Chinaman is known to the Kootenay as Oooktlam, 
“Tail-head,” and tin- Indians share the feeling of the whites towards 
him. The negro, fur whom the Kootenay have some dislike is simply 
Kiimkokokotl, “Black.” For white man the Kootenay employ the 
term Suyapi, which is identical with Nez Perce suenpo, and is pro
bably a loan-word.

In the1 palmy days of the fur-trade the Kootenay country was 
visited by individuals belonging to many Indian tribes, other than 
those noted, and the name “Kanaka,” borne by a Lower Kootenay, 
indicates that the Hawaiian employees may also have left traces of 
their presence among these Indians.

The Kootenay word for “Indian” is aqktsTuukinik, tlio ety
mology of which is uncertain.

Physical characters. The Kootenay are among the tallest and 
host developed physically of the Indian tribes of British Columbia. 
Of the adult males measured in 1891 by the present writer, two- 
thirds had statures lying between 1660 mm. (6 ft. f> in.) and 177!) 
mm. (5 ft. 10 in.) and one-fourth exceeded 1789 mm. (5 ft. 8A in.), 
the average being 1690 mm. (5 ft. GJ in.) Due individual, a fine 
specimen of young manhood, son of an Upper Kootenay father and 
.i Lower Kootenay mother, ltad a height of 1846 mm. (6 ft \ in.) 
The only three females measured (aged, respectively, 14, 18 and 40 
years) had statures of 1557 mm. (5 ft. 1 in.), 1570 mm. (5 ft . 1 1 *5 in. - 
and 1582 mm. (5 ft. 2} in.) According to Deniker's classification, 
the Kootenay males belong among the peoples of “more than aver
age stature” and very nearly among the peoples of “high stature.”

The cephalic indices of 70 males (five years of age and upward) 
ranged from 72 to 86; there were 21 cases above 80 and 8 below' 75. 
while between 75 and 80 inclusive there were grouped 11 cases. The 
Kootenay thus tend to lie mesaticephalic, with indication! of the 
intermixture of a brachycephalie (short-headed) type. Of the indices 
of the 14 females measured, 12 were over 80, and 6 reached 85, 
while 2 were only 70,— this shows a decidedly brachycephalie type 
•s compared with the males. The cephalic indices of the half-breeds 
(white-Kootenay), of whom 10 were measured, show for both sexes 
together a range from 70.5 to 81.9. The lowest cephalic index met 
with among the Kootenay was 70.5, in the case of the VI year old 
•laughter of a white father and a Lower Kootenay mother: the high-
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ost was 88.(j, in the case of a nine year old girl from thy Columbia 
Lakes tribe, whose seven year old sister had an index of b‘2.2.

The average weight of 13 adult males (in their very light sum
mer clothing) was loi pounds, the two heaviest (the tall young 
Indian just referred to and another) tipping the seule» at 177* and 
177 pounds. The few young children weighed seemed below the aver
age for similar ages among the whites, lie tween 10 to 20, liowcnr, 
the Indians Kept up to the white average in weight, or rather some
what < x. ceded it . The writer’s guide, w ho was 22 years old, weigh» .1 
177 pounds and was o feet < inches tall. 1 he limbs of the Kootenay 
appear to be in general well-shaped, but the hands are sometimes 
rather large and the legs in some eases bandy, the last possibly due 
to hoise-riding, etc. The face i> not in frequently spoiled by a dis 
proportionally large mouth and thick lips, while the medium-sized 
ears are lengthened and distorted by the use of heavy earrings. Th> 
nose is often rather flat and the nostrils sometimes so large us to 
give i-.st to nick-names among the Indians themselves. The face 
giv< •- the iniprc'-ion of being broader than it really is and the check 
bones arc often quite prominent. The forehead is generally broad 
ami straight, and tin- chin well-formed in both svxes. rlhe eyes 
ire characteristically dark-brown, the hair straight and black 
'lighter in children and adults habitually bareheaded). .V few ca-. i 
of “wavy” hair were noted, anil one Indian was nick-named “Curly- 
head. "

In spite of the custom of removing hair from the face and the 
body prevalent among these Indians several individuals (generally 
old persons) were met with who possessed small beards and mous 
taehee.

The skin-color of the Kootenay is the “brown” or “red” char
acteristic of the North American Indian and easily distinguishable 
from (In “yellow” of the Chinese found in the country. From these 
also the Kootenay arc marked off by their general appearance. The 
so-called “Mongolian eye” is not common among them.

In matters of physical endurance (c.g., walking, horse-riding, 
etc.), (he Kootenay probably equal (or even surpass) the whites, but 
in wrestling, jumping and other tests of strength, where “knack” 
counts for a good deal, they appear to lag behind, more, perhaps 
through lack of knowledge and application than from absence of 
strength per sc.

J > nipcrarnt nl, character, etc. While the Kootenay furnish 
examples of outbreaks of anger, jealousy, etc., there are probably 
not moi< numerous than would occur in an equally large group of 
whites under like circumstances, though the absence of certain con
ventional restraints may seem to increase their magnitude and 
importance, and allow them fuller and more complete expression 
The writer had personal experiences of several instances of Indian 
morose ness, resentment, anger and petulance. On the whole, how
ever, the Kootenay (especially the young men) gave evidences of a 
guy and lively temperament and a capacity for heartily' enjoying 
themselves They possess a certain sense of humor, and their feel
ing for the ridiculous, leads them to laugh at and make fun of the 
mistakes and blunders, and even the mishaps and accidents, of their 
fellows and of such strangers as may be among them. They are 
also fond of playing trick» which make the victim anticipate great
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danger, when only a “seare” in intended. They tiud much ground 
for amusement in the miHtakoa made by the whites In their efforts to 
learn the Indian language, especially when the mispronounced word 
suggests another, —a sort of unconscious pun. Their sense of humor 
appears also in their comments upon the whites and their notions, 
in the descriptions of the characters in myth and legend, etc. The 
well-known dignity attaching to chiefs and other prominent per
sonages among the American Indians can also be observed among the 
Kootenay, as well as the expression of this dignity when “offended,” 
although the most noteworthy example of this that came to the writ
er’s knowledge was in the ease, of the leader of a small party of 
Black feet who were on a visit to the Kootenay.

The Kootenay possess real affection for children, and it is by no 
means uncommon to see n man carrying a little child, or allowing it 
to play with him in right childish fashion, ft is only since contact 
with the whites that some of these Indians have taken to chastising 
severely their offspring. The embarrassments of love-making affect 
the young Kootenay much in the same way as they do the white 
youth, as the writer had occasion to note in the conduct of tin- 
young Indian who was his guide, he happened to be courting a 
maiden of his people, which fact was revealed by his features and 
his actions as surely as it would have been in the case of one of our 
race, tie blushed frequently, as an Indian can. The writer was 
mu -h impressed by the fidelity and sense of personal attachment 
evidenced in his guide who xvas continually with him for srveral 
months.

At the moment of separation this young Indian was affected to 
the point of tears and the farewell was one to lie long remembered.

The good-nature and rather high morality of the Kootenay were 
noted by the whites who «rame into contact with them in the first 
half of the nineti eth cciitiny, later on, the Lower Kootvnav. who 
stem to have lieon less yielding to missionary influence, came to have 
not so good a reputation with the whites ns bad the tipper Kootenay. 
In 1888 the Indian authorities of the Dominion described (with some 
exaggeration) the latter as “a strictly moral, honest, and religious 
people.” And in 1845, Father De Smet spoke equally well of the 
Kootenay among whom he labored as a missionary. The Upper 
Kootenay have resisted the temptation of strong drink liettcr, per
haps, than almost any other Indian tribe of the country, and the 
morality of their women is distinctly higher than exists among many 
nihvr tribes, for they have made special efforts to preserve them from 
the evil influence of lewd white men and the dissolute Indians of 
neighboring stocks.

Intellect, sense.v, eh'. The Kootenay may be said to possess quick 
judgment, alert perception, good memory, and a rather high gen- 
end intelligence, with a noticeable sense of curiosity, at least in 
regard to the actions and achievements of the whites. The Kootenay 
hildren at the Mission school of St. Eugene, near tit. Steele, in the 

f pper Kootenay country, exhibited a marked capacity for learning 
t-' read and write the English language in a very brief period of 
time*, and, even where no school influences have at all made them
selves felt, there exists among these Indians considerable ability' 
it!n writer secured several hundred specimens made for him bv various 
individual*) in drawing with pencil on paper. This fact is all the
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more interesting since few picture-writing* (if any) and other pirto- 
graphic records arc reported from the Kootenay. The writer believes, 
however, from stray observations of Indians and whites, that it ih 
possible iliai these Indians may have had something like the “calen
dar records” known to the Plains Indians and described by Mooney 
anti llussell as existing among the Kiowa, Vi ma, etc. The brief 
description given by one individual would perhaps justify such a 
statement. The Kootenay have a “map-sense,” and can both under
stand and interpret the chief features of the maps of the whites, and 
draw crude ones them selves of their own country, its rivers, etc.

The Indians’ knowledge of their environment, the fauna and 
tiora of the region, etc., is quite extensive. The writer’s Kootenay 
guide, a young man of 22, was able to give the native names of 
some 100 species of plants, many of which are, or were used for medi
cinal or industrial purposes, lie also, at one sitting, gave the Iwliuu 
names (with brief descriptions) of 13 varieties of fish, and 91 specie? 
and varieties of birds, besides the appellations and descriptions of 
the animais, etc., of the country. IIis descriptions of the various 
sections of the Kootenay region, of the rivers, lakes and mountains 
were always accurate enough, and his sense of locality was marked.

The senses of the Kootenay do not appear to exceed those of the 
whites except where practice and special “education” have mud 
thvir influence felt. This is most noth-cable in the case of tight .«ml 
hearing. The taste of these Indians leads them to sometimes toler
ate the “soap-berry,” but not nearly so much as do their neighbors 
the Shuswap ; it is very unpalatable to the whites. The taste of 
whiskey i* also considered “had,” and the “soap-berry” was some
times described as “lasting like bad whiskey.” The same term 
(kwistlaqane) is applied to “salt” and “vinegar.” The write - 
Indian guide developed a strong liking for orange marmalade, the 
taste of which appealed to him. For sugar, in any form, those 
Indians have a great desire. They have also taken to tea as a drink. 
Coffee and cocoa they likewise drink readily enough in addition to 
numerous “tens” and other herbal coincoctions of a more or less 
medicinal naturo in use among them from earlier times. The sens*1 
of smell plays a larger rôle among the Kootenay, perhaps, than with 
many of the other Indian tribes of the country. Several plants arc 
admired for their scent or perfume. One they apply to their nos
trils, or where it abounds, roll about on the ground, sniffing its fra
grance w ith evident delight ; another they put into bags to use as 
pillows : a third is thrown on the fire to make “a good smell.”

olor-sense of the Kootenay, ie revealed by their 
- ems i" be fairly well developed, and they have at l< 

seven lifferent color-names for describing horses. Color-names 
also quite extensively used in the descriptions of birds, etc.

An interesting side of the Indian mind was tin- perception 1 I 
many of the members of the tribe of 1 lu- object and intentions o' t-I I 
writer in investigating their language, customs, etc., and th< re c I 
tion of the value of placing these on record before the extinction I 
the race The sympathetic cooperation of the writer’s guide and >1 
number of other Indians was very encouraging, although their I 
ii Mists i ‘getting everything right” was sometimes ei I
rastiing. I
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Occupations, industries, arts. In varlier days the Kootenay were 
famous hunters and joined the Blackinet and other tribes in the 
great annual buffalo-hunt on the plains beyond the Itockv Moun
tains, memories of which still survive among them. They are still 
skilful in the hunting of bears, wolves, «leer and smaller animals, 
whose flesh serves them for food, while the skins are disposed *>f 
largely to the white traders. Before entering upon the great winter 
hunt, the Upper Kootenay used to have a festival celebrated some 
time in December. This the Catholic missionaries have very aptly 
replaced with Christmas ceremonies, accomplishing the result by a 
not too sudden transition. The hospitality of the season was reen
forced by the custom of the tribe by which the hunter distributed 
the produce of the «hase among his relatives, friends, et* Since 
the introduction of fire-arms, the old how and arrow has practically 
disappeared (hut some of the older men may still he seen with how 
and quiver, and tin* children use small bows and blunt arrows to 
kill birds, etc.) It is said that, in former times the “fool hen" was 
laasooed with nooses, and water-fowl, captured hy means of a fibre 
net attached to a pole.

Fishing is still a chief occupation of the Lower Kootenay in 
particular, the Upper Kootenay, except during the salmon-season, 
being less devoted to it, probably on account of their present situ
ation and their closer relation to the whites. Among the ways of 
fishing known to the Kootenay are the following : With hooks (form
erly of bone or gooseberry spines), through the ice with hook and 
line, driving the fish into the shallows by pounding on the ice, gaff
ing (now much used with modern appliances borrowed from the 
whites). The Lower Kootenay, who make much use of dried fish as 
food, obtain fish in large quantities hy means *»f basket-traps and 
darns or weirs of sticks and wicker-work. Spearing fish was also 
much practiced hy the Kootenay and at least three sorts of fish-spears 
were in use among them.

The Lower Kootenay, who are less subject to the influence and 
control of the whites, are more given to river-life than the Upper 
Kootenay. Both now own many horses, but (he former have become 
more sedentary and some of them. e. g., Isidore (chief in 1891) <-v« n 
possess good ranches. Many of them make a living by acting ns sur
veyors, transporters, guides, etc., for the white population, miners 
and others. A few “prospect” for gold.

The “lodges” of the Kootenay were of two sorts, the skin -cov
ered tepee of poles, called aqkitlanam, and the tanatl, or tent of 
rush-mats. Communal dwellings were unknown.

Three names for canoes are current in Kootenay : tefk’eno 
(canoe of pine or spruce bark), slat,lam (dug-out), a word borrowed 
from one of the neighboring Salishan tongues ; yâktsometl t'other 
than dug-out. canoes). The typical canoe of the Kootenay, called 
yaktsometl, is of the so-called “Amur river variety,” being pointed 
at both end under water. They are very skilfully navigated hy the 
Indians.

The “axes” of the Kootenay were made in early days of flint, 
or of elk horn : knives also of like materials; needles, awls of the 
small leg-bones of animals, etc. Hammers of stone huve not yet dis
appeared altogether ; for pounding a roundish stone wrapped in skin 
was often used. Tobacco-pipes of stone, little ornamented, were



formerly much more in use, (lie material being procured largely 
from the Lower Kootenay country.

The only general musical instrument of the Kootenay is the drum 
(m ole of skin stretched over a stick bent into a circle), now common 
only among the Lower Kootenay, and manufactured by the Aqkaye^ik 
tribe. Formerly the Kootenay are said to have possessed a sort of 
reed pij>o and a bone flute. In their gambling songs sticks are beaten 
upon a log.

The art of basketry was formerly much more cultivated by the 
Kootenay, and is passing away altogether among the Upper Kootenay 
tribe. Water-tight baskets (of varied form, size, stain and ornamen
tation) of split roots are still made by the Lower Kootenay. flaskets, 
etc., are also made of birch hark.

From skins treated with deer’s brains moccasins, shirts, etc., arc 
made. The dress of the Lower Kootenay is more primitive than that 
of the Upper. Even when they assume the dress of the whites many 
Indiana continue to wear the old breech-clout. Wolf-skin bands 
around the forehead were an ancient head-dress Others were caps 
of skunk-fur, and of the feathers and skin of the loon. Hair-dressing 
in braids (now three, formerly two) is common. Among personal 
ornaments and charms were noticed the following : Ear-rings of shell, 
necklaces of bear’s teeth and other amulets, feathers of the owl, chick
en-hawk, etc. ; strings and strips of cloth, silk, fur, ribbons, etc., the 
most prized being strips of weasel fur. At present personal ornamen
tation of this sort is rather profuse (finger-rings are now also mu£h in 
vogue). Tn earlier times necklaces made, from a certain shell found 
in the rivers of the Lower Kootenay region were much worn. Since 
( out v i with the whites head and silk ornamentation of clothing, etc., 
has become wide-spread. Face-painting is still much in use among 
the Lower Kootenay. The Kootenay have the reputation of being 

• nounous caters, and have come to be fond of the flesh of horses, cattlo, 
et« . even, in some eases, where no white man would touch it. They 
are also to he counted among the peoples of the globe who consider the 
louse infesting the human head a dainty morsel.

Of the plants of their environment they have made considerable 
use for food ( -orvice-berry, wild gooseberry, huckleberry, strawberry, 
soap-berry, wild onion, root of orange lily and several other plants; 
mushroom, lichens, tree-moss, gum and inside bark of lurch ; various 
tea-shrubs and tobacco herbs), economic (several plants, including 
“ Indian hemp," for fibre, strings, etc. ; lichens and roots for dyes), and 
medicinal purposes (for sore eyes birch bark, Oregon grape root, dog
wood, etc. ; for consumption, coughs, etc., various “tea-plants," etc. : 
for wounds, cuts, bruises, decoctions of several barks, leaves, etc.)

Health ami disease. The hygienic institution of the “sweat- 
hath” was in full flourish among the Kootenay, the name of the 
“sweat-house” being wiseyatl. Among the Kootenay venereal dis
eases are not at all common. The most prevalent a fled ions are con 
sumption (and related diseases) and eye troubles, the latter due to the 
smoke of I lie lodges, etc. ; scrofula, running sores on the face and neck, 
ore also not uncommon. Goitre, warts, toothache (not frequent) 
xxi vo also noted Two deaf and two blind Indians were met with and 
several “hermaphrodites” were said to exist among the various tribes 
Tattooing for medical purposes lias been introduced among the Koot
enay by the Chinese “doctors." to whom they now often have re-



c«)urn*. I Ik* nostrums of the white man also find vogue among these 
Indians. The ‘‘cure” practiced by their own shamans was of the char
acteristic “medicine man” sort blowing and sucking, pinching and 
manipulating, etc.

(lames !uni amusement», A favorite amusement of the Lower 
Kootenay on Sunday afternoons is “horse-running,” i.c., driving the 
he i>es to and fro on the great grassy plain for ‘‘tin* fun of it." In 
» hi.-* even small boys take part. Breaking stubborn horses, a task of 
the young men, affords the onlookers abundant grounds for merriment 
and sarcasm. Both on land and in the water, the children play in 
imitation of their elders, who fashion for them toy canoes, weapons, 
implements, etc. The writer found a little I.'pper Kootenay boy 
playing hide-and-seek with a little white girl in the most approved 
style. A sort id' round game with song and actinu was in use among 
the children. The word for “doll” in Kootenay, llinkoiynvi, seems 
to mean “plaything.**

The Lower Kootenay are still much addicted to gambling, as 
were formerly also the l pper Kootenay, who have been largely 
weaned from it by missionary influences. It, is among the former 
that the great gambling game survived in 1801. I t is the widespread 
stick-guessing game, in the pursuit of which Indians have been known 
to pledge and lose everything tlioy possessed, including oven their 
clothes and their wives The game often lasts for days at a time, and 
with it are connected many songs and dances.

Soeial and pohtuaJ aryanization. The Kootenay are remarkable 
fur tlic simplicity of their social structure, which contrasts strikingly 
with the very complicated systems of some of the other tribes and 
peoples of British Columbia. There are, apparently, no evidences of 
the present or past existence among them of clan systems, t-otemic in- 
>1 Butions, secret societies, etc. Each local nr tribal community 
'••ems to have had a chief (the term in use, nasukr, or no ul nn,, >ig 
nilics, literally, “the good, or strong one” ' Tills office (to tie held 
only by males who had reached the age of 00) was hereditary, lmt the 
people had always the right to select some other of the family when 
the heir was incompetent or unworthy, or refused the chivfship. It 
would seem that the “medicine men" sometimes influenced the selec
tion. The power of the chief was limited by the advir. and action 
of his council. In former days there was also elected n “buffalo- 
chief.” whose authority extended over the great hunting expeditions. 
In the old days slavery existed, the victims being chiefly women and 
children captured in wars with the Bluckfeet, etc. They wore not 
m nelly treated. The social position of woman among the Kootenay 
‘ni not differ much from that accorded her by the surrounding tribes, 
nd in the old days polygamy was in vogue. Girls were thought fit 
b- marry at If), boys at 20. The husband could send back his wife to 
her people within a year, if found bud or unsatisfactory. Adultery 
was not severely punished, the guilty woman being marked by the 
l'>ss of one of the braids of her hair, which the offended husband cut 
off. Marriage of first cousins was forbidden. Divorced women and 
widows were allowed to re-marry.

Adoption by marriage and by residence was in use, and relatives 
took good care of orphans, brothers of sisters, etc. Women could 
hold property, and to the women and children wont the lodge and its 
'•'mtents on the death of the father; horses, canoes, weapons, etc.,
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went to the male children of nge. In earlier days, if the deceased 
left no relatives, it is said, a “strong man” took possession of his pro* 
perty. Private property in land was unknown. The debts of a 
dead man were paid by his relatives, a custom which worked to the 
advantage of the white traders. Descent seems to have been traced 
through the mother. Murder was punished by the death of the of
fender at the will of the relatives of the victim. A sort of composi
tion hv wergild was also known.

ltd if/inn nod superstition. The highest aspect of the religion of 
the Kootenay seems to be a speries of “sun worship” on the way to
ward the recognition of an ever-ruling and beneficent spirit. The 
pagan Kootenay believed that the dead go to the sun, and that at some 
time in the future they would come back to meet the Indians at Lake 
Vend d’OreiJle, in northern Idaho. At this place the various Koot
enay tribes used l<> meet at a festival, with many dances, which lasted 
for days, but was held at rare interval*. On their way thither, all 
who were not. engaged in family or tribal disputes danced sun-wiso 
round a fin' the rest the opposite way. Formerly, it is said, the 
litst-b<>rn child was sacrificed to the gun for the welfare of the whole 
family, the. first joint of the finger cut off, and other like offerings 
made. Put a good deal of this may have been imitated from the 
Bl.tekfeot, with whom they were so long in close contact. A sur
vival of “sun worship” is to be noted in the ceremonial wusitlwatlak- 
vine, "making the. sun smoke.” Prayers seem also to have lteen 
offered to the sun.

The Kootenay believe in (lie existence of spirits in everything ani
mate and inanimate, and at death the spirits of Indians may enter any 
object or creature whatsoever, 'flu- touch of the spirits causes dis 
< ase and death. Spirits of the dead return to visit their friends. 
Formerly sacrifices were made to (lit? spirits of mountains and forests 
t" secure success in hunting, etc. '^ho mountain spirit, especially, 
i.gures in myth and legend. The shaman, nipikdkn, gets his name 
from the fact, that he has to do with the spirits (niplka), to whom he 
prays and whom he invokes by set ceremonies to reveal to him matters 
for prophecy, give him power to cure disease, etc. The Kootenay 
shamans seem to have impressed many of the whites with their “sa- 
tanio power” in the early days. They are said to have been initiated 
in the woods with fasting, and were believed to be able to kill animals 
11 a distance by merely glancing at them

The birth ceremonies of the Kootenay were, probably, connected 
with such “sun worship” as existed. Segregation of girls at ma
turity. with certain food taboos, was in vogue In former days tlie 
dead were buried with considerable ceremony, loud shrieking licing a 
part <»f the mourning rites. The property of the deceased was buried 
with him or hung on a tree near hie grave. Sometimes the burial 
took place on low lands, which were covered with water when the 
river ran high.

Mythology and Folk-lore The Kootenay have a considerable 
number of cosmologie and explanatory mvtlis. The sun, regarded ns 
a woman, was made b.v the coyote (or, by oilier accounts, the chicken 
hawk), the moon (looked upon as a man), by the chicken-hawk. The 
stars arc Indians, who have been taken up into the sky, or reached it 
in some way or other. The Great Bear is a female grizzly, the ‘Milky 
Way, the “dog’s trail.” The thunder is caused by a great bird, the



shooting of whose arrows makes I be lightning. The coyote gave his 
daughter, when she married the thunder, the clouds fur a hi mket. 
There is a characteristic deluge legend in which the < hu ken-hawk (a 
man) figures, together with a monster who ravishes his wife, and 
whose death leads to the catastrophe. In some version o* #h*s tale 
the “monster” is a lake-animal or a fish.

The Kootenay have many animal tales in which the coyote (prairie- 
wolf) is the chief figure; lie caused the first prairie fire, got thrown 
into fire by the chicken-hawk (whence his singed fur), got his mouth 
burned by trying to smoke the buffalo's pipe, appeased the mountain 
spirit, ran a race with the fox, etc. Other prominent animals are 
the grizzly, the fox, the “mountain lion,” the skunk, the wolf and the 
buffalo. Of birds the principal figure is the chicken-hawk (Act ipiter 
Cooperi); the owl is represented as an old women who steals children. 
The butterfly is mistaken by the coyote for a man instead of a woman, 
and the cricket is the coyote’s younger brother. The frog (grand
mother of the chipmunk) cheats the deer in a race.

There are many legends of giants and similar monsters. Also 
two interesting stories of “Seven Heads” and “Lame Knee,” which 
approach in nature and content the European folk-tale.

The Kootenay have, likewise, some folk-lore in relation to the 
cries of birds (owl, robin, tomtit, etc.). For further information eon 
corning the Kootenay Indians consult the following:

F. lions: Kinige Sageti der Kootenay. Verb der Berliner anthrup 
(jesellschaft, 1891, pp. .101-172; Kootenay Indians, in Report <: the 
British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1889, A. I . 
Chamberlain : Report on the Kootenay Indians of South- Eastern B:i : 
ish Columbia. Report of the British Association, 1892. pp. old (ill. 
Kootenay Indians, American Antiquarian, 1-893, pp. 292-291, 1*91. 
pp. 271-274, 1895, pp. 08-72; Kootenay “Medicine Men.” Journ. of 
Amer, Folk-Lore, 1902, pp. 95-99; articles on Kootena langu « , c- 
in American Anthropologist, 1894, 1900-1904, Archivio per I Antr. - 
pologia 1893, Verb and. «1er Berliner anthrop. GeselLchaft, 189 1. 1* • . 
Proceedings of the Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1891, 189 >: Cales .f 
the Kootenay Indians, Mem. Intern Congr. Anthrop. « IS*».,• pp.2^- 
284. E. F. Wilson: The Kootenay Indians; Journ Amrr. Folk-Lore, 
\ ol. 111. ((1890). pp. 10-12, and also Our Forest Children, Vol. HI 
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Folk,” (1896), pp. 137-148. P. ,T. De Smet. in “New Indian Sketches 
(.1863),” pp. 90-91, 104-117, 118-125. Ross Cox in “Adventures on 
the Columbia River (1831),” \ol. 11. pip 152-155. Prince Max. of 
Wied-Neuwicd in “Travels (Trans. Lloyd, 18-41),’’ pp. 242-24 ^ 272- 
279, and Appendix. O. T. Mason Pointed Canoes of the Kutenai 
and Amur. Itep. IT. 8. Nat. Mus.. 1899, pp. 523-537.

8. THE CANADIAN DENI S.

By the Rev. A. G. Monro’., O.M.T.

If Alaska were politically one with Canada, as it is geograph
ically, we could say without hesitation that, as regards territory, the 
Dénés are the most important of all the aboriginal races within



the Dominion. Tin* Algonquin art* dost* competitors for territorial su
premacy, hut there is no <louht that the area occupied hy the former u 
more extensive within the same political division.* Being so remote 
from civilization, the Demis cannot boast so thrilling a history as 
some of the Algonquin tribes; but their very isolation front dis
integrating influences and the compactness of their ancestral domain 
rentier them so much 1 he more attractive to the ethnologist. It 
stands to reason that the more the student of anthropological lore 
strays from long established settlements by representatives of our 
own blond, the more genuinely aboriginal must he the life, man
ners and customs of the natives he will moot.

It \\< add to this eunsiderution that, in accordance with their 
wonderful tor vptivciicss, the Déliés have appropriated many of the 
sociological peculiarities of tin heterogeneous tribes with which they 
h.ive I icy ri in contact, it will soon become apparent how extremely 
interesting a close study of thosi Indians must lie.

B\ Délies i> meant that great family of American aborigines 
wrong I v ' ailed Athapascans, d’inné or Tinnvli by scholars who til ink 
it proper to designate it by an Anglicized ('roe wold, and by tra
vellers who, in their ignorance of it.> dialects, take some disfigured 
form of word-endings fm its national name.t Déné means men. or 
people, and when that nation assumes that apparently pretentious 
app 1 lat ion, it simply follow > ih< example of many other divisions 
of mankind, such as the Eskimos. the Aleuts, the H lirons, some 
• oil) tribes, the I ungtis of northern Asia, the Ainos of Japan, ete. 
Now , is it logical in call a people by a hybrid word, of which ;t 
knows nothing itself, and which does not represent the thousandth 
part oi the territory it claims a* its own, when it already possesses a 
mi tm*, which is easy of pronunciation and fully representative y

And here I« t us premise that tribes of that race are to lie found 
a!I the way from the sunny plains of Mexico to the frozen stepper 
of the Eskimos, important off-shoots of the family tree having taken 
root at irregular intervals throughout the western or Pacific States 
of the American I'nion I Itis essay shall embrace only those which 
have remained x\ ithin the limits of our own Dominion.

Their habitat extends practically from the mouth of the 
t’hurehill Hiver in the oast, following the. course of that stream in 
a sont Invest direction; then, by 5-1ti latitude, up to the sources of the 
Northern Saskatchewan, where their southern boundaries cross the 
Hooky Mountains into British Columbia. Within that Province 
they are to be found as far south as the Tdllooct range of mountains, 
by about 51° North of that line their representatives occupy
tlie entire country up to the Arctic Ocean and the Strait of 
Behring, with the exception of narrow strips of land claimed by the

•Powell’s ethnographical map, which accompanies hi* important paper on 
tho tin* si fient ion of th* aboriginal stocks north uf Mexico (Seventh Arm. Hep 
Bureau of Ethan!.}, invaluable ns it is otherwise, must nevertheless lie pro 
noum.il misleading, inasmuch ns it give* to the (’revs the territory adjacent 
to hake- Caribou, Wollaston, Cold, and Isle-ix-la-Crossv which belongs to a 
Di;m- tribe. This makes a difference of fully five degrees of latitude rind a* 
many of longitude. The land of the Eskimos is also made thereby to project 
too far south along the Mavkvnzie On the other hand, it attributes to the 
Dénés several .spots on the littoral of Alaska which aro in reality settled hy 
Eskimos.

* Th is question is fully treated in my “Notes on the Western Dénés,” pp. 
9-10. Trans. Can. Institute, vol. IV.



Eskimos on Hudson Hay, the polar sea and round Alaska, while the 
Pacific coast is also throughout settled by heterogenous stocks.

I.

The different tribes into which the Canadian Déliés are divided 
are, from north to south :

1st. The Loucheux, the Quarrellors of Sir Alexander Macken
zie, sometimes, but wrongly called Kutchin, whose habitat extends 
from the frontiers of the Eskimos’ fishing grounds to (>7U of latitude 
north, and between Anderson Hiver in the east and almost the Pacifie 
Ocean, throughout the lower Mackenzie and the vast forests of 
Alaska. They number some 5,f>00 souls, forming according to Petitot.* 
thirteen distinct subdivisions based mostly on linguislic peculiarities

2nd. The Mountaineers, or Eta-go iintie, who roam throughout 
the valleys within the Rockies. Population about 300.

3rd. The Hares, a timid trilie among not any too valiant con
geners, whose hunting grounds lie along the Anderson and the Mac- 
farlane Rivers, from the northern shores of tirent Hear Lake. They 
may be 000. with five subtribes. They were originally famous for 
the smartness of their conjurers.

4th. The Dog-ribs, who hunt to the number of nearly 1,150 
souls, between tirent Slave Lake and (iront Hear Lake, east of the 
Mackenzie, as far as the Coppermine River. They protend to be the 
offspring of a dog : hence their name.

5th. The Slaves, whose numbers are about the same, are divided 
into five subtribes. Their habitat may be described as lying 
between the western shores of (mat Slave Lake, along the banks of 
the Mackenzie, as far as the outlet of Great Hear Lake. 3’hey are 
also found along the Liard River, cast of the Rocky Mountains. Su 
John Franklin called them Strong lb»w Indians and their present 
name, which betoken» the poor opinion of their manliness entertained 
by their neighbors, is due to the Crocs of the south.

tith. The Yellow-knives may number 500. They are the Red- 
Knives of Richardson, the Copper Indians of flcarne and Franklin 
Their original habitat, the valley of the Coppermine, explains the 
nature of their name. Alone of all the Déné tribes, they formerly 
boasted the possession of copper tools, wrought out of pieces of that 
metal they found scattered on the slopes of a particular mountain. 
They now roam chiefly over the barren steppes to the northeast uf 
Great Slave Lake.

• th. Closely allied to the above are the Cariboo-eaters, an 
important tribe numbering 1,700 individuals or 1 hereabouts, whose 
territory comprises the waste lands east of Lukes Cariboo, Wollaston 
and Athabaska. The trailing post of Fond du Lac, on the latter, may 
be considered their commercial rendezvous,

8th. The ('hippeway ans are divided into the Athahaskans, win 
I-unt around Lake Athabaska, ns well as along Slave River, and the 
( ltippewayans proper, who dwell on the shores of Lakes IsJe-b-la- 
f’tosse. Cold and Heart. They form an aggregate of about 4,000 souls.

9th. The Nahauais are, like the Loucheux, distributed over both 
sides of the Boeky Mountains, though theii main sc;yt is west thereof

'Monographic tics Dr.nf-Dhuljie, p. \x and other works. Fr. Petitot is 
our main authority on the distribution uf the northeastern Déliés



They form a total not short of 1,000 persons, whose habitat is the 
Stiekino River and tributaries, in northern British Columbia, from 
Tahltan, near Telegraph Creek, up to Deane River and the Upper 
Liard, some distance east of the Rockies.

10th. The Reavers, who might be considered a subdivision of 
the Sékanais (see No. 12), are now the aboriginal inhabitants of the 
vast plains along Peace River, immediately to the east, of the Rocky 
Mountains. Their numbers are not much more than COO souls.

1 ltli. The Sarcees are likewise an offshoot ot the Sékauais, the 
result of a se-oud scission from the parent tree due to a difference 
caused by a trivial offense.* They arc now incorporated within 
the Blackfoot Confederation, to the number of 100 souls, and their 
present, seat is about five miles south-south-west of Calgary.

All the following are western Denes, within the limits of British 
Columbia :

12th. The Sitka mi is, whose original home was east of the Rocky 
Mountains, and who, for all linguistic, purposes, have remained east
ern Déliés, are now practically western members of the great abor
iginal family under study. After the double secession above recorded 
and the ravages of want to which the paucity of their economical re
sources exposes them, they have dwindled to some 450 souls. Their 
principal trading posts are to-day Ports McLeod and Oraliume. The 
abuse of fire-arms newly m the possession oi the easternmost portion 
of the tribe was the final cause of the exodus westward and of the 
formation of the Beavers into a distinct tribe.

Pith. Immediately to the west of the Sékauais, on Jtabine Lake 
and along the Bulkley valley down to Prune 11 and Morice Lakes, an* 
tl Babines, a tribe numbering 550 souls, south of which are

11th. The Carriers, who. like the preceding, are semi-sedentary. 
'I’li. ir villages an to he found between Tremblay Lake in the north 
and Alexandria, a distance of two degrees and a half of latitude. 
Present population, 970.

l >th. Finally;1 we have the Ohilootiiis, the southernmost of all 
the Canadian Denes, whose habitat is immediately south of the Cur
rier territory, on either >ide of the river after which they are called 
Since the advent of the whites contagious diseases and other causes 
have reduced to some 450 their numbers which, but forty years ago, 
were fully 1,500.

To the above we might perhaps odd the Ts'j-.te’aut, an offshoot of 
the great Dene stem, which Dr. P Boas discovered some time ago 
on Portland Inlet. But these have long since lost their tribal auton
omy. if they ever possessed if, and for that reason they may be ne
glected without impropriety in common with a small band, appar
ently of Chilcotin descent, who. till some years ago, resided among 
the Sulish of the Nicola valley.

II
This enumeration is in itself sufficient to give an idea of the 

great importance to the ethnologist of the Déné family, even though 
we do not take into consideration its southern half within the United 
States. A people covering such an immense territory, under so dif
ferent dimes and with so many distinct dialects, which originally

♦Roe mv “Notes on the Western Denes,’1 p 12. Trans. Cun. Inst . 
vol IV



rendered social and commercial intercourse difficult, is bound to ex
hibit numerous points of dissimilarity.

Considered from a physiological standpoint, the Loucheux are 
undoubtedly the best representatives of the human species within its 
fold. Tall and well formed—most of their hunters who frequent 
Peel Hiver Fort being over six feet in height they have regular fea
tures, with high foreheads, tine sparkling eyes, moderately high 
cheek-bones and a fair complexion.

Their neighbors to the south and east of the ltocky Mountains 
cannot boast such a good physique. They aro generally dolichoce
phalic, though with receding foreheads, prominent cheek-bones, noses 
of an aquiline type and yet abnormally broad at the base. Their 
mouths are wide, and furnished with well set and very white teeth; 
their lips, apparently too long, give them a quasi-prognathic appear
ance, when they are not ungracefully parted, leaving the mouth open, 
while their chins are either pointed and slightly curved up, or reced
ing, especially in cases of real prognathism.

The Dog-ribs and the Slaves met by A. Mackenzie were “a meagre 
ugly, ill-made people, particularly about the legs, which arc very 
clumsy and covered with scabs.*’* Altogether, the impression tbc\ 
made cm the great explorer was not very favourable, and they also 
vern to have been rather unhealthy, owing mostly to their want of 
cleanliness.

In the west the physical differences of tin. Dénc tribes vre still 
-diarpor, relatively to the various tribe While the Carriers arc in 
Iattire perhaps above the average and stoutly built, with coarse fea

tures, thick lips, prominent chins, indices generally more brachy- 
eplialic than otherwise, and noses straight with extended nos' ils, 

the Sckanais, their immediate neighbours in the northeast, have tine, 
.boost delicate features, xvirv limbs, well formed and sometimes 

rather long noses, thin lips slightly protruding, and very small eyes 
deeply sunk in their sockets. Their size and weight ;m eertainlx 
much below the average. On the other hand, the Chileotins and 
Babines are short and broad, with heavy features and ilatiish faces, 
though the women of the latter have abnormally round md fat heads 
with remarkably thick lips. The fair sex is more attractive among 
the Naha nais of the north, who enjoy an even whiter complexion 
which, in many eases, is not far from rosv.

Though all the tribes are always more or les> hwmHIu in appear
ance, they are nevertheless much whiter, and, as a rule, better look
ing, than the Sulish tribes of southern British Columbia, especially 
after a stay of some time at home.

The principal traits common to all the division» of the Done race 
arc the black and straight hair, prominent cheek-hones, dark eyes,t 
small hands and feet, which seem to he the heritage of all the Amen 
«•an aborigines.

Previous to the advent of the whites among them, longevity was 
the rule rather than the exception. But the importation of farin
aceous foods, strong drinks and consequent vices, not to speak of the 
more sedentary character of their lives, unaccompanied bv the hy-

*“Voyage» from Montreal to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans,” vol Ï. 
Toronto reprint.

+Ro dark indeed that in young children even the white of the eyes is 
noticeably tinged with blue, an if this was a reflection of the lustrous blank
of the iris.



gienie precautions this should entail, generally prove too much for 
their constitutions. The chief diseases to which they are subject are 
pulmonary complaints, rheumatism, vitiated blood and, last not least, 
fear and imagination. I know personally of cases when otherwise 
healthy individuals «lied because they thought they had seen in their 
rambles through the woods a fabulous animal v\ huso appearance is 
believed to portend evil, and of others who were convinced that they 
were the victims «if the ill-will of nemms supposed to be endowed 
with malefic powers, tin the other hand, l am almost as sure that 
some should have «lied who surviv«*d through the effects of their strong 
faith itt mv medical and other abilities. Dowie and his adepts would 
certainly find a splendid field for their operations among these pri
mitive children of nature.

111.

As a means of enhancing their uafural charms, most of the tribes 
had but lately recourse to tattooing. Hut this was always restricted 
to the face and wrists, and it had never the same connection with elans 
or totemic ideas as has been noticed on the coast of the northern 
Pacific Ocean. A few lines from the lower lip to the bottom of the 
chin or horizontally across the cheeks, with possibly a cross or the 
symbolic emblem of a bird on each temple, supplemented by addi
tional, but shorter, bars above the bridge of the nose, were the style 
most in vogue among the women, whilst the men more often omitted 
the tatouing of the chin, which they generally replaced by some em
blematic device on either side of the mouth They also painted their 
faces, especially on ceremonial occasions or when animated by evil 
dispositions. A species of i««l ochre or vermilion <li«l duty on joyful 
occasions, while a figure daubed on with charcoal told of warlike or 
murderous designs. Among the Luu< heux both colours were often 
• <mourrontly nse«l in stripes along the nose, the forehead or the 
cheeks, according to the whim of the individual.

Nasal and aural pendants of dentalium shells or haliolis were 
also much in vogue, while, among the Loueheux and partially also 
the Carriers, two, sometimes three, long shells of that deseriptnu 
with juxtaposed smaller ends passed through the septum were pre
ferred. These were replaced among the Slaves and Dog-rib Indians 
by a goose quill or a smUtll piece of wood.

To those ornaments the Babitie women still added a bone or wood 
lahret. thereby giving to the lower lip u prominence which made - t 
the l»ell«’« of the past generation veritable caricatures. Ear-ring-' 
of a peculiar pattern were then the exclusive apanage of men of rank 
Finally, youth, rank or social aspirations delighted in shell necklue.ee 
and bracelets of wood, horn, bone or, in later times, copper.

When not in mourning, both sexes wore their hair long and 
parted in the mobile The men hud if tied in a knot and falling down 
to the shoulders, or when in repose, twisted behind the head, much 
after the manner of the Chinese, while the women preferred to ph.it 
it in two tresses falling on their breasts, and often mlorned with 
strings of dentalium shells or of glass heads obtained from the far 
trailer In some of the eastern tribes this latter style was followed by 
both men or women.

In common with most American aborigines and even the natives 
</f the i istern Asiatic littoral, the Denes have as a rule a few straggl-



ing hairs on the upper lip and the chin, which were sedulously 
plucked with tiny tweezers made of horn before the introduction uf 
copper, which replaced with them the knives which the Chukchee use 
for the same purpose.* Jt is but right to add, however, that among 
some of the western tribes individuals are occasionally fourni with quite 
heavy hoards; but these are, us among the North Asiatic races, almost 
always coarse, black and straight, hardly eve r soft or curly. A few 
half-blonde hoards are, howeyer, noticed even with persona of un
doubted full Déné blood.

As to their wearing apparel, it originally consisted for the men 
i»f a breech-clout of tunned skin, over which a shirt like vestment of 
beaver, lynx or marmot skin with the fur next to the body was worn. 
Among the Slaves and the Dog-ribs this was more commonly of moose 
skin. Those shirts or jackets were cut evenly round and thigh-high 
among the Chippewayans and other eastern tribes, with the exception 
of the Louehoiix, whose frocks were pointed in front and behind, for 
the men, while those of the women had slightly larger appendage.- 
behind, but none in front. A graceful fringe hanging round the bottom 
of all those garments, pointed or not. adorned the costume of the 
various tribes.

Over this rows uf beads, dentalium shells, or, in some tribes, 
dyed porcunine quills along the seams, with occasional bands painted 
across the breast and shoulders contributed to give elegance and de
note rank or wealth. A pair of leggings reaching to the thighs, 
together with moccasins of pattern and material varying according ■ 
the tribe, and which were sewed to the leggings among the Loucheux 
and some eastern Dénés, completed I lie costume. In cold weather a 
robe of furs or a blanket of woven rabbit skins was at times thrown 
over the frock and kept round the waist by means of a belt furnished 
with a quantity of lieaver teeth, hear or caribou « laws or. in later 
times, thimbles and brass shells which produced in walking a jingling 
sound quite appreciated by the native ear.

For a head-dress the aborigines of the lower Mackenzie valley 
had a stripe of skin passing round the head as a bandeau, win k was 
replaced in llritish Columbia by a cap usually made of small ground
hog skins. The skin of the head of a deer was formerly used for a like 
purpose, among the Chippewayans.

I must not forget their mittens, which, under such inclement 
climes, form quite an important part of their dress. They arc of 
dressed skin, and usually hang from the neck by a skin cord passing 
over the shoulders, though with the primitive Chippewayans they 
were .sometimes sewn to the sleeves of the coat.

IV.

As with the physical characteristics of the various tribes, so it is 
with their mental faculties; great divergencies tell of the deep 
influence of their environment. For manliness and other kindred 
qualities the T.oucheux have no superiors among the Canadian Dénés, 
though they are treacherous enough towards their enemies and can lie 
as cruel as any other redskins. They are more cleanly in their pel
s'.ns and, as a rule, more humane in their treatment of the women 
than most American aborigines. The Hares and Slaves are noted for

•“Ttm months among the Tents of the Tuski,” p. 37. London, 1853.
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their timidity, which is carried io the point «>f being ridiculous. I hi-» 
quality is, however, more or less shared by all the divisions of the Done 
stock, whose members are living in constant distrust of one another, 
and especially of people of di Itèrent tribes, whom they represent to 
themselves as continually lurking in the woods with evil designs.

None could lay claim to great natural veracity. Exaggeration or 
depreciation, according to the dictates of their personal interests, 
seem fn be part and pan el of their very nature ; but the Dog-Ribs and 
the Hare Indians deserve to be pointed out as absolutely devoid of 
any feeding of shame when detected in the aet of lying, though no 
more scorching insult < an be imagined for any Délié than the epi
thets liar and thief.

We may as well confess, however, that, when not spoiled by 
commerce with unprincipled whites, the members of all the tribes, 
except perhaps tin* Carriers and flip (Tiilcoiins, are remarkably honest, 
especially when dealing with lepiesentai ; ves of their own tribal divi
sions. It I- customary with them to leave on well beaten trails or 
cache up in the trees provisions, personal goods, traps, snares, snow- 
shoes and other property, which is there as safe as with in the dwell
ings of the owner. On the other hand, 1 know of a Nohnnai who 
travelled twelve full miles through a thick forest, simply in order to 
return one bunch of matches which the white trader had given him, 
by mistake In thought. over and above what was due him.

The D«»g-Rill and Hares are of a mild and rather indolent di> 
position, obliging ami hospitable, in fact spending much of their time 
in dancing and singing. Nay. if we are to credit Sir John Frank 
Tin,* the fori: or arc even noted for theiz kindness to the weaker se.\, 
an attitude which i> the more remarkable as i‘- is rare among the 
Dénés. As to tin ( 'hippewavans, they ar> far from being .so consider
ate in their ways towards women. Yet they are strongly religions, or 
rather supeislitimis, in temperament.

Within British Columbia, the Carriers are proud, touchy and 
naturally progressive, the Sékanais naive, honest and credulous, the 
Babines loquacious and stubbornly attached to their ancestral cus
tom.-, while the ChilcotinH are energetic, violent and somewhat prone 
to profligacy

Taken a- a whole, however, it ma\ he said I hat the Dé no race 
within the limits of Canada is religiously inclined, of n timorous 
nature and kindly disposition, which, as usual in such eases, does 
not preclude occasional outbursts of anger, when the most revolting 
deeds muv he committed. So timid, indeed, are these aborigines 
that, according to Sir John Richardson, not even the possession of 
fire-arms would embolden them “to risk an encounter with the Eskimo 
bowmen. Mt

While thus their mental activities appear to be dormant, their 
senses are highly developed. T remember reading that the keen
ness of the American Indian’s senses had been greatly exaggerated 
He that penned that remark could certainly not have been, like 
the present writer, travelling for over twenty years with individu
als of that rare, or lie would have totally modified his opinion con
cerning the acuteness of its senses. A Déné will smell smoke for 
miles; I do not mean the smoke of a general conflagration in the for- 

Journey to the Shore of the l’olur Soa," Vol. 111., p. 49
t'4Ar<ti<- .Searching Expedition,” Vol. T.. p 212. London, 1851.
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p«t, but mo rely of 1 he lonely native’s bivouac lire. lli-> hearing is 
just as good. A slight rustle in the woods, the breaking ot i twig 
under the feet of game will immediately draw his attention and male 
him stand up in his canoe in order to locate the exact seat of the dis
turbance and discover its cause.

As to his sight, it is that of the eagle.. How many tunes have 
I not wondered at its incredible keenness when, exploring large lakes 
or mountains bare of timber, objects which m> eyes refused ub>.j- 
lutidv to perceive were pointed out to me h> hunters who could not 
understand what they were pleased to « .ill my blindness ! It is lint 
fair to remark, however, that the Dene being preeminently a hunts
man lie « an hardly travel any distance without heitig constantly on 
the lookout for game. His piercing eye is constantly scrutinizing 
every nook of nature s primeval domain. “See, a grizzly bear passed 
here lasf night, he u ill exclaim when your attention may be en
grossed with a philological or other problem. You look. and see 
nothing. lint the child of (lie forest has noticed one or <\vo blades of 
grass bent in the same direction at regular intervals, and his instill I 
prompts the proper deduct ions.

His memory is likewise very retentive, especially that form ■ f 
■ he faculty which is known as local memory "Here is a twig which 
was nul broken when I passed here last/' he a ill sometimes iemail 
or someltody bent down the top of this sapling; so-and-so . i, this 
pier* of wood/’ etc.

Hence it is next to impossible for him to get lost even in the most 
intricate forest, especially if the sun is visible in the heavens, for 
its course is to him a very accurate compass as well as a < lock which 
requires no repairing.

Few people have such a control over their emotions, and • u h 
power of ev iting manifestations of emotions at will While among 
themselves they will generally keep up a certain decorum and would 
not for anything pass for beggars, they generally consider the whites as 
a fair field for exploitation. They will then feign to perfection sirk- 
ue^. starvation, grief or any other fading or situation which fhev think 
Avili be the most profitable to themselves. TTeame assures u s that lie 

• an affirm with truth he has seen some of them with one side of the fare 
bathed in tear», while the other has exhibited a significant smile " [
cannot gay quite as much from personal observation, but I remember 
well having sometimes l>een affected by the cries and unmistakable 

d despair of females who burst into !; ughtei 
perceived that T was taking them seriously.

V.
As to their morality, the lewd ness of the Farrier women shortly 

tfter the establishment of the first trading posts could hardly be * x- 
aggerated, while Samuel Hearne declares of their sisters near Hud 
sou Bay that “they are the mildest and most virtuous females he had 
M “ii in any part of America/’ Tt should he remarked, however, 
that that explorer, who wrote a hundred and ten years ago of a jour- 
™W performed long before, was the first white visitor to their voun- 
<Tvireumstanee which implies no great benefiting efforts of our 
civilization over primeval barbarism, as the compliment could pro- 

*“A Journey to the Northern Ocean,” p. 308. Dublin. 1790
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buI>1 y not be repeated to-day with regard to tin? descendants of those 
women.

And yet, in spite of their good qualities, the temporary exchange 
of wives was not then deemed improper at all. It was rather turn 
aidered iho supreme token of friendship, an act of unsurpassed 
hospitality. The Copper Indians, or Yellow-Knives as they 
are now called, were less obliging. But that in.their reserve with 
their guests a becoming regard for chastity was hardly their moving 
apiiit is shown b> the fact that, whenever they met any party of the 
meek Dog-Bibs, or Hares, they used to rub them of their women, n 
proceeding which, in 182*1, occasioned an unexpected reprisal, when 
their whilom victims fell upon them unawares and cut off quite a 
number of them/ Even cowardice can be transformed into courage 
or at least treacherous activity, under the sting of incessant provo
cation.

this seizing of strange women recalls to mind a practice whith 
u .I.-, formerly universal among the eastern Déliés. Woman was then 
considered a prize which belonged by right to the strongest or mosf 
skilful pugilist. Whenever a man had set tho eyes of covetousness on 
any female, ho would challenge her mate or suitor to a duel, whet* > i 
wrestling decided her fate. This was not done in an unbecoming or 
unduly violent manner. The struggle was considered a matter «*f 
«ourse under the circumstances, and the spectators would see to it 
that fair plnv was not wanting on either side, just as among more 
modern savages seconds are supposed to protect the rights of the 
duelists. Meanwhile the poor woman, who may have been reall 
attached 11* her husband or may have secretly harbored strong pi
le! cnees for another party, had to lie n silent w itness of tho combat 
whi.-h was perhaps to launch her into (he arms of a bully, who would 
deride the idea that her own tastes and inclinations might not impr 
pnrly he consulted.

East of the. Rocky Mountains, the same stigma whi b we h 
seen affecting the character of the Barrier women originally attached 
it -« If to the Chippewayan men, if Hearne’s companions during hn 
voyage to the Arctic Ocean may lie taken as true representatives r-f 
ihoir tribe. Brutal rapes and revolting incests seem to have been il 
order of the day, whenever they had an opportunity of gratifying 
their worst passions.

Their almost incredible lack of humanity to their own wives, who 
had tu do all the hard work, even to the dragging of their heavilx 
loaded toboggans on the day they had been delivered of a child, can 
only be compared to their cruelty to their enemies, or rather the poor 
hapless strangers they surprised in their sleep, before and after 
death. Their revolting deeds on such occasions stamp them as little 
above the station of the brute. Were not my «pace so limited, 1 
should not refrain from reproducing the above mentioned traveller 
entire description of the massacre of over twenty poor Eskimos by 
his own Chippewayan companions, especially of that girl of eigbteei 
who “fell down at (hi*) feet and twisted round (his) logs, so that it 
was with difficultv that (he) could disengage (himself) from lier dyirw 
grasp.i One cannot but feci thankful for the influence of the Gospel

•“A Narrative of tho Discoveries on tho North Coast of America/' by 
Thomas Simpson, p. 31P. London. 1843.

t"A Journey to the Northern Ocean/’ p. 154.



which has transformed the descendants of those miserable wretches 
into the considerate, virtuous and law-abiding Christians they are 
to-day.

VI.

Another characteristic, a remarkable receptive ness or propensity 
for borrowing from foreigners supposedly higher in the social scale, 
is proper to all the Canadian Dunes. For that reason we must now 
give it a few moments’ consideration.

This distinctive faculty “y flows from their natural timid
ity and consequent diffidence. Tin* northern Dunes are pre-eminently 
meek, in the sense that they instinctively allow aliens to play over 
them the rôle of superiors, whose manners they must ape. and that 
they look upon them as models whom they must copy. To see the 
Dénés in their original guise, tu must turn to the eastern tribes 
peopling the middle of thi> continent, where no neighbourhood of 
foreign races ever tempted thorn into altering their ways. Even 
then, however, should foreign» is penetrate into their desolate coun
try, those children of the soil immediately prove adept imitators, as 
Thomas Simpson noticed during his short stay among them. “1 
must not close this part of the narrative,’’ he wrote in his account 
of the discoveries on the northern coast of the American continent, 
‘without bestowing a just encomium on the generally docile ciiar- 

u ter of the natives of Great Dear Lake. They soon became attached 
to the white men and are fond of imitating their manners ’*

The Dénés, uninfluenced by foreign contact, lived in semi-circu
lar buts of coniferous boughs laid over a frame-work of stout polos, 
mere shelters, in fact, rather than even attempts at house building. 
Whenever practicable these shelters went in pairs, the second hut fan- 
:ig the first, so as to complete the circle, yet leaving sufficient room 

between the two for the fire-place, which was thus common to both. This 
arrangement had also the advantage of creating a draft in the proper 
tiiruction and reducing to a minimum the quantity of smoke in the 
lodges themselves, ft is st ill followed by the western Dunes of to
day when they camp out.

But their innate penchant for imitation soon led the Chippewa
ins and the Beavers to adopt the skin-covered tepees of their soutb- 

• rri neighbours, the Créés, and in the far west the same receptiveness 
made the Babines and the northern Carriers build large lodges with 

v walls and regular gables, accommodating several related fami- 
iii***. such as those they saw among the Tsimshiuns of the Skeen a 
hiver, while the southern Carriers and the Chilmtins took to under
ground houses after the manner of the Rhuswaps. And as if it 
' ere necessary to accentuate the fact that the Déné Irilx:* were indeed 
ke borrowers, not the lenders, it so happened that those subterranean 

levels, which seemed regular ovens, even in winter, were adopted, 
riot by the people of the north, but. bv those of the south, where the 
elimate is, of course, considerably milder. On the other hand, “the 
l-'flges of the Kutehin Louchoux resemble the Eskimo snow huts in 
-hape and also the yourts of the Asiatic Chukchee.”t

"‘A Narrative of the Discoveries on the North Coast of America.M p ‘243.
t"Journal of a float Voyage through Ruport’s Land.” by Sir John Rich

ardson, vol. I., p. 393. London, 1851.
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We have just metioued the neighbours uf the Eskimos. The 
characteristic acquisitiveness we are now studying can be demonstrated 
to the point of absolute certainty by reference to the technology of 
that tribe, which is conspicuous for its unusually independent and 
zuauly nature. Nevertheless the Loucheux have borrowed the 
peculiarly peaked shirts to which we have already alluded 
from the Eskimos.* According to Richardson, they also have 
“the hose (or leggings) and shoes of the same piece, thus imitating 
the Eskimo boot, though with a different material. **t Nay, 
even such a small detail as the particular shape of their 
sleighs marks them out. as great imitators. All the other 
Délié tribes within Canada use, in connection with their winter travel
ling, the birch boards curved up in iront widely known under the name 
of toboggan; but the Loucheux have long since adopted the regular 
sledges with separate runners and upright supports proper to their 
northern neighbors. All the students ui Eskimo life are also familial 
with the rude wooden goggles in use by the aborgines of the northern 
coast of this continent as a protection against snow-blindness. The 
Loucheux manufacture similar “spectacles,” which have remained un
known to all the Dene tribes not in immediate contact with the 
Eskimos, though long, snowy winters are common to all of them.

Then wo have the case of the Sarrocs, who, according to the lute 
Archbishop Taché, “have identified themselves with their allies (the 
Blackfeet) with whom they are now confounded ns regards their 
manners and customs. The Rarcees have lost the mildness, love
of peace and honesty which characterize all the tribes of their raw, 
and adpoted the vindictiveness ami thievish dispositions which are 
proper to the nation with which they are now mixed. This is so 
true, that Sir George Simpson calls them “the boldest of all the 
tribes that inhabit the plains.”*

They retain their own language, the one thing a Dé né will never 
lose, but otherwise they are practically Blackfeet. They now have 
a sun dance like the Blackfeet. a ceremony in connection with to
bacco growing and a thunder pipe ceremony borrowed from the Black 
feet even to the smallest details, and the myths current amongst 
them are much the same as those found among the Blackfeet and 
others.^

MVtitot states (Monographic den Dh-b-Dindji'. p. XXIX.) that this frock 
with tail likt appendages was the original costume of all the Dénés. In this 
th<- learned ethnographer evidently follows Anhhishop Taché (p 102 of his Es
quisse sur 1c Nord-Onrst dr VAmérique) who tries to account for the name Chip 
pewavan bv deriving it from two Cree words meaning pointed skin, or blanket 
If both authors are correct in their surmise, their opinion does not impeach the 
truth of my own assert ion. In that ease, instead of one Déné tribe having 
adopted an alien costume, we will simply have t.o sav that at least eight tribal 
divisions of that stock changed the shape of their outer garment, in order to 

i form to the style of the same prevailing among their southern neighbour5 
Within what is now British Columbia auoh pointed coate were never known, and 
S Hearne does not mention nnv in his Journal.

t Ibid vol. II , v 11
’ ' \ irrative of a Journey round the World,” vol !.. p. 110. London, 1847
•Thns. Ia.it details 1 own to the kindness of Dr P. E. Goddard, who lately 

visited the Sureties i?i connection with an investigation relating to the di>11, 
tmtion of types of Indian culture organised and planned by Dr. Boas, in order 
to repeat among them the r< searches he had already conducted in the reaerva 
tion of the Hupns, another Déné tribe now living in northern California.



vi r
The mode of disposing of the dead among the different tribes is

another striking proof ut their lemarkultle puw. i ut‘ adaptation. The 
original eustoui of the family seems to have been It» enrlose the bodies 
within rough «lutings ma<le of small logs eres.M-d ;it the ends, which 
were raised from three to seven feet above the ground on stout poles 
or posts, much after the manner of the scaffoldings whereon they 
■ he theiv provision* and othvi household itnpr dimenla. Any object 
which might have belonged to the deceased either accompanied him 
in hi*- final retreat, or was cast into the water, burnt or em bed in the 
branches of trees near by.

The Sckariais, who were surrounded on all sides by related tribe.- 
in common with all tin- eastern hands so situated, acted thus in 
com . : tion xxith influential hunters, though the former oii.ision- 
ii 11 v < rincealed the remain - of their dear ones within trees hollowed 
out for the purpose. Simple plebeians, or people who tmjoved no 
special consideration, were simply left wbeiv they did, their 
fellows immediately lowering on their .scarcely-cold bodies* tin 
shelters they had lived in, and moving on in their incessant peregrin- 
ai ions after game. In no ca>e wa> emulation resorted to. But the 
Babines and Cartiers had no sooner '-owe in contact with Un Skecna 
t(-présentât i < cs of the Tsimsliinn stork, among whom the dead wvie 

•ï-mate#!, than forsootji they romnu-tn i d to lmrn the i. mains <»l those 
who f<dl out fiom among them they evcii went -o fat > t- en as 
testing placi s for tin- -mall bones that would escape the ravages of tin 
those lorty tunera! poles with square ornam •uied b< ».«•* hn common 
along tin- «-oast of the northern Pacific

A< if to make still more patent the extrnneousness of the practice 
among them and mix the old order of things with the ne". the west 
cm lira rich of the Nahnnais tribe but lately used to depose those 
< h ined remain- within small travelling trunks set up on two nr more 
vole- in the woods, which were the equivalents of the engin i erat 
ings mentioned above.t The eastern Xnhannis never practiced cre
mation.

fn the beginning of last centurv, an irresistible instiiv* of imi
tation had even prompted some tribes to adopt, second-hand, th» 
customs already borrowed bv their ow>i congeners; Ifarmun.
.-.ne of the first représentai ivea of the Northwest Fur 'I lading Coin- 
puny in the west, tells us that the influence of the Curriers was lead
ing the Svkannis to burn their demi.*

As to the Chileotins, they are neighbors of the Shuswaps, among 
whom the «lead were always luiricd Therefore the former liad not

•Fear of death and the necessity of following the migratory game i>n wh-oli 
tlm tribe almost exclusively subsists were the primary causes of that neglect 
The same sense of self-preservation, which is innate in the lowli« -t savi- - :v 
well us m the most highly cultivated Arvans, prompted the ahamhuiin" of old 
peo-'lv whoso state of deereptitudndebnrred them from taking part in ti e tribe'a 
migrations. These were generally provided with I'm . water and a f< a n.«-rs.- 
of food, and loft to die In time.-1 of famine little children wen similnrlv 
treated, when they did not meet with a still more horrible fate by their life 
being made to prolong that of their parents.

tSome of thoso cun be seen even at the present day throughout the terri 
tory of the Nahanais.

2“A Journal of Voyages,” p. 2Gf>. New York reprint of 1903



fiiilctl to adopt interment as their nui ioual mode of disposing of 
bodies,

At the time of the tirst advent of the whites, the custom of omt- 
ing totcniic columns with the heraldic coat-of-anua of the heads of 
clans whom they were intended to honor had already reach' ll that 
portion of the Habine tribe, which had almost daily intercourse with 
the Tsimshian. Tito extension of this custom inland was only pit 
vented by the advent of u still superior civilization.

XVv have already referred to the lnbrets worn by the Rabine 
wanton. These supposed ornaments and the ceremonies which avi on, 
pauied the a^-imiing oi the same by pubescent girls were also f«u; 
towed from t i >• ii western neighbour-? of Tsimshian parentage. V 
that these observances might be considered ns so many stops in tie 
••volution <it Dcnc custom and reliable gauges of the influence of 
.ilici . oxer those singularly receptive people. First we huv.
1 bv pi:i . of erecting totciuic pules; it was apparently the last 
noticed by the Denes, or if did not appeal to them as very important, 
•ince it did not penetrate further than their villages on the Bullcle 
liiver, thus leaving a full half of the Rabine tribe untouched. Tin- 
w, sec the use of labrets univeisal among the entire tribe, a sun 
token of an anterior adoption. Finally, cremation, with its attend
ent pi act iceremonial mourning and the enslaving of the widow* 
had Jrcad v become* general among both the Babines and the Curriers 
whence ne ma \ fairly deduce the conclusion that those several mi*, 
toms had pier, ded the two others among the western Déliés.

The one practice which was original and proper to the tribe i- 
which it obtained is that which was responsible for the distinctly 
name •' he I arriéra. For that reason it might not lie out of pla-e 
to enter into some details concerning its causes and results among 
those aborigines. But for the better understanding of the sanie 
preliminary lemarks touching other points of the Déni sociology, 
which betray the same receptivvness of the family, now become non s-

VIII.
Fir*o. as to the organization of society among them. Til* 

influence of environment, the particular occupation, or even the gv 
graphical si I nation of a tribe cannot fail to bear more or less on tin 
mode f life prevalent among its member* Thus il i- that, whi! 
tin eastern Dénés are inveterate nomads, all the western divisions of 
tin stock are semi-sedentary. Thev live in regular villages with 
habitations of a permanent character, which they periodically leave 
for their hunts after fur-hearing animals The peculiar resources 
of the lountiv they inhabit, no 1e<s than their innate penchant for 
imitation, are primarily responsible for these different social con 
dit ions. While the eastern tribes have to be constantly on the move 
after the migratory game or. the flesh of which they mainly subsist 
their congeners in the west have the resource of salmon, which thev 
take in such quantities that, once properly dried, it becomes their 
daily bread, and allows a longer stay at home.

It has been said that matriarchy, or the fundamental law where
in the mother, instead of the father, is recognized as the head or 
ha si.-- „f the family, on which depend the subdivisions of a tribe, the 
right of inheritance of the individual and the other functions inher
ent to agglomerations of human beings, is the principle after which



eoviety was originally constituted. M) uwn opiniuu, bused un the 
Ntutiy ut tlt<- Dent* and neighboring aborigines, would run counter to 
that idea. It seems to me that mother-right implies two particulars 
which point to a secondary condition of society, the gathering of 
numerous families into regular villages, and a consequent looseness 
of morale. The unit of primitive society must have been, if not the 
family as we understand it. at least the paterfamilias, as the natural 
head and protector of the children and women-folk. If living dur
ing a few generations, he would still have been regarded a# the chief 
<>r patriarch of the group of related families.

On the other hand, matriarchy supposes a stage in the evolution 
of society when this has become demoralized by promiscuity to such 
an extent that the search after paternity is difficult ami. in some 
rases, untruthful, the mother is then the only recognized source of 
all family ties, the only link which binds together individuals who 
would otherwise have no known blood relationship, anil the basis of 
aggregates of families which cannot trace their kinship except 
through the female line; and here we have the tribal subdivisions 
usually called the dans. Now, it is well known that. with m< • s not 
animated by high aspirations or guided by a pure ideal, too ea.-\ i 
social intercourse soon degenerates into undue familiarities and illi
cit commerce between the sexes. Such disorder», even if thought of. 
would hardly be possible among nomads or unimportant groups of 
related families leading, under the eves of their patriarch, the simple 
life of primitive folks.

Be this as :t may, the eastern Denes, who pass then uu main 
ing in bands is ith necessarily limited numbers through mount and 
vale, forest and barren grounds, know of no other fundamental lav 
than patriarchy, while such of their western congeners ■ the f ar- 
1 u ?s. Ihi Babines, mill the westernmost Nahuuais, who live m regu
larly constituted villages, had adopted matriarchy, with all its con
sequences, after the example of the coast Indians. Only t! < nil 
cotins formed an exception to this rule, tint in this they were nr.h 
obeying the dictates of their national instinct, 1 mean the need of 
copying the social customs of their neighbours, tin Sali h and Kwa 
kiutl races, which were both almost entirely governed by father- 
right.

IX.

Most of the western Délies arc therefore divided into clans, 
among which succession to rank or property follows the female line. 
Members of those clans are supposed to be so intimately related to 
one another, to whirhsoevor village they may otherwise belong, that 
marriage between them is not to be thought of In fact, this law 
of exogamy was formerly believed to be more binding than arc with 
us the tics of blood relationship. First eousina married each other 
without any scruple if related only through the father'» side; hut 
no youth would ever dream of seeking the lmml of a girl who 
"as a perfect stranger to him if told that <he belonged to the cunt 
clan as himself. On the other hand, a Babine from the far north
west, if < liance brought him in contact with a elansfellnw from, say 
Alexandria, 600 miles to the south, was sure of protection, hospital
ity and every mark of attachment, though Currier and Babine might 
not before as much as have known of each other.



The In .idmen nr repicxcntalivcs of those gentes were called 
tirnr~à; the men pur > .ucllencc, by the Carriers arid ltabinee, while 
among the \ a Imitais they wire known under the name of tenant hie, 
or great men. They formed a privileged class of hereditary chiefs, 
on behalf of whom the hunting grounds were parcelled out as their 
lawful patrimony, over which nobody else had any right. They en
joyed a great consideration in the tribe, were respectfully listened 
to, and obeyed as far as consistent with a society which, in other 
respects, was little above the stage, of savagery, and, on ceremonial 
occasions, they wore a special costume, occupied places of honor, 
that is, as far as ' • from lho doorway, and, if dancing or dis
tributing presents, their appearance in the assembly elicited songs 
or chants proper to their title and handed down by their ancestors. 
Let us remark, however, in further confirmation of the little claim 
they had to originality, that the very words of these hereditary songs 
were nothing else than badly pronounced Tsimshian.

To them alone belonged the right of hunting on the lands of the 
via u, or s pi vial portions thereof, with the assistance of related 
families, which received only such a share in the spoils of the chase 
or trapping expedition as they were pleased to bestow. There were 
m . vial su eh dignitaries in the same gens, and each bore a distinctive 
name, which was as denutive of the individual's rank as that of any 
Kuropcan nobleman.*

In tut. tlio whole institution had more points of similarities 
with the landed nnbilitv ..f tie old munlries than with the modern 
d !-s of tribal chiefs. The mental vision of the American aborigine- 
is proverbially limited, and it liardlv ever went beyond the notion of 
tin- clan s the maximum social unit. Hence chiefs in the piesent 
sen-e of the word never existed among the Denes prior to the advent 
of the whites. Ovcasionallv thrift and wealth, aggressiveness and 
mental su périmât would laise an individual tunr.n above his peers, 
especially if ire ne rosit \ was one of his virtues ; hut the chieftainship 
ot - full trilie or even of a single village is with them of modern 
origin.

liven the children of sueh primitive noblemen shared in some 
degree the consideration enjoyed by their father. For that reason 
tin y were dubbed u-ikhrza, or the true children, llut, as they be
longed lo the clan of their mother, which was necessarily different 
from that of their father, since the tribes were exogamous. they 
could not succeed to the rank or property of the latter. Ah the lands 
could not be expropriated in favour of a different gens, it followed 
that only a sinter’s son, or. this failing, one’s own brother, or even 
sister, or a sister’s daughter were the lawful heirs to the toneza’t 
rank.

This last peculiarity accounts for the occasional female chiefs, 
or t'scWiuza, among the western Doués. In 18.18-M9, Robert Camp 
bell, who established the first oust in the unper basin of the Liard 
River, met such a ehieftaimiess. who was of great help to him at a 
lime when he was in sore distress. His fort hud been dost roved

•Though the entire su- in! svstem is unknown east of the Rocky Mountains, 
in several of the tribes there ‘ the hunting-grounds descend hv inheritance 
among the natives, and this right of property is rigidly enforced” (“Narrative 
of th<* Discoveries on the N. Coast of America,” by Thou. Simpson, p. 75. Lon
don
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through the ill will ul the Tlingtt of the enast, ami hut party wen* 
condemned to hut on skin ropes ami parchment at the rate of a meal 
a day, when he was succoured !>y the abuv< mentioned female chief, 
whose kind-heartedness ami influence, perhaps prevented an even 
direr catastrophe.*

X.
Connected with the clans were sets ot animals or other beings, 

which were supposed to have had in pristine times something to do 
with the establishment of those artificial divisions. They were re
garded with a particular respect almost amounting tu veneration, 
and, on festival occasions, they personified the whole clan and its 
members, whoso symbol or crest they became. These were the wi ll 
known totems.

Several kinds of these existed among the western Drues, viz : 
the gentile, the honorific, and the personal totems. Were it not that 
they are connected more with localities Ilian with men, another class 
could be formed with those spirits whose functions seem to have been 
to preside over particular spots in the forest or along the lakes. These 
recall tile f/nili Ion of tin Romans, and large rocks ni situ were 
sacred to them, which every traveller had to honour by offering 
thereto a stone or a pebble as he passed b\ I have seen my-elf that 
practice in actual force among the western Déliés, and Hearne -peal - 
of some surh rocks ‘ which an* covered b\ many thniis.tud-i --t small 
pebbles. . . On its being observed to us that it was the universal
custom for everx one to add a stone to the heap, each < f us took up 
a small stone to increase the number, for good luck . ”t

On the question of the prim.it \ origin or driivaii.m of the two 
first kinds of totems I need not tarry, am i iheie inot the shadow 

•
natives dwelling on the Pacific coast. I he gentile totem, of « uuvsi . 
represented the whole clan, while that which I call the honor;! ' 
totem was restricted to some individuals. It was assumed, with be
fitting ceremonies and dances, by any person desirous of acquiring 
in society a rank to which he could not aspire in virtue of the laws of 
heredity.

As to the personal totem, it was common to both eastern at <1 
western Dénés, lining .is indigenous to them as most of the instil;; 
fions in vogue among all the northern A met a an Indians, since it va 
with them part and parcel of their religious system, shamanism, and 
had nothing to do with society as such. For that reason I cannot 
better explain its nature than bv entering into some details concern
ing the theogony of these aborigines.

Although they hardly realize it themselves, the Canadian Déttés 
of all tribes originally believed in a twofold world : the one visible 
aud purely material now inhabited by man, the other invisible, 
though in some way vo-extinaive with the first, which is the home of 
tlie spirits.

Of these there are two kinds, good and bad, all more or less under 
the control of the Supreme Being, whose personality and attributes

•“Overland Journey Round the World,” bv Sir Geo Simpson, vol. !.. pj>.
210-11 London, 147.

t"A Journey to the Northern Ocean,” p. 132.



arc not well defined. Some, as the Chippewa vans, called him “he 
(or it) whereby the earth exists,” or simply “the Powerfulothers, 
like the Bares, designated it under the name “Enna-gu ini, “he that 
sees before and after,” while the prehistoric Carriers knew him as 
Ï utter re, “that which is on high " The reader will please remem 
tier that these are all purely aboriginal names, in no way due to the 
whites or the missionaries. A clearer knowledge consequent on the 
ministrations of the latter caused them, in course of time, to lie re- 
placed by more appropriate terms.

\\ hut the exact essence of that Being was in the native mind 
would 1*. hard to say, as the Indians themselves did not agree on that 
point. Sometimes it seemed to be confounded with the dynamic forces 
of nature, that which caused rain and snow, wind and the other celes
tial phenomena. That it was, however, a real entity, which thej 
feared rather than loved or worshipped, is evident from the phrase, 
Y ut titre n yn. ilht.'ni, “Thut-which-ia-on-Higb he a ret h thee,” which 
I am in a position to affirm was currently addressed to obstreperous 
or profligate people. The meaning was: keep quiet, behave yourself, 
if you do not want to draw on yourself the wrath of Him-who-is-on-
I

Beside the Supreme Being, there were, in the estimation of the 
Denes, numerous spirits, mostly of a malelio character, which were 
supposed to lurk among them, animated by evil intentions. Should 
they ever come into immediate contact with man, the result was what 
we Vail disease, which, though sometime» invented with a concrete 
form not unlike the microbe!, of modern scientist*, was always believed 
to be due to the action «it hidden beings with nocuous properties.

XI.

Alongside of these, however, was another class of spirits, which 
had on earth, in the animate or inanimate world, representatives 
w herein were embodied, as it were, some of their own marvelous power* 
over nature. In the estimation of the Denes, and 1 think T may say 
prai iirally of all the North American Indians, all the present entities 
in nature were at one lime endowed with human-like faculties. Kven 
trees spoke and worked and fought, ami the fowls of the air and tie 
animals of the earth were then men like ourselves, though possessed 
of potent virtues which are not ours. This magic, though now some
what reduced in strength, has remained in the brute creation, and is 
the means whereby man can communicate with the spirit, world, and 
by whose .'id he is enabled to succeed in his quest after happiness and 
the necessaries of life.

This is so true that even to-day, when the native's original notions 
have yielded lie fore a superior tlieogony, his language, which is th> 
one item perfectly immutable in him, has retained traces of those 
zootheistic ideas. If unsuccessful in his hunt after bear or beaver, 
the western Déné, even though animated with the most Christian 
sentiments, will not say: “1 had no luck with bear or beaver," hut 
“boar or beaver did not. wont me."

Now, those spirits, which are personified by the representatives 
of the vegetable or animal kingdoms, occasionally manifest themselves 
to mail, and give evidence of their friendly dispositions by adopting 
individuals and protecting them through life, in return for some con



sidération shown their i> résout concrète forms «»i symbols. In a word, 
thin are the link which connects man with the invisible world, and 
the only means of communing with the unseen ; these ore the personal 
totems of the Denes, and, 1 cannot help thinking, of most of the 
American aborigines as well.

It lias lw»en said that totem ism is a purely social institution. I 
feel absolutely no hesitation in denying this, in so fur at least as the 
Dénés are concerned. Totem ism among them is essentially and 
exclusively connected with their religious system, and 1 am inclined 
to believe that the gentile totem is nothing else than an extension to 
the entire elan of an institution which was originally restricted to the 
individual.

Hie personal totem revealed itself usually in dreams, when it 
appeared to its future profile under the shape of the animal, etc , 
which was to be thenceforth his tutelary genius. Sometimes the totem 
animal was met in the woods under striking circumstances, and even 
at times went so far as to speak (?) to the Indian.

Thenceforth the most intimate connection existed between the 
two. The native would Ik* careful to carry on his person ami publicly 
expose in bis lodge the spoils of that animal, iis en lire skin or wait 
of it, which he would not sutler to be treated lightly, t lc«\wviinlly V 
would even carve a rough representation of the totem. Hi would 
treasure any object such as a stone or a vegetable excrescence, 
between which and his totem he fancied In ‘-aw a slrikih:: icsomb in •». 
He would paint its form or symbol in bright vermilion on eonspii m -i - 
rocks along lakes or rivers, et* Ijndcr no ciroumstai.-would any
thing induce him wilfully to kill, or at least to eat the flesh of tie 
being the prototype of which had become, ns it were . ivd to him.

In times of need he would secretly invoke its assistance saying 
“May you do this or that t « » me!" Before- an as-,mil on his eimrie 
01 previous to liis chase of large game, he would daub it s - vu hoi on 
his bow and arrows, and if success attended bis efforts, he w« ild vim 
times thank it h> destroying in its honor any piece of property on 
hand, food or clothing, oi in later times tobacco, which he would 
throw into the watt r or cast into the tire as a sacrifice.

XII.

So much for the personal totem and its relation to the individual. 
It sometimes happened that, instead of being simply revealed in a 
dream or in a quiet manner as just related, the totem spirit suddenly 
prostrated the native, who fell as if struck dead. Bystanders, if there 
were any, knew well the reason of the phenomenon The prosaic Indo- 
European would have simply attributed the accident to a cataleptic 
stroke. Not so the American aborigine, however. According to his 
own psychological notions, the mind and soul of the smitten native 
had been attributed by some powerful totem spirit, with which he was 
evidently communing.

By loud chanting with rhythmical beating of drums the bystand
ers would seek to prevent that this interview with the denizens of the 
invisible world did not last a dangerously long time, and when the 
patient came to, lie was looked upon with n consideration bordering
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ou awe, Onlinn rily lu* had quite a story t<» tell of h is visit it* the 
home of tin* spirits. Should the attacks of his diseuse I mean his 
excursions to the world of the unseen prove of frequent, occurrence, 
he would be treated with fear and trembling, and pronounced ;i 
powerful medic inoinan or shamau. In the same way as contai t with 
magnetism begets magnetism, it was evident to the simple mind of 
the aborigines that potent magical virtues were hound to he imparted 
through these repealed comm linings with 1 he world of magic.

In that sense the slmiuanistic powers were but an extension or an 
exaggeration of the tutelar; virtues inherent in the personal totem. 
The latter were for the individual alone ; the former were intended for 
the benefit of others. When thus the mysterious forces of some power
ful totem reposed in a member of the tribe, it was but natural that he 
should make use of them in order to counteract the influence of the 
malignant spirits whose presence caused sickness. Thus it was that 
disease was treated among the Dénés not only by the use of herbs, 
vauteriznt mns and ot hoi remedies or surgical operations, but also and 
chiefly by the exertions of the shaman.

Tin hidden forces of which he was the proud possessor were called 
c>i r> in Carrier, a word which means at tin' same time magie and song, 
which circumstance reminds one of the ideas of the a indents on the 
same subject, the; certainly seem to have had some similarity with 
those of the uncultivated people now under study. Chanting in 
rhythmic cadence was apparently reputed to have u soil of influence 
over nature not much short of that of magic, if we are to believe Vir
gil i us when he sang :

“Carminn vel cento possvnt deducere hi navi
-( Bueol., Eglog. VIIT.)

When the services of the adopt in the magic art were called into 
lequi-t'ion. the great protégé of the powerful totem divested himself 
of all his clothing, and donned the spoils of his own tutelary genius, 
a bear skin, the claws of a grizzly bear, the feathers of an owl, etc. 
and the ceremony commenced near the patient who was lying on the 
ground. While the assistants were beating vigorously their drums, 
1 lie 1 doctor,” with It is rattle in hand a hollow' receptacle filled with 
sonorous pebbles, to which a short handle was attached- danced to the 
time imparted by tlio drummers. Bv dint of bodily efforts and the 
singing of a part i ular chant of his, whereby he strove to impose his 
will on the evil spirits in the patient, he worked himself to a state of 
frenzy which, at times, brought on himself additional attacks of 
catalepsy.

Ah soon as he had recovered, lie would recommence his dancing 
and singing amidst the ever increasing tumult of the drummers and 
other assistants, who were now lustily taking up his own nong. Then, 
receding a while from the patient, he would point to the prostrate 
form on the ground the image of his own genius or totem, wherewith 
lu would exercise the evil spirits of his victim, all the time mov
ing in his dance in his or her direction. Then, falling suddenly on 
1 li»> naked limbs of the sick, lie would suck out therefrom either a 
diminutive reptile, a thorn, a stone, etc., which he would present to 
the gaze of the admiring assembly as the materialized form of the 
cause of the disease.

Another rôle played by the shaman among some western tribes, 
such as the Carriers and the Cliileotius, was that of father confessor.



I havti long known of that particularly, hut always refrained from 
mentioning it, out of fear lest I should seem to he drawing on my 
imagination. But Harmon, tin- wry first author who lived among the 
Curriers, is very explicit on this point. “When the Curriers are 
severely sick,” he writes, “they often think that they shall not recover 
unless they divulge to a priest or magician every crime which they 
may have committed, which has hitherto been kept secret, in such a 
«■use, they will make a full confession, and then they expect that their 
liws will Ik- spared, for a time longer, lint should they keep hack a 
single crime, they as fully believe that they shall sutler almost instant 
death.”*

XIII.

Conjuring remained, however, the main function of the shaman. 
This was of seven kinds among tin Dimes. There was, iiist, (lie cur
ative conjuring which l have already described. The second kind, 
preventive conjuring, 1 shall treat of in the next paragraph.

A third form of the art was inquisitive conjuring. I cannot find 
a better instance of it than in the following extract from m.v hut 
hook, which has reference to the loss and finding of the fiist iron axe 
wer possessed by a Carrier Indian. ‘‘The native chronicler govs on 
to relate how that shaman, who enjoyed a wonderful reputation even 
among his peers, had a'personal totem or familiar genius, in the shape 
of a skunk-skin, which he wore hanging from his neck This, during 
his trances, he need to press in his hands, when it emitted a piercing 
scream. On the occasion of Na’kwoeVs loss, in tin midst of «lancing, 
singing and heating of drums, the shaman squeezed his skunk—kin, 
upon w lih'li it cried as if the animal had been alive, and, detaching 
itself from the neck of the medicine man, it made for the heap of 
houghs, wherein it plunged and remained for a while. When it came 
hack, it bore in its mouth the lost adze blade !”t

Another circumstance, of much more frequent occurrence, called 
the same powers into play. Did any influential or greatly Moved 
person die? Noliody would think of attributing his or her demise to 
natural causes; but the friends or relations of the deceased would 
want to ascertain the name of the party who had brought his malefic 
gifts into play in order to encompass his or her death. The shaman 
was therefore consulted, who, in the midst of his dancing and singing, 
attired in all the glory of his usual paraphernal in, so as to be the more 
easily brought into direct communication with his totem, would sud
denly fall down, feigning death or sleep, during which ho was held to 
see through the machinations of the dead person's enemy. On resum
ing consciousness, ho would unhesitatingly name the latter, and 
thereby in most eases pronounce his death warrant.

This brings us to the consideration of malefic conjuring, which 
is the fourth kind of shamanistic activities. This was much feared, 
and such as wore supposed to be addicted thereto were but half safe 
among their fellows. Its use. real or imaginary, was the cause of 
many murders committed in retaliation for deaths attributed to the 
black art.

e“A Journal of Voyages,” pp. 256-67.
t“Primitivo Tribes and Pioneer Traders,* 

Briggs, Toronto, 1906.
p. 10 of third edition. Wm.



Intimately connected therewith, and yet different in the mode of 
exercising it, was witchcraft. This consisted in secret practices by 
ordinary mortals with a view to causing bodily harm to an aiment 
enemy <»r injuring his possessions. Pieces of his attire, a lock of his 
hair, or if possible parings from his finger-nails, hidden in certain 
unlucky places, by the side of dreaded reptiles or their skins, amidst 
the muttering of imprecatory words, were reputed extremely effica
cious in such cases.

Whether the victim of real witchcraft or of malefic incantations, 
the doomed individual, as soon as made aware of his dreadful posi
tion, almost invariably began to feel unwell. He would then gradu 
ally wither away and die in a short time. Such was- indeed, 1 should 
perhaps say such is the power of imagination with these timorous 
people !

A fifth kind of conjuring may Ik* termed operative. It was 
intended chiefly to create good weather, make rain, bring on fair wind, 
hasten the annual run of salmon, or render it more abundant, remedy 
the lumen ness of women, implant love in persons -ft' different sex, 
etc. When the object of the incantations was of public utility, sev
eral shamans usually combined their efforts towards the attainment 
of the desired end.

There was, moreover, a sixth kind of conjuring, which was in 
reality nothing else than jHireling or prestidigitation. It was at 
times resorted to in order to retain the shaman's hold on the admira
tion of the, plohs, and still further increase faith in his ministrations 
Marvellous deeds, such as the eating of tire, the swallowing and dis 
gorging without any unpleasant effects of reputedly venomous reptiles, 
etc., were then accomplished in the sight of wondering natives.

Tn my recent work already referred to, 1 quote the ease of a fam
ous Babine shaman who “in the course of his religious dances, would 
introduce in his mouth the green, unmatured fruit of the amelanchivr 
or service-berry, which, in the presence of all the spectators, would 
soon ripen to the extent of yielding a copious flow of dark juice.”*

The seventh and last kind of conjuring we will dignify by tin* 
name of prophetical. The epithet sufficiently explains its nature. 
What the render will probably lie more anxious to know is whcthei 
there ever was any actual sample of the genuine article among the 
Dénc tribes. To this I cannot answer otherwise than by referring to 
the above mentioned Babine shaman. He was the founder of a kind 
of religion and the center of some sort of Messiah craze, and when 
his authority and prestige had been well established, not only within 
his own tribe, but even amongst the tribes of coast indians, he set 
upon prophesying. All his surviving tribefellows, and even a trust
worthy white lady who has mastered the Tsiinshian language, assure 
me that in every ease his prophecies were fulfilled, which fact, if really 
true, is so much the more extraordinary as lie is reported to have even 
announced the introduction of the telegraph into his country, an insti
tution of which the natives had not then the least idea.t

•“Primitive Tribes and Pioneer Traders,” p. 240 of third ed. 
tïfarmon himself says that ‘‘it is not uncommon for events to take place 

much as these conjurors predict." Op. rit., p. .**25.



XIV.

I have loft preventive conjuring nut of its natural place because, 
to be properly understood, it requires more than a passing reference 
To fully grasp its import we must penetrate still further into the 
intricacies of the Indian mind.

According to the primitive Denes, man is made up of a perish
able body and of a transformable soul, if soul this can really In- called, 
which they knew as nrzurl. This is almost equivalent to the anima 
of the Homans, inasmuch as it gives warmth and vitality to the body. 
However, etymologically speaking, it is rather the elVeet than the 
cause of life., since /?<■:</ / means at the same time human heat. In 
fad, though this word is used to-day to designate the soul as we 
understand it, it is possible that its signification was originally 
slightly dilièrent.

lies ides this principle or physical condition, there was nct<cn, 
man s shadow, commonly called second self among us. This was a 
kind of double, a reflection of the individual personality, which 
was. of course, invisible in time of health, because then con
fined within its proper corporeal seat, but which, on the approach ot 
sickness and death, wandered oil the body and roamed about, seldom 
seen, but often heard, in the vicinity of its normal home. Its absence 
therefrom, if too prolonged, infallibly resulted in death.

The role of the shaman in such eases is easy to guess. His duty 
was to coax or force the truant soul to return to its proper seat. With 
this end in view, he would, in the evening, hang up the patient's 
moccasins previously «lulled with feather-down, and, cm the* follow
ing morning, should the down be warm, lie would carefully put them 
back on his feet with the wandering shade therein. At other times, 
the simple* imposition of the conjurer’s hands on the patient’s head, 
or silent ablutions of tin* weak parts of the body, with water endow, d 
with magical properties through the manipulations of the conjurer, 
would have tin* same effect on the patient.

Should the exert ions of the medicine man prove of no avail against 
the claims of nature, tin- soul or immortal personality of his patient 

or victim was then called ni :nl. in Carrier, a word which implies 
void and impalpability. Tt was supposed to embody what was left 
of man’s previous self

As to the fate of these shades after death, very little was known 
The eastern Dénés believed them to he constantly erring in some 
underground world, where their occupations were not much different 
from those of their survivors on our sphere. Most of them live, they 
claimed, on fertuses, mice, toads and squirrels, while some, who are 
more fortunate, pass their time in fishing for small fry, visiting their 
nets in double canoes, or dancing together on the shores of the river.

According to the Carrier mythology , the shades inhabit some sub
terranean village beyond a large river, which they have to cross after 
a dismal voyage through snakes, toads and lizzards ;* hut the fact that 
some of their homes large hoard houses like those of the coast 
Indians and half of the canoes used to ferry them across the river.

•See my paper on "The Western Déliés." Proc. Cnn. Inst., IRflfl.
14 Altai.
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were painted rod, the color «»f tirightnc*s and ldins, whilo the others 
were hlm !.. the token of had feeling and of a spirit of revenge, would 
seem to itidieate that their fate is unequal.

Most of these and other notions probably originated in the brains 
of some shumans who professed to have visited the land of the shades

before porting with this important personality in the IMnê 
théologie system, we may as well ask ourselves what were the usual 
effects of its ministrations among the sick. Strange os it may seem, 
they were generally satisfactory. Ilearnc mentions two striking eases 
that fell under his observation,•and my own experience and studies 
go to confirm the good results claimed for flu* shamans’ conjuring. 
People will cease to wonder, when they take into consideration the 
extraordinary influence of the mind over the body, among credulous 
and naturally timid aborigines as the northern or (’unadian Dimes

Of course, it did happen often enough that death claimed its 
own. In such rases the shnninn had to build up as satisfactory as 
possible a theory as to the real causes of his failure, were it only to 
save his prestige in I he tribe; but under no circumstances had he f<, 
return the generally valuable presents dressed skins or ornaments’ 
shells -received in consideration of his labors. As to the relatives of 
the deceased generally sacrificing “the quack or some of his comme 
tiens,” as boss (’ox deck*rest was done by the Carriers of British 
Columbia, there is absolutely no ground for that assertion.

XV.

1 ideas otherwise noted, the foregoing applies to all the Délié 
tribes, irrespective of geographical location. We now come to the 
custom characteristic of the Carriers exclusively.

We suppose that a in'nczn or notable among them was evidential 
doomed. The hereditary chant denotivc of his rank was taken up by 
a member of a different elan and continued by exo-gentile villagers 
until he expired, while bis own relatives and clanfellows, especially 
the women, would rend the air with their lamentations. On the chief’. 
demise, one or two \oimg men of another elan were deputed to 
announce the sad tidings to neighboring villages, and invite their 
inhabitants to the incineration ceremonies.

in the meantime, daily donees by exo-clanemeri would net. as a 
diversion to the relatives’ grief, while the poor widow, already shorn 
of her hair by the relatives of the deceased, would have to keep 
watch day and night by the body of her late husband.

On the great day of the funeral, in the presence of as large a 
concourse of people as could he secured, the remains were laid over o 
pile of dry wood, face upwards and painted as on festive occasions, 
while the rest of the body was covered with a robe of heaver skins 
and the feet encased in a new pair of »*>oceasins.

*“A Journey from Prince of Wales' Fort.” pp. 104 and 210.
Adventure* on tlio Columbia River.” p. 82/). N'*w York. 1032 It is 

but simple justice to the render to warn him n«rninst the exaggerations and one
sided assertions of that author, or rather his informant. Jos. Metiillivray, when 
he speaks of the Carriers. For instance, notwithstanding his explicit declara
tions. those Indians never practised scalping, except at the bidding of the whites 
among them.



lire was now applied to the funeral pyre by an exo-clansman, 
who xv as pa ill on the spot for this service, while the widow was 
ohligyd by etiquette to hold in vs long embrace as was possible under 
the cireuiUHtunees the remains of her late husband. When the agony 
id pain arising from the violence of the fire or the suffocating smoke 
became unbearable, she was momentarily drawn off by her own relat
ives, but had soon to return to her post, until a fit of fainting would 
again part her therefrom, if her apparent earnestness in her endeav
ors to get burnt with the body did not satisfy the relations of the 
deceased, they would themselves jostle her into the furnace, thereby 
disfiguring her for life, with a view tu diminishing hc r chauves of 
remarriage, especially when she hud not proved a model wife.

1 he garments of the dead once consumed, they were immediately 
replaced by others, skins or blankets, which were thrown over it by 
t xo-claiismen. whose presents were carefully noted, as they hud to 
bo repaid in kind on subsequent occasions of a similar character, or in 
the midst of one of those ceremonial feasts of which l shall soon enter 
tain the reader. Not un frequently the shaman who had unsuccess
fully treated the deceased adopted this expedient as :» means of wip
ing out his shame, as they called it; but, of course, in this case this 
was an unrequited offering.

Shortly after the cremation of I he remains, a hark shelter was 
erected mi the spot, and the relatives of thi deceased would pick up 
from among the a .dies the few remaining hones, which they would 
enclose, first in a birch bark receptacle, and then in a leather satchel 
ornamented with fringes and suitable designs. Thi« they would hand 
to the widow. who had thenceforth to carry it constantly on her b... ! . 
or. at night, keep by 1er side. Fir ,ev the name of t lié 11 ib< . which 
is but a translation of the \rch1i<> by which they are known of the 
Se kan a is. This is the most notable of the few really aboriginal cus
toms proper to a Déné tribe which I can recall to mind.

I will not expatiate on the terrible fate of the now* enslaved 
widow, who had become part and parcel of the chattels belonging to 
tlie female relatives of the late timesa. 1 also feel reluctant to re peat 
here what 1 have elsewhere written with full details* concerning the 
-cries of ceremonial feasts which the maternal nephew of the deceased 
headman had to give to crowds of exo-clansmen, in order to be entitled 
to succored t«* his rank, privileges and property. Yet these feasts, or 
pot latches as they were called from a Chinook word meaning ‘'giving 
away,” were of such importance in the eyes, not only of the Carriers, 
but even of all the western Dénés, who borrowed the entire social 
system from the coast Indians, that I must, at least summarize that 
information for the benefit of such as may not have read my previous 
papers published by the Canadian Institute of Toronto.

XVI

These feasts were public distributions of dressed >kins, eatables 
and other property by the people of one gens to the assembled mem
bers of other gontes. Apparently useless shows of vainglorious liber
ality on the part of the headmen, who seemed for the nonce to net ns 

„ll <1-sewing hetvfactor<. they were wit 1ml nothing more or less 
than formal payments of debts contracted by the pot la telling clan

•‘‘The Western Denes,’’ p. 147 cf srq. Proc. Can. Inst., vol XXV



towards the present partakers oi its bounties on the occasion of past 
feasts or pu bib distributions. They might also Ik* « onsidered as let- 
ters-patent granted by and paid to the community, whereby the hunt
ing grounds of a deceased ‘nobleman” were turned over to his lawful 
heir. The Denes were eminently democratic in their social constitu
tion; the assembled multitude of various « Ians, with their respect 
ive headmen, represented the highest authority amongst them, and 
these solemn assizes had for their principal objec t what was in their 
mind tantamount to the payment of the fees which, with more civil 
ized nations, accompany succession to rank and landed estate.

A series of six feasts had generally to lu» gone through before this 
latter end was accomplished among the western Déné*. The lint was 
called "the taking off the ashes,M because the remains of Uh dead 
t'i m-,i were supposed to be therew ith removed from the fire-plac e , 
where they had theretofore been lying. It was given soon after hi* 
demise, and consisted mostly of a public repast followed by the dis
tribution of dressed moose or cariboo skins, torn, in the gaze of the 
assistants, into strip.- of the dimension most convenient for making 
pairs of moccasins. Such us were intended for notables were always 
given twice the size of those that went to the commun*- t'nlgus.

The second potlatch took place some time afterwards, and wa- 
intended to celebrate the deposition in the place of honor of the 
remains of the late hi nc:<r, though said remains might have been pre
viously cremated.

The third was called “the imposition of feather-down.” As uinomr 
the coast tribes, this material was considered as distinctive of rank 
and honor. This feast was one of the most important of the whole 
<ei ies. and it was équivalent to the aspirant tnn<:a\ elevation to the 
social status of his late maternal uncle, ft was celebrated with an 
elaborate ceremonial, which lack of space prevents me from detailing

The fourth potlatch was tu honor the installation of the new 
headman in the traditional seat of his predecessor.

The fifth was simply an unostentatious meal given to bands . f 
voting men and notables, male and female, who entered, while dancing 
ami singing, the lodge of the new “nobleman,” whose last and mosi 
important feast was expected to take place within a short time.

This latter potlatch was a most elaborate aftuir, whose chief fea
ture was the erection by the public of a large ceremonial house fur 
the new to nc:,i. In the evening, two masked jesters would try tn 
amuse the public bv their unties, while the notable», dressed in tie- 
insignia, would dance on a kind of primitive stage. Prominent among 
thes- insignia were the ceremonial wig, a beautiful head-dress math 
, it of the hair of three women tastefully plaited, with numbers of 
fin-' |. ng shells (DcnhiUnm Jmlianorum) inserted therein at regular 
intervals, nr laid out side by side in complete rows; a long apron will 
a fringe decorated with many sonorous trinkets, and a breastplate cut 
in the shape of a wide crescent, practically covered with the same pre
cious shells.

The day after this dance took place a panfagruelistic repast 
during which the bones of the late to vc-n W'crn taken from the buck 
of the widow, who was then presented with a new blanket and pule 
lich declared free to remarry.



The third dit y of that feast might have been rolled shaman day, 
inasmuch as those possessed of magical powers then used the same tor 
tin- benefit of the whole assembly. Then took place the great distri
bution of clothing, blankets, etc., and the guests were obliged by cus
tom to offer the rudely carved image oi the totem of the host’s elan 
any piece of property with which they might choose to present the 
new Uviu.ia, and through him his entire clan Due count fit these 
was as usual taken and carefully remembered for compensation on a 
future occasion of similar import.

XVII

l have mentioned dunces. They were as rude ami unartistie 
affairs as could well be devised. Among the Darners they consisted 
mostly of jumps and leaps with both feet simultaneously, to the time 
of one or two drums or tambourines, a< « ompaniod by a phrase repeated 
ad nauseam, with meaningless monosyllables sung out to the tune of 
the weirdest imaginable melody. With the Sékanais, their immedi
ate neighbors in the north-east, the motions of the legs were not so 
much in evidence, and were sometimes entirely replaced bx alternate 
sets of two or three jerks of the hlmuldets to the right and to the left.

Sun, or strictly religious, dances were unknown among the Cana
dian Denes.’ I lie nearest npproch thereto was that practiced n the 
occasion of an eclipse. To hasten the reappearance of tile luminary, 
I hey would silently emerge from their lodges, and then, ranging 
themselves in single file, they would start a suit of propitiatory da nets. 
To this effect, landing under an imaginary burden, though packing 
only an empty bark vessel, they would strike in cadence their right 
thigh, relienting in piteous tones, havaintaih, qé! Come back, oh, do!

Ceremonial dunces, sm h aft that noticed in the preceding para
graph. were usually performed either on a stage fir in a free place 
within a large lodge by one or two men. rarely by any woman, unless 
she he a titled noble woman. Common, or simply pleasure dances 
would be started almost anywhere by people of either sex In these 
the dancers moved in circles.

Among the eastern Déliés, the Dog-Rib* were considered the 
master-dancers of the family. Yet, that their art was not any too 
remarkable for its gracefulness is shown by this quotation from Sir 
Alex. Mackenzie’s journal, who witnessed one of their dances when 
he first met them in 178!): “The men and women formed a promiscu
ous ring. The former had a hone dagger or piece of stick between 
the fingers of the right hand, which they kept extended above the 
head, in continual motion; the left they seldom raise so high, but 
work it backwards in a horizontal direction, while they leap about 
and throw themselves into various antic postures, to the measure of 
their music, always bringing their heels close to each other at every 
pause. The men occasionally howl in imitation of some animal, and 
he who continues this violent exercise for the longest period appears 
to be considered the best performer. The women suffer their arms to 
hang as without the power of motion.”t

"Except unioug the Sarcecs, who are far from being typical I)éiu-s. 
f“Journal of a Voyage," vol I., pp. *233-34.
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A common ovcumuu for an impromptu «larvv wus until recent 1 y 
tli<* mooting of parties, representing different tribes. The Dog- 
Itilis, Loueheux, l‘ailiers and (,'liilvotins ale on record as following 
that custom, which amounted as much to a mark of deference as to a 
token of friendship. This is evident from the fact that, when the 
loader of a (.-hi loot in party of marauders who had .just massacred 
almost the entire population of a Carrier village fell in with the chief 
of the latter, accidentally red need to a state of titter helplessness, the 
vict< rions Chilcotin asked his rival to “dance for him.’’*

thi Mich occasions “the two bands commence the dance with their 
lm. k> tinned to each other, the individuals following one another m 
Indian tile, and holding the how in the left band, and an arrow in the 
right Tlie.x approach obliquely, after many turns, and when the two 
lines arc closely back to back, I hey feign to see each other for the 
first time, and the bow is instantly transferred to the right hand and 
the arrow to the left, signifying that it is not their intention to employ 
them against their friends. At a fort they use feathers instead of 
bows. +

(loncrally of a most indolent disposition, and with plenty of 
leisure when not pressed by famine, the Déliés were naturally not 
deficient in games wherewith to while away their time. The scope nf 
this paper will not allow of more than a mero enumeration of them 
Among the Carriers atiych, which was played with circular pieces of 
bone, was based on the principle of the modern dice. Atlifi necessi
tated the use of a number of slender bone, sticks, a few inches long 
Hoth haw become obsolete. This cannot be said of what I will call the 
hand-game,” from two more or less polished bone-sticks held in the 

hands, while a band of Indians execute a song proper to the game 
Winning depends solely upon a successful guess as to the hand into 
which the peculiarly marked slick has been surreptitiously transferred.

These an games of chanee, and are played anywhere and at any 
time, though innumerable nights, especially, are made hideous by the 
♦umult anil revelry which the last game usually entails. This is so 
absorbing to the native mind that many a Délié has been thereby 
despoiled of all bis belongings. Other games there are in which per
sonal skill, or a certain degree of exertion, are the chief factors. 
Hcshh - lacrosse, which seems to have been known long before the 
advent of the whites and is responsible for the name of an important 
locality Ihle-ii-la-f'rosse - within Oh ip pe way an territory, the most 
popular among the western Dénés is tn tf/vh, which is played with 
slender sticks, four or five feet long, thrown out through the air, the 
distance reached determining the winnei. Its equivalent in winter 
time is nazaz, which is also the name of the finely polished wooden 
rod, with a sort of elliptical head, which is launched on the frozen 
surface of the snow. Two rival teams, composed sometimes of half a 
dozen men or boys, are then in the field, and the largest aggregate 
of points gained indicate the winning side.

Another game of a quieter character is ta:'ko. It is pla\ed mostlx 
by the fireside, during tin1 long winter evenings, with a blunt-headed

*“lti.stury of tl.H Northern Interior of 1VC p l/> Win. Firings, Toronto
+ * .f uirnov to the Shores of the Polar Sea,” by Sir J. Franklin, vol. ITT 

p. 50.
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Among (host1 tribes whivh subsisted principally oit dceror caribou, 
pounds wit h aveulies of stout sticks uv trues lua«ling thereto were form 
cil y erected, at the cost, of much labor. Therein whole herds ot 
animals wore driven and finally slaughtered.

ft would be too long and foreign to my purpose to dcscritie the 
various devices resorted to by the Canadian Denes with a view to 
entrapping or ensnaring bears and the minor fur-hearing animals, i 
must be allowed to refer the reader to my “Notes on the Western 
Dénds* pp. Oti-lOf, where he will find a full des< ription of the same 
I will simply remark, ns a token of that people's regard for contin
ence, that, among the Carriers, a married man separated a tla/ro frmn 
his wife a full month prior to Hotting his traps or snares, during which 
time In led a soit of penitential life intended to secure good luck for 
his forthcoming efforts.

ff eminently huntsmen and trappers, the Dénés are also, and 
perhaps to a still greater extent, fishermen. In fact, among the west
ern tubes, salmon may be said to be the staple food for old and young. 
Three or four species of that fisli annually ascend the rivers empty
ing into tlie Pacific and their tributaries, but ihiron/iincn* ntrrhi is 
the only one dried for later use, on account of its well-known gregar- 
ioiitmess and excellent keeping qualities Several contrivances, toi 
numerous to docrilie in detail, are used, according to the nature • i 
the localities. Whenever possible, the streams a re staked across as 
in northeastern Asia and provided with weits leaving access, own 
few feet, to openings in the trellis work leading t" basket-like traps 
from whh h escape is impossible. Krmnnous quantities of the Jish an 
us tin 11 \ secured every year

Salmon is not found within the basin of the Arctic Ocean. It is 
replaced to some extent among the eastern Denes by many varieties 
of minor fish, prime among which is the no regime, or white fish U 
t ram monta nu*.) and several species of trout. When taken in the 
beginning of the winter, the former is allowed to freeze, after which 
it it considered a great delicacy. Nets of various sizes, which were 
originally of the fibres of nettle (Crtica Lyalin • and willow (Sahr 
Ionyifolia ». are usually the means of catching that and any smalh r 
fish, though spearing and hook-fishing are also quite often resorte.I 
to. Dut among the Yukon Loueheux who. if we are to believe S \ 
John Richardson,t were till his time unacquainted with nets, weir 
with wicker baskets were the only means of procuring wbitefish

XIX

This, as well as salmon and smaller fry. is ordinarily boiled with 
out salt or any seasoning, or roasted by the fireside. Dut when tin* 
Carriers of old wanted a really palatable dish, they buried their 
salmon in the ground until it reached a state of semi-putrefaction, 
when it was mixed with more or less rancid oil, originally extracted 
from the heads of the same fish. Tf a few dried berries wore added 
to the compound, it was considered the ncc /tins ultra of table del 
caeies.

•“Transactions of the Can. Institute.” vnl. TV Toronto, 1894.
♦ “Arctic Searching Exncdition.” vol. I . n 390



Their hen it s, as a matter of course, greatly vary according to the 
territory of the tribes. They arc mostly of the Viburnum, l uranium 
and /,’. /ulrum genera, though, to the (.'ariders, for instance, there is 
nothing like the fruit of the Awelanchier alnijnlui for economic im
portance in the vegetable kingdom. They gather it in immense 
quantities in hark vessels, and compress it into thin cakes which, pro
perly diied, will keep for quite a long time. The soap-berry (Shrp- 
perdiu vunadvnsi*), and several other berries or roots, prove also val
ued additions to their larders.

Prominent among the latter in the eyes of most of the tribes is 
the root of the red lily (I/iliivni adumbiunum), which is appreciated 
as an article of diet even by the native s of northeastern Asia. The 
Chi loot ins prefer two tubers which they call, respectively, nunti ami 
wsronh. These are small, and spheroidal or oblong, somewhat of the 
form t s, which their women dig up in large quantities.

All the vessels of the prehistoric Denes were made, without much 
art, of lurch bark, sewed with the fibrous rootlets of the black spruce 
(Abies vipvd). They have to this day remained unchanged as to 
shape or material except among the Chilentins, who do woven basket
ry as their Sal nth neighbors in the south. As a matter of course, the 
original hark kettles have long been discarded in favor of the tin 
kettles of commerce. The process of boiling by means of hot. stunts 
thrown into a vessel full of water, though abandoned when the white 
man's wares were adopted, has not, however, entirely disappeared 
from among all the tribes. The Carriers have still recourse to it 
when cooking their service-berries.

It is a long way from lieny gathering or cooking to wnr. Put 
since we have mentioned the use of hows and arrows, it is. perhaps, 
natural that we end this paragraph In a few words on that subject. 
War among the Defies was but a series of ambuscades and surprises 
resulting when circumstances were favorable to the attacking party 
in general massacres. Women and children fell victim* to the 
aggressors’ rage just as well as the men : but. in some casts the former 
were spared in so far as their lives were concerned. Tlie\ were then 
taken prisoners, and almost invariably became the wives of the leading 
men among the attacking party. In too many eases the most harbai 
ous cruelties were exercised against the fallen foes, whose bodies wen 
horribly mutilated.

But the two first chapters of my *‘History of the Northern In
terior of British Columbia,” which relate with full particulars well 
authenticated war expeditions among the Carriers and the Chilentins. 
will enlighten the reader on this subject hotter than any didactic trea
tise on the same could do. Suffice it to add that the war-how of sev
eral prehistoric tribes was usually furnished with one. sometimes two. 
stone or bone points, which allowed of the weapon being used as a 
spear when shooting had heroine impossible. Two kinds of armour, 
one of stiffened skin, the other of rods tied together, were also in um 
among the western Dénés. Moreover, the Carriers, nt least. knew of 
the shield, which they called- indicating thereby its material T# - 
lla-thu'n. or “anielanchier which is held by the hand.

5196
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Wr will close this compendium of Inllnologv and sociology 
by a few remarks on » omiui, and lior plare in I lie primitive society 
of ihose allongions. Thongli, as we have seen, lier condition in a few 
tribes was lieiirnlilv, we may safely u.-»ert that, in general, it was 
humble and low ly, nay. we should say miserable. Some authors in 
these latter times, have striven to react against the common and vei v 
just iitea of her pitiful state in barbarous soeieties, such as that of tile 
northern American Indians. They have quoted well authenticated 
, - ot regard for individuals of her sex, and even instances when
some ot them have attained rank and von.-iderulion in their trils-s. In 
purtieiilar, the fenuilo chief who practically saved Hubert VampiicH’s 
life aiitoug ibe Nahuuais lias been represented as a splendid exemplili- 
. it uni i the turner of woman in nlxti iginal society As 1 intend 
writ g lot the (umgress of Americanists a paper specially devoted to 
the treatment of this very question, 1 shall content myself with re
in.n 1 lug here (lint those authors simply confound the exigencies of 
tribal organisation with the status of woman as woman.

As we have already noted in the course of this essay, the laws 
which govern inheritance preventing the expropriation of land from 
one i tun to another, they oc< usioimlly forced tile Irilies to confer mi 
women titles mid privileges which went by right to men Stnh 

..-s invariably predieaied the absence of any suitable male heir, and 
did not affect the standing of woman as daughter, wife or mother In 
other n oils, if these exceptional eiri umslanees rendered her lot mon 
tolerable, tins was simply owing to social necessities, but not, us 
amongst us, because the titulary happened lo belong to the weaker 

x Marks of deference were, indeed, paid her in public, but there 
was very little chivalry in this; in the privacy of the family life she 
iune a woman again, that is, an inferior human being, whose duty 

1 w i to do all the menial work by the lodge or tepee, unless her spo- 
. a rank and private eireumstunees furnished lier with attendants ti 
replace her in the discharge of her household duties

Among all the Dene and most other American Irilies, hardly any 
otlu r being was the object of so mm li iliead as a monstmating woman 
As soon as signs of that condition made themselves apparent in i 
voting girl she was carefully segreganul from all but female eompanv, 
and had to live by liei -elf in a small but away from the gaze of the 
V11 lagers or of the male memliers of the roving bund. While in that 
awful state, she had to alwtam from touching any thing belonging i 
n,an, nr the spoils of any venison or other animal, lest she wool- 
thereby pollute the same, and condemn the hunters in failure, owing 

fhe engei of the game thus slighted. Dried fish formed I'.er diet, 
and I old water, absorlied through a drinking tulie, w as her only bever
age Moreover, as the very sight of her was dangerous to society , a 
-l«eiai skin bonnet, with fringes falling over her face down t„ liet 
breast, hid her from the public gaze, even some tint” after she had re
covered her normal state.

This had also another purpose. It replaced with our Tndiati

the common lion-i s for pubescent girls which obtain among some of 
the aboriginal trilies of the Philippine Islands, in that sense that 1



announced the fact that the wearer of it was now in the ranks of mar- 
riageahle parties.

With some of the eastern tribes girls were betrothed from their 
infancy by their pa rents, hut among most of the western Déliés the 
young man had to work quite a period of time for his intended bride’s 
parents. In the northeast, as we have seen, wrestling decided the 
fate of a maiden. Some eases are also on record in connection where
with goods ami property were the only consideration determining a 
match; in other words, the woman was then the object of a regular 
bargain. In no ease was there any marriage ceremony; the young 
man simply took the girl to a new tepee and lived with her ns husband 
and wife, or, as among the Carriers, he settled witli her in a corner of 
the large lodge of his father-in-law.

Polygamy was prevalent everywhere, but, except in the run • of 
very good hunters or of prominent members of the tribe, few men had 
more than two wives. T know of a chief who had four, and Tleurne 
mentions another who had eight. Divorce was also common enough, 
especially when the woman had proved barren, lazy, or self-assertive 
Cases of independence, however, were exceedingly scarce, and all tin- 
early explorers were struck with the down-hearted countenance and 
humble behavior of the Déné wives

hvery recurring menstruation brought about a temporary sépara 
tion a thorn, ami this naturally followed also child-births Ihuturi 
Hon was generally easy enough, though even in the early times pain
ful confinements occasionally happened. If in the woods or travel
ling, the poor mother was not on that account treated with any more 
feeling or humanity, but had to proceed with tin* drudgery of her 
daily life, while packing her new-born on her buck.

In ease of any one losing lier husband, the wile had to follow the 
laws of the levirate. and marry her surviving brother-in-law. Many 
other directions of the Mosaic code wen* also in vigor aiuuhL; the e; 
giual Dénés and not a few of their modern descendants, J leave i' 
to my previous papers to detail the same.

0. TDK SALISH TRIltKS OF THE TXTKRÏOK OV BRITISH 
C< iLUMBlA.

By Fran* Boas.

The interior of British Columbia is inhabited by Salish tribes and 
by the Chileotin and other Athapascan tribes. Tlieir culture re
sembles to a certain extent that of the northern Athapascan tribes in 
its simplicity, and is also allied to that of the tribes of the plateaus 
farther to the south. It differs fundamentally from the culture of 
the tribes of the north Pacific coast, and is also quite different from 
that of the Indians of the Plains, although certain traits of culture 
have been imported from With sources.



The Indians of this region are hunters and fishermen. Salmon, 
which ascend the large rivers, are an important staple food; hut, be
sides this, deer and other mammals are hunted, and are infinitely 
more important in the domestie economy of the people than they are 
among the coast tribes. The people also gather large cjuant.ities of 
roots and berries, and for this reason their habitations are changed from 
season to season, according to their pursuits. Jluring the fishing 
season they live in the river valleys, where the permanent villages are 
located; while during the hunting season and root-gathering season 
they live in the mountains. Since the lower part of the country is 
dry, and wood is not plentiful, the wood industry, which is so char
acteristic of the coast Indians, is only slightly developed. Stone im
plements arc made both by battering and flaking. -lade axes and 
adzes are of frequent oecurronee. The art of painting is only slightly 
developed. (lotliing i> made prineipully of deer-skin which is care
fully prepared. The (lotliing is much fuller than it is among the 
coast tribes, moccasins, leggings, breech-clouts and various types of 
shirts being worn. The head is covered with a cap or with a head
band. Reside* deer-skin clothing, woven blankets and pom bos made 
of sage-brush bark, are also in use. The weaving is done by a simple 
process of twining around strands of shredded bark. The tribes of 
the Cmst Range have u highly developed art of basketry. They 
make beautiful coiled ware with designs produced by imbrication. 
These coûtai baskets are generally angular in shape, and suggest that 
the type in as developed from bark baskets and boxes. Hark basketry 
is found principally among the. more eastern tribes of this region. 
Mats, baskets and pouches are also made by twining, the material used 
lieing rush and Indiaii-hemp fibre. Itlankets of strips of rabbit-skin 
are also made by twined weaving.

The permanent bouse is n semi-subterranean lodge, consisting of 
a large, round excavation over which a conical roof is built. The 
entrance to the dwelling is through the smoke-hole in the middle of 
the root by means of a ladder consisting of a notched tree, in sum 
mer the pople live in round or square tents of varying construction, 
differing, however, in type from the skin tent of the Plains Indians. 
The tents are gem rally covered with rush mats; while, on the other 
hand, in the mountains the simple lean-to is used. The double lean 
tr- which is so characteristic of the Athapascan trilws, is found 
throughout this area.

In the ornamentation of dress, feathers are much more important 
than among the coast tribes, and they are treated in much the same 
fashion ns by the Plains Indians. Nose and ear ornaments of den 
talin and beads are commonly used.

The bow is partly of the some type as that found on the coast, tie- 
ing flat iu cross-sect ion with round grip in the middle; but by far tin 
greatest number of their bows are of the characteristic sinew-backed 
type of tin plateau area. Arrows with simple atone points and with 
barbed bom points are used Deer and small game are often trapped 
in snares, fences were, also built at appropriate places to drive the 
deer in the diioction of the hunter. Fish lire caught, partly in fish 
traps, partly bj mean* of bag-nets, which are used from rocks near 
the banks of the liver, or from platforms built over the water. Hooks 
and fish-spears are also used. In travelling on the rivers, both dug-



cuts ami hark canoes are used. The hark canoe hns long spurs under 
the water line, and is made of spruce hark.

I.n warfare the how and arrow, lances, knives ami various forms 
of eluVis are employed. The war-cluh with loose stone encased in hide, 
which is characteristic of the Plains Indians, is found here also. For 
protection, slat and rod armor was used.

Some of the games are almost identical with those played by the 
coast Indians, while others resemble those played by the Indians of 
the Plains. To the former group belong the beaver-teeth dice and 
the painted gambling-stick*. The well-known hoop-and-spear game 
is found here also. The game of hiding-t lie-hut ton is played in the 
same manner as on the coast. Un the other hand, some of the lull 
games for instance, a kind of lacrosse- resemble very much the hall 
games of the Plains.

The decorative irt of the plateau Indians is very slightly devel
oped. It is probable that in former times there may Lave been a 
more marked development of designs produced by means of embroid
ery, but these no longer survive. There is almost a complete absence 
of works of plastic art. Among the arehinologicail remains of this 
legion, which, without any doubt, belong to the ancestors of the jur, 
sent inhabitant* of the area, are found a few good carvings in bone, 
and fairly good realistic representations ou stone mortars. These, 
however, are very few in numWr. In type they resemble son . what 
the plustie. art of the ruant-, hut the small number of specimens shows 
clearly that these objects must always have been rare. Paint 
iug is also of a very crude character. A number of highly conven
tionalized dvsigus are found, which are intn pretc.l in . . ordamv with 
the general ideas prevailing among the people. Some of these designs 
consist of simple lines arid dots. They arc, probably, the oldest 1 \ pe 
of decorative design of these* tribes. Other designs -cm to lie related 
to those of the Prairie Indians. This is also suggested by the ta< t 
that these designs occur on a few painted pouches and paille. In 
that arc found here. Most of them are angular and consist of 
rectangles and triangles, ltv far the bulk of the painted designs 
are pictographi-' in character, and are related to the rharariei isti 
pietographie art of the Plains Indians. In a few cases \er\ simple 
forms are interpreted in a symbolic manner. Thus .1 red dot on 
a round stone club has been interpreted as a thunder-bird in the skv. 
and a cross as the world with its four corners. There is practically 
no trace of the semi-rnalistie animal representations which arc so char
acteristic of the Pacific coast.

The social organization of the tribes is very loose. There is no 
recognized tribal unit, and the population of the villages undergoes 
frequent and considerable changes. There are no exogamie groups, 
and no hereditary nobility is found. Distinction was obtained prin
cipally by wealth and wisdom. Captives made in war became slaves, 
but if one of the slave women was married to a member of the tribe 
she. and her children were considered equals of the other people. It 
does not seem that names were restricted to certain families, although 
names of ancestors were frequently given to young children. In mar
riage the wife generally followed her husband to live with his family, 
although shortly after marriage there was a frequent change of resi-
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tienvv of the young people, who fur some time live»! with tlio bride’s 
family, and for some time with the groom's family.

The hunting territory was considered the common property of the 
whole trilie, hut deer-fences and fishing-places were the property of 
certain individuals and families. In most cases an old woman was 
put in charge of berry patches, which were the property of the whole 
tribe. It was her duty to prevent any one from picking berries U«- 
forv they were ripe.

In recent times the custom of giving potlatches has been intro
duced among the more western plateau trilies, the custom evidently 
being copied from the coast tribes.

In the western part of the country the infant cradles were shaped 
like small baskets, and resembled somewhat the infant cradles of the 
coast. Further to the east the characteristic North American cradle- 
board was used.

A young man who desired to marry gave presents to the girl's 
paient', and their acceptance indicated tin; acceptance of his suit. In 
other castthe gill’s relatives proposed marriage to the parents of the 
young man. Lev irate was common.

The body of the deceased was buried, the grave being purified b\ 
means of thorny hushes to drive away evil spiiits, and often tents 
wore ereeled over the burial-site. If a person died in a foreign coun
try the bodv was burned and the remains were wrapped up and carried 
along to he buried in the family graveyard, each family having a bur
ial site of its own. Among the Lower Thompson Indians and Lillooet 
1 he burial customs were somewhat similar to those of the coast tribes. 
In many cases the bodies were placed in huge cedar boxes supported 
on posts. The bodies of members of one family were placed in the 
same box. It is worth mentioning that terms of affinity undergo a 
change after the death of husband or wife.

The religious concepts of the Salisli tribes of the interior wen 
also much simpler than those of the coast Indians. Since the social 
organization is simple, and ritualistic societies arc not. found, the 
whole group of ideas connected w ith these concepts does not occur 
The essential trait of the religious beliefs of these tribes is connected 
with the acquisition of guardian spirits. Each person is believed to 
have his guardian spirit, which is acquired by the performance of 
ceremonials. Only a few shamans are believed to have inherited 
their guardian spirits from their parents who have been particularly 
powerful. All animals and objects possessed of mysterious powers 
can become guardian spirits, whose powers are somewhat differen
tiated. Objects referring to death -such as graves, bones, teeth, and 
also natural phenomena, such as blue sky, east and west, and power
ful animals -could become guardian spirits of shamans. Warriors 
had weapons and strong animals for their guardian spirits; hunters : 
the water, the tops of mountains, and the animals they hunted, or 
others that were themselves successful hunters. Fishermen had for 
their guardian spirits canoes, paddles and water animals : and gamb
lers: a variety of smaller animals, and also objects used for securing 
good luck or wealth. The frequent occurrence of guardian spirits 
that arc only part of an animal as a deer’s nose, the. left or right side 
of a thing, the head, the hand, the hair, or the tail of an animal -is 
remarkable.



The pul**rty ceremonials during which these guardian spirits 
were acquired were quite complex, and the ceremonies which bovs had 
to perform depended upon their preferences. Those who desired to 
become great hunters had to practise hunting and shooting in a cere
monial way. Those who desired to tie warriors prayed to the sun to 
give them their wish, and had to perform mimic battles. The would- 
be gambler danced, and played with gambling-sticks One of the im
port an I riles connected with these ceremonies, as well as with all other 
ceremonies, was purification by means of the sweat-bath. In every 
village there were a number of small lodges, consisting of supple poles 
bent, and tied together in the middle, and covered over. These were 
used very frequently by the people.

The puberty ceremonials of girls were much more complicated 
than those of hoys. Girls were forbidden to touch their bodies with 
their hands, and for this reason had sc rate hers and drinking tubes 
which they lmd to use through the whole ceremonial. They were 
isolated, and during the period of isolation thov had to dig trenches, 
pick off leaves from fir branches, and make baskets and small mats - 
all symbolic of the work they had to do later in life, and intended to 
give them strength, (lirls as well as hoys made records of the offer
ings and ceremonies they had passed through by means of pictures 
painted with red paint on boulders Generally the period of isola
tion of hoys and of girl*» extended over several months.

Every living person, all animals, and even inanimate objects, are 
'•aid to have souls. The Thompson Indians believe that each soul 
has a shadow which remains behind in tins world, while the soul itself 
goes to the country of the ghosts, which is believed to be situated in 
the west, and which is guarded by a number of spirits that ttiuv turn 
back the soul of a person who has fainted, and who is not ready to die

I he mythology of the tribes of the interior centres around Coyote 
The Thompson Indians, whose beliefs are best known to us, believe 
the earth to be square, the corners directed towards the points of the 
compass The confluence of the Fraser and Thompson Hivers is be
lieved to be the centre of the world, which is perfectV\ level in the 
centre, but very mountainous near the outer edge. It is surrounded 
by lakes over which hover clouds and mists.

Mountains and valleys were given their present form by a number 
of transformers who travelled over the world. The greatest of these 
was the Old Coyote, who, it was said, was sent by the “Old Man* to 
put the world in older. At the same time there were other transform 
er.i who travelled all over the world working miracles. It is said 
1 hat Coyote finally disappeared, and retreated to his house of ice. The 
beings who inhabited the world during the mythological age, until 
the time of the transformers, were men with animal characteristics, 
gifted in magic. They were finally transformed into real animals. 
Most of the rocks ami boulders of remarkable shape are considered as 
transformed men or animals of the mythological period.

The coyote legends of this area have the characteristics of tho 
coyote cycle of the whole North American plateau district. The 
coyote is believed to lie the ancestor of some of the tril>es, and was the 
only person to survive the deluge. Most of the stories related of him 
deal with his greed and covetousness, and belong to the characteristic 
American trickster stories. One of the most famous of these tradi-
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tions tells how ('oyote coveted his son s wives, and induced his son to 
«•1 inili a tree. lix lift ing Ins eyelids, (’oyote caused the tree to grow 
up to the six The son then reached the sky, where he found various 
things which he obtained for the. future use of mankind. finally 
the Spider let the young man down in a basket. lie found his wives, 
and took revenge on his father. Other stories deal with <'mote's 
attempts to overcome animals and monsters. Although many of these 
end with the defeat of Coyote, in others he succeeds in ridding the 
country of the monsters xvhieh infested it.

Many other traditions deal with his visit to the sun, with tlie ori
gin of tire, which is believed to have been obtained by the Heaver and 
the Eagle, and with the origin of certain peculiarities of animals. 
Several of this last class of stories deal entirely with animals, while 
most of the other legends of the tribe relate to adventures of men who 
meet with supernatural beings or with animals.

Cold winds are caused bv the people who live far to the north. 
where earth and sky meet. Hot winds are made by another people, 
who live tar south. Wars between these people, which exposed the 
earth to alternate spells of hot and cold winds, were ended by an in
termarriage Isdween them

1 ho thunder i* believed to be a bird a little larger than a grouse 
It shoots arrows, using it> w inps as a bow Giants, dwarfs and other 
beings of mysterious power are believed in, and high mountains are 
considered with particular awe. Great mysterious power is believed 
lo reside in the dawn of dav, wlii< h is prayed to.

The only communal festival of importance seems to have been a 
b ast connected with darning and proving, which lusted a whole day, 
and w repeated more or lex regularly. Ti t dancing ground was 
generally < an fully prepared, and it would seem that the dance had 
some reference to a 1 relief in the return of the souls. This appeal.- 
more clearly among the tribes in the eastern part of the plateau, while 
tie till . ' m the region near the coast range either had lost the knovv- 
ledgi of the varia r significance of the dances, or have never Lad any 
definite idea in relation to the return of the dead connected with the 
ceremony A characteristic feature, of the dance in the western re
gion v\ is the - nstnin of according to the young men and the young 
women the right of touching one another, thus symbolizing their dr- 
sire to be married. The act of touching was considered a formal 
marriage.

The general consideration of the culture of this district suggests 
that in former times the culture was even more simple than it is now 
\ gn-ater complexity has developed, partly owing to the influence of 
the coast tribes, and partly owing to dissemination of cultural ele
ments belonging to the Plains Indians. The influence of these two 
areas is indicated, not only by the complex character of the mythology 
of the region, but also by many other traits.

Many of the coyote tales are almost identical with those told by 
the Plains Indians from tin upper Mackenzie as far south as the lower 
Mississippi Hiver, while the other transformer myths of the Salish 
tribes are analogous to the traditions of the coast Indians. Other 
indications of affiliation to eastern North America are the elaborate 
feather technique, the highly developed pietogrnphic painting, and 
the peculiar angular decorative elements which arc found particularly
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in the decorative designs executed on hide. The influence of the 
coast Indians upon technique does not extend far to the east. It 
makes itself felt in the wood-work, particularly in the dug-outs of the 
western tribes, and in the high development of the fishing industry. 
Their influence upon the art of the people seems to have been very 
slight.

The most important trait in regard to which the culture of the 
plateaus differs from that farther to the east and from that of the coast 
is the great simplicity of social and religious life. There is practi
cally no indication of the complex ritualistic symbolism of the Plains 
Indians, nor of the strict organization of the ritualistic brotherhoods 
and societies of the coast. The more complex forms that occur on 
the plateaus are clearly due to foreign influence. Thus the most
highly developed forms of religious dance seem to have been found in 
the eastern plateau regions, while the influence of the social organiza
tion of the coast has made itself felt among the most western tribes 
of this area. Thus, the Lillooet, a Sulish tribe in direct communion* 
tiou with the coast tribes, have gentes similar to those of the const 
tribes; and analogous developments, even in a more marked degree, 
are found among the Athapascan tribes that ore in contact with the 
Tsimsliinn Indians of Northern British Columbia.

It would seem that in the early history of this district the roast 
of Southern British Columbia partook of all the essential traits that 
are now characteristic of the plateaus; and both linguistic and arch
aeological indications suggest that the Salish tribes which now inhabit 
the coast of the (juif of (ieorgia separated from the Sulish trilienuf the 
interior at a time when both had the simple form of culture that seems 
to l>c characteristic of the whole plateau area and of the Mackenzie 
basin.*

10. THE SALISH TRIBES UK THE COAST ANI) LOWER 
ERASER DELTA.

By Ch as. HiLL-Torr.

In attempting in this necessarily brief paper to describe the 
lives and conditions of the westernmost of the Salish tribes of British 
Columbia 1 can only touch upon the more striking features uf ray 
subject, and this I propose to do under the threefold division of 
Social Organization and Customs; Religious Beliefs and Practices, 
and Material Culture.

•James Teit. The Thompson Indians of British Columbia. PuHieations as 
the Joflup North Pacific Expedition. Vol. J . pp. 103-3911. Loi den, 19<X).

Livingston Farrand. Basketry Designs of the Salish Indians Ibid , pp. 
.191-399 Leiden, 1900

James Teit. The Lillooot Indians, Ibid. Vol. 11., pp. 193-300. Lieden, 
1906.

James Teit.. Traditions of the Thompson Hiver Indians. Memoirs of Mir 
American Folk-Lore Society. Vol. VI. Boston, 1898.
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I hv social organization of the littoral Salish is found to differ 
materially from that of their congeners of the interior. The differ
ence begins with the Lower Lillooet trills and continues as we pro
ved down the Fraser until when we reach the Vancouver Island 
tribes, a condition of things is found to prevail as unlike that which 
characterizes the inland tril>es as if no relationship existed or ever 
had existed between the two divisions.

From a social structure which in its simplicity and looseness 
borders closely upon pure anarchy we reach a comparatively complex 
social organization under which the commune is divided into a num
ber of hard and fast classes or castes which exhibit at times a rigidity 
and inflexibility that in some features recall the social divisions of 
the natives of India.

Among the Lkungen ami neighbouring tribes there are three . f 
these castes not counting that of the Slaves. First, there is what 
may be called the "royal** or "princely” caste composed of the rul
ing chiefs of the local communes and their families. These form i 
class apart from the rest of the people as inaccessible and exclusive •. 
anv of the Royal Houses of more sophisticated peoples. The chief
taincy which is elective among the interior tribes is here strictly he.-, 
dit.irv, passing from fathers to sons in the same families as autom. 
ticallv as clock-work. This class is known under the distinctive nam* 
or title of trilifnffrn-siàm.

Next to this came the $ifee-*idm or caste of th#‘ hereditary nohi! 
itv men with family histories, as proud of their lineage and honour 
able descent as any Spanish or Castilian grandee.

Below these came the hrutlqclinou* or common-folk, “people 
without grandfathers;** and heneath these again the slave class.

Between each of these classes or castes there was an absolutely 
impassable barrier as far as the Island Salish were concerned. Among 
the Delta tribes class exclusion was not apparently so rigid and in- 
flexible n« on tlv island; nor was the chieftaincy regarded, in 
theory at least, as hereditary, though practice was fast making it «■> 
here also, when we first came into contact with them.

The rigidity of the island classes and the jealous exclusiveness of 
the hereditary nobility is clearly brought out in a most interesting 
and significant manner, viz., by the upgrowth and existence among 
them of an intermediate class*, a kind of hourqcoixic, called in th«- 
Lktingcn tongue nitrndngit, which name has exactly the same sig 
nifientice among these people ns the term parvenu had under the old 
French regime. The nitcndnqit, were men who. hv their ability or 
good luck, had acquired wealth, by means of which they had gained 
a certain social standing, hut ns they had no ‘‘grandfathers” no pede- 
grccs of honourable descent, and no family or kin-crests, they could 
not be admitted among the hereditary nobles and so had to form a 
class intermediate between these and the common-folk.

The family pride and exclusiveness of the privileged classes was 
further illustrated in every social function which they held, and of 
these there were a goodly number, such as naming-feasts, marri a**, 
feasts, mortuary-feasts, and the “potlatch,” or gift-feasts. On



the.-e occasions th»* chiefs put on lofty ami condescending air*, con
versed only with one another, and formed a group apart liy them* 
selves. The hereditary nobles, ur men of pedegroe, formed a -cc>ml 
group, and the untitled or eoinmon-folk a third. The lutrnunQit, 
or nourrauj rivhrs held on these occasions a very equivocal posi
tion determined largely hv the condescension of the nobles and the 
degree of respect accorded them by the people.

The Lküngeu method of receiving and placing their guests was 
absurdly like that in vogue in high social functions in Old World 
Society. Two or more of the older noblemen stood at the entraîne 
of the Feast Chambers and received the visitor*, enquiring their 
names or titles and those of their fathers and grandfather* and pi « 
ing them accordingly—-rank being determined and marked by these 
a.» distinctly as among ourselves Much social divi-ion nr ca-te had 
its own list of names or titles •<> that a person had but to give hi* 
name or that of his father 01 gi.tmlfather to show his •*,,« : ! jt,< n 
and standing in his tribe.

The name system* of the Snlish. like those of other primitive 
peoples, are very interesting, and their study reveals some of the 
most curious phase* of savage culture. The limit- of hi- paper pro. 
clude a full « otisidcrution of these here, but a fen remark- upon the 
namv-fe.iste of the Coast Sali-h a function which had port-
um place in their social life may Ik1 offered

These naming-feast* refer only, of course, to the • ustoms «>f the 
upp i classes, the chiefs and nobles, the common people could not 
afford such.

Titillai names acre bestowed upon thtir bearers only when the-, 
hud readied and mused the age uf puberty . To show the way 1:1 
whic'n tLi> was generally «lone let u* suppose a nobleman of stand*' g 
has a son fifteen or sixteen ye n- of age. on whom he desires to bestow 
one of the family names or title*. He first guv- to the chief of hi- 
commune, informs him of hi- desire and secure* his aequies. * t.« o c 
promise kit" assistant’ . A date i- then fixed for the event, and in\i'..- 
tions are sent broad- .ist throughout die neighbouring tiibi - O , the 
• l.tv aptudiited f..{ the ‘ «•remony great numbers of guests come i> 
the friendly villages lound about, some also coming f- m di- 
settlementh if the giver of the feast i- well known and of di-tin 
gtti-hed rank. Preparation* have been going on for days past 1 « » • - 
ceivv and entertain these visitors. Large quantities of f - ni h v« 
Ih‘1‘11 brought together bv the host and his kinsfolk: the tamili trea* 
ure-ehests have lieen opened and their contents set in order for dis
tribution at the fea*t When all is ready the father of the l*ov who 
i- to r - cisc the name, the boy himself, and hi- immediate sponsors, 
friends and kinsfolk all ascend the roof of their house -the pitch of 
the roofs always being low and convenient f r the purposi .md fr« m 
this vantage gimiltd the proceedings take place. These vary a little 
from tribe to tribe and from district to distrie' Commonly the cere 
moii.v Î* opened by the father of the bov dancing one of hi- family 
dances to dance meaning also to sing at the - imp time. This song 
dance i* probably a more or less dramatic representation of - r u* 
event, fancied or real, in the life nr history of hi* ancestors, perhaps 
that which gave rise to the name he is going to bestow upon his s o 
When this is over n distribution of blankets -the measure of wealth 
nf the coast tribe® is made to honour the names and spirits of hi-
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tu hilly, it Iwnig held dishuiinrablc to speak i>f or even mvutioii an 
ancestral name publicly without making gifts. The tat her now «mile 
about him some thirty or forty of the leading noblemen among hie 
guests to avt us sponsors or witnesses of the rank his son will acquire 
b> tin* name he is alunit to receive. Two eldermcn, or preferably 
two aged chiefs, who know his lineage and ancestry, now bring the 
youth forward and standing one on either side of him the abler of 
the two p renin inis in a loud voice to the assembled audience that it 
is the wish mid intention of the father of the youth to bestow upon 
him his paternal grandfather's name or title. At this the people 
expies*, their assent and pleasure by clapping of hands and shouting 

l he name is iheii given to the youth after which aiiothnt distri- 
1 ion of h! ukct.s takes plaee, spe< ial care being taken to give it 

b* '*•! «me each fo all the formal witnesses of the ceremony and to the 
• tii- t.i'ing elder* it’ the father wealthy lie will throw other 
hlanki i - among the common folk 1o be scrambled for. IV lien tliip* 
part of the ceremony i* over the fvaflting begins.

After the naming ceremony is over the youth is known by his 
t **wI v-acquired name though, according to their custom*, he is never 
. illed by it except on *pe< ial and ceremonial on usions.

Among the Lkiingen and cognate tribes a man eotihl not take 
his own father's name should liis father die before he bad received 
his titular name, the mimes of iiv« cased persons being tabooed iinionv 
them foi a whole generation. Hence in the vase just imagined the 
youth received and revived the name of hU father's father. The 
ancestral names were thus handed down in these tlilies.

The marriage custom* among these trilies bring out in the -aim- 
wax the exelnsiveio •'.s of the upper classes. Marriage in their lank 
was an exceedingly formal affair ami hedged about with many pré

munit» to prevent m/<alli'ihc, and sullying of their blood. When 
\outli had arrived at a marriageable age bis family <a*f about for 

a suitable bride for him [t goes without saving that she must be 
his equal in rank Having selected a girl the father sends two nr 
nwr* old women of his family to sound tin* girl*8 parents and never 
t.uu their willingness to the union. If they receive the offer in a 
frivndlx -pint be next -'nils two eldevmen of his kin-group or ere*
\ li • office it is to *et foith to the girl's family the rank, honors an 1 
si -ling of their young kinsman. Should these lx- satisfactory to 
the gill's people both parties then make preparation for the marriage 

W,. gather from all this bow impôt taut these tribes regarded the 
muiiigv unions and how jealously they guarded their rank. There 
are many other interesting social features in the lives of the tribe- 
under considérât ion which 1 have not touched upon at all; but to 
speak of them here would lie to extend my pallet beyond the limbs 
accorded me. Those interested in a further study of the social or
ganization of these trilies may consult the writer’s ethnological re
ports on ibis division of the Salish in which all these features a ri
de al t with in detail, each tribe being treated separately.

RkT.IUIOVS in t.lKFS AND PUACJICFS.

Closely connected with one side of the social life of these tribes 
was mie of the most characteristic features of their religion. I refer 
tu their totem or kin-group crests. Among the Delta and Coast



tribes u marked social phase of tolemism bas liven developed, ot a 
vliumeter such as is generally fourni atnoiig otlmr toteum peoples. 
Although the kin-group# are riot commonly called l»y animal or plant 
names, as mo-t of th«m are among the Huida and Tlingit, they were 
nevertheless distinguished one from another by crests in the sum 
way as the kin-groups of the northern tribes, each family of standing 
possessing its mvn crest or « rests. These are more or less conven
tionalized representations, plastic or pi<*lographie, of the niicc*na1 
totems ot the family or kin-gtvitp, « oinrnoiil\ thought to have come 
down from the founder of the family « r group. These totems are 
looked upon as spirit guardians of the household, representation* or 
symbols of them being carved or painted **u «tonic portion of the fam
ily dwelling, usual I \ upon tin* supporting pillars <»f tin r«*ot. n«i 
aiming tin- Island tribes they largely take tin place of the individual 
totems or guardian spirit# of the Interior Salish the p«r*onul totem 
among these tribes having given place almost entirely under their 
« banged social conditions to the family or kin group totem.

Helivf in protecting spit its f «institutes the chief feature of th« 
religion of the Salish. Such belief* were not confined to this stock . 
they wore held in one form or another by practical)y all the abor. > 
inal tr dies of the N ew World when we first « ame in contact with 
them. 11 has its source, of course, in those animistic, nnthropotnor- 
I'hie conceptions eorntnou to primitive man the world over. The 
Salish in common with other tribes in tbe same plane of culture a* 
themselves, peopled their environment with mysterious being* and 
sim tient agenoie# of beneficent and muleficent character, most lx of 
the latter. The land, wafer and air teem with m \-terivs; tin \ are 
surrounded on all side* with capririou# being' that have power to 
harm or destroy tin in They are at any moment of thcii lives liable 
to come under the influence of these to be made their victims or 
prc\ consequent h they felt a vital need of some protecting, guiding 
influence in their live-; and hence arose their practice of >« eking and 
acquiring tutelar spirit*.

The general method of acquiring these guardian spiiiis was In 
in an.* of dream* ami visions. These were not the ordinary dream 
or vision but others of a mystic order, which came to the novj* >» 

i person seeking the spirits, only after long and sp<« ul preparation 
1 In* seeker g«»e* apart bx himself into the forest ni moun iins in semi 
solitaiy spot close to a lake or some other body of water, ami impO' •« 
upon himself ,i rigorous course of training, which is « ailed / #«.r/ a ; - 
n tt by tbe Delta and some of the Maud tribe- and by other name# 
in other divisions. This training consist# of prolonged f.«- fre- 
quent bathings, forced vomiting# and other exhausting bodily exor
cise#. With the IhhIv thus enervated the mind lieeomes abnormally 
active ami expectant and dream* and visions and hallm inations are 
as natural to the novice in such a state as breathing : and we • an 
readily understand how real must seem to him the visions of his 
looke<l-for spirit helper.

Whatever object appear* to liini on these occasion*, or rather 
u hat he conceives to he the spirit of the object, becomes his totem or 
tutelary spirit. It may lie anything almost in nature plant, bird, 
beast, fish, « tool, weapon or any other inanimate object, or natural 
phenomena. A*, under the view he takes, everything in nature i* 
possessed of a spirit and has mystery power, the spirit of a stick or
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stone can protect ami lend him aid ns well as the spirit of living 
thing'. Usually, however, he recognizes some kind of hierarchical 
order among these ghostly helpers. Some things or objects were 
more "powerful" to aid than others, and some aided along special 
lines in one direction and others in another. Some conferred great 
hunting powers others great running or lighting powers. Others 
again assisted the ‘‘medicine" men in their cures. If therefore the 
seekei after mystery powers was not satisfied with the fits! "spirit 
that came to him, or rather with the powers it liestowed, he would 
enter upon a second course of training and await the coming or vision 
of a second helper, or even of a third or a fourth, spending years 
perhaps in his seeking.

Between the individual and his protecting spirit or spirits a very 
close : r 1 mysterious relationship is supposed to exist. Me does not 
play to his totem in the sense in which »e used this word, hut ex
ports and looks for its aid and protection when needed. The totem 
is supposed to warn him by diearns and visions of impending danger 
am! to assist him in difficult undertakings, and indeed in all the issues 
of hi' life.

i -iitside of this belief in tutelary spirits there was no conception 
among I hi Delta • *i C oast Salisli of a Supreme um rruling Being 
who ordered and regulated the universe. It is true they did in a 
hind of way look to a being who was thought to have taught their 
first ancestors such knowledge as they possessed, and who by his 
maya- wonder-working powers procured for them their fish and game 
and mots: but this being was a veiy mythical creature, having 
none of the attributes of a god about him; their stories concerning 
him and his life and doings when he was among them show him to 
have hem half human, half bestial. Indeed, all the beings that peo
pled 1 heir world in its infancy were of this nature, possessing the 
-nine dual character* and assuming at will that of man or U*a>t. 
Many of the Indians believe themselves to be descended from these 
mythical creatures and claim in consequence power over the animal 
!, •endeats of them to-day whom thex look upon as related to them- 
-,l\es 111 us the people of the Mountain-goat or Sturgeon ancestry 
}„ ,evc they ran -.c*me animals of these species more leadil.v than 
, the» people ran, because of the supposed relationship existing be- 

fa them; and the-, had esoteric formulas and ceremonies wl h 
the employed when thex wished to capture them and which w re 
thought, to < a use the fish or animals to yield themselves readily to 
their human kinsmen.

In these religious ideas of the Stilish there is nothing th.it might 
regarded > of an ethical or moral character. Yet it must not he 

. 11j ji,(><! thev xvere without morality or rules of conduct. Before 
um'..* t with ourselves no people could be more moral and decent in 
their live» and actions But their morality was of a social, prae- 
t: .<1 kind, having no religious sanction whatever, (’ustomurx law 
.| juildi. upiiiim, are the source and guide** of conduct among pri
mitive people like the Salish. as indeed they are to a larger extent, 
ili n would perhaps be generally admitted among ourselves. Xu 
religious or moral obligation could hr more binding or more effective 
in régulaiing sexual and other social relations than that imposed 
upon the Salisli by their customer;, laws and the public opinion of 
ihc commune, ami though none of these laws were conceived as god-
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given they wore none the less binding upon them mi that account. 
Custom founded upon the wisdom and experience of their forefathers 
had established certain lines of conduct, and the sense of the com
munity as expressed by public opinion, saw that these were observed, 
for example, chastity in both sexes, but, ot course, particularly in 
that of the female, had been found to be conducive to good order and 
social woll-licing, and was demanded; and a lapse from virtue in 
cither sex, married or unmarried, was regarded as a deep shame 
and lasting disgrace to the persons involved ami all their kindred. 
So keenly was social disgrace of this kind felt among the Sa I is h that 
it mit infrequently led to self-destitution, particularly among girls 
We have many of their folk-tales in which incidents of this kind oe- 

-m. Tt is indeed in their traditional lore that we get our best insight 
into the character and lives of those tribes before the disrupting, un
balancing influences of our civilization made themselves felt among 
them. The view we gather of their lives and conduct from these 
«outres makes one, indeed, almost wonder whether the restraints upon 
« oiidnet imposed by the authority of religion are any stiouger or more 
effective in a community than those having their sanction in public 
opinion only; and certainly those who look with dread at what they 
think is the subversion of the .luthoritv upon which our moral or 
religious law* and restraints are grounded, and expect nothing but 
-"•i.'l anarehv. disorder, shameless imiii"italit\ and all other imagin
able evils to shortly come upon us, may take heart from the picture 
v hicli the Salish folk-tales reveal to u* of the life and condition of 
these pagans before we attempted to impose upon them our superior 
t luMiaii civilization, the blessings of which lhe> vei \ ungratefully 
do not properly appreciate.

In common with other primitive peoples the Sulish had an un 
'mentioning belief in the imperishability of the <mil or spirit of a 
life lieteafter; but their views of this after-existence are like some of 
our own, no* ulwaya clear or well-defined.

They also believed fervently in ghosts, particularly those of re- 
eently-deieased persons. They believed also that some of their wise 
men or shamans could restore the soul to the body and bring the 
seeming dead to life. Many forms of sickness, fainting spells and 
swooning* in particular, they attributed to the straying away or w ith
drawing h\ magic means, of the soul or spirit from the I- iv; and 
certain of the shamans wore held to be skilled in going after and 
bringing back these missing spirits, and lienee the power and influ
ence of these men in the community.

Those shamans or “medicine’* men believed in their own powers 
just as sincerely as their more sophisticated brothers do in theirs, and 
thought their sometime cures were effected by the might and magic 
of their protectors. So did the patients: for according to the mea
sure of their faith in the power of the medicine man, so was their 
cure in all cases where the mind was aide to influence the body. 
Nowhere are there such wonderful ‘faith-cures” as among primitive 
races, nnlv thev arc not here culled by such names nor recognized as 
such. The medicine-man gets all the credit and all the glory; hut 
then as a set-off to this he was held responsible for all failures to cure, 
and if Ins patient died under bis bunds be had to nav to the rela
tives of the deceased person a heavy death fine, so things were after 
all piettv fairly balanced between doctor and patient .among them.
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1 he mort» urn* studies tin* old-time bullish tin- more unv in vunsUnihed 
tc admire fIn- wisdom displayed in tIn; mdinahc.v.- v iu« jj n-guJaicti 
iJjt ir lives ;mil «et imih. I lio.\ appeal to have been an vminvn'lx pno- 
Deal people, mill to have found satisfactory «ointion* to nun y of I lu 
problem- of existence more advanced race# are null much exem-cd 
in mind upon.

MAii.itiai. Cvtruth.

• tidcr this division ne will discuss as fur us our space permits 
the habitations, food and fit css of the Delta and Coast SaJisli.

II ahitnt ion*.

I In’ main or permanent dwellings of these 11il»e> differed radi- 
11 on 1 ho>c nf ilit'ii brothers of the I iitvnor. I n notlimg dot « 

ti r difference in tin pin*i< al somniiiding> of the two divisions mani
fest imcit mon* «-lent 1 y 1 hau in (licit habitai ions.

J he i.x pieal roast structure was tin* communal long-house. and 
"'me of tl.rsc dwellings were truly and literally Ion*) houses, stretch 
ing until one root m unbroken font limit v for six, seven, eight and 
* 'ci. nine 'ml ten hundred feet. Ileuses of from four to six hundred 
feci were quite ordinun structures. Simon Fraser records seeing ou« 
in hi» (lip down the tivor which afterwards bore his name, th it ex
tended lor upwards of -i\ hundred feet mid had a width of sixty fee;.

Tlio-e houses won* genera lit of the half-gable, single-slope style ; 
.no! as their front* ot fan walls were only a few feet higher than 
’hen i i k xv i ; I >. their eomniofi gre ■? width made the roofs very filial- 
hiw in> icd in then piieh. lint sip h di"Advantage as this might en
tât! upon them h\ o* » a - louai leaks was more than compensated for 
! \ • ii'-i! ii>'* as platforms, for which purpose, as Ï have already iml 

•:’*d, tl < •. were • ustoinai il y used on all festive and ceremonial 
occasion*

1 he t rame work of these houses consisted of two rows of mn>M\e 
pillars which ran from end to end of the structure oil either side.

c h lair of pillars being from fifit to sixt\ feet apart ii, a typical 
'•waging. On to «.<• pill am long stout beams rested in notches cut 
tor the purpose, and upon these again the support ing poles of th 
roof which was formed of thick cedar slabs laid one upon another 
after the manner "f tiles Upon one of the faces of the main pillars 
figures in high relief were customarily carved. These represented 
rhe family or kin-group totems,—the presiding, protecting spirits of 
the household.

The walls of these sttw hire* were always built separately from 
the main frame work, which was intended to support the. roof on I v 
and were made of cedar planks or slabs, the same as those forming 
the roof laid horizontally between sets or rows of double slicks, be
tween which they were fastened by cedar withes. The planks were 
built up from the ground, the lower edge of each being made In over 
lap the one beneath it for an inch or two to keep out the wind and 
rain. There were no windows or chimneys in these dwellings, tem
porary smoke holes being made in the roof by pulling down or thru-t
ing aside a plutik or two. Light had access in the same way. Within 
the structure low. broad platforms were built all round the walls 
These formed the lounges or resting places of the inmates bv dav and
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the box, and fitting so evenly that the box will hold water without 
leaking. The top is u similar tray which overlaps the edges of the 
sides. In these receptacles are stored away the family treasures 
which consist mainly of blankets and their ceremonial costumes and 
ornaments.

Food.

The food of the Delta and Coastal Salish consisted mainly of fish, 
in which the salmon figured largely, this fish taking much the same 
place among these tribes, particularly those of the Delta, as rive does 
among the orientals or bread among ourselves. It was the staple 
of their larders and was eaten in one form or another the whole year 
round. The Island Salish, and those of the mainland wlio had sett Iv
in nr> actually on the coast waters, made use of many other fish and 
marine products as well, such us the seal, porpoise, sea-lion and 
whale. In addition to their tish diet they eat the flesh <»f most of 
the animals and birds of their habitat, of which deer and mountain- 
goat, dinks and geese were the most important. They also gathered 
and a'v manv kinds ol wild berries and bulbous roots, particularly 
those of the lily kind of which the\ had several varieties. These 
latter they cooked bv steaming or baking in ovens made in the ground 
Tlie fruit they eat either in its fresh, raw state or dried like the cur
rants of commerce, or made into compressed cakes or into thin sheets 
of sun-dried “jam.”

They l ooked their food by baking, roasting or boiling. The hak 
ing was done in ovens or holes made in the ground heated with hot 
«tones or by fires. The roasting was accomplished in different ways, 
liefore or over open fives, and the boiling by means of heated stones 
which were east into their wooden or woven pots or kettles The food 
w *• common In served in dishes if of a liquid nature, if solid on mats 
or plaques.

All the trilies dried large quantities of salmon and stored them 
aw ay for winter use. They also extracted oil from the salmon, dog
fish. ‘candle-fish,” and several other kinds, but particularly from 
the salmon. This they also stored away ill bottle-like receptacles of 
various kinds. Some were made from the whole skins of salmon, 
others fmm the hollow, bulbous, bottle-shaped stems of a species of 
kelp or sea-weed, and others again from the sounds or air-bladder- 
of fish, or the larger intestines of animals.

Drc.ti.

The clothing of the Delta and Coastal Salish was commonly of i 
scantier nature than that of the Interna trilies. In summer the men 
customarily went naked save for a loin-cloth. Most possessed a blan
ket of dog and goat hair or a cloak of dressed deer skin, but these 
were not ordinarilv worn, living reserved for cold weather only, or 
for formal ceremonial occasions. Some of the nobility and ull tin 
chiefs possessed deer or elk hide tunics and long heavily-fringed leg
gings, but these articles of clothing belonged rather to the style of 
dress of the Interior Salish than to those of the Coast.

The women went more modestly attired, though their persons 
were not so tastefullv nor so scrupulously covered as those of their 
oiatAro nt 4 ho Inferior The ordinary female dress of the wives and
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(laughters of noblemen wan a long ahrnud-like garment made oi 
tanned doe-akin. This was com mo ni y decorated about the breast 
with shell work and the side and arm seams were profusely covered 
with fringes. To this they added at times short leggings like the 
men's and coarse hats made of the same material us the best water
tight basketry.

Women uf the poorer class and Slaves wore skirts of woven cedar 
bark and sometimes short shoulder coverings or ponchos oi the same 
material, or others made from the untainted skins of small animals 
su< h as squirrels ami chipmunks.

The upper Delta tribes wore more clothing habitually than the 
(.'oust people, and made it in a mole careful and tasteful manner, 
copying in this respect the beautifully made garments of the inland 
tribes. The materials they employed wire the usual dog and goal hair 
skins ot various kinds and the soft inner hark of the eedai {Ihui/u 
gifjantv.a). The dogs from which thi* hair was taken were a special 
native breed, possessing a fleet; \ coat of a texture resembling sheep’s

H THK T1MIU S ni I III-! NORTH l\\i M ir ruAS'l

11y Franz Boas.

The North Pacific coast is inhabited by quite a number of dis 
tinet tribes, whoise culture, however, is tail!;, unifoiiu. Av■•■i«iihu 
to the degree of typical development we may distinguish three groups 
of tribes: the northern group, embracing the Tlingit, the Huida, 
and the 'J'simshinu; the central group emhraeing the Kwakmtl tril. - 
and the Bulla t'oola, and the southern group embracing the t oast 
Salish and the Nootku. Among tlie last group tin ehaiai tvristi 
traits of North Pacific coast culture arc weakest, while in the f i>* 
group they are most strongly developed.

Keonomn ally, the i>oople of this region are fishermen, who sub
sist partly on the salmon that ascend the rivers of the coast in grv.U 
ihiihUts: partly on deep-sea fishery, which is prosecuted on the cod
fish and halibut banks off the coast. At the some time, seals and 
sea lions nrc hunted. Whales that drift ashore are used, and the

*F. Boa* The Lku'ftgon. Report of the doth nuHjng -if the British 
Association f< r the Advancement of Science, 19*.K), pp ®f>3-582, and

K Boas. Thv Indian Tribes of Isiwer Fraser River. Ibid. ti4tli meet
ing J8ÎM. pp -408-463.

F Boas Indiamsclie Hagen von dvr Nord PacifiM mom Kush- \m« ul. - 
Bari in. 1WV,. pp |H97.

(’ Hill-Tout \< t-'s on the Skqomic. Report of thv 70th iiw-vtina of 
Mu* British Asaoviatioti tor the Advancement of Svienc. DOT» pp. 172-I9Ô.

(V Mill Tout. Lthnologunl .Studies <<l tlv Mainlaml Ilalh-mi"'!viii. I’ M , 
72nd mooting, pp. 3-18, 48 03.

C Mill-Tout Ethnological report, on the Stsee'lis and Skivi'l'ts .Tour 
n*l Anthropological Inst . Vol. XXXIV’., 1901, pp. 31L37<".

0. Mill-Tout, Report on the Ethnology of the Si'viat! Ibid V«»l 
X x XIX 1904. T»n.
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\ nut lia vurrv on initial pursuit of tin- wkulr. Those Iritws that livn 
nettr the Ijni.U nt the uiaitilaml are aim eln-tgi tn lii.iUvrs, anil tin ., 
pursue partiiulaih the mountain-goat, hut alto the hear and the 
lien. Vegetable diet it not hv any means munipui tant, l-urgn 
<|ti autitifs ol' lien iv- are piekeii in Mint liter and im served for win
ter use. The sap of the heniltn k and sonie spceio» of kelp are lrente.I 
in tile ..line XI a> 'I he oulai lteu is sought for eageilv and the pin 
eipat oiil.it Inn rivets are visited hy all the neighboring I lilies. This 
lis!, ,s en tight part ieularly on oeoomit of its oil. whi< h is (tied ien 
and kepi in lurge bottle* made of the stems ol the giant kelp, fish
and elan's at. dried in a gn a: variety of ways, and ..... n*ed a< a
staple footl throughout thr year.

I lit* industrie* ul the Indians hit based to a great extent on thv 
oeetir retire ol tin \«'How and red cedar. The wood of the red cedar, 
xv|ii. Ii in easily split, is worked into plank*. whieh servi for huild- 
i:,v huiisfs and which are utilized in a great variety of wavs hv the 
it;,live wood worker 'The hark of the red cedar is also used < x|<ni 
vjyely for making mailing, baskets, and evrtain part* of clothing. 
Sn.-ng I opes are made of twigs of the cedar, while other ropes ai
m'd nt twisted ivii.tr hark Blankets ale woven ol the inner hark 
of the v el low '-edar, which is shredded and softened hv careful tieut 
mg an ! tin a wown hv a simple met} - d id twining. If max he said 
rIi;,i the salmon and cedar are the foundations of northwest ooa-t 
culture.

Bart of tin» vai the Indian* lixe in permanent villages. These 
villages eor-isf "t large wnnden houses Imill of eedar plunks and 
arranged in i mw facing the sc i A street is levelled ii, front of 
the Tons- -, and tie canoes are placed on runways on the heai h in 
flout el tin \i!ltv In olden times the houses of the northern
tiihes were of moderate size, probably about HO feet «quart». An
excavation .«•■ xer: ! feet deep was mai*» which fortnixl the Hour of 
the house. In front and in the rear two pairs of heavy posts wen 
tii.•!, (!, which supported a central he,mi • hlmi posts were pla> - 1 
at t\ . - irncrs of tin house and those supported heam< parallel It» tl 
-v ,• ral beam. th• r these three lieama the roof was placed, and Mi- 
hide- i t the houses wete walled in hv means <»f heavy split phmks 
p!., , i hoi i/onlaltv and either lied between pairs of supporting poles, 
one I -ide "tie mil^ -a fiite-1 neatlh into the posts that formed 1 li
ent ! I : . of the house

A i re w.i' kep' m tlie centre of the limt<e, and oxer it an open
ing w t- in.»'! in ihe roof, which seixed as a smoke hole In Me

I . peuple lived oil M floor of Mo ltmi*e, while the bed* uci’t
itmugeil oh a platform I hat ran all around the walls. Br-\i*ioi 
veM .11. . kept partly on thi> platform, partix on lofts, which ver- 
suspended from the hi a ms and rafters. Aeeording to tradition, tlier 
were some houses that had more than one platform, and in wht 1
♦ lie excavation of the floor wa- quite deep. In -ome regions tic 
whole house w .is supported on poles of moderate height.

Th- liuihling "f a house of tin- type required eonsiderahle skill 
in woodwork In formel limes the Indian- felled large trees t\ 
means <-f stone chisels, stone n\< *, and files, hut the planks used for
• .-I-. Im ■ id mg win usually split off from i lixe tree by cutting deep 
1'i.ichc. ! to Me truii' it appropi into distances and then splitting off 
pi» , , from I he tree i.\ me ins of large xxedges, which, in the norili

I
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••rn part of the const, wm* ilriveu with long bundled «tone mauls, 
while in thv southern part of the coast, haml-liammei s wore used. 
After the planks had been split off, they were smoothed by means of 
stone or bone adzes. For very tine work, the pria ess of smoothing 
was continued until the su if nee of the plank had readied high 
degree of finish. The planks a nil boards wore finally off
with grit «tones and dogfish skin The art of making household 
utensils from thin planks of this kind had reached a high degree of 
perfection. The method pursued was that of hurting the planks and 
cd bending, after having subjected the wood to a steam bath. In
• his manner the sides of boxes and buckets wvie made. These were 
fastened to a wooden bottom, either by means of pegs or by sewing 
uith twisted cedar twigs. 'I lie joints wore caulked, and in this man
ner water-tight boxes were secured. These were used not onU for 
sloring provisions, blankets, etc., but also for cooking food, tin* box 
h'drig filled with water, whndi was then heated by means oi red-hot 
stones.

I Mher household utensils were made of large blocks of wood, 
uhu-h w«re hollowed out by means of chisel ami ax, and which wore 
finished with the earving knife, which had a crooked blade and a 
handle, well fitting the hand. I Inc of the l*c*,t products of i he wood
work of the natives «if this region is the dug-out ennot . which is made 
of cedar, hollowed out and worked down to an ou-ii thn kness. After 
ilie cedar has been hollowed out, it is steamed and then spread and 
thus large canoes are made of graceful form and « ■apable of with
standing a heavy mm.

As • ompnred b> the woodwork, the basketiv of tin* tribes is very 
simple. The bulk of the basketr\ of the more southern ttib.s con
sists of wo\en or tw illed matting, made of w ide strips of cedar 1 i k, 
while in the northern regions twined spi n* root lin<!.<! t \ prev . ! 
Among Me Tlingit. «primeront haskelrv takes t.« ;i great extent the 
place id I In* >mnll hows which are common on the southern part of 
1 ho coast Baskets are birgel v userl for stm age of pi visi n*. for 
keeping blankets. as rovers of boxes, for holding spom ,md for 
berrying.

For fishing, hooks, harpoons, and fi**h traps . re used A gr« 
variety of form** ol fish traps are found, in which large <|unn*itio> of 
s.«Inron arc secured during the summer months. Traps are also used 
foi sc.-utbig land game. Small fur-hearing animals, as well larger 
game, such as Wars and deer, are trapped in this manner.

The bow is of simple construction, ft is made of a single pic* «• 
of yew wt «J, with slightly < urved hack, Mat hell v and mu row. round 
gr ip 11 is carried in a wooden quiver. Arrows with detu< lmhh 
hearl are used for hunting sen-otter, while land game was bunted 
with arrows with hone points.

It would seem that in olden times, praetieallv all along this
• •oast, the art of stone chipping was not in use while rubbed slate 
points and peeked and battered stone hammers and stone mortars 
were common.

While the men procun* all the animal food, except shellfish, 
he women gather b* Tries and dig roots and shellfish Tn some regions 
■f the coast, clover is treated with particular care ; although it is 
ot actually planted, clover patches an* eh irc-l and surrounded hv

15
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(,.,,cvs tu 11KÎ1 .île the limit of garden patches. Un Queen Charlotte 
toh.iv «, XV..H luised in olden times in gardens cleared near the 

village»
Household utensil», «.urnes, ami piaihialiy all objects utiji*e«t 

l,v the natives are elaborately dworutcil. Tlii« i» true particularly 
,.'t their wowlwurh. The etyle of dévorâtvm ih very .haructei ist v . 
Il voniests vutin h of the application of animal motive», ear h design 
g- iuz.illv consisting of a eomhinttiioti ot varions part» of an am- 

body. The mimai forms, although highly cciventionali/.ed, 
are easilv recognized, The Style of eonvenlioiializalioii consist» in 
;ii, v\t -ml« ,t u»e ,.f eurved line» ami a tvmlem x to arrange, wherever 
p.^ihlv, oval fields, wbih may he decorated with a group of e.,u 
lentrn or almost concentrii elliptical ot rounded designs. I lose 
p.'ruliar designs resemble eyes, and the north-west coast art may he 
Raid to he characterized hy tin prevalence of tlm eye motive I he 

used with great frequency to indicate the joints 
,,"f the body, the original idea being evidently a repr« sen 
c ' m ot the ball-and-socket mint, the eurved outline of the figure

i l !
lliv ar iN# i■ i denvors to represent the whole animal on tin 
d«. ih;i11vi held In doing so. In i« ut liberty to «listort and divert 
th, .miimil f:g;ir< so ns to ht the whole as nearly ns possible into 
the d.-orativ field Very frequently tins is accomplished by spht 
in < 11. .miiM.il in two and hy repie-vntiiig the two halves as spi. .

hut tiutin other processes are used. I le .-»• designs are done h«ith 
in « « : x ng aiid painting. lh. ««do. applied are principally black 
and tfd, although gieen uml him also occur I he animals used * >r 
omameiitation an almost throughout those which play an import am 
p.ift in the luvthohigx and in the beliefs connected with ’he socia 
oigaivz itioM .«t the trib. . It is r«markable that geomettn al do gn 
an practically ai.s. in. fn the southern regions, where the d« - «• i 

ni of h.ird'i'iix is almost absent, vi.met i va! designs are vl- 
alinen1. I'hti only region where a highly developed g.ometrv ai 
n.i.ra' ve art aerom panic» the toon realistic art before described, 

in soulh. i ’ Alaska, where elaborate d.. oration of sprue- 
finii basketry oecnis It seems, howex. r. proltahle that this art h « 
hvi n introdueed tliroiigh eontact of t fie roast tlihvs with the trilies of 
the interior. Tin- ilcvoi:u emi resemble- t he jior« iipine quill de-doe» 
of Athapaecan tribe- and - • vcutod in basketry hy a peculiar 

ethrnl "f ‘i.ilsa embroidery In the most southern p.ut of I h 
leg- a: in diM-ussioii. ii. «il.vit irai basket i y designs are ai-, b"md 
i-artirulaflv among the southern tribe- of the Nooka. J’he-i are 
i■ ' x related to the gr -metri- nl designs of the basket rv of lie « , , > 
of Washington.

Tie 'mini orgatiizaf iui of the North West mist till tea is v.-r 
, etnpl.'X and remarkable dtlfeieiimi are found among va non» tribe* 
Ut tlie northern tribes, the Tlingit and Haida are divided into tw* 
«"Xi'v mie halves sane * * * wlin-li hear il. names of aiiunils, ..ud

i i< h docent i» in the female line Tin fxvo groups among t1,
:

1 /a- and R,iv«'i , Tim member- of r.o h of these groups have th-
] vilege "f u mg de.-igns iepre-ent ing curtain animals as tliei 
. H'-»- md • manv eases they claim n supernal tirai relut ionship ’• 
; b. , uiiimals. I * a lift * d extent, tin animals may therefore 1
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8ai<i lu lu* tliv totems of tin hi group*. It is, however, important to 
know that not always tin principal ur<*st animal ami tho animal 
from which the group taken its nann* arc tin* -nine. Thus, thv Haven 
clan of tin* Huiila has a> it > prim • i | » a 1 cr< m lia* kilh-i whale, and in 
thi* Hug It* clan of tin* lluidn, tin* heaver is as important a crest as 
the eugl" l'urllimnme. not all tin- member ol .•.»• h group Law 
the same ' test, hut then* ate a ennsiderahlc number of sub-groupe, 
each of w)u« li lias a iiutiiIkt of vrvst animals of its own 1 n a great 
mmy cases the acquisition of these < rest animals ean hi tr.ieod by 
hi'tmieal tendit inns, and we know that iii some eases, crest- have
i ''en obtained h\ gift from friends among foreign Inlv *> t ht» ;is
acquisition i' explained by a in\ th w Inch beltings onlj lo urn* of the 
subdiv .simis of the larger groups. It is therefore evident that in
this <*,i.-i tin* animal name of tin group and the nest of the subdivi
sion of tin group are not equivalent.

The sub-group*, among the Haidu and I liugit tie throughout 
o a I in eiurai ter. The*» were iv identic, .it one time. \ I ! i.. g« « «un- 

munities roiHi-d ing .if blood relatives, that i. to s..\ •! i i.r u.**•*r <>f
•

w n loeal traditions, whnh in almost ever ; - •< Im- tin 1 n t i 
- n-st tradition.

V It hough tin village was tin* properly ..t a ih-i »1 i n. of one 
group, rien ssai il v a < uii-.tdplahle number ol 'mliv ! i 'i.i i - ol the 
opposite group m ist li.i\- lived in tin* -nine village lui-1.,mis r
wives, a- tin < i may hnv hem If is pn.l.ihl. that . r. th w iy
the p resem < otnl it ions originated, the i •*• . • r. villages < m * • of a 
mini her of -nib-divisions inhabited by ilifl'evnt brunches of tin* : wo 
groups.

h he so. iai oigani/at io:. of the I msli.un is not un' ] • that 
: lu* Haida and l lingit, tin- only ditVercnn being th * in In- * »i-r* 
four ex ogam • groups are found, t if these, two are nurne.i from . i - 
mills, the wolf un i the eagle, while the two others, whnh 1 .iv. tin 
Haven ami lla Hear for tln-n ere-: nr totem, have naiin - ' i i .ie
ii t derived from the rvanv - of these animal*. Condition among

1 • mshian ire somewhat m o * eomplcx than imong the TIim;it u
i« ' <HI of I he exist.*nei *d f in greater number . t group I ’  
however, fairly evident that tin* >ame kind of local subdivision of 

In* 1" ir elans exists wlii* li i- found among the more north. : u • •
A very ( lirions so. iai organization is found among tin Kw ak;

1 nbes Among the 'IMmshian then* is a d. i nite m.iien 1 ■- _ an i 
’ oi but tlie tendency toward mateinal organization de. . »
we pioeeed from the north to the south. The northern k \akiutl 
tribes have a numbei of exogamie groups which take lh r mimes 
tr m animals, -'ah as the raven, wolf and killerwhale, an*I d* .-i.r 
' preferably reckoned in th nia.-inil line, but not will. u< h r i * - l - 
■y as is found among the more northern tubes lu »•♦ r in « is»

• hildi'ii »»ie free to be counted as members of tin tat lei» group 
\ mong tin* Kw akiutl pr»»pei th freedom i> run grr.oei A i-iiild 

1 elongs by Mood to bol h In- father’* and his mother ’** family Ilv 
pe. ul iai arrangement, however, »!es<*< rit is >o rcy ' 1 .'.•■* i !i..i i'

' > • ' 1* in the niat»*rn:il line. It probable that the ■ Ü ioi.il. * ; 
t tin northern tribes arc region -ilde for i h?. lirions -t.ito of a IT ii- 

< in. .it th. . -sent nil property rights of e.i.h iml. x iiln.il i< hi- *
. i> nd and the use of hi-.* crest A rord'o ■* 1 ■ I In Tv w .«!. iutl i*ii-'i*mi.
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the property right in these objects is held by tho mon of the tribe It 
is, however, not transmitted a* a jierimmeut inheritance to the buns, 
but it is always acquired in marriage. Thus, if a certain man has 
the right to use the raven as his nest, he will give this crest to his 
son-in-law about tho time when a child is born to the young man. In 
this way, tin son-in-law practically holds the crest in trust for his 
wife’s daughter, because when In- in turn is to give up the use of the 
crest he must deliver it to his daughter’s husband, who again holds 
it in trust for bis future daughter. It is clear I hut in this manner 
i purely maternal descent is secured. Among the Kwakiutl tribes 
which follow these customs there is no limited number of exogamii 
group- ; ai* found among the more northern tribes. Instead wr 
:.iid in each village a considerable number of families represented 

■ the sa in, way as arc found in northern villages, ft seems pro- 
table til a! luxe also the ditVen-nt families in each village were ori
gin a ly separate villam communities, which, owing to historical fates, 
com" ?.. live in tin same village, or which in other places split up 

nil ne now represented in different villages.
A<.mding lu the group system of the northern tribes, each fam

ily of tin village community must Is* necessarily exogamie. The 
i \ ■ ,.i among the Kwakiutl is not definitely settled, some of the 
f mi'-i - preferring marriages outside the group, while others pro 
h-r marriage in the group Ou the whole, marriages outside of 
the group r more frequent on account of the eagerness of individ
uals ! • secure the privilege of using new and important crests.

Tlu: further -anith we go the less important becomes the crest, 
which among tlu <V-nst <ili-!i and Nootka exists only in traces, as 
compared to - < xl'-ndcd use in tlie north.

1 he Bella. t'oola of the central part of British Columbia, who
: n . 'ghbors of the northern Kwakiutl tribes, and under whose
iiiilinimt their culture has developed, have also adopted the crest 

vc.t 1 he village community is here also the social unit, and 
• i' h vdlagc has if- own < rest. Here, however, the jealousy with 

n hi. h the propert y rights ii the vrests are guarded is so great that 
al b ast among child's' families exogamy is strictly forbidden.

Thu divertit \ of types of social organization on the Paciti* 
d i- r»*n; irkable There seems to 1m very little doubt that the

group -’em -.f the Tlingif and Plaida has exerted a very strong
influence out their immediate neighbors. Thus we find that not 
only the northern Kwakiutl tribes have adopted the group system, 
but w< find the same among the Athapascan tribes adjoining th 
I lingit, ,ind also among those adjoining the Taimshian. Since the +wu 
fold division of a whole ♦ rils* into exogamie group is a phenomenon 
of very wide occurrence, it is fruitless to speculate on its origin in 
this special case, but it is worth while to point out that Dr Swan ton 
in hi* investigations on the Plaida was led to the conclusion that 
possibly the Cagle group mav represent a foreign element in th- 
tribe. However tin's may be, it is fairly clear that the crest system 
which has developed on the north Pacific coast is not necessarily con 
ttocte I with this peculiar division of the tribe

Tt may be pointed out that the crest system has an intimate rela
te n t' the artistic development among the coast tribes as well as t 
heir mythologi- ul ideas, and tb.it i !»«• religious impoitnpee of th-
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crest is in most oases very slight among the northern tribes. The 
If a Vf!!, W liirh appears a- a gnnip name, i> identified with the myth - 
logical raven, which will he discussed later. The killerwhale, which
also appears an a crest, plays an important part in tin* religious beliefs 
of the trilie. On the other hand, the eagle, In-aver, and grisly War, 
which are important vrests common to a great many families have 
no particular religious significance.

In later times, the idea of the occurrence of crests has exerted a 
powerful influence over the development of the semi-realistic art of 
the northwt-rti coast. Almost all the subjects of artistic representa
tion are selected from among the crests, and it would seem plausible 
•hat if the «rest idea had not existed, tin vxuhcrai ■ • of artistic 
form would also not have developed. It is, however, worth while to 
hear in mind the question whether the artistic skill m tv not have 
added materially to the development of the crest idea. The simple 
fact that a person used to a great extent objects decorated with 
representations «-f a certain animal, may have fostered the tendency 
of using such an anixn >1 as a « rest. That this has occurred is indi
cated by historical and svmi-bisioii< ul traditions, which slate that 
a certain design, or object b aring a certain di ^ign was given to a 
person either by a friend or by a supernatural bring, and that 
henceforth the object became his crest. 'I'llesc* traditions may ho 
compared to the reports of the origin of decorative designs so com
mon in North America, in which it i- staled that the design whs 
received in a dioam. Considering the weakness of the religious side 
of ilie , rest, it seems to be vi-j plausible that the art of the people 
has, to say the b .is-. mnleimlK increased the total number i . . . . . . .

That an accretion of new crests has occurred, may be observed 
clearly among the southern tribes, which evidently h.ul no crests in 
earlier times, and when* we may dnerve t" a certain extent Hi 
introduction of northern crests by intermaniage and imitation l 
believe it can be shown by a study of the crest mythology of Hie 
Kwukiut 1 that fh«-ir mvlh* are qui*» n - cut :<nd ha<i n *1*• 
same time with the development of artistie reproduction of ib« v 
crests.

I lie religious signifi' uw •• of the . r. t shows gn at variations It 
xvas stated before that the raven and killcrwh.Jc, both mv-k of tin 
llaida, nrv the two most important supernatural hengs <•! th* i 
mythology There arc a great many 'uses among the northern «rib- • 
in which the crest was acquired by an ancestor of the family u. •! 
>am« way as Indians of the plains a-quire a manitou, ft is tol l how 
a man went out into tin wilderness and in the r- urm of event*, n 
i supernatural being or animal, which henceforth beanie hi» pro
tector. The difference between the northwest coast traditions and 
those of tlo- plains consists in the fact that the animal once acquired 
xx as transmit fed by the ancestor to his sister's children. Tin ic ia 
hardly a single ease of traditions in which tin family claim» dire- t 
dt scent from the < t»mI animal.

A.moug tlm smitlh rn tribes, the ivpc of ti --lition :s more varied 
There are u consul, i ibh- cumber of . *.sc- in whirl» ih myth claie 
I hat the azicestoi of the family • .me down from leavi n, weaitng Hi- 
ilri'H' or nuisit I the unim.l, win later un lui .m- tli. if *V.
* imil.x. mi that • : h 1' ihon \xe,.r'ng this eretu i ><. .u-, ij..
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family nnceatur. While then- an- many eases of (his kind, then1 
arc uUo a great many others in which the crest in vxiilainvd to have 
been acquired l»y th. encounter of nn ancestor with in animal ur 
supernatural )>eiiig, which Ik*» aim Lis prutectui In Loth the*-, 
i uses, the crest i> used in the same manner, t hi the whole, it max 
be said that the mytholog’ial explanation oi the Use of (lie crest :■ 
by far more complete among the Kwukintl than among the northern 
tribes. Nevertheless, I am fitrongix of the opinion that these mythe 
Inge al explanations are quilo leeeut. '1 lie reason for my eonvn tion 
is the unitonnitx in type of all traditions of this kind and the phi? 
hotnenully great extent of hi-iimving that the évidente shows, ft 
may he well to give an example «1 thi< A « h.iraelt.nstie belief of 
the 1 lingit refers t, the Jal.d-oMern, xxlu-h xxere said to take a":t\ 
drown»11 persons A nuiulfer of Alask.m ti.tditions refer to adxer. 
turcs of men who wore drowtmd and u ho xvere revue.1 hv the lam! 
otters. I Imm i el let is not < hiu aetei i>l ii of the southern parts of tie 
11 hut 1 has heei, winked into ,» myth uluoug the Kwakiutl. 
who )i t xpl i itis ila lise of i ertain mask among one family The 
det "I* of thi- trnilition ire identical with the detail* of an Alaskan 
tradition, and they must have Lem rcecntly borrowed

W *■ lever tl • i ev* is fit ! • o. u" ! x developed, xx also liml an exu
I f ranee of arti-tie boms, turfo il.irlv representations of neats o
house, ami graves 11„. , si H either painted or carved on tl- 
fimifie-tmut ; i!.• In jms i d • In- ; -si. of the house are carved fio as 
»-« represent the crest animd, and large posts, railed totem poles, 
representing a n. . ot ne-t animals are ererted in front ol the 
’ ",!s'‘ ohox-s, mr Of pi tsf s -.1 |..»nU n, liking tie- gi
art carved in lie name u inner, li seems likely that before lie

'lorn later on. According to the reports of the natives, in older!
II "“'S Unie • ai » mg«> xu if mt out on the fare J1Va\ v jdmlc 
Animal figures being cut mil cither in relief or in the round

Sifiety «,(, the north Pacific -oast wan divided into four class,.,.
. lin ls nohility. commun people and slaves. Among the souther

' Hun is , m.,n\, il ...ie i.......... tilth, lank id a person .-er.
mg t' the position held by h;^ father, not by his mother—another 
mdnation that paternal dc-a cut in this region preceded materna 
desont.

I .1 Imrli-r ■! •! lia,.». .........g iho nortliweet ioa*t
In,I, ,11, |« «1-1,1,. highly .... . Ai ti„- „i tin,,. -hv uni, , I
.............. *'"• 1,'ii,.l vt, in „! - .in r.ilvuliii | l.y t.lankot» 'I'
' In .

ui-,1 m tliv ».,> In ..l.l.-i, .nr,,.! ,.|h win 1.1m,k,-:-
canoas, au-l -;.im , -v. i-• ,| n« siuirl ,1. ,,f valu In ,|,vir iln .l
"*• Blu""lt llii-msvlu... . I.jv. u . .all,ml .nliug I,, th-so vul , .

n.m- un.I t-xil-iingd in, tins Is,sis, hut i„ unui.v avlual payment
Is 111 H fl*' IIV II ,'ll MS of lllaillivt

A VII-I evil, ristviM In ■ L-nv.i, nj. ,m ,„g .,11 llv Ini,vs ,,| , i.. 
imrlh I'.ivtli,- «-I.:,.! . ii ,n ,,h, wi i lint origin,illy 'his *y«tcu, i..
Ivo. I on til. uiloni of ! '..nil,g mil |.M,|„'iiv livfi.iv ,liv asscnil.li.il tril» 
" " ,n"'in" 1,1 1 ••• ;•«« ;i pul.l.i ,-vv u I ihv irmihin linn i ,,tl\

I nn.'. ol u. hfs . ■ 1 ii iv , '■ in Ihv siiinit u iv. Tills scenes to h.
•I". f"' •' ’ "" tul i'li .1 I I III,- V - 1,11. a -v|„ V ............■ ,.
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the fundamental idea of the pot hitch m that of a grv.it festival, at 
which the host distributes his whole property among his friends. In 
.1 small potlatch he will give presents to the members of his own fam
ily, in a larger potlatch he will make pieacnts to the other families 
inhabiting his own village. In this he it. assisted by the wealthy 
iaemliers of his own family. In -till larger pot latches the presents 
are given to neighboring tribe» that have been invited, and the host 
i» assisted by all the members of his own tribe. In all these eases 
the presents are given to individuals as m« in hers of certain families 
and tribes. Through a potlatch of this hind high distinction is at
tained by the host, m accordance to the amount of property given 
away and the number of tribes invited. In principle, however, this 
distribution is partly a payment of debts, partly an investment of pro
perly, which $«t :: later time will he returned with 100 per cent, inter
est by ihi- recipients. Since the property has to ho returned not to 
tin- host individually, hut to him ns representative of the position he 
holds in hi-, family and in his tribe, this distribution is at the same 
lime an investment for his successors, or, as might lie said, it may 
h< unie tIn* life insurance for his < hihlren. Owing to this system of 
pntlutchns and th»- system of credits it involve.', the total amount of 
property claimed by each individual among these tribes is ever so 
much greater than th - blank» . . mivu. \ and other property in exis
tence among all the irihes »• unbind, and as a re-nit currency blankets 
often change hands with remarkable rapidity. It may be partly duo 
to tht needs ot this \\>'< m that « « rtuin % mhoin obj». haw attained 
fanciful \ allies ’ll. is pa » ' m u!;i 1ly true of the pec uliar copper 
plates which an used among these tribe.-, and some c.f which are val
ued at fabulous pi i>. - 1*.vcii now then an • op:-, r plates among the 
Kwnkiutl that ate valued at » ,(100 l.lank«‘tH, although their actual 
value is nil. They m »v h, • oiu| aied to certain • stent to bank notes 
wLicit represent ptopens othciwis»- ;i.\cs-.,(

Connected with this nimplex system of values nnd of credits is 
ul-w (In oceurrence oi •< vniLuln ju »|u » • . wl.. h is gi ven a- a dow- r 

1 'hi- » iso is m< strongly devclopeii among 11». • Kwakiutl. j'hc pro
•

ing a certain value Small imitations of « pper plates about one 
im h in length aie used in tlv arm* manner. The young woman also 
receives a laigt n limiter ot old lm\ envers. ».t a I y pe which In - gone 
out of ii-o entlieh. l>nt each of which s> mbob.u a box and its con
tents. Thus, hundred* of box-, v. i- and h 'idled, of small coppers 
and id sticks id bracelets may he given away, which l ave only syru- 
l-olic value, which, however, may 1*« u-ed as coin in exchange for ob
ier! of value.

The po'latch i- celebrated ou every occasion of importance to the 
family. stu b as. at tin time of initiation of a young man, it the time 
of promotion in rank, the erection of ,i house, and at marriage cere
monies The system has spread. in less pronounced form, to the 
Fiskimo tribes of Alaska, southward n> 1ar as the Columbia Hiver, and 
also to the Salish and Athapascan tribes bordering on the count region.

All along the north west coast is found i ritualistic organization 
which intercrosses the family organization in a n • t curious man
ner.

llrs mg i ii/at ion seems h» he in" .i niaikcd among the Kwakiutl 
Indians, and l will describe tin conditions found among ‘.Lem
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Besides the vrests, wltiili nr«' owned by caeli individual, lie has 
«Iso the privilege, whbh is inlmiited, together with tin < ro>t8, of !><•- 
in g initiated by a supernatural being. The method of initiation is 
the same u* that of the eastern Italian, who liildb supernatural power 
after fuating. The .lilfetenve lietween the .u'qmeil um of NUpeiliatural 
powei attMiig the eastern Italians and tli.it helieved in by the KwakiutI 
i- that aiiioug the foinnr the relation between the mdi\nimit and the 
-uperuatuiol power is purely personal, while among the lutter it is a 
family affair, « a« h family Inning the light tr U initiated by a certain 
Nupernatur.il being. The relation between this idea and I he property 
m erestN ift also eharneteristie. I hey <le.svcnd in the Name manner, 
but, u bile the t t- 't is inhei iled m ithout any partieitlar riluulisti<. per* 
forma to <• gix in g J he iudiv idual the right to t he «rest, the protêt tion of 
tin NUpern.iiar.il being must be a<-«|Uiied m each individual vase by 
an initiation. Viiere is an important dilo renve between the tiadilioi.s 
relui iog t«i tin acquisition of « m -ts and thosi w Im- Ii relate In the git' 
ot magie powers by -'ipi inat i.il bring VVliilv the ane. sim n< 
qtiired the « rest !<•! tlo whole family, lo only inquired the privileg. 
for his desi. Vi nis to eomtnnni ate with the same sum mat m d being

I la- supernatural Innings who or#* the proteet«»i> of families are, 
comparative!} speaking, few in number, and for this reason a com* «I 
««ruble numlif i of families have the same siipet uat mal bring as iheii 
protirtor. Notwithstanding this fart, the method of initiation s 
d tie rent for ea< b family, the method being determined by the legend 
u he h ;n e.units t<ii the .a c|»ii-it ion of the supernatural being as the 
family protêt*tor

All tie itulivbinais in the trilie who have tli same supernatural 
ln-ing as their plot- «dor are grouju d together dunng tlm litualislie 
prit : mam in ■•no gr ;p, wine h lakes t lie place of t h« family orguni 
. !i■>n that piex.ul> during ill- I'M «if the vrai. Among all the 
i.'i'lix - si (oast tidies these ritu. ;slic pert i malice* are Cotihm'd to 
ill -, i! in mi.ii1.>, ami the >,-,>• n i- net nit from the test of the y« m

ia-1 ' i ale ■ i during he «:-• ie.l >i t on. the wh i itui'y organ;y it i«m • 
I , il:i | i ■ i io 1 he individuals initiated by #uper

I. .■ .ral beings form «.in «group in the tribe. 'Ibex are treate«l with 
- ,!t i ,n regard ami 1 ke th< place of flit l.igli tiubility. The unim 
ti ; .1, -,n lie lo i lia’ !. t ii th. posit on of the « «iinmoti p< 1 >;de
1 he u’l’init ial« I m t rn. ate also subdix iib-d into a numbei of groups
; .it a* r«l g to tli families to who h they Indotig. but nrvurding ’• 
their ftnsj «olive p-«ili i : mo-ig (lie initiated TIiuh, young «hi! 
drett, who will pr"bablx nof belong to the mil’ tied f«»r a < onsiderabh 
linn « ome, imia a gi-oip by tie inselv s ’I he young men, ol ;• 
men, and those who it. formel tunes belonged to the initiated, am
who have given lip dm - nu ilihi i h .p in favor of thou <«ms-n>
• .14 i torn, a • I.INS by them>« :\e> ’I’ll i we find tli • whole tribe, in 
stead of being ,u t a ng« •! . fa mile■- ait am; «-d til t xvo large gi « j| s. tin 
i ninit ated and tli«‘ inih • I 1 lie un: dialed are Niib«livnled n
aged. >es hilrtl n i-• ; « t <•«! re group* ! t« ordi .g to thr spirits ix 
whi'di i aidi group 's initiated.

'I he most important among them u«e the Cam bul spirit, th 
(iho>f. ’In lirisly Ileal. 1 1 ill* V- I '-p : 1

All tin legends explaining tin practices of these sacred societ.c 
relat. >..mr «-ven tel I i * g I ow a I 1 tin futiulv'• »> « arrb-d a x«m 
k i , of lin-, i nit-, bow he s i w lin ni nf- house, and the ritual
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uni] how Inter on lu* was taken hark, «ml imitutvtl what he liu.l seen 
This, which is the chaim tei istie ex|.lunation of practically all 1 mlian 
rituals of North A mein a in, of course, merely a rv-statement of the 
practice* that are used uf the present time The reasons assigned ft*» 
the various pra- tires, tin- most important among whirl» is ritualistic 
cannibalism, show material differences, not only among different tribes, 
hut even inside of the same liil»e. Thus, the principal myth explain
ing cannibalism relates to the visit of four brothers to the house yf the 
cannibal spirit, who threatened to devour them. By a -dratagent the 
young men made their escape and reached their father’s h"n*r pur
sued by the cannibal. The father then invited tlx* cannibal, pro 
tending that he would make a feast for him In the course of this 
visit, the rnnnihal was thrown into a ditch filled with red-hot stones, 
where he was burned, and from his ashes arose the mosquitoes. From 
this time on one of the son- imitated the act ion- of the cannibal, while 
another son imitated the actions of the grisly bear who was the can 
iiihaVn watchman.

In another tradition of the Kwakiutl, wbi< h accounts for the can 
nihulisin of another family, it is told how a young man. upon leaving 
his house in the evening, was taken away by the cannibal spirit, who 
took him to hit house, where he saw a dance performed, the singers 
being seated in a «li- 1», and the rainbow ajyt aring dating the dam i 
tu the lions» While d;ui' il the I .Hill il. il 111 .) .Hill devoured I 
slave. Since that time the dance is performed in this manner by 
the young man’s family.

Nut w ilhstiv. ling tin difference <>l these 11 adit ions, the men ini
tiated in these different forms by tin cannibal spin belong i > tlo 
- ime society during the -acted season. The cannil I h 1, ghost in 
rani, in the tube, and next to him is the ghost dancer.

Among the Kwakiutl 1c ritual ' "iisists in the initiation of the 
mi\ a v, ; he i • • urn d I lie m»\ . c, and the e\<u. > d h g c (' \ h. r ' 1 ). i 
possesses him The usual sequence dining tlie ritual is the follow 
ing IV singers sii in tin i «-ar of flic- hou-e, b. it ing titra . u a pb.nl 
w ith baton- ; in the left hand rear corner of the house !- - .tted the mai. 
who beats the box drum : in front of the singers, near the tire, which 
i- built in the ''title it the house, sit tin members ,,t tic initiated, 
those highest in rank in (In* middle, those of lowei rank arranged all 
along I Uh -ides The «nini toted sit in groups along the -nies if the 
hoit-c, those lowest in tank, that - the women and children, near tht 
door.

The ceremonial begins with a number of speeches tud songs, and 
with some of : he in nient s of the potlatch. During these in trod uc 
tory iut idents, the \oives of the spirits ire heard <represented by 
whistles, which are blown inside or outside of the house), and sud
denly one : » mng the uninitiated disappear- It is stated that he has 
boon taken away by the spirits, and that at ;» a t time hi will return.
< In the du\ set for hU return the whistles of the spirits arc heard 
again, anil the people go to .-eaicli for the novice, who is generally 
found at some little distance from the hot»-. -, in the woods, and he is 
then brought back by the tribe, who arrange themselves in formal pro
cession. Then follow a scries of dances, partly performed by the no
vice who impersonates the spirit that possesses him. Other dances 
are performed anil songs are sung in order to quid the -pint After 
four formal dances it i* supposed that the spirit has left, and the no
vice has to undergo a ceremonial purification, which lasts for a con-
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v-li i.ililc (him . .iml eoinii-1 > e«*entially in < iremonial washings, which 
are r»*p« utcd .it inlvi > .ils «.f four da>.s, » r multiple** of four days.

Ihix whole* perform aim i-* interrupted by humerons accessory 
I erlnrmaio consisting laigely in dam e- of the older members of 
the initiated. These are often provoked by transgressions of the 
i h les of behavior during the mu h i season. Thus, the Cannibal mac 
b*- vxi ited by failure to observe t he rule that nobody is allowed to eat 
before the cannibal has . aten ; or the foul may be ox» ited by mention 
ol a hour nose, whi' li i* Lei o x ed to he t harat ferist le of the fool.

i he liâmes themselves. .i> Mated h« for» . are pantomimic présenta 
Lons of tin a« ts ..f 11 < 'pii n > X a a rule, the first dance is performed 
I v tin* a »vi* i , who > dn N.sod in «it;.in rings made if hemlock Lraueh- 

« * • nd u.h li.ii.i' ■ f a< (••p.unti'ig, these* being determined by 
tIn •million oi the init i.< • cri I u >•« <■••ml dam » the novi»‘< up 
. u > \ ii tng. i mask, which represents the #p i it which possesses him 
In tin- third dune. h< ;.p, >4is wearing rings made of redar bark dyed 
i d. w :'*h . a s\ in hoi oi the sa» red ceremonies The form of these 
ni |. o dvj « id-, upon tin* tradition • xp'uining the final. Jn the 
Iasi t|;i i In appeals again we-icing flu r ask of the spirit.

fh« »l« • h of these ? id mis show virât varie!ms in different n - 
gi"Us thus, ,.*u»'tig th** X «mo K i. who hi s «■ olopted large portions 

'h «••i.mni 1. 1 i's nit.. : pci L»i m«H.' • ;s a ! x\y ■ the appearance
•'! 1 g" at i no I* • of i i- •, ng wo I • «I. ins and wolf-mneka, who

a-.a, tin ». Mc. an n !. .. ! -»> 1 urn !.• novice at a later time.
• •' " * • I tin - i ••to Mai. .i h . a * t • no r i j I <• i hose found among

♦ In Kwakiutl, an. however, n 1 a I -ci,t.
Amo <r the lie.la t oo . the 11 . I'! ions relating to the cannibal 

list m.. : tori; I" g ■ ••• .1 luted to the concept# of the
“• |! ‘ a *'!im • as inhabit n lorn.'» located in

th 7v*:;:ih Among th • • . - is tin .... lihal spirit. in this
'in' • ' «d »»»' is shown ;,s a wolf ot an eagle, who I

•o iy taken out ot ’lu* b ••1 i !■ » .>%»<•«* The wiede eeremonial
ng ibis 11 :b. .. 0 li tu'iie diii'iiatii th in among the Kwakiutl.
A» * ' I • • I 'I II j ». It' ' Il l'"1 'ihb':i a j.i.fiun (if til»

1 ' "niai-* h.i\( h< • itit rodm I l; uie rec intly , an I the ritual is,
• he xvho • * ti 1 with ' l.iti ceremonials than with

in it uitioit • »eliiof
Linguist !• ■ v i<!« m « .is xx • 1 ., -chet liMfoMeal data, show that the 

1 nn’.b... - eli‘illou;• * ■ i• oiig.'-ally rohtiited to th*’ mote northern
o " ' = »tiIm-s jij. ... K lie lb ! i lieilii and the tfÎIn> of Iti\eis In

1 th it hi!• • on 'in v '< . . i'i•*«! through intermarriage by the 
m ighboiing mb' - It pi« hahl»* that many of these eiistoms

• ve origin .-ed from old wai « j his i* *ugtr«*sted by tie
II* L the 1 - -1 » • ' .die »d ! he iibc, m - u ding to nliuiii*'.

gi" p*. took pi . ! <i m time* of we. , . ,.! that «luring such tin .
ill liigl gr.d«> t tlm il billed t . i t'n a ! . rl y t In* (,n i h.,1, |P-,r ace
i ol we»» t lie s’, a » i : i * i s The i iMiibalist u* a- t <t» » tns to have eomdttted 

■ ■ u«.ill v ,n ih. killing..i s|av( ..mf, mo Mentally, m killing a shiv.
' i'M.g I. • throat, by who it act the \ i. tory u u# sympo] irai ! s rei»»*.i r 

■ b : i, th. a '• mb » i 1 i 'I*. A n -.ng ilu more no thorn tribes, ;m 
tir o: i*l\ tbe 1 sii'ish ;• iin: llaidii, no xm h dev dopment « un Ih* trace 
"id '* seen - mote lik» I \ that nn . r g th«*m tin* custom w. s itirectlv 
o • I f? '•• tln*ir m. mhern neighln.es.

11 h 1 t] - »li > « !. jiment of the so ietir.s of the ini
lia ted and uninitiated has taken vlace. to a certain extent, i.n.ter the



stimulus of tho family organization with its crests, which pervades 
the whole life of these tribes. The privileges and duties of the 
groups that exist during the sacred season arc quite analogous to those 
of the family organization, which exists during the rest of the year.

A similar effect of the social grouping of the tribe may be ob
served in many other directions. Thus, we find that in the summer 
season festivals are given, not only by the families, but also by the 
age classes, which, however, in this case appear as intercrossing sub
divisions of the families. Even the shamans of the tribe are sub
divided in similar ways. At least among some tribes there are two 
distinct groups of shamans, which have an organization similar to the 
family organization.

The form of ritual that has been described here is not confined to 
the sacred ceremonial, but is also used in the ceremonial admission 
of a man to the privileges of a family, or at other festivities that are 
of importance in the life of the family.

Among the Kwakiutl the family legend is often performed by 
means of pantomime at the time of marriage, the legendary marriage 
of the ancestor of the family being used as a subject of such perfor
mance. Among tho more northern tribes, the acquisition of the crest 
is often presented in a similar way. Thus we have records of a per
formance among the Bella Bella in which an artific ial rock was an
chored in front of tho village. The young man who was to assume his 
position in the family appeared ns coming out of the rock, the perfor
mance being a pantomimic representation of the clan legend according 
to which the ancestor of the elan had obtained bis privileges from the 
master of a certain small island.

The mythological concepts of the northwest coast Indians cluster 
around the Raven legend. On the northern part of the coast the 
Raven tradition accounts for tho world as it appears ur the present 
time. The same kind of traditions are also found on the southern 
part of the coast, but in somewhat different combinations. The 
general concept of the world is not quite definite. The Haida, the 
Tlingit and Tsimshian believe the earth to be four-cornered and to 
rest on a pole, which is supported on the lower world. The country 
of the souls is believed to be either in the lower world or at the nut 
skirts of our world. Other souls, however, are believed to be able to 
visit the villages. The sky is conceived as another world, which may 
be reached by passing through a bole in the sky. The Bella Coolu 
take quite an exceptional position in regard to these general concepts. 
Their mythological ideas, although in their material identical with 
those of other northwest coast tribes, have been highly systematized. 
They believe that there arc five worlds, two lower worlds, our own 
world, and two upper worlds. Our own world is held in the east bv 
a giant, while in the west stands the pillar of sunset. The sun tra
vels over a wide trail along the sky, on which two beings arc placed, 
one guarding the summer solstice, the other the winter solstice. In 
the zenith is the house of the gods, whose chiefs are the sun and his 
brother. Tho thoughts of these gods are transformed info notion bv 
four brothers, who mediate between the gods and mankind. The 
winter ceremonial referred to before is in charge of a woman who lives 
in a cave. As long as lier cave is closed the secular season lasts 
while as soon ns it opens tho sacred season begins. The opening and 
closing of lier cave is determined by the arrival and departure of the 
uinoe containing the spirits of the winter ceremonial. The whole
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mythololgy of the Hello Coola is grouped around these concepts, al
though, of course, a good deal of loose material, more or less discon
nected, is also in existence.

It seems that according to the ideas of the Indians the present 
conditions of the world have always prevailed. However, in regard 
to many details the world was incomplete. Thus, according to the 
ideas of the IT aida, there was in the beginning only sky and water, 
and a single rock on which the supernatural beings lay. Then the 
Itnven created the mainland and the Queen Charlotte Islands from 
two stones. The trees had to be created. There was no sun nor 
moon nor stars. These were owned by a chief, who kept them sus
pended from the rafters of his house, well protected, in a hex. The 
ll.iven allowed himself to be horn as an infant in this chief's house, 
and then cried until the box was given to him Eventually he took 
it away, broke it, and thus liberated the sun. He obtained the fire 
from a chief, who was its sole possessor. According to one version of 
this legend, he assumed the shape of a deer, tied shavings to his tail 
and lighted them by the fire, then ran away, setting fire to the woods, 
thus bringing fire for his own use and for that of man. He obtained 
fiedi water by getting permission, by an art ful device, to drink from 
the only well in existence and owned by a chief Then he flew awa> 
and scattered the water all over the earth, thus creating rivers and 
lakes He brought the salmon hv currying away the daughter of the 
chief of the salmon, and throwing her into the river. Tales of this 
character describing the feats of the Haven, by mean» of which he 
benefited mankind, are very numerous. There is, however, another 
large number of tales in which the Haven appears as a trickster, who 
irjf-s to cheat every person he meets, and who is generally vanquished 
Thus, the well known story of the imitation of the host, who, by 
means of magic, produces food, is told of the Raven. He tries to 
imitate the magical perform.nice* of his host, but fails While the seal 
fills a dish with oil by bidding Ins hands near the fire, the Raven, 
who trios to do the same, scorches his hands, which accounts for his 
Mack feet. Coarse and obscene tricks abound in this group of stories

Analogous traditions are told along the southern part of the coast 
among tin* Hwakiutl and Salish tribes, partly of a human being, who 
is not ideutified with the Raven, partly of the Mink. The stories fold 
of these beings are, however, not characteristic transformation stories, 
hut rather a group of trickster stories The transformation stories in 
this region are told of another lining, human in character, who ap
pears us a true culture hero, and one of whose functions is the intro
duction of the institutions found among these tribes at the present 
time. The culture hen* transforms one hostile person into a deer 
another into a raccoon. He travels all over the country killing mon
sters and restoring people to health. He meets all the ancestors of 
the various families and gives them the privileges which they possess 
at the present time. It is worth remarking that the culture hero is 
distinctly stated to belong to the uninitiated, and to he afraid of the 
sacred winter ceremonies, which play such an important part in th« 
religious life of the tribes. Excepting the few tales of the transfor
mation of men into animals, the culture hero is not a transformer who 
vives the world its present shape, hut rather finds the world as it now 
is. There is no such connected account of the origin of phenomena 
found at the present time among the Kwakiutl and Salish tribes as is 
found forthor to the north in the Raven legend
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Besides Ui« lluveil myth, the northern tribes have u great uuml>er 
of stories which are essentially human in their composition. They 
treat of the events which happen in certain towns, bringing in, how
ever, many supernatural elements. Many of these traditions are very 
long and complex, and consist evidently of a .erics of disconnected 
stories, which are centered around a favorite hero. The acquisition 
of privileges from supernatural beings, escapes from the all-destroy
ing fire, and similar incidents, are prominent among these stories.

Tflimshian mythology, although it shares many of ihesecbavaeh i- 
istics with the tales of coast tribes, bears truces of a number of ele
ments that do not occur in any other part of the north Pacific coast. 
Tsimshian mythology, in many respects, is the mythology of un inlm 1 
people, and it shows close affiliation with the traditions of the Atha
pascan tribes and of other tribes of the plateaus. This is indicated, 
for instance, by the frequent occurrence of fairly short animal titles 
relating to contests between animals. To a certain extern these are 
similar to huropeuit failles. To this class belongs the story of the 
wolves and the deer, who have n laughing contest, in which the wolves 
induce the (leer to open their mouths. When they see that the deer 
have no teeth, they devour them. To this group also belongs the 
story of a council of the animals, in which tin- animals appear as trim 
animals, although endowed with reason and with the power to speak. 
They are, however, not individuals, like the Raven of the Tlingit 
or the Coyote of the tribes of the interior, hut simply i< pro• cota
tions of their species. Another tradition of the Tsimshian. which 
illustrates the presence of foreign elements, is that of the origin of 
the sun. According to this tale, the animals hold a council and draw 
lots who is to lie the sun, and. after a number of fruitless attempts, 
moon. A general review of the elements of Tsimshiun to\thole . 
shows very clearly the presence of man.x foreign éléments which 
point toward the interior.*

* A Krnii-r l),t Tlinkit—I mliitiHi. Jrii.i. 18HÔ
'■ P. Vi block Tin Const Indians of Southern Alaska an 1 Nnrthei 

British Columbia Report r-f the U. S National Museum tor 1888. nn 
225-380. '

F. Boms, in Report of the "Itth nieotiue ui lit-' British Association fi ; tin 
Advancement ,>i Science. 1889, pp. S()1-9.V> /hi,/.. 1890, pp 082-082; île'/ 
’VU, pp. 408 11!'; Ibid., 180/). pp Ô09.5H3. /hi#/, 18% pp fit;:» “*9 • Jhi,f 
1898, pp IM 8-051

!•'. Bias TniVauisrhe Kugen von dvr Nord-Pucifintcn Kttst.s Amerikas. 
Berlin, 1895.

— Tiw Sévis I 'Organization and tin- Hecrei Societies of the Kwakiutl 
Indians. Report. TT. S. National Museum for 1 pp. ,'ll 1-738.
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Leiden. 1900.

John It. Swan ton. Contvi but ions t<i tbc Ethnology of the Nnidu. lhi>l 
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HOME ECONOMICS AS APPLIED TO THE CHOICE AND 
PREPARATION OF FOOD

NATIONAL PROGRESS.
Thitt we live in an age of unprecedented progress and achievement, 

I do not need to tell you. Marconi, with his wireless telegraph and 
telephone, is flashing this message from continent to continent; Uncle 
Sam is carrying it by canal from Atlantic to Pacific ; Wright Brothers 
arc speeding w rough the conquered air; Steffansson and
Shackleton have brought the polar regions within a possible radius 
of this truth; John R. Mott has carried it into the realm of the spiritual; 
Edison shouts it from a thousand housetops by means of his ubiquitous 
phonograph, and it seems to me that the presence here in Sussex this 
week of you mothers and daughters of New Brunswick is a proof that 
this spirit of progress, characteristic of the age, has breathed upon 
the home makers of the land, and found them not unresponsive.

PROGRESS IN THE HOME.

The fact that you are here — and other facts for which we need 
not go far afield — is proof, I think, of two statements : (1) that the 
claims of the home upon the housekeeper have changed ; and (2) that 
she has a saving realization of the change. While none of us wish to 
disparage or underestimate the method of our foremothers, we are 
forced to confess that times have changed, and we feel that if these 
women of two or three generations ago, were alive today, they would 
be as quick as any of us to sense the need of readjustment in the home.

PRODUCTION FORMERLY CARRIED ON IN HOME.

Perhaps some of us wonder why these changes in home life are 
inevitable. We have only to think of the marvellous changes wrought 
by the last few years in the industrial world. Why once — and so 
recently in our new country as to be within the memory of many 
living — each home was sufficient unto itself in the production of the 
necessities of life. Full of the romance of a not too distant past are 
the tales of apple-paring bees, of home grown and spun and woven 
woollen cloth, and of the dim religious lights cast by the hand-dipped 
candles of tallow. Then the violent death of the fatted calf made 
cheese a possibility, and even the skin of the luckless animal was 
tanned by the energetic father to be worked up later by his own hands 
into shoes for his family. Later in the more thickly populated locali
ties certain conditions made it possible for one family or individual to 
make a better coat or bonnet, or pair of shoes, or piece of linen, than 
the others — eventually giving rise to the system of handicrafts or 
trades and apprenticeship. After a time this system of municipal 
or town supply, of material largely handmade, became antiquated 
because of improved means of travel, because of invention and of the 
demand for larger quantity and greater variety of products.

I
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PRODUCTION NOW A NATIONAL CONCERN.

Soon production and manufacture and distribution were no longer 
home or municipal, but national concerns. That is where we stand 
today. It is indeed a far cry from the conditions prevailing when 
almost every need of the members of a family was supplied by self- 
produced articles, to the present state of affairs when the preparation 
of food is almost the only, so-called, creative work left to the home, 
unless we include the supreme work of developing manhood and 
womanhood.

A DEFINITION OF ECONOMICS.

A word often in our ears and on our lips of late is Economy or 
Economics. Economics treats of the relative value of things. As 
an abstract subject, dealing with intrinsic values alone, Economics 
admits of two great divisions — Production and Consumption. In 
the past, production has been pointed out as the important side of 
any economically sound enterprise. Of late years the conviction has 
grown that the use made of money after it has been acquired is of 
equal importance. In other words, the problem is now as much one 
of wise consumption, as of successful production. This emphasizes 
the important place of the home in Economics, as will be realized by 
those who consider how largely the home is the center of the consump
tion of wealth.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONSUMER.

In the days when the housewife made her own linen and candles 
and cheese and carpets, and corned beef, and dried apples, she and 
her family suffered from any lack of care and skill in the process. 
Equally so now, when the problem is choosing and buying these 
products, the family purse and the family health are both endangered 
by ignorance or carelessness or poor judgment on the housekeeper's 
part. And farther than her family, reach the results of faulty dis
crimination in buying. When we buy a certain article we set the 
seal of our approval upon it, we endorse its manufacture. Why? 
It is the consumers who determine what the factories shall make. 
If no one bought willow plumes or the cheap grades of silk would 
there be 168,000 children in the United States alone at work on these 
and other products, do you think?

WOMEN THE "PRIESTESSES OF BEAUTY.”

If every woman who patronizes a grocery store takes the trouble 
to insist upon absolute cleanliness, with the loss of patronage as an 
alternative, would there be as much filth in some country “back 
stores" as we know exists now?

If more of the women of the world followed the example of the 
New York and Chicago women in their method of keeping the price 
of eggs down, would eggs I wonder bring five cents each in the markets 
of a rural community? Truly since the days when nursery rhymes 
were made, times have changed — now hens lay golden eggs and
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the geese of the world buy them. Someone has said that women are 
the priestesses of beauty. Well, if all women would keep the altar 
fires of beauty aglow', hideous china, flamboyant wall paper and 
extremes in dress materials would cease to be manufactured because 
of lack of demand for them.

WOMEN AS CONSUMERS ARE THE REAL RULERS OF INDUSTRY.

The entire work of the world must very largely be affected by 
supply and demand. The home and foreign policies of nations must 
reckon with these things.

Every dollar that we spend has a bearing on the scheme of things 
that we seldom think of, 1 fear. Women, the world over, being the 
senders of the world’s dollars, are therefore the real rulers of the 
industrial world at least. A time honored proverb runs "The hand 
that rocks the cradle, rules the world." We arc prone to wonder 
what more then in the way of power is there to be desired by a mortal 
with the cradle to rock and the money to spend. The answer comes 
back “Votes for Women,” and passing strange it is that many with 
a fair supply of both cradle and money clamor for the vote. I wonder 
if the opposition of mere man to the enfranchisement of women may 
be an acknowledgment that the balance of power between the mascu
line and feminine would be seriously disturbed by equal suffrage. 
1 also wonder if it is the wisest ones among women who want to vote 
—I do not know.

THE ECONOMIC POSITION OF WOMAN.

But, jokes aside, “In the light of all these facts it is a surprising 
thing that anyone can look lightly upon the share that is given to 
women in the economic struggle” says Bertha M. Terril in a book 
called “Household Management." There are those W'ho urge that 
the reason why women are finding the care of their homes less attrac
tive than formerly, is the fact that all which adds zest and is worth 
while is taken from them. Rather is it true that some things which 
demanded time and strength have yielded to more vital things and 
there is now opportunity to perfect that which is left, with a better 
appreciation of its importance.

Devine in his book "Economic Function of Woman" further affirms 
that “it is the present duty of the economist to magnify the office of 
the wealth expender, to accompany her to the very threshold of the 
home, that he may point out, with untiring vigilance, its woeful defects, 
its emptiness, caused, not so much by lack of income, as by lack of 
knowledge of how to spend wisely. * * * The economic position 
of woman will not be considered, by those who judge with discrimina
tion, inferior to that of man.”

Miss Richardson says “The woman who longs to get where she 
won’t have to count every penny, will never have her longing satisfied 
until she makes every penny count."
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HOUSEKEEPING A PROFESSION.

The reason, very often, for failure, is because woman has not had 
any special training for her work as a spender for the family. She 
too often is supposed to imbibe the necessary knowledge incidentally 
and trust to instinct. Housekeeping ranks among the professions 
as truly as any other occupation, but how very recent are any attempts 
to provide for training in this profession. She has grasped the truth 
concerning the possibilities of her work, who sees in it an opportunity 
to share the responsibilities of the wage-earner, and to develop the 
powers of those making up the family.

HOME EXPENDITURE SHOULD CONFORM TO BUSINESS METHODS.

Now it were folly to speak of a need without some suggestions for 
its gratification.

Miss Richardson says “ In olden times women thought and thought 
and thought before they spent. Now women often spend, and then 
think and think and think. Nor does the lack of thought before
hand ease the burden of the results of her spending.” Author es on 
Home Economics tell us that only by the application of business 
methods to home expenditure, can the best value be obtained for our 
money. It is natural to feel that economy is being practised when 
many a coveted article is left unbought. The year's bill, with its 
record of many unnecessary indulgences, is sometimes rude but whole
some awakening. Some system of bookkeeping which will keep 
track of every penny is one safeguard against thoughtless expenditure, 
and even such records arc of little value unless we compare one month 
or year with another and consider well for the purpose of improvement, 
if necessary, the proportionate amounts spent for food, clothing, rent, 
running expenses, and the higher life.

Of course, if any such system were to be used in a family.it would 
be necessary for the members of the family to agree upon a certain 
standard of living,and decide just how much of lie income should be 
spent for food or clothing, rent and running t tenses and the higher 
life. Where no definite income comes in < a week or month, the 
housekeeper would do well to keep it before to live within a certain 
sum, easily covered by the minimum.

WELL-NOURISHED BODIES AT A MINIMUM COST.

From a study of real and ideal budgets prepared by Miss Ellen 
Richard it is found that the lower the income the higher the percentage 
spent for food. Therefore perhaps the eye of the economist could 
detect leakage in the vicinity of this greatest average expenditure. 
We all sense the need of well-nourished bodies. No type of human 
efficiency can flourish on anything but a sound basis of physical health, 
but our desire is to have well-nourished bodies at a minimum cost, 
if thereby we can save more money to invest in food for mind and 
soul.

This brings me up to my real subject which you remember was 
announced as "The Preparation of Food in the Home.”
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WASTE OF MATERIAL. TIME AND ENERGY.

I n this work of preparing food there is, it seems to me, a chance for 
waste of material, of time and of energy. To laboriously beat up an 
egg white with a silver fork, when for five cents can be bought an egg 
beater which will in a moment change it to a froth, is a waste of time, 
energy and silver fork. To chop meat with a knife, when a food 
chopper can be purchased for SI.50, is a waste of time and energy. 
The possibilities of fireless cookers as fuel savers are just beginning 
to be talked about among us. Amply justified would we be in the 
saving of energy by the expenditure of a moderate amount of money 
upon such small conveniences as a soap saver, a measuring cup, 
strainers of different sizes, an asbestos mat or two, glass jars plainly 
labelled for such supplies as rice, starch, soda, salt, etc., a sink strainer, 
a covered garbage pail, a liign stool, brushes of various sizes, a small 
paint brush for buttering pan, a roll of grocer's wrapping paper, lino
leum for the kitchen floor.

RUNNING WATER IN KITCHEN.

I know we all appreciate the value of a supply of pure running 
water in the kitchen. Perhaps you each one have it. If you have 
not, don’t let any one make you believe it is an impossibility. Modern 
methods of plumbing make a bathroom and a supply of hot and cold 
water a possibility, wherever there is water to be forced into the 
house by natural or artificial means.

LABOR-SAVING DEVICES.

We all know, probably, that a little washing soda in a greasy pot, 
some vinegar boiled in the kettle to which the odor of fish clings, 
soaking a burnt saucepan in strong salt water, cold water first in 
dishes used for egg and milk, and the use of a three cent brush on 
obstinate, sticking particles of food, will lessen the labor of that thrice 
hated dish-washing. Some excellent machines for washing dishes 
are on the market now, but probably the price would be out of pro
portion to their usefulness in a small family.

A careful planning ahead of the meals of the week will conserve the 
energy and time, not to speak of the pennies of the cook, as she can 
at one time prepare enough potatoes for dinner today and breakfast 
tomorrow. She can plan to have enough fish left over from dinner 
for a fish scallop for the evening meal of the following day, or she can 
bake the cakes that need constant attention while she stirs the custard 
which keeps her by the stove. Of all the worry savers in regard to 
cooking, I do think the planning of the meals a week or more at a 
lime, ranks first. The use of papers as aids in cleaning the stove and 
preventing the necessity of much scrubbing of tables and draining 
boards, cannot be overestimated.

The sifting of a large panful of flour and baking powder at one 
time, mixed in the right proportion, to be used for biscuit, muffins 
and cake, will save the use and washing of sifter and bowl at each 
subsequent baking.
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KITCHEN EQUIPMENT.
In the matter of kitchen equipment, the best is eventually the most 

economical. Agate saucepans or aluminum ware (if the price is not 
prohibitive) are the best. Food cooks more quickly in aluminum, 
and less energy is needed to keep this metal clean.

A steel range gives better satisfaction, is more easily cleaned, more 
durable and more economical of fuel than a cast iron stove.

Hard wood boards and table tops, while not so white as softwood, 
are more durable and satisfactory. Tin utensils are neither healthful 
nor economical for most purposes. Hardwood floor in the kitchen 
wastes the energy of the housekeeper because it is trying to walk on, 
and the scrubbing of it is no easy task. Linoleum kept in a good 
state of varnish is much better.

ECONOMY IN BUYING.
Of the food itself — apart from the mechanical appliances used in 

its preparation ■—I have this to say: Both the choice of the raw 
materials and the skill used in their preparation, are factors of “ade
quate nourishment at minimum cost."

In the choice of food (1) the kind we buy and (2) the amount to be 
bought, each deserves some attention. The French woman, that 
most frugal of housekeepers, we are told, buys a franc’s worth or less 
of each food at one time, while the thrifty English housewife goes to 
the opposite extreme. In America there is no rule, the amount of 
any given food bought at one time varying with individual opinion 
and climate.

We all regard as shiftless the hand to mouth method of buying 
10 lbs. of sugar, 10 cents worth of vanilla, and a cake of soap, just as 
each is needed. In this climate such supplies as sugar, bread and 
pastry flour, cereals, flavorings, tea, spices, soap and starch, can be 
taken care of in amounts sufficient for a month at least. It is con
sidered inadvisable to buy sugar and flour in bags as there is danger 
of its having come in contact with unclean liquids or other dirt in the 
process of distribution. Often the difference in expenditure from 
buying in the larger quantities will save 20%. Canned goods can be 
bought by the dozen, or two families might buy a case together. Buy 
when a fresh supply comes from the factories. Cereals keep better 
when bought in scaled packages. They may be bought by the dozen. 
We each know the economy of buying soap by the box, removing the 
wrappers and giving it a chance to dry out. Soda, cream of tartar 
and baking powder, can be bought in large amounts, and the small 
cans or jars for daily use filled.

It is never good economy to buy cheap grades of flavoring and 
spices, or those not known to be reliable. Know a good brand and 
accept no substitute.

CHOICE OF MEAT AND FISH.
Perhaps there is more waste in the buying of meat than any food. 

It is surprising how many there arc who do not know what part of the 
animal supplies certain cuts of meat. This is not usually a problem
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of farm homes, when a half or whole animal may be consumed by 
the family, part as fresh meat and part as corned, dried or smoked. 
If, however, one is buying meat by a few pounds at a time, the cuts 
without excess of bone or gristle or fat — while apparently much 
more expensive — give more nourishment for the money. Yet, with 
the proper treatment in the hands of the cook — that is with long, 
slow cooking by means of hot water or steam — the cheapest cuts can 
be made palatable and they are just as nourishing.

Fish is usually considered cheaper than meat, but this is not true 
in inland localities. Great care must be exercised in the choice of 
fresh fish. If even slightly tainted there is grave danger of ptomaine 
poison. Oysters and lobsters have prices altogether out of proportion 
to their nutritive value. We pay in these fishes for flavor and rarity, 
and we think them occasionally worth the price, though not if rigid 
economy is being practised. The same may be said of poultry and 
game.

Of vegetables, the storing and not the procuring is the problem 
in the country home. Fruits arc not usually bought in large quantities, 
apples being an exception to this rule.

As to the relative cost of baker’s and homemade bread, there is 
much controversy. As to which is more palatable, we are not in 
doubt.

COOKING AN ART.

But the real art of the housekeeper is not displayed in the buying 
of the food stuff. That is a purely business proposition. It is in the 
cooking that the artistic in her temperament comes to the surface.

Ruskin says “Cooking means the knowledge of Meadia and of Circe, 
of Helen and of the Queen of Sheba. It means the knowledge of all 
herbs and fruits and balms and spices, and all that is healing and 
sweet in the fields and groves, and savory in meats. It means care
fulness and inventiveness and willingness and readiness of appliances. 
It means the economy of your grandmothers, and the science of the 
modern chemist; it means much testing and no wasting; it means 
English thoroughness and French art and Arabian hospitality; and, 
in fine it means that you are to be perfectly and always ladies — loaf 
givers.”

It is not drudgery. Do not tolerate that statement in regard to it. 
It is a science. It is the work of an artist of the highest order.

Michael Angelo found angels imprisoned in every block of marble 
his chisel touched. Millet, the French painter, saw in two peasants 
bowed in prayer at the sound of the angelus, the possibilities of a 
great picture.

Shakespeare found “sermons in stones and books in the running 
brooks.” What made these men different from their fellows was 
not that they had better materials or different with which to work. 
The difference lay in the perspective of each, in the vision each had.

We cannot afford, for our own sakes, to miss the vision which 
makes us sure that cooking at its best is a consummate art, for it is 
the changing of crude materials into that which will keep perfect our 
bodies, the temples of the living God.
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USE OF FOOD.

However, I must not soar so far away from things material that 
I shall forget to tell you some things about the preparation of food. 
First, let me tell you that food has a four-fold function in our bodies.

(1) To cause growth.
(2) To repair the worn out tissues.
(3) To supply heat.
(4) To furnish us with energy to think and work.

CLEAN FOOD IS VITAL.

Much beside cooking is included in the preparation of food—as 
any of us will readily see if we think of what meat has to undergo 
before it is ready to cook — how vegetables and fruits and cereals 
must be harvested and packed and sold. The matter of clean food 
is of course a vital one to us when we consider how disgusting unclean 
food is, and the great danger of spreading of disease. The washing 
or cleansing of food before cooking is then the first step in the prepar
ation of most food.

This phase of the food question will be dealt with at greater length 
in a subsequent lecture.

WHY FOOD IS COOKED.

We cook food for a variety of reasons:
(1) To make it more digestible.
(2) To make it taste and look better.
(3) To preserve the food and destroy parasites.
(4) To furnish a greater variety of food.
(5) To economise expense.
Each food is probably not cooked for all these reasons. Meat, 

eggs and fat, are more digestible raw, but they taste and look better 
when cooked. Different methods of cooking the same food furnish 
the desirable variety. Often in cooking, left-overs can be used in 
the production of a new and palatable dish — thus economy is prac
tised.

METHODS OF COOKING.

Many mechanical processes are applied to foods before or during 
cooking, which tend to make them more digestible or more sightly. 
1 speak of such things as the beating of eggs which makes the mixture 
to which they are added easier to digest, the folding of air into pastry 
to make it light, the beating of mashed potato, the creaming of butter 
for cakes, the whipping of cream, the grating of cheese, the shredding 
of fish, the kneading of dough, etc.

Cooking is a very old and a very universal process. Some methods 
of cooking are used by even the most savage of races.

It is accomplished by the application of heat to the food material. 
The method varies with the food and with individual taste.
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The more common methods are:
(1) Baking or cooking in an oven.
(2) Broiling or roasting over coals.
(3) Boiling or stewing in water.
(4) Cooking by steam in steamer or double boiler.
(5) Frying in hot fat.
(0) Cooking by means of frying pan or griddle.

COOKING OF MEATS. EGGS AND FISH.

Broiling or roasting is applied to meat or fish. Intense heat is 
needed at first for meat so that the outside may become scared, thus 
preventing the escape of the flavour-giving juices. The temperature 
of the meat is then lowered or it will become tough and hard to digest. 
Pork needs a very long cooking, partly because it is sometimes known 
to contain a parasite which causes trichinosis. Veal, too, needs long 
cooking, but all meats must be cooked at a low temperature to be 
tender.

Eggs should never be boiled, but cooked from five to thirty minutes 
in water just below the boiling point. Cheese needs no cooking; 
melting does not injure it, but long cooking toughens. There is a 
great waste of good material and of good digestive energy among us 
as a result of the wrong kind of cooking applied to these animal foods. 
Probably meat is most frequently overdone, or the wrong methods 
of cooking is used on the tougher joints. Such tough cuts require 
long, slow cooking always. Preferably the heat is applied by means 
of hot water and steam.

Milk to be digestible must not be boiled. If milk is to be heated 
for any culinary purpose, it should be done over hot water rather 
than over direct heat.

Eggs have such a wide range of uses in cooking and such high 
nutritive value, that the need cannot be overemphasized of short 
cooking and gentle heat for mixtures containing any appreciable 
amount of egg. This applies equally to sponge cake, to custards, to 
omelet, to scrambled or poached eggs. In the country home the 
problem is not the securing of good eggs so much as more variety 
in their preparation. Yolk and white beaten separately and com
bined with a white sauce and some grated cheese, or shredded fish or 
chopped meat, makes a most palatable and nourishing dish which the 
French call a soufflé, recipés for which can be fount! in any reliable 
cook book.

USE OF ••LEFT-OVERS."

Right here let me speak of that substance known as white 
sauce or cream sauce, for I know of no other mixture which enters 
so largely into the preparation of made dishes as docs this sub
stance. It is made of milk, flour, salt, pepper and butter. It is 
made thick or thin by varying the amount of flour. It is made more 
or less rich by using more or less butter; two tablespoons each of 
butter and flour to one cup of milk makes an average sauce for vege
tables or meat or fish. The method of combining the materials is
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to melt the butter, add the dry ingredients and then the milk gradually, 
then stir over the direct heat until the mixture thickens. A very 
thin sauce of this sort is the foundation of cream soups, such as potato, 
tomato and corn soup. A somewhat thicker sauce (the one mentioned 
above in fact) is served with vegetables or fish, while this same 
sauce with left-overs of meat or fish or vegetables added may be 
baked as a scallop for breakfast or supper. A very thick sauce 
may have chopped meat or fish added, may be shaped into cylinders 
coated with egg and dried bread crumbs, fried in deep fat and called 
croquettes. In such ways as these the economy of cooking becomes 
very apparent.

COOKING OF VEGETABLES.

All foods that contain starch such as beans and cereals must have 
long, slow cooking by moist heat to burst the starch grains and make 
the food digestible. A large amount of liquid is needed in the cooking 
of all such foods. Rice and macaroni should be cooked uncovered 
in a large amount of boiling salted water.

Vegetables need careful cooking to preserve their best flavors. 
Either steaming or baking is a better method for squash than 
boiling. The quickest possible cooking in rapidly boiling water, and 
immediate draining when tender, and then proper seasoning and 
serving hot, are the essentials of successful vegetable cookery. Cab
bage, lettuce and celery when served in salads must be made crisp 
by standing in cold water before use.

BAKING POWDER MIXTURES.

In the cooking of mixtures made light by soda or baking powder, 
the things that make for a good finished product are:

(1) Cold materials.
(2) The smallest possible amount of handling.
(3) (Juick work — no delays in mixing.
(4) Immediate baking in a hot oven.
The heat of the oven acts upon the moistened baking powder 

causing it to give off a gas. This gas in trying to escape through 
the doughy mass puffs it up. Before it has time to fall the heat of 
the oven stiffens and cooks the dough. From this it may readily be 
seen w’hy biscuit or muffins cooked in a too slow oven are apt to be 
soggy.

SCIENCE OF BREAD-MAKING.

The process of making bread has enough of history, science 
and art about it to furnish material for a whole lecture. Suffice it 
to say here that bread is made light by the gas given off by the action 
of yeast upon a kind of sugar found in moist flour. Exactly the 
same process goes on when bread is rising as when fruit juice is fer
menting and the same products alcohol and carbonic acid gas arc the 
results. The gas in trying to escape puffs up the dough. We know 
fermented fruit eventually turns sour if exposed to the air. So, if
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the action of the yeast on the dough is not stopped by kneading and 
cooking, an acid takes the place of the alcohol and the bread is sour.

We knead the dough to distribute the gas bubbles and make it 
fine grained, to knead in air for the growth of the yeast, to make the 
dough elastic. We bake the dough :

(1) To stop the action of the yeast.
(2) To drive off the alcohol.
(3) To make the food in the bread digestible.
(4) To make it appetizing and of good appearance.

FRYING IN FAT.

The method of cooking foods in a small amount of fat in a frying- 
pan is not to be recommended for digestive reasons. Cooking in deep 
fat, when enough is used to float the food is an excellent, but rather 
expensive manner of cooking. If, however, we consider that a pot 
of deep fat can be used sixteen or seventeen times, and that even 
then what is left can lx made up into a good soap for cleaning purposes, 
the expense of it need not keep us from having croquettes and other 
fried foods whenever we want them. Any mixture fried in fat must 
be dipped with egg and crumbs before frying to form a coating for 
the prevention of fat entering the food. We know that the common 
use of the modern steel range revolutionized the cooking processes 
of people used to cooking in an open fireplace. The new things now 
are the fireless cooker and paper bag cookery.

FIRELESS COOKERS.

The first fireless cookers were rather crude homemade affairs, and 
a very useful and effective one can be manufactured at home for 83.00. 
(See B. C. Bulletin “ Preparation of Food.”) They are made on the 
principle that food raised in temperature to the boiling point, and 
surrounded with non-conductors of heat, will, if kept closely covered, 
cook itself as it were. The factory-made varieties have soapstone 
disks, which when heated very hot and placed in these cookers with 
meat, will roast it to a turn. As a means of cooking beans, cereals, 
soups, stews and the tough cuts of meat, fireless cookery is ideal.

It must be very apparent that it would save fuel. Then the facts 
that the food needs no attention after the first heating, that an hour 
more in the cooker than the food really requires does not affect the 
quality of the food, that there can be no escape of juice or flavor, 
that all the work of preparing noon or evening dinner can be done 
early in the day, must recommend themselves to all. The house
keeper can attend her Women's Institute meeting, go to church, call 
on a friend, or entertain a visitor, without a thought about her dinner 
once it is placed in the cooker. Its disadvantage is, of course, the 
length of time such cooking requires.

PAPER BAG COOKERY.

Of paper bag cookery, brought to its highest perfection by an 
English cook, called Sayer, it is my experience that the bags are 
too expensive for very general use. They vary in price from twenty



to fifty-five cents per dozen. For cooking fish they are excellent, 
as they retain the best flavors, the fish does not become broken and 
the unpleasantness of pans smelling of fish is eliminated.

I know it is not necessary to say anything to you about the necessity 
for scrupulous cleanliness in cooking. Always dirt has been an arch 
enemy of the thrifty housewife. This matter will be dealt with more 
fully in a subsequent lecture.

HOME ECONOMICS IN RELATION TO COOKERY.

We are glad that the scales are being removed from the eyes of 
those who depreciated the true value and dignity of the art of cooking.

We rejoice that the economics of this subject includes the saving 
of the time and energy of the cook herself by means of scientific 
methods and labour saving devices, but chiefly do we give thanks for 
those housekeepers who walk in the spirit of Stradivarius when he 
proclaimed that “not God himself could make Antonio Stradivarius 
violins without Antonio."

It is the special province of Women’s Institutes, of Household 
Arts Instruction in the schools, of all education in any brands of 
woman's work in the home, to both disseminate knowledge and cherish 
this spirit. To the less fortunate than ourselves in the matter of 
home life or outlook we must hear the message that Home Economics 
stand for:

“The ideal home life for today unhampered by the traditions of 
the past.

The utilization of the resources of modern science to improve home 
life.

The freedom of the home from the dominance of things; and their 
due subordination to ideals.

The simplicity in material surroundings which will most free the 
spirit for the more important and permanent interests of the home 
and of society.”




